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ABSTRACT

In 1809 Gauss published a probabilistic analysis

of the method of least squares, a method which he

claimed to have been using as a simple algorithm for a

decade or more.	 Laplace, in part as a result of dis-

satisfaction with Gauss's approach, and in part because

of his own long-standing interest in probability theory,

developed and considerably modified the method, collect-

ing his conclusions in hi g masterly Theorie Analytique 

des Probabilites of 1812.	 His book became the basis

for the study of error theory in subsequent years.

Prior to Gauss's work a number of attempts at error

analysis were made.	 Cotes, Mayer, Euler, Boscovich,

Lambert, Laplace and Legendre developed simple ad hoc 

algorithms for treating discrepant observations; Simpson,

Lagrange, Daniel Bernoulli and again Laplace investigated

the probabilistic implications of error theory. 	 In this

thesis I examine the work of these men in the light of the

various characteristics of eighteenth century science

which might have led them to investigate the nature of

errors: the enthusiasm of the experimental philosophers

for mathematising nature, together with their insistence

on the supremacy of empirical results; the increasingly

stringent demands for precision made by the astronomers;

and the rapid growth of probability theory as a branch of

mathematics.
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INTRODUCTION

All measurements we make are to some extent imprecise,

and hence we can never be completely certain about the

truth of any quantitative scientific law based upon them.

The process of induction, which has always presented

certain grave philosophical difficulties, has at its very

root, in the data themselves, this additional source of

doubt. The problem may be alleviated by carrying with

the data through the calculations and reasoning processes

an estimate of the effect of the probable errors in the

data, so that we finally obtain not only a quantitative

law but also a statement of its reliability. 	 It is well

known that the mathematical arguments required may be

extremely complex, but the procedure may have the added

advantage of showing how judiciously-planned measurements

can be used to increase the reliability of the law we

obtain.	 If the resulting law itself is to play a part in

larger theories it must always be accompanied by an

appropriate measure of its reliability. 	 Similarly, if

we are testing an already partially-established theory or

hypothesis, we must not reject it simply upon the grounds

that values predicted from it do not exactly match the

new data we collect. We must instead assess how far in

terms of observational errors we can tolerate discrepancies

between theory and data.

So long as we make, or claim to make, agreement with

measurement one of the major tests for any theory, this

element of vagueness introduced by observational errors

presents a real stumbling-block to our reasoning processes.

If we remain unaware of the role errors may play, we are

liable to make the mistake of rejecting or accepting

theories out-of-hand; but once we cease to ignore errors,

we are faced with the difficult task of developing adequate

methods for their treatment, and of assessing the reliability
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of the theories which are based upon our imprecise

measurements.	 Hence any complete scientific methodology

which claimsto relate theories to actual experience and

measurement, ought to include some consideration of error

theory and its implications, and any tature scientific

method should provide standard procedures for analysing

and assessing errors. 	 The early development of error

theory thus forms an intrinsic part of the history of

scientific method, andit is this development which forms

the subject of the present thesis.

When I commenced my research, I fully expected to find

a theory of errors developing"in parallel with the

extensive application of the Newtonian experimental method

in the early eighteenth century, and hence it was in the

scientific literature of that period that I first began

my search for methods of error treatment. 	 Newton had

explicitly emphasised the need to develop theories by

recourse to experiment and observation, in particular to

experiment and observation of a quantitative nature, and

his own success in applying the method he had suggested

led to a rapid increase of interest in the quantitative

' sciences of astronomy and physics.	 However I soon found

it necessary to question the extent to which Newton's

explicit methodology was reflected in his actual method -

whether the theories he put forward were really derived

only from his observations, or whether they involved

additional hidden (and perhaps in our terms unscientific)

assumptions , - but whatever the case, the fact remains that

Newton and his eighteenth century advocates saw themselves 

as relying strictly upon an inductive examination of actual

measurements, and as such they should have been exposed

to the problem of observational errors. At a time when

rival philosophies were placing great emphasis upon the

true nature of sense experience - . the Newtonians insisted

upon the supremacy of observaticin and experiment, while

the Cartesians held that the senses were ultimately fallible-

recourse to error theory could have provided a convenient
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via media between the two extremes. The empirical laws

of nature could be stated as probable rather than absolute,

and assigned a definite probability; within the error

bounds of the observations, laws could be chosen which

satisfied the a priori Leibnizian ideals of continuity

and simplicity.	 However, it may be that the Newtonians

tended to avoid detailed discussion of observational

errors, simply because to admit that they presented a

problem was to admit partial defeat in the debate, while

to the Cartesians the very concept of small observational .

errors remained totally irrelevant. 	 Whatever the case,

there was in fact very little philosophical or methodological

discussion of errors in the early post-Newtonian era.

Nevertheless, it would be misleading to suggest that

the physicists and astronomers of the period ignored the

existence of errors.	 An intuitive awareness of errors

is an almost inevitable concommitant of the very act of

making measurements. Even before the beginning of the

eighteenth century the taking of arithmetic means of small'

numbers of observations was commonplace, and the elimination

of systematic errors by the careful design of ingtruments

and by the use of additional measurements was well known.

However, we may in general characterise the attitude

towards errors which lasted well into the eighteenth

century as qualitative rather than quantitative. This is

well-illustrated by a brief quotation from the conclusion

of Boyle's treatment of his famous gas law:

Now although we deny not, but that in our table some
particulars do not exactly answer to what our formerly
mentioned hypothesis might perchance invite the reader to
expect; yet the variations are not so considerable, but
that they may probably enough be ascribed to some such want
of exactness as in such nice experiments is scarcely
avoidable.	 But for all that, till such further trial has
more clearly informlor, I shall not venture to determine,
whether or no the i	 ated theory will hold universally and
precisely, either in condensation of air or rarefaction.(1)
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Many of Boyle's eighteenth century successors, who readily

adopted the intuitive assumption that their errors were

negligible, might have done well to emulate also his

wariness of being too convinced of the truth of the law

he postulated.

Despite the absence of a formalised, quantitative

error theory in the early eighteenth century, I have never-

theless found a discussion of the experimental philosophy

of the period a good starting point for my thesis, as it

provides an opportunity to indicate what alternative modes

of reasoning to a viable error theory were available at a

time when so much emphasis was placed on the verification

of theories by recourse to empirical data.

By the middle of the eighteenth century a few brief

excursions into error theory had been made, and the

development of the first crude methods of error analysis

had taken place.	 As I hope to show in the second chapter

of my thesis, these did not form an essential part of

contemporary methodology but were developed out of practical

necessity in order to deal with specific problemS, and

were rarely applied outside their original context.	 The

state of eighteenth century science was particularly

favourable as a breeding-ground for such methods for a

number of reasons.	 Quantitative data were collected and

analysed with a passion and intensity as never before.

Quite apart from a continuation of the Baconian urge to

collect data for its own sake, or for some future, as yet

unenvisaged purpose, the practical needs of the time

demanded highly accurate observations in geodesy and

astronomy.	 In addition, precise astronomical tables were

required for navigational purposes. 	 The act of making

the necessary measurements could scarcely avoid bringing

with it an awareness of errors and of the need for eliminat-

ing them as far as possible.	 Whilst this elimination

could be brought about largely by improved instrumentation

and better measurement techniques, nevertheless there was
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always a residue of discrepancies demanding explanation

and, where possible, removal.	 In a few isolated cases

efforts to test Newtonian celestial mechanics also

brought the problem of observational errors into sharp

focus.	 This happened only on the rare occasions where .

theoretical prediction was so sophisticated and observation

so crude that prediction and observation appeared to

contradict one another, if no analysis were available to

show that the contradiction was the result of observational

errors.

I have distinguished so far between two motives which

the eighteenth century natural philosopher might have had

for inventing a theory of errors, or at least methods of

error analysis.	 We can conveniently label these as the

philosophical and the practical motives. 	 As I have said,

the first was virtually absent, but the second gave rise

to a number of algorithms, which nevertheless remained

almost entirely devoid of any philosophical implications

for their inventors.	 I devote chapter three to a detailed

description of these algorithms, for not only are they

fascinating in their diversity and ingenuity, but many of

them are still useful today, albeit in a slightly changed

context.

In the eighteenth century there was yet a third motive

present for the development of a theory of errors.	 Error

theory is intimately bound up with the probability calculus

and, indeed, provides many varied and interesting problems

upon which the mathematician can exercise his skills. The

flourishing of quantitative science in the early eighteenth

century coincided with a rapid development of probability

theory. It is fortunate for the present discussions that

this was so, for it makes an exchange of ideas between the

scientist and the mathematician at least possible, so that

we need not come to the abortive conclusion that a

probabilistic theory of errors could not develop simply

because of a lack of the necessary mathematical tools.
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Had the experimental scientist felt a need for a theory

of errors, the necessary tools were available, at least

in a crude form; conversely, the mathematician could

use the concept of observational errors to provide

himself with probabilistic models which were mathematically

interesting.	 The concurrence of the two developments

makes it a little difficult to determine, in some instances,

whether in fact the scientists had to wait upon the

mathematicians or vice versa. 	 There is, fortunately,_
already a considerable body of literature available on

the history of probability theory which enables us to

decide upon the issue.

Not surprisingly, it was the study of betting games

which led to some of the earliest discussions on probability

theory, but by the beginning of the eighteenth century

there was a growing tendency to seek problems of greater

generality and abstraction.	 With this there came a

spate of publication upon the subject. 	 Remond de Montmort

published his Essai d'Analyse sur les jeux de hasard in

1708, Nicolas Bernoulli brought out his uncle's De Arte 

Conjectandi in 1713, and in 1718 the first edition of De

Moivre's Doctrine of Chances appeared. 	 These works, in

particular De Moivre's, provided the material which Thomas

Simpson used as a basis for his The Nature and the Laws of _
Chance (1740).	 Later it was Simpson who, in 1756,

introduced the concept of error analysis into probability

theory, and for this he drew on his earlier work, using

methods which were mathematically similar to those of De

Moivre, from whom he had borrowed freely.	 There is little

sense of urgency in the sequence of these investigations,

and it is difficult to imagine the experimentalists pressing

the mathematicians for a valid, probabilistic theory of

errors. After Simpson had indicated what was possible,

the mathematicians became fascinated by the interesting

probability problems with which error theory provided them,

and so we find probabilistic error theory flourishing. The

methods developed are described in Chapter IV.	 Hence by
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the second half of the eighteenth century there were

three quite separate threads of development - a continued

insistence on the primacy of measurement supported by a

very naive methodology devoid of a theory of errors;

superimposed upon this a number of simple algorithms for

treating errors, algorithms developed in order to answer

certain specific questions; and a mathematical theory of

errors divorced from practical measurement systems.

Eventually, of course, there came at least a partial tying

together of the threads. 	 The first intimation of this

came in the 1760's in the highly original but little

noticed work of J.H. Lambert (see Chapter V), work of

great intrinsic interest, but which played only a very

minor role in the overall pattern of development. But

it was not until the beginning of the next century that

Gauss and Laplace produced a usable probabilistic theory

of errors.	 There was much in their work that was still

of questionable validity, but in principle it provided

their successors with methods which would stand them in

good stead. Their work, which occupies Chapters VI and

V11, thus provides a convenient ending point for my thesis.
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CHAPTER I 

The Eighteenth Century View
of Quantitative Experimental Laws 

One of the major objectives of eighteenth century

experimental philosophy was the discovery of new

quantitative laws of nature by means of the collation

of observations.	 But what criteria were to be used to

assess the validity of these new laws, when in every case,

due to the presence of experimental errors, the data failed

to fit exactly the proposed quantitative relationship?

How, indeed, were new laws to be chosen at all, if a degree

of matching between law and data were not defined? We

must not exaggerate the achievements of the eighteenth

century experimental philosophers in quantitative science,

but nevertheless they managed to produce some valid

empirical laws without once asking' or answering the questions

I have just raised.	 In their own minds at least,

mathematics was fast becoming at once the queen and servant

of science.	 The pattern was already set by the time that

(1)'sGravesande	 published, in 1720, one of the earliest

textbooks on experimental philosophy. 	 The title was,

significantly, Mathematical Elements of Natural Philosophy,

confirm'd by Experiments, and in the preface he wrote

Physics belong to mix'd Mathematics. 	 The Properties
of Bodies, and the Laws of Nature, are the Foundations of
mathematical Reasoning, as all that have examined the Scope
of the Science will freely confess . . . For the comparing
of Motion, or, in other Words, of Quantities, is the
continual Theme, and whoever will go about that work any
other way, than by mathematical Demonstrations, will be sure
to fall into Uncertainties at least, if not into Errors. (2)
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This conviction was reiterated by textbook writers for

the rest of the century.	 It had grown in 'sGravesande's

own mind after he had become acquainted with the early

Newtonian lecturers (3) on experimental philosophy during a

visit to England from his native Holland.	 Yet the

conviction did not in itself lead to the successful

application of mathematics to science. 	 sGravesande,

Petrus van Musschenbroek (4) and, on the whole, the British

Newtonians, were singularly unsuccessful at discovering

empirical, quantitative laws governing natural phenomena,

although they were adept at demonstrating the known,

quantitative laws of mechanics. 	 Musschenbroek's work on

magnetism will later serve as an example of this failure.

The eighteenth century emphasis on mathematics is

clearly the result of Newton's influence. 	 Presented

with the highly mathematical and successful Principia and

the apparently highly quantitative Opticks, it was

difficult not to see in mathematics the key to all scientific

investigation.	 Quantitative research had, of course,

developed before Newton, as had the experimental approach

to science, but it was in Newton's works that the eighteenth

century scientist saw the perfect expression of scientific

reasoning, and it was to Newton that he looked for a

perpetual example.	 Thus Boerhaave (5) suggested as

recommended reading for would-be scientists the works of

Galileo, Torricelli, Castelli, Bellini, Borelli, Mariotte,

Perault, Amontons, de la Hire and Huygens, but emphasised

that
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The Prince and Captain of all is Sir Isaac Newton,
who knows as much as all the rest of Mankind together,
as all his Works will inform us, and which only have
set Bounds and Limits to the Wit of Man. An Example
of this we have in his first Volume in the Chapter of
Opticks and Colours.	 I never saw a Book where were
stronger Arguments drawn from Experiments: It is the
best Pattern in the World, and deserves the highest
Honour. (6)

Boerhaave, as an ardent supporter of the experimental

philosophy, might be expected to praise his work in this

way; but Newton's influence was, by the middle of the

eighteenth century, becoming universal. 	 The Opticks 

was seen as illustrating quite definitely an experimental

method, quite distinct from any actual scientific

discoveries it might contain.	 It was possible to agree

with Newton's method without accepting all his conclusions. •

Thus Fontenelle (7) , still in many ways a convinced Cartesian,

and compleLely rejecting Newton's celestial mechanics,

nevertheless praised the experimental method in Newton's

Opticks in the following terms

-	 ^
Une utilit6 de ce Livre, aussi grande peut-etre que celle
qu'on tire du grand nombre de connoissances nouvelles donc
il est plein, est qu'il fournit un excellent modele de l'Art
de se conduire dans la Philosophie Experimentale. Quand
on voudra interroger la Nature par les experiences, & les
observations, il la faudra interroger comme M. Newton, d'un
maniere aussi adroite, & aussi pressante.

(8)

Two clear aims of eighteenth century science emerge:

first to put experimental science, where possible, on a

sound quantitative basis, and second to use Newton's

experimental method as a model for the best way to achieve

this end.	 Thus in order to understand the nature of

eighteenth century experimental science we must first
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examine Newton's work, and then see how it was interpreted

by his successors.

Quantitative Experiment in Newton's 'Opticks'

I have spoken above of the apparently highly quan-

titative Opticks.	 This remark needs some qualification.

If we examine Newton's work in detail we find a distinct

difference between what we would now call his fruitful

experiments, and the experiments which had no very useful

outcome.	 It is the latter experiments which seem to

include the greatest amount of numerical data, and which

seem to be most concerned with the finding of mathematical

laws relating observed quantities. 	 Koyre has said

The results of the Newtonian experiments seem to me
to throw a light on their very structure. 	 They presuppose
in an axiomatic fashion a mathematical structure of nature
and their aim is to disentangle the confusion of the
empirically given reality, to find out or to isolate its
real and simple components.	 The Newtonian experiments
do not have as their aim the establishing of numerical or
functional relations between the phenomena, •but the dis-
closing of their true and sufficient causes.

(9)

This is a just analysis when we are referring, as Koyr4 does

here, to Newton's experiments on spectrum formation and

refrangibility (10) .	 But there the mathematical content

is limited, although important.	 Newton needed only an

approximate calculation to show him that the lengthening

of the spectrum could not possibly be due to the ordinary

refraction of a diverging light beam. 	 That the rays

emerging from the prism still travelled in straight lines
wen&

required only a little geometry to prove - there *el.& no



unfamiliar variables, no new mathematical relations.

The strength of the argument lies in the logical 

elimination of possible causes for the formation of the

oblong spectrum.	 If we look at Newton's work on Fits

of easy Ref lexion and easy Transmission (11) we find the

same sort of characteristic.	 Once quantitative measure-

ment is attempted the very appearance of Newton's rings

suggests the mathematical relationship between ring

diameter and hence thickness of the transparent plate,

and the sequence of bright and dark rings. 	 It is Newton's

logical train of thought after this initial step that is

impressive - the way he argues, by experiment, that both 

surfaces of the plate play•a part in the phenomena, that it

depends on some 'disposition' of the rays.	 Koyre's

analysis again seems to be just. 	 But let us turn to some

of Newton's other, apparently more quantitative work in the

Opticks.

First we find in several places statements about a law

relating the breadths of the differently-coloured bands

in either the spectrum, or in interference patterns, to

the intervals of the tonic sol-fa sca1e (12) .	 Clearly,

for us, the law has no real validity or meaning. 	 At first

we might be tempted to assume that Newton meant only to

provide a means of describing colours by numbers, just as

we now label colours by their wavelengths (although this

labelling has, of course, physical significance too). But

it seems doubtful that Newton had so superficial an inter-

pretation in mind. 	 In his original reference to the
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experiment he described how he used an assistant with

better colour vision than himself to judge the boundaries

of the colours, so he must have meant that these

boundaries could be defined, and coincided empirically

with the intervals of the scale (13) He himself made

no comment on the status of the law. As another example

we can look at his observations on the appearance of the

pattern given by Newton's rings when these are viewed at

different obliquities.	 He measured the diameter of a

chosen ring at different viewing angles, computed the

thickness of the air-gap corresponding to this diameter,

and related it as follows to the viewing angle, after

giving a table of results.

And from these Measures I seem to gather this Rule:
That the Thickness of the Air is proportional to the Secant
of an Angle, whose Sine is a certain mean Proportional
between the Sines of Incidence and Refraction. And that
mean Proportional, so far as by these Measures I can
determine it, is the first of an hundred and six mean
Proportionals between those Sines counted from the bigger
Sine, that is, from the Sine of Refraction when the
Refraction is made out of the Glass into the Plate of Air,
or from the Sine of Incidence when the Refraction is made
out of the Plate of Air into the Glass. (14)

(We can express this by the formula t 04 seal\ , where

siln CA=	 	  an4 where t is the thickness of
io6

the air gap, and R,I, angles of reflection and refraction
respectively.) Newton made no further comment on this

relationship except to check it in terms of water films

instead of glass films to see if it was general, (The

experiments he used for this must have been extremely

difficult to carry out!) and to compare it qualitatively 

with similar colour variations observed in feathers, spiders'
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webs, etc.	 Clearly he considered the quantitative state-

ment to be of some value as it stood.

• There are other examples of this type to be found in .

Newton's work; the progression of inverse square roots

to describe the width of the diffraction fringes formed

at an illuminated knife edge (15) , the attempt to find a

law relating density to refractive index (although here

some discussion of why a law should be expected is

(16)included)	 , and so on.

In what light did Newton see these empirical numerical

laws he had derived? Certainly he did not see them as

unproven hypotheses - they had been proved experimentally.

Yet neither did they enter into the sch--Ime of Analysis

and Synthesis that Newton had insisted on at the end of

the Opticks.	 The latter referred rather to series of

experiments and consequent inductions, for example the

series of experiments on refrangibility or the series on

fits of easy reflexion and transmission. 	 Newton cast the

numerical laws he found into the role of descriptions of

phenomena rather than as proven theories about them, and as•

descriptions he considered them irrefutable. We can see

that this is the case if we consider the structure of the

book.	 The section on interference is divided into two

parts. At the beginning of the first part Newton stated

To render this Discourse short and distinct, I have
first described the principal of my Observations, and then
consider'd and made use of them. (17)
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The first, observational part includes the statement

of the numerical law relating thickness of air and

obliquity of viewing in Newton's rings experiments. It

also includes the description of the radii of the

differently-coloured rings in terms of the tonic sol-fa

scale.	 The second part, 'Remarks upon the foregoing

Observations
), 

assumes these laws, and makes no further

reference to the original experimental data, and it is in

this part that Newton applies inductive reasoning.	 In

the same way (in a completely different part of the book)

the quantitative analysis of diffraction fringes appears

as an observation.

Clearly there are two distinct ways of looking at a

mathematical law or rule relating observed, measured

quantities.	 Either it may be seen as merely another

expression for the data themselves, i.e. as purely descrip-

tive, any discrepancy between data and law being ignored

as the result of experimental error; or the mathematical

law itself may constitute a theory to be tested using the

data.	 In the latter case it may be part of a further-

reaching theory, (for example it might be the quantitative

consequence of an assumed mechanistic model for the

e.	 I-
phtsmomenon); og it may be the result of prediction from

an underlying physical law (for example the inverse square

law of attraction could be used to predict the behaviour of

quite complex systems of bodies, and these predictions, which

are quantitative, could be expressed in mathematical terms

and tested using observational data). 	 Thus the theory
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itself provides the mathematical law, and all that is

required is to compare data and predicted values. 	 In

the former case, where the mathematical law is chosen,

apparently arbitrarily, simply to describe the data,

some sort of criterion for choice will nevertheless be

required.	 This distinction between the two cases may seem

rather nice, but, as we shall see, a failure to make it

had severe repercussions in the years after Newton.

The Principia too, provides evidence of a similar

attitude towards empirically-observed numerical laws.

Kepler's third law is treated as an observed phenomenon (18)

It could have been treated as a corollary of the inverse

square law, and then matched to the data, but Newton chose

to take it as representing the data themselves, providing

a mathematical law to be matched with the theory.	 Kepler

had after all discovered it quite independently of any

gravitation theory, and his own curious methods of finding

it were quite irrelevant as far as Newton was concerned,

because it could be independently demonstrated from the

motions of planetary orbits. 	 It seemed valid to look for

a mathematical law correlating observed phenomena before 

considering the mathematical consequences inherent in any

a priori theory that might be put forward to explain the

phenomena.

Having described Newton's approach to the analysis of

quantitative experiment, I now want to relate it to his

explicit methodology (19) .	 In the present context it is
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not necessary to extend the discussion very far, as it is

his influence upon his successors with which we are

concerned, not the minutiae of his own attitudes.	 This

is especially true because, as I shall show shortly, very

little methodological discussion occurred in the eighteenth

century except at a remarkably crude level. The most

famous aspect of Newton's methodology is, of course, his

attitude towards hypothesis.	 The over-discussed subject

of the status of hypotheses in Newton's work compared

with his overt attitude towards them need not concern us

here (20) , as we have shown that he did not see mathematical

rules correlating observed quantities as either hypotheses

or proven theories, but merely as descriptions.	 His

condemnation of hypotheses must have seemed to his successors

to be in no way incompatible with these descriptions, as

the latter were made apparently independently of anything

except the data themselves and were considered as rigorously 

describing the data. What is more relevant is Newton's

statement about the simplicity and conformity of Nature.

Koyr6 interprets this as referring to an underlying or

hidden simplicity, and it seems that Newton saw it in this

way too.	 Hence the inverse square law of gravity appeared

to describe mathematically the underlying operation of

Nature, whilst its complex manifestations in terms of the

actual behaviour of systems of bodies could be tested

empirically.	 Yet was the simplicity of Nature always to be
I

buried so deep? A few simple laws relating directly-

observed quantities already existed: Snell's law, Boyle's

law and Hooke's law are examples.	 Here Nature's simplicity

was, with the help of judicious experiments, apparent on
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the very surface of things.	 Newton himself had added

to the list of simple laws the law relating the colours

of the spectrum to the tonic sol-fa scale, the law relat-

ing the diameter of an interference ring to its position, .

and others.	 Simplicity was that very criterion required

to provide a means of choosing laws to describe natural

phenomena, and it was a criterion that had, in many cases,

been shown to lead to useful results. 	 Its validity had

been tested, as it were, experimentally. 	 I hope to show

that this is how Newton's successors interpreted the

concept of the simplicity of Nature. 	 But did Newton

himself? He made no overt statement to that effect, and

there are one or two indications in his work that lead us

to believe that he did not. Sometimes he referred to the

relationships he suggested as being approximate or as near

as he could measure. (21)He did not always choose the

obvious simple relationship.	 Thus in his work on the

relationship between ring diameter and obliquity of viewing

(which I have already discussed) he chose not the simple

R(and in fact more correct) relationship t 04 sec t\ (22) , but

the more complex one I have described. The discrepancies

between the simpler relationship and his experimental

results were in this case apparently too gross for him to

countenance, so he looked for a more complex relationship.

(Had he investigated the probable accuracy of his measure-

ments he would have realised that either relationship lay

within the possible confines of his data.) 	 Yet we can

contrast this with the suggested relationship between the

spectrum and the tonic sol-fa scale. 	 This surely was a case
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of very crude matching, of an intense psychological desire

for a simple description. We must content ourselves with

his successors' attitudes, in default of explicit evidence

of his own.

Post-Newtonian discussions of Newtonian Methodology

We might expect to find lengthy discourses on the

Newtonian method in works on experimental philosophy, or

at least methodological discussions of some sort.	 In fact

these do not occur.	 I have already quoted two eulogies

of Newton's work - one by Boerhaave and one by Fontenelle,

Comments of this type were frequent, but deeper analyses

rarely. occurred. 	 The most that was usually given was a

condensed version of Newton's opinions on hypotheses and

of his rules for reasoning in philosophy. 	 Thus Hauksbee (23)

in the opening words of his Physico-Mechanical Experiments 

on Various subjects (1709), which was based on a series

of demonstration lectures he had given after the Newtonian

fashion, said

The Learned World is now almost generally convinced that
instead of amusing themselves with Vain Hypotheses, which
seem to differ little from Romances, there's no other way .
of Improving Natural Philosophy, but by Demonstrations and
Conclusions founded upon Experiments judiciously and
accurately made. (24)

Desagu1iers (25) too, who was not only one of the earliest

and best lecturers on experimental philosophy himself, but

also translated a large number of 'sGravesande's textbooks

into English, opened his own System of Experimental Philosophy 

(1719) with the words
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This Examen is to be made by Suppositions, which we
may rely upon, when they agree with Experiments; but
if only one Experiment is contrary to any Supposition,
that Supposition must be rejected and a new one made,
till we find that it agree with all other Experiments : (26)

Statements like these, whilst indicating what we already

know, that their writers were Newtonians, scarcely provide

us with adequate knowledge of their interpretation of the

Newtonian method. They seem indeed scarcely to have been

aware of the possibility of methodological discussions, at

any deep level.

There was one attempt at an analysis of the experimental

method.	 Musschenbroek, in 1730, gave a discourse in Latin

(later published in French) at Utrecht University entitled

De Methodo instituendi experimentaX physices oratio.	 He

asked

Mais n'y a-t-il point quelqu'art qui puisse guider ceux
qui veulent s'appliquer a ce travail? N'y a-t-il point
des regles qu'ils doivent suivre, des loix g4n4rales qu'ils
doivent observer?	 Sans doute; & c'est ce que je vais
d6ve1opper par des consequences simples, & tires les unes
des autres. (27)

The twenty pages that follow do not really live up to this

promise. Musschenbroek explained that instruments must

be used, and these must be well-made and accurate, but he

gave no criteria for assessing their accuracy or the

appropriateness of their use in a particular measuring

situation.	 He explained that ambient conditions might be

relevant to the results

• .	 un Observateur dolt aller plus loin, & se rendre
attentif 1 tout ce qui l'environne, au lieu, au tems, a la
saison,	 la force & direction du vent, .1 1 1 6tat meme ca
il se trouve. (28)
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Again he did not explain how the relevance of these factors

to a particular measuring situation might be assessed.

He said that we must know what we are looking for, but that

nevertheless we must perform the actual experiment with

openmindedness and detachment, without bias.	 He advised

the repetition of experiments to check readings and to

detect external circumstances not previously noted, but he

did not explain how the multiple readings obtained in

this way could be manipulated to serve these purposes.

He also advised a quantitative approach wherever possible.

All this was certainly more helpful than a simple

admonition to look to Newton for an example. But it is

tantalisingly incomplete.	 The guidance it provided was

very general and was at a very basic level.	 Our confidence

in it is not increased by Musschenbroek's own lack of

success as a quantitative experimental scientist (although

he was, of course, successful in other fields).	 His

comments would have led to good instrumentation and careful 

experiment, rather than to appropriate instrumentation and

successful experiment. 	 Nevertheless, his discourse did not

go entirely unnoticed. 	 It was translated, rather freely,.

by Deslandes, who published a French version in 1736 (29)

It appeared again in 1769 in the posthumous publication of
(30)

Musschenbroek's Cours de Physique Experimentale et Mathematique.

The Abbe Nollet (31) , who was very much influenced by

Musschenbroek and the Dutch group of experimental philosophers,

(and who considered himself a Cartesian, placing Descartes

at the head of the experimental tradition, with Newton a

good second) produced a work entitled L'Art des Experiences,
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ou Avis aux Amateurs de la physique sur le Choix, la 

Construction et l'Usage des Instruments (1770). 	 This,

however, was simply a guide to instrument construction,

and again recommended accurate and appropriate instruments

without explaining how accuracy or appropriateness was

to be assessed.

It is the very sparseness of eighteenth century

discussions of methodology that has made it necessary for

me to consider at length Newton's actual methods for the

treatment of data.	 It is the same sparseness that makes

it possible to judge eighteenth century quantitative

experiment only in terms of detailed discussions of the

methods used, to see if any general conclusions may be

drawn about metlIods of approach and interpretations, conscious

or unconscious, of the Newtonian metnod.

At the same time the corpus of experimental work carried

out in the eighteenth century is very large, and the time

spanned long.	 Clearly it will not be possible to examine

in detail here all quantitative experimental investigations

in that period.	 The only alternative is to choose a

particular, and supposedly representative branch of

investigation, and perhaps to mention in passing examples

taken from widely different fields, to illustrate more

convincingly the generality of the statements I make. The

process may not be very satisfying, but it is necessary in

the present context in order to obtain a view of the

quantitative experimental science of the time; for this was

the period during which the observational quantitative

sciences were evolving methods of error analysis that were
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eventually to stand the whole of science in good stead.

My discussion will throw some light on the reasons

behind the development of error theory and on attitudes

towards scientific reasoning in general.

Eighteenth Century Experiments on Magnetism

As I have said, in order to provide a framework for

the discussion of eighteenth century quantitative methods,

it is convenient to choose a particular subject and trace

its development. A choice must be made which is both

representative and provides sufficient material for

discussion.	 If a subject is selected where a simple law

does connect the variables that are likely to be measured,

then that law will have been found at an early stage of

investigation.	 Brook Tay1or (32) and Hauksbee, for example,

noting the hyperbolic profile of water rising between two

vertical plates held at a slight angle to one another, were

quick to relate height of capillary rise to separation of

the plates. (33) Musschenbroek was able to discover the

simple rules of friction, and explain them in terms of a

crude mechanical model for one rough surface moving across

another. (34)On the other hand, if we look at a subject

where only very complex laws exist, we shall find that

attempts to find laws describing observed phenomena were

abortive.	 Thus tables relating refractive index to density

were common in the eighteenth century, but no reasonable

mathematical law could be found. 	 (Newton attempted to

account for the irregularities in a very qualitative and

ad hoc fashion in terms of the sulphurous content of the
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different materials, but this led to no quantitative state-

(35)ment).	 We must choose a law that on the surface is

fairly complex, but not so complex that it was never found.

The law for magnetic attraction provides us with just such

a case.	 Once assumed, the inverse square law of magnetism

is fairly easily verified, but if it is not assumed then

the mathematical relationship between the measured variables

becomes intractable. 	 This is quite simply because a

magnetic pole cannot be isolated, so that our measurements

must be of the force between two magnetic dipoles, which

gives an extremely complex relationship between force and

distance. At the same time magnetism was a subject of

intense contemporary interest, partly because of its inherent

fascination, and partly because of its relevance to

navigation.

a) The Early Experiments of Newton, Hauksbee and Taylor 

Newton's own contribution to the investigation of

magnetism was very limited.	 He stated that

•

The power of magnetism . . . in receding from the magnet
decreases not as the square but almost as the cube of the
distance, as nearly as I could judge from some rude obser-
vations. (36)

He gave no details of any method of investigation. 	 The

first experiments of interest here are those of Hauksbee

and Taylor in 1712. These workers were probably greatly

influenced by Newton, for Hauksbee was at the time curator

of experiments at the Royal Society, whilst Newton was

president.	 Their experiments may even have been done at
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(23)the instigation of Newton.	 Hauksbee's own results were

reported in the Philosophical Transactions for 1712, but

Taylor's (which were made with Hauksbee's assistance)

were not published until 1715. (37) Both gave tables of

results based on the same measuring technique, although

their results are not directly comparable as they did

not use the same magnets.	 Fig. 1.1 illustrates the

experimental arrangement.

The magnetic needle was freely pivoted, and lay at rest

in the earth's field until the bar magnet was introduced.

The deflection shown by the needle was a function of its

distance from the bar magnet.	 Both Hauksbee and Taylor

tried to relate angle of deflection and separation.

Neither was able to make any deduction from his tabulated

results, but Taylor apparently published his paper because

on comparing the Numbers of that this own/ Experiment with
those of the other gauksbee's2, I find the Numbers of the
first Experiment to be very much more regular. 	 I there-
fore conclude that to be the best Experiment. (38)

It is difficult to see on exactly what grounds Taylor made

this statement.	 For ease of comparison I have represented
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their results in graphical form (see Fig. 1.2).	 Both

tables give remarkably smooth curves, so Taylor can

hardly have been implying that Hauksbee's results con-

tained greater gross errors than his own. 	 Hauksbee's

curve does have a slightly more marked inflection than

Taylor's.	 (This can be shown now to be merely a scale

effect due to Hauksbee's use of a weaker magnet.)

Taylor plotted fewer points than Hauksbee, which may also

have given him a false impression of uniformity.	 What-

ever the case, clearly for Taylor uniformity was the

criterion for correctness- In a continuation of the paper

quoted above, Taylor comments

If it were known what point within the stone, and
what point in the needle are the centre of the magnetical
power, it would be easy to find the true powers of the
magnet at all the distances observed. 	 For want of that
knowledge I have computed the forces from the centre of
the needle, and the extremity of the loadstone, and find
that at the distance of nine feet, the power alters
faster than as the cubes of the distances, whereas at 1
and 2 feet, the power alters nearly as their squares. To
try whether the law, by which the magnetism alters, could
be reduced at all distances to any one certain power of
those distances, I sought those points in the needle and
stone, which being used as the centres of power, might
have that property. But in that case I found the centre
of the stone must be carried quite out of its figure, to
make the distances large enough for this purpose.	 From
whence it seems to appear that the power of magnetism does
not alter according to any particular power of the distances,
but decreases much faster in the greater distances than it

• does in the near ones. (39)

Taylor was looking for a law relating observed variables,

and he did not consider very deeply what these observed

variables represented.	 He hoped to find a simple law, and

when he could not do so chose slightly different variables

to try and satisfy this criterion of simplicity. 	 When he

still met with failure he looked no further.
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b) Musschenbroek's Experiments on Magnetism

Mussc4enbroek's work on magnetism shows very much

the same characteristics as Taylor's. 	 He used a

different experimental arrangement (see Fig. 1.3). The

force between two magnets H and N, was measured as the

additional weight required in scale pan F to maintain

equilibrium when the magnet N was introduced at a distance

L below magnet H.	 Significantly, Musschenbroek did not •

discuss the contrast between his own method and that of

Hauksbee and Taylor, although he did make reference to

the latter.	 The fact that he was measuring totally

different variables - not angle of deflection, and dis-

tance between the centre of a needle and the end of a 	 -

magnet, but force, and the distance between the surface of

two magnets, - was apparently of no concern to him. Like

Taylor, he expected a simple law relating arbitrarily 

chosen observed variables.	 He did not expect the simplicity

of nature to be something that was hidden deep beneath the

phenomena, but to be directly observable. 	 His first paper

on magnetism appeared in the Philosophical Transactions for

1725, and was inconclusive.	 He could only say

It appears that no proportion can be deduced from these
experiments on the repulsion of magnets, but that magnets
are indeed very surprising bodies, of which we hitherto know but
very little. (40)

He did not however give up his search. We find evidence

of further inconclusive experiments carried out between

1725 and 1729, (41) but by 1736 he had produced one set of
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results that gave him a simple regular law. (42)
	

But

this law depended on the redefinition of one of his

variables in a very arbitrary fashion.

Si l'on fait bien attention a ces Experiences, on
trouvera ,que les forces attractives sont en raison
quadruplee inverse des espaces creux, qui sont entre les
Spheres.	 Si on concoit les Spheres dans un Cilindre
oi elles s'ajustent, et qu'on les place a differentes
distances les unes des autres, on aura les espaces creux,
dont il est ici question; c'est ce que je vais prouver
en peu de mots.

He then shows the spaces to be proportional to a+2-1-
3

(see Fig. 1.4) and suggests that the inverse fourth power

of these 'spaces' be calculated using logarithms.	 The

results may be compared with the measured forces_.

. . . on verra alors que ces nombres s'accordent parfait-
ement bien avec les Experiences.

(43)

int:LT-tat	 Figure. I. 4.

Musschenbroek's results were indeed in perfect accord

with the relationship he proposed, so much so that it

seems certain that he removed any errors in his tabulated
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results before publication.	 He published further results

(44)in 1745.	 Clearly he was trying to be exhaustive in

his search for a universal law of magnetism.	 However,

all he achieved was the production of a series of different 

laws for slightly different experimental arrangements.

For a cylindrical magnet attracted by a cylindrical piece

of iron the force was inversely proportional to the 'spaces'

as he had defined them*.	 For a -spherical magnet and a

cylindrical magnet the force was inversely proportional to

the inverse three-halves power of the 'spaces', and for a

spherical magnet with a cylindrical piece-of iron the force

was as the inverse five-halves power of the 'spaces':

MUsschenbroek's attempts were thus abortive. He could

neither find a universal mathematical relationship, nor

produce a theory for the underlying mechanism of magnetism

from his numerical results. 	 Yet clearly he felt he was

being faithful to the ideals of Newtonian experimental

method.	 He had made no hypotheses, had used quantitative

data, and had relied only on a basic assumption that we can

expect nature to be simple.

c) Michell's Work on Magnetism

It is unfortunate that the first true expression of an

inverse square law for magnetism is not accompanied by

experimental data or by any real explanation of how it was

derived.	 It occurred in Miche1l's
(45) Treatise of 

Artificial Magnets in 1750, and since this was intended to

be a practical rather than a theoretical work, discussing
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the construction and use of magnets, he did not consider

it appropriate to describe his methods. 	 But he did give

some rules for magnetic attraction, from which it is

clear that he treated the two poles as separate centres

of force, a step that was important in any empirical

attempt to find the law of attraction. 	 He said that he

had also analysed Taylor's and Musschenbroek's data by

his own methods, and found that they were in accordance

with the inverse square law he suggested.	 In the absence

of further information, there is little we can say about

his work.	 It might be significant that Richard Helsham(46)

a Dublin lecturer on experimental philosophy, had already

suggested an inverse square law in 1739, 	 but since Helsham,

like Musschenbroek, considered only the net attraction

between the two magnets, the law he gives is incorrect (47)

for the system he describes.

d) J.H. Lambert's Work on Magnetism

Lambert's paper on magnetism, published in 1766, (48)

is perhaps the most interesting of this series of eighteenth

century attempts to understand the law of magnetic attrac-

tion.	 The naivety and crudeness of Taylor's and

Musschenbroek's experiments are absent, but Lambert's belief

in the underlying simplicity of nature stands out clearly,

and causes his final conclusion to be entirely faulty.

By 1766 Lambert had already written extensively on

errors and their effects.	 (For details see Chapter V)
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He thus could have included in his 1766 paper some of

the methods of data analysis he had already evolved.

Nevertheless we shall see that his belief in the simplicity

of nature remained the overriding factor in his work,

and governed the type of treatment he used.

He began his 1766 paper by saying that

La grande difficult qu'on rencontre dans ces sortes •
de recherches, c'est que quand on veut determiner les
loix fondamentales, qui en e1les-m8mes doives'etre tres-
simples, il faut trouver moyen de simplifier les experiences
a un tel point, qu'etant degagees de toutes les circon-
stances etrangeres & de tout mecanisme trOp complique,
elles ne presentent que l'effet tout pur de la loi qu'on
veut decouvrir. (49)

Experimental design was thus important, and could help to •

bring the simple laws of nature to the surface.	 But

the study of magnetism, as Lambert pointed out, has certain

inherent difficulties; the poles cannot be isolated, the

earth's field is always present as a disturbing factor,

the shape and material of the magnets may play a part.

He expected the relationship to be simple, but to be partially

obscured by these factors.	 He concluded

Enfin, quoiqu'il soit indubitable que la force de l'aiman
& ses variations dependent de quelques loix generales,
n'est pas si facile de deviner d'avance, quelles sont ces
loix. (50)

I shall now consider Lambert's paper in some detail.

His first experiment was to plot the possible positions

of a small search magnet which was placed with its axis
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pointing towards the centre of a free-swinging magnetic

needle, but always in such a position that the deflec-

tion of the needle from the earth's magnetic field was

constant.	 The locus of the positions of the search

magnet proved to be a curve that was not quite symmetrical.

(see Fig. 1.5)

Remarquons cependant, que cette demonstration pre-
suppose une parfaite ressemblance & egalite des forces de

-l'un & de l'autre pole, tant de ceux de l'aiman que de
ceux de l'aiguille.	 Ressemblance & egalite qu'on ne
trouve nulle part dans la nature, qui decline toujours
tantOt plus tantOt moms de la rigueur geometrique. 	 La
moindre cause accidentelle suffit pour produire quelque
anomalie.	 Par cette raison, je n'etois pas surprise de
voir, que la courbe DGm, telle que l'experience me la fit
tracer, differ-oft tant soit peu de la parfaite ressemblance
qu'elle auroit du avoir de l'un & de l'autre cOte de la
droite CG.	 La partie anterieure DG tant 1 vue d'oeil
plus reguliere je la crois egalement plus exacte. (51)

So Lambert realised that errors could occur, but felt that

it Was valid to correct for them by assuming the simplicity

of nature.
..

R.T.L.-re Is

p ivoted.

needle
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He went on to explain the corrected experimental curve.

He wanted to assume that, since the needle always had

the same deflection, the search magnet always applied

the same force, and hence should always be at the same

distance from the magnet giving a semicircle around C.

But he pointed out that

Mais l'in4galite des distances saute trop aux yeux,
pour ne pas en inferer, qu'il faut necessairement avoir
egard a l'obliquite d'action.

(52)

Hence Lambert did not allow his experimental results

to be completely overruled.	 The evidende here clearly 

did not allow the simplest relationship to be the true

one.

His next step was to seek a relationship between 4,

and i.,,,, for a constant distance CP. 	 He found, using
•

semi-empirical methods, that the ratio sixillnwas constant.
.	 si.IIim

(His terminology here leads me to suspect that he originally

found this relationship, not by the unconvincing and complex

method he described, which I shall not go into here,

but by analogy with Snell's law. 	 He refers to 4, as

the angle of incidence. 	 The relationship is in fact

approximately correct, if CP is chosen to be fairly large

compared with CD.	 Since 6111 	 was constant for constant
sm c,„

CP, Lambert felt justified in equating it with the 'absolute

force', v, between the magnet and the needle, as it depended

only on their separation.	 Having defined the magnetic

force in this rather arbitrary fashion, he chose an

expected relationship between this 'force' and the separation
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of magnet and needle.	 He gave reasons for his choice

as follows

• • . nous savons en gros, que puisque les forces diminuent
a mesure que la distance augmente, nous en pouvons conclure,
que les forces doivent gtre en quelque raison r6ciproque
des distances.	 Mais, les distances qui pourroient fournir
le rapport le moms complique n'etant point encore connues,
nous ferons mieux de tourner cet &lance, en disant que les
distances doivent gtre en quelque rapport reciproque des
forces.

Si donc, par exemple, les forces etoient en raison
r6ciproque du quarre de quelque distance connoissable,
est clair que nous parviendrons a connoitre cette distance
en la prenant en raison reciproque de la racine quarr6e des
forces, ou bien en faisant

d	 1 .117
J'ai cru devoir employer cette formule, tant par son
analogie avec la qravite, que parce qu'on peut generalement
presumer, qu'une force qui repond son action par des espaces
circonscrits s'affoiblit en raison des surfaces de ces
espaces. (53)

The first part of Lambert's statement requires a little

explanation.	 By saying that the distances were unknown

he meant that the points between which they should be

measured were not fixed.	 He did not discuss the possibility

that the physically meaningful distance would be between

the centre of the magnet and the centre of the needle.

His criterion for choice of a method for measuring distance

was solely the simplicity of the final result. 	 We are

reminded of Taylor's changing of the distance variable; but

while Taylor rejected his new variable on the grounds that

the redefined centre of force lay outside the magnet,

which seemed meaningless, Lambert, as we shall see, was

undaunted by his own, similar conclusion.
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Lambert proceeded to test the relationship he had

suggested, and found that it held. 	 To reach this con-

clusion he first computed .1 and S from the measured data,

finding in all thirty pairs of values. 	 (Here

S =c1 constant ; i.e. S is the measured distance between

centre of magnet and centre of needle. cl is the 'distance'

entering into the assumed law and is not yet defined). He

then considered

. • . les nombres de la troisieme table 1i'] comme des
abscisses, & les nombres repondans de la seconde table (S]
comme des ordonnees, & ayant construit toutes ces ordonnees,
je vis sans peine qu'elles . aboutissoient a une ligne droite,
qui ne passoit pas par le commencement des abscisses, ou
bien, qu'en nommant les distances dans la seconde table

S , & les nombres r4pondans de la troisieme table = 14/ ,

ii toit,	 tres peu pres, ou par maniere de terme moyen.

S	 1, 31	 ILw.	 [14
5	 wv

(54)

gience d = &3L7

It is not quite clear what Lambert meant by the 'method of

the middle term'. His choice of line does not agree with

any of the methods he himself had evolved (see Chapter V).

It seems most likely that he used the least maximum error

method.	 It is not even quite certain that he did use a

graphical method to find the best fit, and his graph, if

it existed, was certainly not published as part of the paper.

Instead he calculated the difference between the observed

values of S and those computed from the chosen straight line

equation.	 He then made the following comments;
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Sur cette table je remarque d'abord, que les
differences entre le calcul & l'observation tant in-
differemment, tantOt positives, tantet negatives, elles
ne sauroient deriver de ce que, au lieu de la formule

6 = 1,31 + n.ws
on auroit du en prendre urze autre plus compliquees.
Car quelque autre qu'on eut pris, elle auroit donne des
differences qui auroient ete, ou toutes positives, ou
toutes negatives, ou enfin les signes + & - se seroient
suivis dans un certain ordre. 	 Ce qui n'etant pas, il
paroit que ces differences doivent gtre attribuees plut8t
a l'observation mgme qu'a la formule.	 En effet, la moindre,
irregularite qui auroit pu se trouver dans le magnetisme
de l'aiman ou de l'aiguille, est plus que suffisante pour
produire ces differences. (55)

Lambert's statement about the errors he expected to arise

from his experiment is very vague - he made no quantitative

assessment, merely assuming that experimental errors could

account for deviations from his graph. 	 I have plotted

his results graphically (see Fig. 1.6) to show the sort

of errors he did obtain.	 At first sight his choice of

law does seem reasonable.

.0

But what is the true law? Its approximate nature

can be computed by assuming the inverse square law between

magnetic poles and considering the lengths of the magnets

to be short compared with their separation. Thus the

approximate law relating the 'force', V , as Lambert
I

defined it, and the separation a is do4,ff— (56) . I have

plotted a second graph, of d against IL based on this law.

(see Fig. 1.7) It immediately becomes clear that, in the

absence of a quantitative means of assesssing the goodness

of fit for each of the two graphs, both at first sight are

equally good. (The second graph has one distinct advantage -

it passes through the origin so that the value d is physically
meaningful).
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The above discussion shows how very heavily Lambert's

result depended on his assumption of the simplicity of

Nature.	 He felt that this simplicity should be a

mathematical one,	 He was not looking for a simple

physical structure underlying magnetic behaviour, and

therefore the introduction of a physically meaningless

constant (1.31 in the equation given above) did not

disturb him. Presumably to have proposed a mechanism

for magnetism would have been as unallowable, in terms of

(57)Lambert's interpretation of Newtonianism,	 as Cartesian

vortices were as an explanation of gravitational attraction.

However, in order to choose a law to be tested empirically

Lambert required another criterion besides that of

simplicity.	 This was provided by the analogy of nature,

which allowed him to choose an inverse square law.	 The

important aspect of Lambert's work is that his attitude

towards quantitative relationships as examplified here had

an intensely trammelling effect upon his thinking.	 For

him to have found the 'correct' inverse square relationship

would have been purely a matter of luck in the design of

his experiment.	 Despite all his work on error analysis,

he did not see that another mathematical relationship would

fit the data equally well, indeed he did not even see that

the type of error analysis and error assessment that he had

developed was applicable to this sort of problem. We cannot

say of Lambert that he used the criterion of the simplicity

of nature because he knew of no other criterion to which he

could have recourse. 	 His belief in the simplicity of

nature was such that all other criteria were overruled.
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d) Coulomb and the inverse square law 

Coulomb wrote a series of papers on magnetism over

the period 1785-89 (58) .	 These were a part of a general

discussion of electrostatic and magnetic forces, which

he was investigating using various adaptations of the

torsion balance, an instrument which he had developed

independently of Cavendish.	 His instrumentation was

careful and thorough, far more sophisticated than that

of Taylor or Musschenbroek, and far more appropriate

than that of Lambert.

In his work on magnetism, Coulomb began by determining

the positions of the poles of a thin magnet 25" long. He

then investigated the action of one pole of this magnet

upon a short, freely-pivoted magnetic needle. 	 The great

length of the magnet meant that the action of the other

pole could be ignored, at least to a first approximation.

(see Fig. 1.8 for diagram of experimental arrangement). The

period of the oscillations of the short magnetic needle in

the presence of the long magnet could provide a measure of

the force between the two, just as the oscillations of a

pendulum provide a measure of the force of gravity. Hence

it can be shown that, for a magnetic needle that is suf-

ficiently short, to a good approximation

odd
where f is the frequency of oscillation when the magnetic
pole P is at a distance d from the centre of the short
needle, fo is the frequency of oscillation in the earth's
field alone, and F is the force between one pole of the
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short magnet, and one pole of the long magnet. 	 Hence

the force for every separation can be computed.
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Coulomb assumed an inverse square law of attraction on

the following grounds;

Les corps aimants agissant l'un sur l'autre par
attraction & par repulsion a des distances finies, ainsi
que les corps electrises, le fluide magnetique, parott
avoir, Si ce n'est par sa nature, au moms par cette
propri6te, de l'analogie avec le fluide electrique; &
d'apres cette analogie, l'on peut presumer que ces deux
fluides agissent suivant les mgmes loix. (59)

Coulomb then proceeded to test the law he had proposed, i.e.

o(f'	 1

His treatment shows that he, also, had little appreciation

that it might be necessary to test other possible laws

besides the one he had proposed. 	 He took only three values

of d, together with the case where the magnet is free to
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oscillate in the earth's field alone, i.e. ci.c0. 	 On

comparing observed results with those calculated from his

equation, he found a severe discrepancy in one of the

results.	 He then applied a correction to this result,

by taking into account the presence of the second pole

of the long magnet. 	 In this way he succeeded in bringing

the observed and calculated results into agreement.

He went on to test the generality of the law:

J'ai repete plusieurs fois cette experience, en sus-
pendant des aiguilles de deux & trois pouces de longueur,
& j'ai toujours trouv4 qu'en faisant les corrections
necessaires que je viens d'expliquer, l'action, soit
repulsive, soit attractive du fluide magn gtique, etoit
comme l'inverse du carre des distances. (60)

He also tested the law by a totally different method, using

a specially designed torsion balance, and comparing the

torsional force with the magnetic force. Again he used

very limited sequences of data to test the law.

It seems reasonable to conclude that Coulomb's concept

of testing a law was as limited and as subject to a priori 

considerations as was that of any of the previous workers.

It was important to Coulomb to test the generality of the

law, and to test it under different experimental conditions.

Both of these procedures obviously owe something to the

Newtonian approach.

,

There is however one significant novelty in Coulomb's

approach.	 He was testing a mathematical law, rather than
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finding one empirically. 	 If we look at their reasoning

processes through their own eyes t we see that Taylor and

Musschenbroek did not allow themselves to make any

assumption about the nature of the force law. 	 Lambert

assumed an inverse square law as an intermediate step

towards finding the 'correct' empirical relationship.

Coulomb, on the other hand, assumed an inverse square law

as underlying magnetic action, and proceeded to test it.

Yet at the same time he too was bound by his belief in

the simplicity of nature, and clearly it never occurred

to hi that laws of the form

-f 2	 f 20 
04 J._

were possible if were anything other than an integer.

The Simplicity of Nature 

It would be wrong to generalise too much from this

assorted pattern of experiments, but some common charac-

teristics do emerge.	 Most important is the reliance on

the simplicity of nature to provide a mathematical function,

or a series of mathematical functions, to describe the

observed phenomena.	 The earlier workers expected to find

this simplicity on the surface, in the law relating the

observed variables, and they did not consider deeply the

significance of the variables they chose to measure, nor

the meaning of the relationship they found. 	 To have dis-

covered a mathematical description of nature was sufficient

in itself, and was indeed a direct emulation of the example

they found in Newton.
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Looking again at Musschenbroek's work, we can see very

clearly the Newtonian pattern he was following, not only

in his initial description of the phenomenon of magnetism

in terms of numerical relationships, but in his subsequent

investigations.	 Thus, once having achieved a description

for one experimental arrangement, he proceeded to test

others, varying the shape of the magnet, changing the

material of which it was made, or choosing different

weather conditions.	 Clearly in this way he hoped to

discover by logical reasoning the factors that were relevant

to the phenomena he was investigating, and those that were

not, just as Newton had done. 	 He failed to reach any

definite conclusions, or to produce a general description

of magnetism, but even so he felt it worthwhile to publish

his results, just as Newton had published quantitative

relationships from which he could draw no further conc-

lusions.

Lambert's attitude was slightly different. It seems

that at first he did not expect a superficial simplicity

in nature.	 His choice of force law was governed by

analogy with gravity rather than by simplicity. 	 But his

testing of the assumed law shows how little he was conscious

of the possibility of a complex relationship. 	 He intro-

duced a new, quite meaningless definition of distance in

order to maintain the simple law he had chosen, and

apparently did not think to test his data against an

alternative law, nor to assess the accuracy of the fit of

the data, although he had already developed the means of

doing this in other fields.
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Coulomb's approach was far superior.	 He used a

sensible definition of force, directly related to

ordinary mechanical force; he took notice of the position

of the pole within the magnet; he effectively isolated

one of the poles by removing the other to a great distance,

but at the same time realised that this might introduce

the necessity for corrections in his results. 	 (None of

these activities could be said to be prescribed explicitly

by the Newtonian method). 	 Nevertheless, he, too, was

heir to the Newtonian ideal of simplicity, although now

the assumption was that this simplicity was hidden not

superficial.	 He assumed an inverse square law and tested

it with sets of only three readings. 	 He introduced a

correction only after he had found a discrepancy between

observed and calculated values. 	 It is true that he

repeated the experiment many times, using different

magnetic needles, but this was in order to test the

generality of the law rather than to check its validity in

a particular instance.

I have shown that the belief in the simplicity of

nature had both a stultifying and a fruitful effect upon

the study of magnetism in the eighteenth century; stultify-

ing in the work of Taylor, Hauksbee, Helsham, Musschenbroek

and Lambert, all of whom whose the wrong simple relation-

ship; fruitful in the case of Coulomb, who chose the right

one.	 (Newton, of course, was right - there was a simple

relationship). 	 Coulomb's success shows that the common

method of approach was by no means pointless, and it would
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be misleading to think that it was used simply because

Newton had advocated it.	 Again, as no one discussed

his methodology at length, we can only surmise what it

was from the methods actually employed.	 It seems

likely that it was the continued success of the Newtonian

methods in certain fields, that stimulated attempts to

apply them universally.

For, as I have already said, the simplicity of Nature

is an observed fact - at least in respect of certain

phenomena.	 Newton was wise to choose the study of light,

of which the outward manifestations are regular and simple,

and which produces phenomena, especially interference

patterns, whose regularity is startling and cries out to

be investigated quantitatively. 	 The fundamental law of

gravity is also simple.	 In fact the laws underlying Newton's

greatest work were in reality simple, so his belief in

'simplicity was in a sense justified.	 What of other fields

of study? Sound waves presented further regular phenomena,

and capillary rise, frictional resistance, magnetism,

electrical attraction, all provided additional areas where

simple laws could provide true descriptions of nature.

Many simple laws in these fields were found in the eight-

eenth century because they were being actively sought. Yet

at the same time in fields where they did not exist they

were still 'found'.	 Let me give two examples: 'sGravesande

published some results relating the speed of a body through

a liquid to the resistance it experienced. 	 In true

Newtonian fashion he first described the relationship by a

simple mathematical law, and then discussed the effect of
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changing the size, shape etc. of the body. 	 The

mathematical data he used did not quite fit the relation-

ship he suggested, but he excused himself as follows:

I must confess that some small Errors, less than a
quarter of a Grain, cou'd not be avoided, and I do not
think that we receded from the Experiment in supplying
so small a Matter when a regular Series requires it. (61)

Even as late as Dalton (62) the trammelling effect of the

belief in the simplicity of nature was in evidence.

When working on the coefficients of expansion of water

and mercury he came to the following conclusions

Mercury appears by the most recent experiments to
expand by the same law as water; namely, as the square
of the temperature from the point of greatest density. .
The apparently equal Li.e. uniform/ expansion of mercury
arises from our taking a small portion of the scale of
expansion, and that at some distance from the freezing
point of the liquid. . .

Heat is a very important agent in nature; it cannot
be doubted that so active a principle must be subject to
general laws.	 If the phenomena indicate otherwise, it
is because we do not take a sufficiently comprehensive
view of them.

He went on to suggest that the geometric progression

exhibited by the expansion of water and of mercury is

common to all fluids, and should be treated as basic. 	 It

was not long however before Dulong and Petit criticised

this sweeping assumption of Dalton's, on the grounds of

inaccuracy.	 Yet it was just this sort of belief in the

simplicity of nature that must have led Dalton to his laws

of chemical combination, allowing him to disregard dis-

crepancies in his measurements, discrepancies which should

perhaps have made him doubt his theories.

(63)

I have said that a belief in the simplicity of Nature
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is to some extent justifiable in terms of the actual

simplicity which Nature exhibits. 	 This was even more

true in the eighteenth century than it is now. 	 It

seemed to many eighteenth century workers that the

science of mechanics included a vast number of simple

relationships between measured quantities. 	 The fact

that these were all interrelated and largely dependent

upon the simple Newtonian definitions of force and motion

seems to have been missed.	 'sGravesande, Desaguliers

and Musschenbroek not only demonstrated the mathematical

facts of mechanics visually for the sake of their non-

mathematical pupils, but they also at times betrayed a

basic misunderstanding of the status of the laws of

mechanics.	 The most obvious example is the common con-

fusion over the concept of the conservation of motion. A

thorough analysis of the concepts of mechanics in the light

of the theories of Huygens and Newton and of the

criticisms of Leibniz would have eliminated this confusion,

but at the time the problem was seen by the Newtonians as

experimental, subject to empirical proof. 	 There was an

alternative: either the product of mass and velocity was

conserved, or the product of mass and the square of

velocity was conserved. (The actual law holding in a

particular case depended of course on the experimental

arrangement and system of measurement chosen by the

investigator).	 Both laws were simple, and hence the

empirical discovery of either one of them would appear as

conclusive, simplicity itself providing, as always the

criterion for acceptance.	 Let us examine the experiment

to which Desaguliers appealed to settle the matter (64)
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He used two colliding pendulum bobs, of different masses,

and noted the amplitude of swing before and after

collision. (See Fig. 1.9)

Fistxre I-	 *

The amplitude of swing (0) was taken to represent the

velocity at collision (which is admissible if we ignore

damping), and the product of amplitude and mass compared

before and after collision.	 He mentioned the sources of

error and the fact that he did observe irregularities,

but his published resulté were corrected to give perfect

agreement.	 He felt that as he was trying to distinguish

between two possible simple laws he was justified in ignor-

ing errors unless they were large enough to make the out-

come of the experiment doubtful. The inclusion of this

type of relationship must have vastly augmented the ranks

of experiments exhibiting simple mathematical laws describ-

ing observed data.

In the eighteenth century quantitative science no need

was felt for a theory of errors as a vehicle for the

discussion of discrepancies between data and the proposed

laws describing them.	 A belief in the mathematical

simplicity of natural laws provided a substitute for the
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philosophical need to examine the validity of the

assumption that a law is true, when it does not exactly

agree with the data purporting to prove it. 	 This

belief in simplicity was clearly useful where simple

laws do exist, and are directly observable, and such

laws were quickly found. 	 On the other hand, in areas

where laws of this type do not in fact exist, such a

belief helped to prevent successful investigation.	 The

supply of simple laws was not inexhaustible, and so the

usefulness of the concept of simplicity was limited.

In the light of this, the development of error theory

as a result of highly specific problems and controversies

arising only the the fields of astronomy and geodesy is

understandable, and the failure to apply it, once dis-

covered, to all fields of quantitative science is explained.
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CHAPTER II 

PROBLEMS IN EIGHTEENTH CENTURY ASTRONOMY

The study of astronomy presented the eighteenth

century scientist with problems quite different from those

which he faced in experimental physics.	 The Newtonian

astronomers were not searching for new mathematical laws,

but were trying to interpret all astronomical phenomena,

with the help of the new mechanics, in terms of one law

only, the inverse square law of gravitational attraction.

From the very start, the law had been powerful and success-

ful.	 Even the Cartesians, at least the more enlightened
9

amo/st them, could scarcely deny that it provided an

adequate description of the gross behaviour of celestial

bodies, even if they felt that for a valid explanation of

gravitation some form of underlying mechanism must be

postulated.	 Hence in the 1720's and 1730's the Cartesians

were attempting to interpret Newton's law in terms of vortex

theory, and by the 1740's, when such attempts had generally

proved barren, the majority of continental scientists had

(1)been converted to Newtonianism. 	 At the same time it

was clearly understood by both Newton and his successors,

that in order to predict in detail the motions of the solar

system, sophisticated and often frighteningly difficult

mathematical analysis and approximation methods would be

required.	 Simple approximations had yielded Kepler's laws,

which gave a first order description of celestial events,

and it had indeed been possible to go considerably further

than this; but there were nevertheless discrepancies between
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Theory and observation.	 Grant has neatly summarised the

state in which Newton left celestial mechanics:

The success which attended Newton's efforts to explain
the phenomenon of the system of the world, by the principle
of universal gravitation, was well calculated to encourage
his followers to engage in similar researches.	 Not only
did he give a complete theory of the motion of two bodies
revolving under the influence of their mutual attraction,
but with unrivalled sagacity, he also traced the various
disturbing effects produced by the action of a third body
upon either of them, and even actually computed several
of the more important inequalities in the moon's motion.
He did not attempt to investigate the effects of the mutual
attraction of the planets, but he clearly perceived that the
elliptic motion of each would "in consequence be more or less
deranged; and he especially remarked that the action of
Jupiter on Saturn, when these two planets were in conjunc-
tion, attained such a magnitude that it could not be over-
looked.	 In one important. instance Newton signally failed
in reconciling his theory with observation. 	 We allude to
his attempt to determine the motion of the lunar apogee, on
which occasion he obtained a result equal only to half the
quantity which observation assigned. (2)

Despite the latter problem, and others like it, which arose

as additional observation data revealed further inequalities,

it may fairly be said that there was strong evidence in

favour of Newton's theory, and it was always possible to

suggest that any small discrepancy between observation and

theory was a result rather of a failure in mathematical

methods to produce accurate enough predictions, than of the

fundamental theory itself. Even when doubt was thrown on

the inverse square law, it was done with the implication

that the law would require some small modification rather

than_ that it should be completely overthrown. 	 Hence

Clairaut, in one instance, (3) when unable to explain certain

perturbations by a straightforward use of the inverse

square law, suggested that a small inverse fourth power
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term be added to it.	 On another occasion Euler suggested

that the inverse square law might not hold at very large

distances. (4)

It is thus important to emphasise that, from the very

beginning of the Newtonian era, there were obvious dis-

crepancies between theory and data, resulting not from poor

observation, but from an inability to predict mathematically

the details of planetary motion from the fundamental theory.

The three problems which caused most difficulty in this

respect were those of the motion of the moon, the pertur-

bations of Saturn and Jupiter, and the determination of

cometary orbits.	 The fault lay all on the side - of the

theory,.or rather of the mathematical interpretation of

the theory.	 Hence it was not the need to test precise

theoretical predictions of this type that stimulated

astronomers into increasing the accuracy of their observations.
-

A refinement in theory was expected to give improved agree-

ment with observation, but not absolute agreement, although

this latter was of course the ultimate aim. 	 The situation

was thus totally different from that in experimental physics,

where exact and simple laws relating observed quantities

were often suggested, even in cases where observations

were very inaccurate, and where lack of correlation could not

be explained away in terms of mathematical approximation.

However there were a few special problems in astronomy

which did demand increased observational accuracy for their

solution.	 We may enumerate them briefly. 	 First there

was the problem of the earth's shape; the earth is of course
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very nearly spherical and it required very careful geodetic

(5)measurements to determine its degree of flattening.

but, given a suitable model for the earth, the ellipticity

could also be predicted from gravitational theory, and

hence the matching of observed and predicted values

became important as another item in the verification of

Newton's law of gravity.	 Second, there was great interest

in measuring interplanetary distances in terms of ordinary

terrestrial units of length - these distances could not

be predicted using Newton's theory. 	 An accurate measure-

ment of the sun's parallax was required, and it was realised

by Halley early in the eighteenth century that the transits

of Venus across the sun's face, due to occur in 1761 and 	 .

1769, would provide an excellent opportunity for this. (6)

Much time and money was expended, particularly by the French

Academy of Science, in preparing for these events.	 Both

the measurement of the earth's shape and the recOrding of
1

the transits of Venus, required expeditions to be sent out

all over the world to make observations, and the cost of

such ventures made it imperative that they should be well-

planned, and hence that the expected accuracy of the various

observations to be undertaken should be in some way assessed.

A third, and similar problem, also unrelated to gravitational

theory, was that of determining stellar parallax in order

• to discover our distance from the stars. Attempts to measure

this quantity failed, but Bradley,in his intensive searches

for it, found instead the so-called aberration of light, and

(7)the nutation of the earth's axis.	 Last, there were

certain practical problems to be solved, in particular the
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(8)determination of longitude at sea, 	 which required

recourse to astronomical measurement, and the construc-

tion of accurate tables of lunar and other motions.

These tables could not be adequately calculated from

theoretical considerations alone, and hence semi-empirical

methods had to be used.	 It was recognised that such

methods ought to involve the collation of large numbers

of earlier observations, and hence it was necessary to

evolve techniques of data analysis capable of achieving

this.

Thus there was no uniform pattern of astronomical

investigation, but we may nevertheless make certain

generalisations.	 The majority of attempts to test

Newtonian theory threw no doubt on the reliability of

the observations under discussion; it was the theory

which presented the gravest problems.	 Virtually the only

exception to this was the question of the earth's shape.,

and it is here, where a definite incompatibility between

theory and data arose, that we find the most interesting

and important methods of error analysis being developed.

The other investigations which required highly accurate

observation either involved only trivial and well-defined

theoretical considerations (as in the case of the deter-

mination of stellar and solar parallax), or the theory was

assumed correct, insofar as it was used at all (as in the

case of the construction of astronomical tables.) In these

latter investigations, too, there was thus no real clash

between theory and observation, and hence no need to develop
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a theory of errors. 	 They did however provide considerable

incentive for the eighteenth century scientist to increase

his observational precision. 	 Tycho Brahe had usually

measured to the nearest l' of arc, very occasionally

attempting a precision of 10". 	 Halley felt that his

measurements were meaningful to within at most 5". 	 By

1745 Bradley had at his disposal measurement techniques

(9)which allowed him to state his results to within 1" of arc.

Naturally this increasing precision led to the discovery of

more and more complexities in the celestial motions, which

placed a further burden of explanation upon the theoreticians.

The introduction of methods of error analysis 

By the end of the eighteenth century a number of methods

for dealing with and assessing errors had been developed,

but in terms of the volume of astronomical investigation

which had taken place they were relatively little used.

As with experimental physics there was considerable explicit

emphasis on the need for accurate observation in order to

verify theories, but the methodological need for a means of

assessing quantitatively the match between theory and data

had not yet been realised, and, as I have shown, there had

been few clashes between theory and data to make such means

absolutely necessary. 	 Methods of error analysis grew up

only in response to specific demands. 	 If we outline the

methods briefly we may see what these demands were.

Euler, in 1747, was the first to develop a method for

evaluating the parameters in a multiparameter linear equation

using a very large number of sets of observations.	 He set
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up a large number of linear equations of condition (1O)

by substituting observational values into the equation,

and these he grouped and averaged until their number was

reduced to the point where it equalled the number of

parameters, which hence could be determined uniquely.

The process, as Euler described it, is very haphazard,

and hardly provides an algorithm suitable for general

application, especially since his contemporaries would

have been totally unfamiliar with such techniques.	 (I

give the details of the method in Chapter III, p146).

The method appeared in a paper on the perturbations of

Saturn and Jupiter, one of the major points of discussion

at the time.	 It was written in answer to a prize question.

proposed by the French Academy of Science in 1747 for

finding 'tine Theorie de Saturne et de Jupiter, par laquelle

on puisse expliquer les inegalit,k6s qui ces deux Planetes

causent mutuellement, principalement vers le tems de leur

conjonction.'	 Euler saw the problem as largely a

mathematical one, and based his arguments on Newtonian

theory.	 (At one point he suggested that observational

evidence indicated that the inverse square law of attraction

might not be accurate at great distances, but although he

saw the future resolution of this doubt as of paramount

importance to astronomy, he decided to assume the inverse

square law for the purpose of solving the problem in hand.)

In general, therefore, he felt it expedient to blame

mathematical analysis, rather than fundamental theory or

observational error for discrepancies between theory and

observation, and attempted to reduce these discrepancies
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as far as possible by adjusting those parameters in his

equations which did not depend on theoretical considerations.

Since the values of these parameters could not be predicted

theoretically, there was no question of assessing their

reliability.	 Any remaining small discrepancies Euler

felt he could justly ignore.

Tobias Mayer, in 1748, also described a method for

solving a multiparameter equation, given a large set of

observations.	 His method, unlike Euler's, gives a neat

algorithm - the observations are divided into a number of

groups equal to the number of parameters to be determined.

Each group is summed, and thus the number of equations

required to produce a unique solution is obtained. (See

Chapter III, p142) Mayer's method appeared in a paper on

the apparent motion of the lunar equator, a phenomenon which

he was investigating because he saw in it a possible solution

to the longitude problem. 	 His interest in the moon and her

motions was of long standing, and his observational

techniques and instrumentation highly developed. 	 The

problem, requiring as it did the determination of the

selenographic coordinates of certain lunar craters, centred

on the difficulty of making sufficiently accurate measure-

ments, and Mayer was well aware that he was dealing, as

Euler was not, with observational errors. 	 He attempted too,

somewhat unsuccessfully, a reliability assessment of the

parameters he had deduced.	 Like Euler, Mayer was not

trying to test a theory, but to determine empirically the

characteristics of a motion that was known to exist.
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Roger Boscovich, in 1756, devised a method for

solving two-parameter linear equations of condition,

by setting the algebraic sum of the residues equal to

zero, and minimising the sum of the moduli of the

residues. (See Chapter III p114) . 	 The method was

the result of Boscovich's attempts to reconcile the various

available measurements of the earth to one ellipsoidal

shape.	 Here again was a case where discrepancies between

theory and observation were clearly a result of observational

error.	 Moreover, it soon became obvious that errors in the

geodetic measurements, although individually small,

accumulated, so that unless great care was taken the total

error could wholly mask the true value of the earth's shape,

and undermine the very purpose of the investigations. The

apparently highly accurate observations could thus support

indiscriminately theories of either oblate or oblong earth,

and the resulting controVersies did much to provide incentive

for the development of error analysis.

Lambert, in the 1760's developed methods closely related

to Mayer's for solving two- and many-parameter linear and

non-linear equations of condition. 	 (See Chapter /V).

These methods appeared in a work devoted entirely to the

discussion of errors and their analysis, and examples of

applications were numerous and varied. • They included the

finding of a new inequality using error analysis, and the

perennial problem of the determination ' of the earth's shape.

Lambert's attempts at error analysis were outstanding,

even unique, and show an awareness of the rale of errors in

theory-testing which was not shared by any of his contem-
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poraries.	 Nevertheless he is a relatively isolated

figure, and, at least in respect of his work on error

analysis, seems to have had little influence.

Laplace in 1786 and 1792 developed Boscovich's

method, and invented an additional method of his own

for solving two-parameter linear equations of conditon.

(See Chapter III, p127). 	 Like Boscovich, he was wholly

concerned with the problem of the earth's shape, and

did not apply the methods elsewhere.

Legendre, in 1805, was the first to publish the method

of least squares, but his motives for inventing the method

show how little he understood the concept of errors. (For

details of Legendre's method see Chapter VI, p253).	 The

method arose out of an attempt to determine the orbit of a

comet from only three observations. 	 His method of

approximation of the theoretical equations necessitated the

introduction of a further observation, and hence to

redundancy in the equations he had to solve. 	 He was thus

compelled to introduce residues and to treat his equations

as equations of condition.	 The method must thus be seen

as purely a result of his technique of mathematical analysis,

not as inspired by a desire to reduce the effect of errors

by increasing the number of observations. 	 However, having

invented the method, he did see the generality of its

potential application, and discussed is usefulness to the

problem of the earth's shape.
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Gauss had apparently been using the method of least

squares since 1795, but we do not know in what context.

Later he was to apply it to the determination of the

orbits of the planetoids, and also to the problems of

the earth's shape. (See Chapter VI, p 264) .

The problem of the earth's shape dominates the list

given above, and in addition, the necessary geodetic

measurements gave rise to a number of ancillary techniques

involving error analysis, to a discussion of which I shall

devote the rest of this chapter. 	 This domination need

afford us no surprise, for, as I have said the problem

of the earth's shape was virtually the only one where

there was a clash between theory and data arising out of

observational errors. 	 It is important to note that the

invention of any one of the methods of error analysis which

I have outlined did not immediately lead to its use in all

sorts of astronomical problems.	 Despite the fact that

Mayer, Boscovich, Lambert and Legendre were quick to point

out the universal applicability of the methods they suggested,

their contemporaries did not take advantage of their

suggestions.	 Indeed, with the exception of Lambert, the

authors of the methods did not themselves apply them outside

the problem for which they had originally invented them.

Hence, for example, we find Laplace using Boscovi$h's method c

in his Mecanique Celeste in the context of a determination

of the earth's shape, but we find no mention of it elsewhere.

The method was certainly well known, but it was not until

1805 that Prony thought of applying it to a totally different
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problem.	 (See Chapter III, p136). 	 Hence none of the

methods which I discuss in this chapter or the next must

be considered as attempts to develop a general theory of

errors, but they must be seen solely as ad hoc methods

devised when expedient to deal with specific problems.

The problem of the earth's shape 

As I have pointed out the investigation of the shape of

the earth differed in many respects from the majority of

eighteenth century astronomical researches.	 One of the

most curious things about the problem is its relative

unimportance in contrast to the immense amount of effort

expended in solving it.	 Humboldt, introducing his own

discussion of the question, wrote,

With the exception of the investigations of the parallax
of stars, which led to the discovery of aberration and
nutation, Li.e. to discoveries unrelated to the original
problem/ the history of science presents no problem in which
the object attained - the knowledge of the compression and
of the irregular form of our planet - is so far exceeded in
importance by the incidental gain which has occured, through
a long and weary course of investigation, in the general
furtherance and improvement of t'ae mathematical and astrono-
mical sciences . (11)

It is with the wisdom of hindsight that Humboldt makes this

comment; the problem did, perhaps wrongly, hold considerable

intrinsic importance for eighteenth century astronomers,

and we must for the moment look at it through their eyes in

order to discover what inspired their research.

Let me begin by outlining the history of the problem,

insofar as it concern's us here.	 Practical attempts to

measure the earth's curvature extended, of course, back into

antiquity, for it was a question of immediate importance to
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cartography and navigation. 	 The most sophisticated

piece of work carried out prior to the suggestion of the

non-sphericity of the earth was that of Jean Picard, who

in 1669-70 measured a degree of the meridian from Paris

to Amiens, (12) and whose methods of measurement and high

degree of precision set the standard for subsequent

research.	 His work is of particular interest because it

indicates how the very nature of the problem made a strong

awareness of errors almost inevitable. 	 J.D. Cassini and

(13)
his son Jacques extended Picard 's measurements,	 until

by 1718 Jacques Cassini (his father had died in 1712) had

measured an 80 arc of the meridian, from Dunkirk to

Collioure in the Pyrennees, and variations in their measure-

ments seemed to indicate that the earth was anp=nante

oblong spheroid, its radius at the poles greater than its

radius at the equator. 	 It is not surprising that they

reached this mistaken conclusion, for a very high degree of

accuracy is required to measure the earth's shape. 	 One

degree of arc measures about 100,000 metres, and it is no

easy task to triangulate accurately over such a distance,

while any errors in the base line are of course propagated

through the triangulations.	 The difference in length

between a degree at the equator and a degree at the pole is

of the order of 1%, so at least this precision would be

necessary to detect the variation in curvature of the

meridian.	 To find a good value for the earth's ellipticity
•.

would require greater accuracy still.
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However Newton, in his Principia,
(14) and Huygens, in

his tract Discours de la Cause de la Repesanteur
(15) had

published the view that the earth should be an oblate

spheroid.	 The two men differed in their estimates of

the degree of flattening, but certainly both theories

contradicted Cassini's measurements. 	 Central to both

theories was a model of the earth as a rotating sphere

of fluid, the fluid particles at the equator being subject

to a centrifugal effect which tended to counteract

gravitational attraction, whilst those at the poles were

subject only to gravity. 	 The theories differed in that

Huygens assumed an inverse square law of attraction of

particles inside the earth towards the centre of the earth,.

whilst Newton, correctly, assumed a law of direct proportion-

ality based on an inverse square law of attraction between.

individual particles.	 Newton's theory suggested a ratio

1of equatorial diameter to polar axis of ln-5 : 1, whilst
1the corresponding value in Huygens' theory was 1-5-7.g. : 1.

The theory of the oblate earth gathered strength from

observations, of which Newton and Huygens were aware, of

the oblateness of Jupiter, and also from Richer's observations

of 1672 that apparent acceleration due to gravity, measured

by means of a pendulum, was less at the equator than at

higher latitudes, a result that both Newton and Huygens

predicted from their respective theories. 	 In addition

Newton showed that precession could be explained in terms

of an oblate earth, and had made a rough quantitative match

between the observed precession of 50" per annum, and the

assumed flattening of a homogenous earth of 1/230. (16)
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The problem now aroused intense interest. Mairan,

an ardent supporter of Cassini, felt obliged to develop

an alternative, semi-empirical theory which would predict
•)an oblong earth, (17 but this work was later severely

criticised.	 Desaguliers in 1725
(18) objected to

Cassini's work on both theoretical and practical grounds,

and produced a mechanical analogue to show the 'impossibility'

of an oblong earth. 	 Poleni(19) suggested a compromise

between the oblate theoretical and the oblong measured

shape in a return to the intermediate spherical shape,

but this, not surprisingly, received little support.

Maupertuis (20) strengthened the theoretical case for the

oblate earth in a paper of 1732
(21) by emphasising that

any central force would result in an oblate earth, given

the usual fluid model. 	 However, he was by no means so

categoric about the validity of the theory as Desaguliers had

been, and in 1733 (22) he summarised the state of the problem

in a way that clearly brought into focus the necessity for

taking further, more accurate measurements of the meridian

degree in order to resolve the question.

An important distinction must be drawn between

Desaguliers' and Maupertuis' attitudes to the problem,

(rejecting Poleni's attitude as irrelevant to the present

discussion, although interesting!) 	 For Desaguliers, the

tension between theory and observation was greater than it

should have been.	 He seemed to have forgotten that,

whilst he could legitimately take Newton's law of gravitation

as well-established, he could not place equal reliance on
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the model of the earth as a revolving sphere of fluid.

For him, the deduction of an oblate earth from Newton's

law was unquestionable, and his reasoning in rejecting

Cassini's observations is worth quoting:

If Mons. Cassini's Measures of Terrestrial Degrees
. . . were grounded on Observations liable to no Error,
he wou'd have fully prov'd his Figure of the Earth, But
since those Measures (however accurately taken) are not
built upon a mathematical Certainty, his Premises may be
call'd in Question, and his Conclusion, tho' mathematically
drawn from these Premises, is only probable.

Now therefore, if I can shew from Undoubted Phaenomena
that his Conclusion will lead to an Absurdity, his Measures
must be false; because his Reasoning from them is just. (23)

Desaguliers seems to have been unaware of the need for an

approximate correlation between theory and data, and that

his own demonstration was not altogether certain. Desaguliers'

belief in the supremacy of theoretical prediction is

reflected in a more popular vein by Voltaire's cynical

comment on Maupertuis' expedition to Lapland:

Courriers de la physique, Argonautes nouveaux,
Qui franchissez les monts, qui traversez les eaux,

•	 •	 •

Vous avez confirms dans ces lieux pleins d'ennui
Ce que Newton connut sans sortir chez lui. (24)

Maupertuis, on the other hand, was clearly aware that

theoretical deductions were not incontrovertible in this

case.	 There seems to be a sigh of exasperation in his

words:

J'abandonne ici tout ce qu'on pourroit c4terminer a
priori sur la figure de la Terre.	 Je me reduis a con-
siderer la question de fait, et a proposer differents
moyens Astronomiques et GSometriques, dont on pourroit
se servir pour juger Si la Terre est allongee ou applatie
vers les poles. (25)
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Nevertheless Maupertuis was still influenced by the

Newtonian theory - he expected an oblate earth, but did

not feel it to be a theoretically-proven fact.	 He pointed

out that so far measurements had been limited to Paris

latitudes, and could well be extended towards the pole

and the equator.

To varying degrees, then, the problem of the earth's .

shape was assigned a false status. 	 There should have

been no reason to expect, on the basis of Newton's theory 

alone, an Ablate earth, and hence measurements of the earth's

shape could not confirm or deny Newton's theory. Variations

in density, as well as in size, could, after all, produce

the necessary variations in gravitational field, and

result in a precession of the equinoxes. 	 Given an oblate.

earth, this might reflect on the manner of the earth's

creation or its internal structure. 	 However, as long as

a tension between theory and data and a need to reconcile

the two were seen to exist, attempts at reconciliation were

inevitable, and it was these attempts that gave rise to so

many error discussions in the context of the problem.

Although it was recognised by Maupertuis and others

that the solution to the problem lay in further measurement,

the expectations of the researchers were varied. 	 In the

1730's the Paris Academy of Sciences projected two expeditions,

one to Peru to measure the earth's curvature at the equator,

and one to Lapland, to make a measurement as near to the

pole as possible.	 Expeditions of this nature were costly
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and time-consuming, so it gives us no great surprise to

find papers written by members of the research teams

before they set out, discussing and justifying the types

of measurement they hoped to take. Maupertuis and

Clairaut, who were to go to Lapland, and Bouguer, who was

to join the expedition to Peru, wrote papers of this

nature. (26)

The problem was widening in scope, and there was a

new emphasis on the empirical shape of the earth, for the

possibility of measurements in other latitudes meant that

not only the oblong-oblate controversy could be settled,

but that the shape of the earth could be found in detail.

And yet overlying this attitude seems to have been a belief

that whatever shape the earth turned out to be, it would

be describable in terms of some simple mathematical formula -

the eighteenth century belief that nature was simple could

not be lightly discarded.	 Clairaut, (27) for example, made

the following comments which show how clearly he was aware

of the infinite number of possible shapes the earth could

take.

1. Comme ii n'est point deMontre' que le Meridien soit
d'une courbare sui decroisse ou augmente continuellement
depuis l'Equateur jusqu'au Pole, on ne pourroit point
absolument conclurre que la Terre fat allongee ou applatie,
de ce que l'on auroit trouve le degre du Meridien mesure
vers l'Equateur plus grand ou plus petit que ceux qui ont
ete mesures en France; mais si l'on a de plus un degre
mesure aussi une latitude fort differente des deux
premieres, et que la conclusion qu'on tire par le moyen
de ce degre, s'accorde avec celle qu'on aura tire du degre
mesure au Perou, on pourra decider avec beaucoup plus
d'assarance, la Figure de la Terre.

Si la difference entre les degres du Nord et ceux de
France, au lieu d'etre dans le 'dame sens que la difference
des m eemes degres de France avec ceux du Midi, etoit dans un
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sens contraire, on verroit encore bien plus combien le Voyage
du Nord etoit necessaire, puisque sans les Observations qui
s'y doivent faire, on pourroit donner la Tera une figure
bien differente de la reelle.

2. Quand meme on supposeroit avec raison que la Terre
seroit d'une courbare qui iroit toajours en decroissaht ou
toajours en augmentant depuis l'Equateur jusqu'au Pole,
cette uniformite peut se trouver dans une infinite
d'hypotheses sur la nature de la Courbe du Meridien, dont
l'Ellipticite, qui est celle que l'on prend ordinairement,
n'est qu'un cas trs-particulier. 	 Or si l'on a plus de
deux degres mesures 'a differentes latitudes, on peut
s'assarer si cette hypothese a lieu dans la nature, afin de
la suivre si les differences sont asses peu considerables
pour qu'on puisse les attribuer aux erreurs des Observations:
Et s'il se trouve que les differences soient trop considerables
pour les attribuer aux erreurs qui se peuvent glisser dans
les Observations, on doit se flatter que trois degres pris
sur le Meridien, le determineront plus exactment que deux
n'auroient pu faire, et meme avec autant de precision qu'il
est necessaine, Si la Terre-Re differe pas considerablement
d'une sphere. (28)

Yet at the same time both Clairaut and the others generally

assumed when actually analysing their observational data,

that the earth did have a simple mathematical shape, or at

least was a very good approximation to one. 	 Hence, despite

Clairaut's suggestion that the more measurements there were

the better, the journeys to Peru and Lapland were seen by

most scientists as the final solution to the oblate-oblong

earth controversy, although it was also realised that they

would be a source of more detailed information about the

earth's shape, information which would be both practically

useful, and might have repercussions upon theoretical con-

siderations.	 In 1735 Bouguer set out for Peru with Godin

and La Condamine.	 The expedition lasted ten years. Bouguer's

report was not published until 1749, (29) and may be con-

sidered as almost wholly Bouguer's assessment, as there was

little collaboration between the various members of the team.

Maupertuis, Camus, Le Monnier and Clairaut, setting out in
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1736, spent only a year over their measurements in Lapland,

and consequently Maupertuis' report
(30) appeared in 1738,

over 10 years before Bouguer's. 	 Maupertuis' report was

the result of true collaboration between the members of

the team, and in 1743 Clairaut published a more theoretical
Theotie 

work,k Saac la Figure de la Terre, which contained an analysis

of the same results. 	 These latter two works alone, without

the support of Bouguer's, were quite sufficient to resolve

the controversy about the earth's shape, and restore total

confidence in Newton's prediction of an oblate earth.

Maupertuis' conclusion

THAT THE EARTH IS CONSIDERABLY FLATTED TOWARDS THE POLES (31)

was baldly stated, and took no account of Clairaut's previous

statement, quoted above, that two measurements are no proof

that the earth is either oblong or oblate. 	 It seemed

reasonable to accept a simple shape as most probable, and

the problem was seen as effectively solved by these new

more accurate measurements. (32)

Cassini de Thury made further measurements in France to

check Jacques Cassini's measurements, and admitted that he

found them wanting, and that the earth seemed to be oblate. (33)

La Caille, on an expedition to the Cape of Good Hope in 1750

included amongst various other important astronomical

measurements a determination of the length of a degree of

the meridian. (34)	Thus by the 1750's four reputable

measurements of the meridian arc were available: Maupertuis'

measurements in Lapland, Bouguer's in Peru, La Caille's at

the Cape and Cassini's in France.	 It became clear that,
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as Clairaut had predicted, no single value for the

ellipticity would exactly fit all the measurements.

Accompanying measurements of the apparent gravitational

attraction showed similar, but less grave, discrepancies.

In 1755 Euler made an attempt to reconcile all the

available data by a consideration of their accuracy, (35)

and this attempt, which I shall describe in detail later,

clearly indicated how imperative it was becoming to devise

a formal method of combining the observations. Boscovich

added a fifth measurement, made in Italy in 1755, (36)and,

as we shall see in Chapter III, made several abortive

attempts at error treatment before he finally hit on his

own simple and elegant method, which he applied to both

geodetic and pendulum measurements. 	 It is important that

both Euler and Boscovich were anxious to prove that the

earth had an elliptical cross-section; had they been

content with a more complex shape, the need to fit all the

observations to an ellipse, and hence the redundancy of the

observations, would not have been present. 	 Subsequently

additional measurements of the earth's shape were made,

and also further attempts to reconcile the available data.

These attempts, usually clumsy and laboured, need not con-

cern us here, with the exception of the work of Laplace

who invented a novel method of combining observations, and

also extended Boscovich's method. (37)

This outline of the history of the problem and its

solution serves as a necessary background to the discussion

of methods of error treatment which developed in connection
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with it.	 We can now deal with these in detail.

The work of Picard and the Cassinis 

Picard's work characterises the ad hoc and simple

methods in use at the end of the seventeenth century.

The taking of arithmetic means was common, although not

normally between more than 5 or 6 readings of the same

quantity.	 For example Picard took two measurements of

the baseline for his triangulations (even one repetition

of the laborious measurement of the 1200 or so yards

was laudable) and averaged them. 	 He checked the accuracy

of his instruments as best he could; he wrote:

. • . the Instrument . • . gave the Angles of position with
so much exactness that upon the whole compass of the
Horrison taken at 5 or 6 Angles, there was not found above
a minute more or less than it ought to he, and which often
also happened within about 5 seconds of the just account. (38)

In triangulating, the measurement of all three angles of a

triangle meant that the sum of the angles provided a built-

in check on accuracy.	 Picard was quick to spot this, and

to introduce corrections.	 He wrote:

'Tis true that with all the precaution that could be
taken, and after turning the instrument two or three times
towards the same station, 'twas impossible sometimes to
avoid the error of some seconds upon the summ of the three
Angles of the same Triangle; in which case there can be no
difficulty of correcting the Triangle without fear of any
considerable error, because all the angles were large, and
there was always some one of which there was not so much
certainty as of the rest, and upon which the fault ought to
be laid.	 The principle Corrections that were made are
remarked. (39)

Picard was, I think, an exceptionally careful worker, and

many of his contemporaries would have done well to have
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emulated his methods. 	 But on the whole by the beginning

of the 18th century the verification of instruments,

careful attention to standards, the introduction of

various systematic corrections (for the earth's curvature

' in triangulation, for refraction in astronomy, for mis-

alignment of instruments, etc.) were standard practice. (40)

The art of dividing instrument scales was improved, and

refinements such as the Vernier, and later the micrometer

scales, came into use. 	 Telescopic sighting became common-

place.	 In all these ways precision was constantly

increased, and it would be totally false to suggest that

18th century astronomers paid no attention to observational

errors.	 But the general tendency was to aim at the

elimination of systematic error. 	 Errors were seen as

largely avoidable (which of course they were, as improve-

ments in instrumentation clearly showed), and so methods

for allowing for them in calculation, and for estimating

their magnitude, tended not to be developed. 	 There was

an awareness of underlying random error, but little discus-

sion of it.

Picard had suggested that the accuracy of his measure-

ments might be increased by measuring a longer length of

arc.	 He wrote:

Not withstanding all the exactness we were capable of,
we could not answer to two Seconds, and consequently to
the value of about 32 Toyses, upon every Lastronomical/
observation.	 We may nevertheless say with some certainty
that we are not very far from the true measure of a degree;
though we may come to a yet greater preciseness by measuring
with the same care and with like Instruments a greater
distance. (41)
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The Cassinis took up this suggestion and measured an arc

of 8°.	 Realising that triangulation errors became more

important as the length of the arc increased, they

introduced additional triangulation points to act as

checks, and measured a second base at the far end of the

chain of triangles.	 Jacques Cassini wrote:

On determina par le calcul en plusieurs manieres la
longueur de cette base qui resultoit de la suite des
Triangles, et elle fut trouvee la meme que l'avoit donnee
la mesure actuelle, ce qui peut faire juger de l'exactitude
de tout ce grand ouvrage. (42)

A
Although the checking process itself deserves some praise,

his unqualified statement of the exact agreement gives no

indication of the accuracy of the whole procedure, and

the information in the form of numerical data which would

allow us to make our own assessment is also lacking.

Cassini apparently did not grasp the fact that the reader

cannot be convinced unless the method is not only described

as accurate, but also shown quantitatively to be so.

Picard had been more perceptive. 	 Cassini's corrections

of his triangulations also show a similar retrogressive

step.	 All his angles are given to the nearest 5", and the

angles of each triangle add to exactly 1800 . This can

hardly be fortuitous, but no comment on the corrections

which must have been made is given.

Cassini's final conclusion was that:

Ainsi ii parott avec asses d'evidence, que les degres
d'un Meridien sont plus grands, plus ils sont pres de
l'Equateur, et diminuent, au contraire, 	 mesure qu'ils
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s'approchent du Pole,	 l'on peut conclurre que la
circonf4rence de la Terre n'est pas de figure Spherique. (43)

In addition he sets out a table giving the lengths of

meridian degrees at different latitudes.	 Each distance

was quoted to within one foot, an accuracy entirely

unwarranted when his previous measurements were quoted

only to the nearest toise (six feet). 	 Cassini concluded

his report with a discussion of the earlier measurements

of Snell and Riccioli.	 He declared these to be inaccurate,

and managed to adjust them until they came into line with

his own results.	 He himself made furthei measurements in

1733 and 1734 which he claimed confirmed his earlier con-

clusions. (44)

Maupertuis and Bouguer 

A problem now clearly existed; aF; I have said, the

Paris Academy of Sciences planned expeditions to Peru and

to Lapland in order to resolve it. 	 I have already quoted

from the paper that Clairaut published in 1738 in order to

point out how worthwhile the new measurements would be;

Bouguer and Maupertuis wrote memoirs with a similar aim in

mind (45) , which are of particular interest here, because

both are devoted largely to mathematical discussions of the

potential accuracy of the measurments. 	 The earlier

reports by Picard and Cassini, and indeed the reports that

Maupertuis and Bouguer wrote on their return home, inter-

mingled discussion of results and their accuracy with dis-

cussions of instrumentation, mathematical analyses of the

basic problem, etc. 	 But in these pre-expedition reports,

where no results or instruments were yet available, the
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discussion centred far more clearly upon error analysis.

Maupertuis' paper analysed the assumption made my

Picard and Cassini that the astronomical measurements

needed to determine the latitudes of the ends of the arc

contributed the greatest error, the geodetic measurements

being highly accurate.	 He wrote:

Les premieres de ces operations sont celles qui
paroissent les plus delicates et les plus difficiles,
cependant les erreurs qui se peuvent commettre sur les
Secondes, ne sont pas a negliger, ii faut svavoir
jusqu'oil elles peuvent aller, en supposant qu'on ne soit
jamais favoris g du hazard, et que les cho ges arrivent
toajours de la maniere la plus malheureuse, c'est-a-dire,
qu'au lieu que les erreurs se detruisent les unes les
autres, elles tombent toajours du meme sense et
s'accumulent.

Ii est vrai qu'on a coatume, a l'extremite de la
distance terrestre mesuree, de verifier l'ouvrage par la
mesure actuelle du cOte de quelqu'un des Triangles, mais
on ne peut pas s'assarer de trouver par-tout ce moyen de
verification. (46)

Maupertuis then argued as follows .; One side of each

triangle acts as a base for the succeeding triangle, so

that an error in any one of the triangulations is propagated

down the chain.	 Assume, for simplicity, that the

successive 'bases' are all of equal 1ength,i3, lying in a

straight line, and that the fractional error in computing

each successive base is e.	 Then if the original base is

taken as completely accurate, the next base will have its

length computed as BO+ e), the'next as BO +e) , and so on.

The total length of the line is the sum of these bases,

B + B (i	 +	 +e) + B	 e) 3 1-
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or, as this is the sum of a geometric progression,

13 + e)" — 

where n is the number of triangles.	 The correct value

is 'NB, so subtracting this, and neglecting second and

higher order terms in e, gives the total maximum
accumulated error as 341-1)e. Maupertuis gave a

2.
numerical example, taking e as 0.025%, with a chain of

total length 8,000 toises, divided into 20 equal parts.

This gave a total error of 190 toises, or about 0.25%.

The method was ingenious, but based on gross

simplifications.	 Maupertuis clearly saw the need for a

quantitative analysis, but could not develop adequate

methods.	 He was well aware of the failings of his

procedure, and in particular that Lhe Tvaximum error, such

as he had computed, was extremely unlikely to occur in

fact.	 He wrote,

Si donc les erreurs qu'on commet chaque operation,
n'alloient se compensant les unes les autres, on seroit
bien eloigne de pouvoir se flatter de l'exactitude sur
laquelle on compte ordinairement, et les erreurs geodesiques
pourroient devenir d'aussi grande cons6quence que celles
qu'on peut commettre dans la mesure des distances de
l'Etoile au Z6nit.

Ii est vrai qu'il ne paroit gueres possible que toutes
les erreurs tombent dans le mgme sens, et qu'il y a beaucoup
de probabilite que sur un grand nombre de Triangles elles se
distribuent de cate etd'autre, et qu'une partie s'en
detruit, mais c'est toujours dependre du hazard. (49)

He felt that, despite this, the only safe procedure was to

consider the maximum error, and he tried to balance this

against the maximum error for the astronomical measurement,

(48)thus:	 Suppose the astronomical error is A; then the
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total error will be A +13n(n-l)e, But suppose this
2

measurement is made over an arc of m degrees, and that

the mean length of a degree is D. 	 Then the error per

degree (i.e. the quantity we hope to make as small as

possible) will bel writing rn.1.11

P( 121— +	 - gx)
\B r+ 	 2.	 1/

The only quantity which can be changed is n, so minimising

with respect to n gives n=	 Maupertuis then extended

his numerical example, putting the error in astronomical

observations equal to 2", and hence A equal to 64 (two

measurements being required to determine the angle). This

gave a value of 44,000 toises as the optimum length to be

measured, divided up into 11 equal parts.

Maupertuis did not in fact apply any of these calculations

to his measurements in Lapland; firstly, I think, because

he realised how doubtful they were, and secondly, because

the terrain did not allow much choice of triangulation

points, and also limited the total arc measured.	 In terms

of error theory the paper has a certain amount of interest to

us now, but in terms of the problem Maupertuis was trying to

solve, and hence in the eyes of his contemporaries, the

attempt was abortive.

The paper Bouguer wrote (49) before setting off for

the equator was concerned with matching measurements at the

pole to those at the equator. Assuming that the earth had

an elliptical cross-section, he began by setting up an

equation relating degree of flattening to the directly-
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measured quantities of latitude and length of degree.

Hence given two latitudes with cosines (2 ) c, the corres-

ponding degree lengths being (i,l, then the ratio of the

earth's axis to its equatorial diameter is

2	 2

{ 9 3 (1-e) - 
2 21-	 2 ac qa - c g3

He set up similar equations for the case where the length

of a degree was measured parallel to the equator at the

two latitudes, and for the case where one latitude only

was considered, and a degree measured in both latitude

and longitude. 	 He then wrote:

La discussion dans laquelle nous allons entrer est
donc de la derniere importance: car il s'agit de decider
non seulement de l'utilite des Voyages qu'on peut entre-
prendre pour determiner la figure de la Terre, mais aussi
des operations auxquelles on dolt principalement s'attacher
en chaque endroit. Nous employerons pour cela le moyen
dont nous nous sommes deja servi in d'autres occasions,
pour choisir, entre diverses methodes qui sont egalement
bonnes dans la speculation, celles qu'on dolt preferer
dans la pratique.	 Nous considererons les erreurs dans les
donnees comme des differentielles, parce qu'elles sont
--EaTc7a7s asses petites par rapport aux quantites m8mes, et
nous chercherons ensuite l'effet qu'elles produisent dans
chaque resultat, ou dans chaque solution, en les suivant
comme on suit une differentielle dans un multinome. (50)

Errors were-of course possible in both 9 and q, but,

"afin de rendre notre recherche plus simple", Bouguer

considered all the error to be in s.	 Then, differentiating

with respect to 9 , he obtained.

4 =	
I- rz
3 k., 

I A
0 n 3 C— 2.

t	 a_
d

$2
9 3 {9	 1 - Cl.) - G 6 - C)) .{C-q-g• -c.2 3 1

To simplify this he put 3 :-....q, so that the expression

reduced to

= 	 49 
39 (C-2- c2)
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Bouguer realised that the result of his formula, that

the further apart in latitude the two measurements are

taken, the greater the accuracy in t, was in any case
intuitively obvious.	 But he stressed the possibility of

comparing quantitatively the precisions of p as calculated

from different pairs of measurements. 	 He also realised

that, since the flattening was computed as p-i, it was

essential that this quantity should be considerably greater

than 4, as otherwise it would be impossible to distinguish
flattening from elongation.

Bouguer did not take advantage of the full scope of his

method.	 Had he compared p-$ with cig for Cassini's measure-

ments, he could have shown that it was impossible for

Cassini to have demonstrated conclusivcly that the earth

was an oblong spheroid.	 Similarly he could have shown

the difficulty of distinguishing, by measurement, between

Huygens' and Newton's theories. 	 He was content to stress

what were in any case the intuitively obvious conclusions

of his work: that it was better tilake measurements along /t
a meridian rather than parallel to the equator, and that

increasing separation in latitude gave increased precision.

Hence what was essentially a powerful method was put to

poor use, and this may well be why little notice was taken

of it.

The reports which Bouguer and Maupertuis made on returning

from their respective expeditions also contained attempts

at error analysis, although not in the same clear-cut way

as the pre-expedition papers of 1739 which I have just
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discussed.	 The pre-expedition papers were devoted

almost solely to theoretical discussion of possible error,

whereas the reports, naturally enough, were a mixture of

theoretical discussion, description of instruments, and

statement and analysis of actual results, with only

occasional reference to possible errors incurred.

Maupertuis, in his report, carefully stated all his

observations.	 Like Cassini, he introduced checking

triangles, and calculated the length of a degree from

twelve slightly different chains of triangles. 	 He stated

the total variation between the results, 54 toises, clearly

realising that this gave some sort of estimate of their

individual precision, but it is unfortunately not clear

how he finally chose from these twelve values which was the

best to take as the true length of a degree.	 In addition

he calculated the maximum possible error arising in the

length of the chain, by assuming that the greatest possible

error occurred in each individual triangulation, in a sense

to make all the errors additive and computing the length of

the chain, given these errors.	 He wrote,

The small number of our Triangles enabled us to make an
odd enough Calculation, which gives the strict limits of all
the Errors that bad skill and bad luck put together can
produce.	 We made a supposition that in every Triangle we
had committed an Error in two of the Angles of 20" and in
the third of 40", and that all these errors lay the same way,
tending always to diminish our Arc. And having made a
computation upon this strange supposition, we found that the
Error could amount to but 541/2t. (51)

As in his pre-expedition paper, Maupertuis realised that

it was extremely unlikely that all the measurements should

contribute maximum error, but he was unable to see how any

other type of error calculation could be carried out. The
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method of calculating this maximum error was extremely

laborious, and lacked generality, for it meant com-

pletely recalculating the length of the chain, from the

'corrected' values.

There is little in Bouguer's report that resembles

his earlier pre-expedition paper, but, unlike Maupertuis,

he still attempted a general approach to error analysis,

and from this point of view Bouguer's report is both the

most interesting and the most significant of the early

papers on the earth's shape. 	 The two most important

passages in the book, as far as the present discussion

is concerned, are Section I, part IV, where the best

latitudes at which to make measurements are discussed,

and Section II, part III, which deals with the best choice

of chain of triangulations, work no doubt inspired in part

by Maupertuis' earlier investigation, which Bouguer had

read.

The passages on the best latitudes in which to make

measurements lack the elegance of the discussions of

Bouguer's 1739 paper. 	 This is largely because he chose

to limit himself to a geometrical interpretation, discard-

ing the powerful analytic method he had previously used.

The result he arrived at was the same as before, and hence

in terms of the problem he was trying to solve, equally

good, but as a method of treating the propagation of errors

it was far less general than his earlier analysis.
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In his section on triangulation, Bouguer first discussed

the errors arising in individual triangles. 	 He tackled

the problem in two distinct ways. 	 First he used

logarithmic differences, to compute the maximum error

exactly.	 I shall give a simple example of the method

which he stated as an algorithm. 	 Suppose we have a

triangle FAI3C, with sides a,b,c, and that we want to compute

the length of side b, given an accurate measurement of a.

From the sine rule,
13, = a Sin B

Sri  A

If the maximum error in each angle measurement is e, such

that the value of b is always increased, then if this

maximum error is always committed, we shall measure 6 as

= 5418+0
sin 1=1-e)

6 1	109 sin	 - logsin .B	 109 nR - log sin (1--e)
1";
	

2:109 .,-;1.6".c differences

6 1- b ,	 = anfilo9-LE103	 -

extended to the multiplication

and division of any number of sines. 	 The second method

(5)he used was one that had already been introduced by Cotes 52

although Bouguer apparently did not know this. 	 Bouguer

showed geometrically that

d(s nil,) - cotan	 doc
Sn C.

Hence the sum of the fractional errors is equivalent to the

sum of the cotangents, multiplied by the absolute error.

Since all that is required to determine subsequent sides of

the triangles is the multiplication or division of the

original base line by the sines of measured angles, all we

Hence
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H  Cile.41,-;^43 base-  I

angles have to be measured), and

so on.	 If AB is taken to be of

unit length, then the absolute

errors in AD, DF, FH, etc. will

be 4.e., 1:4* 2004 etc.	 If

there are n sections 0, Dr, fl,

etc. then the total error will

be the sum of these errors A
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need to do is to sum the cotangents (taken as positive)

of these angles to find the fractional maximum error in

whatever side is being computed.

Bouguer followed this analysis

with a calculation of the maximum

error from a chain of triangles.

Like Maupertuis, he used a very

simple chain for this purpose,

(See fig.II.1) composed of a

series of right-angled triangles.

Hence all the angles measured are

either 45°, with cotangent = 1,

or 90°, with cotangent = 0. If

AB is the base and e the error

in each angle measured, the

maximum fractional error in AD

is 2e, (two 45° angles have to be

measured), in FD, te, (six 450

hue
However the error in the checking base HI will simply be 4n.

8
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Bouguer gave a numerical example to illustrate the

method.	 If a chain of 28 triangles is used, covering a

distance of 168,000 toises, and the error a each angle
measurement is 1 min. of arc, then the total error in

the whole length will be 1368 toises, a "monstrous" error,

as Bouguer remarked. 	 The error in the checking base will

be only 98 toises. Hence a good correlation between

calculated and directly measured checking base is not

necessarily indicative of a good value for the length of a

.meridian degree.	 But besides pointing out this 'fallacy'

in Cassini's checking method, Bouguer also noted that

apparently it would be slightly more accurate to perform the

measuring operation by means of a single triangulation, which

seemed ridiculous.	 Bouguer's comments on this are

interesting.

, Nous convenons qu'en mesurant la.longueur de la
Meridienne par un seul trUirgle le peril seroit eminent:
car comment pourroit-on repondre de ne pas se tromper de 12
ou/ 15 secondes sur l'angle le plus aigu, et c'est de ce
seul angle que dependroit alors pour ainsi-dire toute la
bonte de la determination? Mais ce n'est plus la agme
chose si nous partageons la Meridienne par parties, en
employant un grand nombre de triangles: s'il est possible
que nous nous trompions sur chaque angle, il ne l i pst pas
moralement que toutes les erreurs soient &gales, n dans
les sins pr6cis qui fait qu'elles s'accordent a s'ajouter
ensemble dans le resultat; 11 faudroit pour cela se tromper
de propos delibere.	 Suppose que l'erreur toujours de 15",
au lieu de tomber entiere sur les deux angles aigus de chaque
triangle, tombe sur l'angle droit et sur le premier des
angles aigus, la difference logarithmique qui repond a
chaque errqur particuliere, au lieu de se repeter le nombre
de fois 2n‘, ne se repetera plus que le nombre de fois n2-n,
comme il est facile de reconnottre, et l'erreur sur le resultat
se trouvera deja plus de deux fois moindre dans le cas que
nous avons pris pour exemple.	 Mais dans quelques triangles
il n'y aura pas d'erreur du tout; dans les autres il y en
aura un peu, mais elle sera de different sens, et il se
formera de tout cela une espece de compensation.

Ii n'y a enfin qu'une disposition particuliere qui en
portant le mal a son exces, puisse faire que l'erreur soit
de 342 toises sur une longueur de 60 lieues, au lieu qu'il
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y en a reellement une infinite qui nous sont sensiblement
favorables, et une infinite d'autres qui le sont parfaite-
ment.	 Ii importe peu par consequent qu'on alt lieu de
craindre une erreur, par exemple, d'unetoise sur les ceites
d'un triangle dont les longueurs sont de 5 	 6 mule:
ne s'ensuit nullement que sur une suite de 25 ou 30 •
triangles l'erreur se conserve sur le meme pied ou qu'elle
augmente selon la loi assignee. 	 C'est ce qui ne s'ensuit
nullement et on ne peut craindre qu'en tombant dans
paralogisme visible. Deux Dez donnent souvent une rafle
de six, et il y a cependant tout au monde a parier que 60
Dez jettes ensemble ne s'accorderont jamais du premier coup
a donner cette meme rafle.	 Ceux des Lecteurs qui voudront
examiner plus particulierement cette matiere susceptible
de recherches tres-delicates, verront que la multitude,
infinie des differens cas qui rendent d'une grandeur deter-
minee, l'erreur totale, est exprimee par les ordonnees de
lignes paraboliques d'une genre d'autant plus leve qu'il
y a un plus grand nombre d'erreurs primitives qui se
combinent, et que ces ordonnees qui sont en diminuent a
mesure que l'erreur res„ultante est plus grande deviennent
toujours nulles, ou plutot se reduisent a un point, pour le
cas ou l'erreur totale parvient	 ses dernieres limites.
On conjure donc, pour ainsi dire, le sort et on se le rend
favorable, en se servant de plusieurs ,triangles; et ce qui
justifie pleinement sans qu'il soit necessaire d'entrer dans
une nouvelle discussion qui nous , eloigneroit trop de notre
sujet, qu'on reussit sans peine a vaincre la fatalite
contraire, . . . (53)

Maupertuis had pointed out that only bad luck could

cause all the errors to combine in the worst possible way;

Bouguer here takes a more positive step towards the con-

sideration of errors in terms of probability theory.	 He

describes how the probability function may be constructed,

and says it will have a parabolic form, of increasingly high

order as the number of observations increases.	 Presumably

he intended only a qualitative description of the situation,

based on his concept of an error cut-off, and the ,obvious

case that the most probable situation was that all the errors

would cancel out mutually.	 There is no evidence that

Bouguer's work inspired Simpson, Lagrange or others to tackle

the problem of errors from a probabilistic point of view.
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Euler 

Maupertuis and Bouguer had both attempted, and to a

large extent failed, to develop general methods for .

estimating the accuracy of the length of an arc calculated

from a chain of triangulations.	 Their failure made the

new problem which was emerging - that of reconciling the

various measures of the earth's shape with a single

elliptical cross-section, - all the more acute, for it was

possible to calculate the qedss-section from only two

measurements, and yet it was difficult to decide in which

two measurements to place the greatest confidence. Euler (54)

was the first to tackle the problem of combining the

available measurements of the earth's shape, and his technique,

greatly lacking in generality and being applicable only to a

set of a few observations, shows how necessary the formal

approach which Boscovich and Laplace were to develop, was

becoming.	 Euler had four measurements at his disposal;

those made in Peru, at the Cape of Good Hope, in France (by

Cassini de Thury), and in Lapland. 	 He was thus able to set

up four equations as follows:

A — 15 cps 1°	 =57-3

— 8 Co3 66° 31. 1 	51-o-57-

A 13 cc 	 = 57074

— 13 cos 13e 40°- 57-4_3 8.
-

+ F (1)

+ (z)

-r (3 )
4 s

(4.)

where A and B were functions of the ellipticity and semi-

axis, the parameters to be determined, and pi ctosI S were the

errors in the respective measurements of a degree of the

meridian.	 Of these errors he wrote:
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Elles peuvent gtre ou positives ou negatives; et
on les supposera aussi petites qu'il est possible,
puisqu'on y a apporte tant de soins, que les erreurs ne
sauroient surpasser quelques secondes, a l'exception de
la troisieme dont l'erreur pourroit bien gtre plus grande
que 32 toises.

	

	 •
(55)

(The third measure was that in France, in which Euler had

but little faith). 	 He now proceeded in a very haphazard

fashion.	 First he eliminated A and 1B, by subtracting

equations 2, 3 and 4 successively from equation 1, and then

dividing the first of the equations thus produced successively

into the second two.	 This gave him:

1p	 C579, + 341.

220 p	 4331, + Is = 165-63

He then eliminated , and obtained:

- 150$ .4- 367-r — S s 	 5-1534

Having derived this equation in the three errors 1 ) T, SI he

arrived'by trial and error at what he considered to be the

best values for them. 	 First he chose lq.1	 which

gave + 84 toises for s,r,S; too large, he said, to be

allowable.	 Then taking into account the fact that he

expected r to be much larger than the other errors, he tried

'various values of i• until	 and $ seemed reasonable.	 This

gave /-7-115- and	 s= -43 toises.	 This he found gave p=

toises, which was acceptable.	 These then were the errors

that he eventually chose. 	 This gave the ratio of equatorial

to polar diameter as 1.00437, a value which corresponds -

somewhat suspiciously - very closely to the ratio 230 : 229

predicted by Newton. 	 Euler wrote:

Donc le diametre de 1 1 6quateur sera a l'axe de la Terre
comme 230 a 229, ce que precisement le rapport que Newton 
a etabli;	 l'on peut conclure que les hypotheses, que ce
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grand Geometre a faites sur la structure et l'attraction
de la Terre, sont d'accord avec la verite.( 56)

But Euler, whilst he clearly felt that he had shown
•

Newton's theoretical prediction for the earth's ellip-

ticity to be possible laboured under no illusion that he

had proved it to be true. 	 He added,

Cependant je ne determine rien de precis sur la figure
de la terre, puisqu'on a encore lieu de douter, si on la
peut regarder comme un spheroide elliptique parfait, dont
les deux moities de part et d'autre de l'equateur soient
egales et semblables . . *(57)

The context in which this process described by Euler

is given is a little curious.	 The paper entitled 'Elemens

de la TrigonomtiF spheroidique tires de la methode des

plus grands et plus petits', was largely mathematical, and

the portion I have discussed appeared towards the end, as

an application of mathematical methods Euler had just des-

cribed.	 He himself was not accustomed to undertaking

astronomical observations, and usually took an interest

only in the mathematical theory of astronomy.	 Yet here

the mathematics is hardly noteworthy, and Euler's interest .

seems to have been chiefly practical. 	 Little notice was

taken of his method, presumably partly because it lacked

generality, and partly because of the obscurity of its

publication.	 It nevertheless, for us, sets the scene in

which Boscovich saw fit to develop a method at the same time

more useful and more formal than Euler's had been.	 Boscovich

used one more measurement than Euler, which of course

increased the complexity of the problem, but in essence the

dilemma he faced was precisely the same. 	 I discuss his

method in detail in the next chapter.
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The approach to the treatment of data in eighteenth

century astronomy was thus essentially utilitarian, just

as it had been in eighteenth century experimental science.

Errors were ignored, or tacitly assumed negligible, unless

it became expedient to treat them otherwise. No

philosophical necessity was felt for always checking that

conclusions were reliable in terms of the accuracy of the

data from which they were drawn. 	 In astronomy this

resulted in a general and in many cases quite justifiable

absence of error analysis, for observation was in the main

far ahead of theory, and so there was only rarely a critical

confrontation of one by the other.
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CHAPTER III 

EARLY ALGORITHMIC METHODS OF ERROR TREATMENT 

As I have shown in the previous chapter, the continued

preoccupation of many eighteenth century scientists with the

interrelated problems of celestial mechanics, the shape of

the earth and geodesy encouraged the development of

definite algorithms for error treatment.	 Whereas these

algorithms arose as a response to specific experimental and

theoretical difficulties, they could nevertheless have been

applied to a great diversity of measurement systems with a

generality which depended only on a mathematical similarity

between the different systems, rather than upon any

physical similarity.	 Let me clarify what I mean by

'mathematically similar', by introducing a classification of

types of measurement system which I hope will be useful in

my subsequent analysis of early methods of error treatment.

There will be an inevitable discontinuity between this and

my previous chapter, for there I examined the physics of the

problems which gave the inspiration for error analysis, but

here I give the mathematics of the analysis itself, largely

divorced from the underlying physics.

The usual aims of a quantitative experimental investigation

are to find or test a mathematical law connecting measurable

variables, and to determine the values of the parameters in

the law.	 For example, we might for some reason expect that

the thermal expansion of a rod, initially of length to,

takes place according to the law / 7;4(1+ otvc+rx..2) where
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is the length of the rod when the temperature has risen

through degrees, and (14 and p are the constants, or

parameters, in the law.	 Our aim would be, first, to show

that a set of measurements of 1 and x. fit this form of

function reasonably well, and, secondly, to determine as

accurately as possible the values of c< and 3.	 In addition

we would hope to assess quantitatively the reliability of our

statement that the data 'fit' the law, and to discover the

precision with which c< and f. haa been determined.	 (More

specifically, we might wish to find over what range of

temperatures e could be considered as negligible in terms

of the accuracy of our length determinations, or we might

want to compare our values of 0( and p with those predicted
by quite independent theories.)

The purpose of an investigation will to some extent

dictate the type of error treatment appropriate to it. In

particular, it is always easier to prove that a theoretical

law does not hold, than that it does. 	 In the former case,

all we need to do is to show that the corrections required

to be made to the measured quantities in order to make them

'fit' the assumed theoretical law are far in excess of the

greatest errors that can arise from the limited resolution

of the instruments used to measure those quantities. 'In

the latter case, although we can show that it is highly

probable that a law does hold, nevertheless, as long as errors

remain, so also does some doubt about the absolute truth

of the law. All we can hope to do is to use error theory

in order to measure the degree of our doubt.
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Now we can see that, in the example of thermal expan-

sion given above, two measurements of 9 and the corresponding
values of c will suffice to give a unique determination of

the parameters a and p , as these measurements will give

two simultaneous equations with two unknowns. (I am assum-

ing that the value of io is accurately known.)	 In general,

if our theoretical law contains 14. parameters, then we will

require k sets of measurements in order to determine their
(1)values.	 But we are not normally' limited to making k

sets of measurements, and may continue to make as many

measurements as we like, all with the same precision as the

first k sets.	 What are we to do with these redundant

observations if they do not exactly satisfy the law, given

the parameters we have already determined? Clearly we

cannot simply reject them, for they are no less valid than .

our previous measurements; so somehow all the sets of

measurements must be taken notice of and combined in evaluat-

ing tho. parameters. This will be more tedious, whatever

the method of combination used, than simply to use k sets
of measurements, but it has the outstanding advantage that

it also allows us to estimate the goodness of fit between

law and data, and the degree of precision we can expect in

the values of the parameters.	 Such estimates are impossible

if we use only k sets of measurements, for then we will
always be able to fit them exactly to a law with k parameters,

and the parameters will be uniquely determined, even though

we know that these values are not necessarily correct,

because our measurements are not. Once we have more than

k sets of measurements, usually some of the measurements will
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not exactly fit the k-parameter law we have chosen, and

their deviations from the law provide an indication of the

reliability of our theoretical law.

Equations of condition 

a)	 One parameter systems 

Let us first look at the simplest case, that of a one-

parameter system.	 Suppose we made a, number of direct or

indirect measurements of a constant quantity, C. 	 If we

make one measurement only, say 3, clearly we have no choice
but to take 9 as the true value of C, writing

and we can say nothing about the accuracy of this estimate

(except indirectly in terms of the accuracy of the scale

divisions, or the limiting resolution, of our measuring

instruments.)	 However, if we make a series of n measurements,

90	 43 ) •	 . •
then, if these values are not all the same, we can construct

the so-called 'equations of condition' involving the errors,

or more properly the residues, ez,;

b, -c

ex. =	 C

=

en =	 C

We now have m equations in n+I unknowns, eEzi . . . Co.. .

which therefore cannot be uniquely solved without imposing an
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additional condition upon the values of the unknowns.

There are innumerable ways of choosing this extra con-

	

straint, some reasonable, and some not. 	 For example, the

taking of an arithmetic mean to define c provides one such.

condition, and our ()+1)th equation will be

C = 21-19L

allowing all the unknowns to be determined, i.e.

=	 Z`5 n.	 Or	 re-	 0

It is important to distinguish here between errors and

residues.	 If we define errors as the deviations of the

measurements from the true value, then clearly the Si.

are not the errors of our measurements, for we cannot b

certain that the value of c we have chosen is the true one.

The constraint we imposed upon the system of errors was

arbitrary in the sense that it was based only upon our

expectations of how the errors will be distributed amongst

the measurements.	 Since C was calculated on the basis of

this constraint, we cannot be certain of its value. 	 Hence

it is usual to refer to the Si. as 'residues' rather than

'errors', for they represent the discrepancies between

theory and data. I could have distinguished between errors

and residues in my notation, but I have not done so, because

early workers on error theory often failed to emphasise this

distinction.	 I have preferred to use the same symbol, ez.,

throughout, whilst making it quite clear what each worker

intended when he spoke of 'errors, 'deviations', corrections'

and so on. The arithmetic mean is not the only constraint

we may use. We might impose quite different, but neverthe-
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less at first glance equally reasonable, and perhaps in

some situations preferable, constrainst upon the system.

We may, for example, put the largest positive error equal

to the largest negative error; or we may choose the

middle reading as the 'true'one. 	 In each case a different

set of residues will result, which will probably never

coincide exactly with the true errors.

b)	 Multiparameter systems 

In general we may have a theoretical law relating any

number of independent measured quantities and any number of

unknown parameters. 	 Such a law may be written in the form,

Ai = f ( XY) X W X.(11) )	 Cx	 c, • .	 C k )

where (3 1 2c.
0)

s ,C.
(10

,	 . . . are the measurable quantities,

and the C . are the parameters.	 Hence equations of condition

may be set up:

t	 ()	 0-)	 (5)
C I	 1	 f Dc. ‘ 	 •

	

(2)	 (3)62_ = ta x — f k—z	 —2 ./	 0 • •

	

t	 )

L. rr	 1:	 f L	 ) ;CZ 
6.)

) X 11 

C3)
1 • • • )	 ) C2 ) •

•

tr (I)	 (z) nr 0)C n =	 f	 )	 )	 )	 • )	 ) Ca-) •

. . cic)

We will thus have n equations in (n+k) unknowns, so that we

need to impose k additional conditions in order to obtain a

complete solution.	 In other words, we need somehow to

generate exactly k equations from our original n.	 A simple

solution to this problem was eventually found in the least
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squares method, but other more clumsy methods were invented

prior to this.

More generally still, there may be several 

theoretical laws relating the particular parameters under

investigation to various measured quantities. 	 In this

case we should write,

6)
=	 —	 )7dcZ

00
, • • •	 CI ) C3_ ,I • • • C

where the fz, are not all the same. 	 Clearly the system of
equations may become very complex. (2)

c)	 Special cases 

Consider the simple case where there are only two

measured variables, say a:and L3. 	 In this instance

9	 T (x )	 ) C7.1 . • • Clk

may be represented graphically as a line passing amongst

the experimental points (x.c)c.3;.).	 The example I gave above

of thermal expansion illustrates this. Assuming 4 is

known, if the points (k t- ) pc.:) are plotted, we will expect

them, if the law is true, to lie approximately on the parabola

=	 + occ.	 2c.2

We could determine oit and p from the characteristics of the
parabola.	 The equations of condition will take the form:

( I +	 Pci:1)

and the Ez will be represented on the graph by the distance

in the 1-direction between each observational point and

the parabola itself.
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Consider now the case where there are only two

variables and also only two parameters in the theoretical

law.	 Hence only two constraints need to be imposed

upon the system of residues.	 Usually in such a case

it is possible to rewrite the law in linear form, thus:

+ C•

where x...and t3 are the measured variables, or known functions

of them.	 Hence in the example of thermal expansion which

I have given, if we write

	

9 
- 	

	

- 	 2060°
we may rewrite the law in the form

= Vic c(

which is linear and involves two parameters, p and • K .

In a graphical representation, the parameters will of course

be represented by the slope and the intercept of a straight'

line respectively.

02

d) Weighting 

Now I have made it clear that the choice of the k

conditions could be completely arbitrary; for example, we

could simply put E=E= . . -.El k = 0, determine the C;;

from these first k equations, and substitute the values

of the C;; into the remaining (n - lc) equations in order to

evaluate the	 ) lc-3.2
f etc.	 But this would be contrary

to all commonsense, for only the measurements 1,2 1 3 ) . . . k

would have played a part in determining the parameters, so

that the remaining measurements k41,k+2.,.. . n, would have

had no 'weight', that is no influence upon the values of

the parameters.	 In general, it seems reasonable to
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weight each observation according to our expectation of

its precision (3) relative to the other observations. If

we choose constraints of the form where each residue has

the same status, for example i = 1:) or Ito minimum,
then all the observations will effectively have been

given equal a priori, weight.	 Should we wish an obser-

vation taken by a very precise instrument to have greater

weight than observations made less carefully, then we must

multiply its equation of condition by a factor expressing

this weight, and this equation will then play a correspondingly

greater eale in the determination of the parameters. We

may wish to weight the 16 z. for various reasons: because

they have been made by different observers, or with different

instruments, because we know that over different ranges of

9 the precision with which we can measure ‘j varies, and so

on.	 The way in which we choose the weighting factors

depends upon the type of error treatment we use, and again

is to a certain degree arbitrary.

Now I have implied here that the residue, 6 ‘1, is related

only to the error in	 but of course it will also depend

upon the errors in the other measured quantities,)Xz
(2),

and so on, and additional weighting must be used to allow

for the differing precisions of these measurements. Other-

wise the result of our analysis will depend upon which of

the measured quantities we choose as the subject, 9, of our

theoretical law.	 Frequently the theoretical law may be

arranged in such a way that the errors in the ac i. are negligible
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compared with those in 13, and hence may be ignored. This

is not however always the case.

e) Reliability assessments 

Once values of the parameters have been chosen, by

whatever criteria, we are in a position to compute the

actual values of the residues. 	 The values we obtain may

be used to estimate 'the reliability of our theoretical

statement and the parameters we have chosen. 	 Again, the

way in which this is done depends on what sort of error -

theory we use.	 On an unsophisticated lei/el we could,

for example, test various theoretical functions until we

find one which gave us very small residues, and then

choose this as the correct law.	 To assess the reliability

of the parameters, again in a crude way, we could recompute

their values from the k measurements giving the greatest

residues, and see how these values of the parameters

compared with the original ones.

I have deliberately excluded from the above discussions

any mention of probability calculations, or the form of

error distributions. My intention has been to show how

the problem of data-theory matching may be approached purely

from the point of view of the experimental or observational

scientist who knows nothing of probability theory, but who

is faced with the need to test theoretical laws using

multiple measurements, or who is intuitively aware that

the greater the number of measurements he uses, the more

accurate his determinations should be.
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Eighteenth century use of the arithmetic mean 

As we have seen in the previous chapter, the

arithmetic mean was used extensively throughout the

eighteenth century, and indeed earlier than this, although

rarely were sets of more than five or six observations

used.	 The practice was based purely upon intuition,

at least until the later years of the eighteenth century,

and usually the mean was quoted without giving the

individual values from which it was computed, and without

attempting a reliability assessment. 	 Attempts to justify

mean-taking on probabilistic grounds did not appear until

the 1750's, and even then as we shall see in Chapter IV,

the problem was investigated more as an exercise in pure

mathematics than because its solution was seen as a

necessary adjunct to the use of arithmetic means in prac-

tical observations.

One interesting extension of the arithmetic mean was

suggested early in the eighteenth century by Roger Cotes.(4)

It was clear that the normal process of finding a mean was

equivalent mathematically to the determination of the centre

of gravity of a number of equal point weights, placed on a

straight line at distances corresponding to the magnitudes

of the measurements. 	 Using this analogy, Cotes extended

mean-taking to the finding of the best position of a point

in space, and in addition 'weighted' the observations

according to their precision.	 His extremely short

discussion of the technique appeared at the end of his

Aestimatio Errorum in Mixta Mathesi, published posthumously
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in 1722. (5)
	

The passage on mean-taking is so brief that

I shall quote it in full.

Let p be the position of some object defined by an
initial observation, and q, r, s the positions of the same
object defined by subsequent observations.	 In addition
let P, Q, R, S be weights in reciprocal proportion to the
distances of Deviation ('spatiis Evagationum s ) over which
the errors arising from the individual observations could
extend, and which are given from the known error limits.
The weights P, Q, R, S are understood to be placed at the
points p, q, r, s and their centre of gravity, Z, is
found.	 Now I say that the point Z is the most probable
place for the object, which can most safely be taken for
its true position. (6)

P•

41,

•

Before I discuss this passage which, I emphasise, contains

all that Cotes wrote on the subject, as far as we know,

let me quote from two other commentaries upon it. 	 Firstly,

J.M. Dubbey writes,

In describing a method for evaluating the most probable
result of a set of observations, Cotes comes very near to
the technique known as the method of least squares. 	 He
does not state this method as such; but his result, which
depends on giving weights to the observations and calculating
their centroid, is equivalent.

(7)

Secondly, Churchill Eisenhart interprets Cotes' work as

follows:
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In other words, if the observational points are to
be fitted by a straight line through the origin 
and the observational points are believed to be affected
by errors in the y-direction only, then the value to
take for p is the weighted arithmetic mean of the
individual determinations b . . t6 , with weights inversely t

J. XL
proportional to ocz, that is

—
b = 2::c,A1	 =	 Z(3,.. =	 .....

Ex z	 Exz	 k..-
the ratio of

n
the means, which is the solution of the

equation E- (tI: - pc-e) = 0
La 1	 (?)

In a sense neither of these statements is false yet both

nevertheless gave a misleading impression of Cotes' work.

Cotes' method was, I think, developed as a purely ad hoc 

extension of the arithmetic mean. 	 Its equivalence to

the least squares method was fortuitous, a result of the

fact that the least squares method automatically implies

the arithmetic mean, in the case where only one parameter

is involved.	 Cotes did, of course, refer to Z as the

'most probable' position for the object, but there is no

indiCation of a formal, quantitative concept of probability

here.	 Further, the weights Cotes uses are not those we

would use in an ideal application of the least squares

method. Thus they are not related to the standard

deviation of each observation, but are simply the reciprocals

of the maximum error which each observation may suffer from,

computed, presumably, from the limiting resolution of each

instrument involved in the measurement.

Eisenhart's analysis is even further divorced from Cotes'

own description than Dubbey's, and indeed it is difficult
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to see the link between Cotes' and Eisenhart's expositions.

Cotes' description implies

ZUCrz =	 L.) • )	 c = Et4 re 

where t..) is the weight of each observation rc(now a

vector), and c is the value chosen as best. 	 Eisenhart

has ignored the extension to two or three dimensions,

and has rewritten rt: as yz, and wz, as ocz. 	 Hence 5
becomes a function of x., and the weighted equations of

condition become

where c is equivalent to T. in Eisenhart's analysis.	 If

the weights Xi: are plotted against 4z, the slope of the

line defined by	 Owill thus be C.	 Eisenhart's

formula for c has thus totally lost any appearance of a

centre of gravity calculation, an essential feature of

Cotes' work.

Eisenhart may owe his analysis to Laplace, who, in his

Thgorie Analytique des Probabilitgs, gave a similar

discussion of Cotes' method. 	 Laplace also implied that

the method was in common use.	 He wrote,

C' gtait en effet la correction adoptge par les obser-
vateurs avant l'usage de la m gthode des moindres carres .
des erreurs des observations.

(9)

Perhaps Laplace's work was also taken into consideration

by Dubbey, for Laplace interpreted the 'weights' (the

spatiis Evagationum') in a very general way, quite different

from the one which Cotes' work implied. 	 He wrote,
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Cotes est, Si je ne me trompe, le premier qui ait
donne une regle generale pour faire concourir a la deter-
mination d'un element plusieurs observations, proportionelle-
ment a leur influence.	 En considerant chaque observation
comme une fonction de l'element et regardant l'erreur de
l'observation comme une differentielle infiniment petite,
elle sera gale a la differentielle de la fonction, prise
par rapport a cet element. 	 Plus le coefficient de la
differentielle de l'element sera considerable, moins
faudra faire varier l'element, pour que le produit de sa
variation par ce coefficient exprimera donc l'influence de
l'observation sur la valeur de 1'e1ement '(10)

In other words, if

then

= af t: ( c„ct ,	 . .) 
cs

when the Cs parameter is to be determined and the UP

are the weights required for that determination.	 Hence

the weighted equation of condition for the t. observation

becomes

(i)e
0 1:	 = 	 ft: (CI Cz .• • • ).	 -	 (C	 • • • )

0and we now writeLjzz Ez=0.	 But this is equivalent to

the least squares method, for i we write LA =minimum,

then

cs	 acs I

and heplce	 CO; , c2. , • • . ) . 9c _	 "j1 --- 0
Ocs

But surely Cotes did not mean this? (and surely Laplace

did not mean that this technique was in common use before

the method of least squares?)

ti L2=E,2 	- r (
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I have dealt with these interpretations of Cotes'

brief passage at length, because they serve to show how

dangerous this kind of retrospective analysis can be,

especially if it is intended to be historically as well

as mathematically correct.

Straight line relationships 

Nowadays we may treat laws of the form 	 c as

a special case of many variable, many-parameter systems.

Historically methods of treating the two-parameter case

arose quite independently of the many-parameter case.

This is, I think, largely a result of the eighteenth

century preoccupation with the determination of the earth's

ellipticity, essentially a two-parameter problem.

Three principle methods were developed for dealing

with two-parameter systems prior to the invention of the

least squares method.	 These were Boscovich's method,

Laplace's method of minimising the maximum residue, and

Lambert's method.	 (There is some risk of confusion, as

Boscovich's method is often referred to as Laplace's method

because Laplace once discussed it without referring to its

source.	 By Laplace's method I shall always mean his own

method of minimising the maximum residue.) 	 The first two

methods arose directly as a result of a consideration of the

earth's shape, and Lambert also used this problem for one

example of his method.	 I shall discuss Boscovich's method

at greatest length here, for it serves to illustrate how

the data with which icte was dealing virtually forced him to
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introduce some method of error analysis. 	 Lambert's

method I shall be discussing in detail in Chapter V, so

here I shall deal with it very briefly, in so far as it
•

provides an interesting contrast to the other two methods.

a) Boscovich's method

Roger Joseph Boscovich (11) was born in Dubrovnik in

1711, and went to Rome in 1725 to study at the Jesuit

'Collegium Romanum', where he became intensely interested

in natural philosophy, and in particular in mathematical

physics and astronomy.	 In 1739 he gave a theoretical

discourse on the shape of the earth, and later, in the

period 1750-1752, in his capacity as technical adviser to the

Pope, he collaborated with C. Maire in measuring 21/2 0 of the

meridian from Rome to . Rimini.	 An account of these measure-

ments was published in 1755 in Latin, and later in 1770 in

French translation as Voyage Astronomique et Ggographique. (12)

The 1755 edition contained no mention of Boscovich's method,

but in 1757 he published a paper, based on the same measure-

ments, where a very brief description of the method appeared. (13)

This paper is of n* particular interest as it indicates how

the exigencies of the problem of reconciling the various

available measurements of meridian degrees to an elliptically-

shaped earth guided him towards the method. A fuller, and

more generalised account of the method appeared in a

commentary Boscovich wrote as editor of a lengthy latin poen

by Benedict Stay on Cartesian and Newtonian philosophy. (14)

A French version of this account of the method was appended

by the editors to the 1770 edition of the Voyage Astronomique 

(15)et Ggographique, mentioned above, 	 and it is probably
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this account that came to the notice of later workers.

In the preface to the Voyage Astronomique et 

Geographique Boscovich wrote,

Notre voyage avoit deux objets; le premier, de
determiner la grandeur et la figure de la Terre; le
second, de rectifier la Cart?.geographique des Etats du
P(Ipe.	 Je m'attacherai davantage au premier, comme au
principal • . . (16)

But measurements of the earth's shape were, by 1755,

proliferating.	 Boscovich considered five of the meridian

degree measurements at his disposal to be reliable, and

his problem was to try to reconcile all of these with the

assumed ellipsoidal shape of the earth. 	 Boscovich differed

from many of his contemporaries in considering that not

only was there doubt about the degree of ellipticity of the

earth, but that there was no reason in any case to suppose

that the earth should be exactly elliptical. 	 He wrote in

very general terms about the frequent assumption of the

simplicity of nature:

L'analogie ou le procede ordinaire de la nature, peut
deja nous fairesoupconner pluteit quelque irregularite,
qu'une loi fixe et constante dans la figure de la Terre.
Que d'inegalites dans ses autres productions, dans les
feuilles d'arbres, les fruits, les concretions des mines
de sel, les membres des animaux!	 Ii y en a jusques dans
le mouvement des astres; et celles-ci, pour'etre moths
sensibles, n'en sont pas moms reelles, et n'en ont pas moms
donne la torture au Astronomes, sur-tout quand il a ete .
question de determiner le cours de la Lune, de Jupiter et
de Saturne.	 Certainement, s'il est permis de raisonner ici
par analogie, nous conclurons plutOt pour la figure,
irreguliere que pour une courbure uniforme. 	 Le prejuge
de regularite et de simplicite est une source d'erreurs, qui
n'a que trop souvent infecte la philosophie.	 On a cru
pendant plusieurs siecles, que les astres avoient un mouvement
circulaire et uniforme; que la Terre etoit exactement
spherique, et cent choses de cette espece, au grand prejudice
du progres des sciences; et ces prejug4s sont cause qu'on
a si long-temps neglige de faire les observations le plus
propres a decider la question.

(17)
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Thus the problem for Boscovich was not to find the

ellipticity of the earth, but to see to what extent the

degree measurements fitted an ellipse.	 Now if the earth

is an ellipsoid, then the degree measurements should

obey the following * law,

•••• I,	 k slp,ae

where ,f0 is the length of a meridian degree measured at

the equator, f is the length of a meridian degree

measured at latitude e, and k is related to the ellipticity

by the simple equation 215._	 the ellipticity.	 In both
3/0

the Voyage Astronomique et G4ographique and his 1757 paper,

Boscovich began by constructing the following table;

Table III.1 (18)

Degrg Latitude
Ilsin. vers

pour un ray
de 10000

Nombre
de

toises

DiffSrence
au premier
dggr4

DiffSrence.calculee
Erreur

z-=-27 i;10000 sin2g 17=1.7 1=1-127 ,Lee below/ [gee
Below)

De Quito 0001 0 56751 0 0 0

Du Cap de B.E. 33.18 2987 57037 286 240 -46

De Rome 42.59 4648 56979 228 372 144

De Paris 49.23 5762 57074 323 461 138

De Lapponie 66.19 8386 57422 671 •	 671 0

Now the last two columns of this table were found by assuming

that the first and last measurements, those in Peru and

Lapland, were exact, computing ,e0 and k from these, and then

calculating the values of C-20 predicted for the other .

latitudes using these values of Io and k.	 The 'erreur' was

simply the difference between the calculated and observed

values of 2.-4.4 i.e. the residue, as BoscoviCh clearly under-

stood.	 The 'erreurs' resulting were certainly not negligible,

indeed they were of the same order of magnitude as L-20
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itself, and Boscovich deemed them to far greater than

the maximum observational errors to be expected in the

degree measurements.	 Hence it was clearly unreasonable
•

to assume that the ellipticity of 45 implied by the

first and fifth observations accurately described the

earth's shape.

Boscovich's next step, (which again occurs both in the

Voyage Astronomique et Cgographique and the 1757 paper)

was to take all possible pairs of degree measurements, and

calculate the ellipticity given by each pair. (See Table 111.2)

Table 111.2 (19)

Degres
.compares

Excs du degre
au pole sur le

degre a
1'equateurFk7

.
Ellipticit e

Degres
compare's

Exces du degre
au p81e sur le

degre
l'equateur

Ellipticite

1.5 800 1 2.4 133 1 /-1 7
213 128i-1280'

(20)

2.5 713
1

3.4 853
1

239 200

3.5 1185
1	 . 1.3 491 1

144 347

4.5 1327 1 2.3 -350 -1
128 486

1.4 542 1 1.2 957 1 /-1	7
314 78 L178-1

(20)

Clearly this was of even less help than the previous

calculation, for the values of the ellipticity varied enor-

1	 1 ,mously, from --- to486	 128'	 Boscovich tried taking the mean

value of k, and this gave an ellipticity of As- (misprinted

1in 1770 as M.). On the basis of this he rejected the

results from the pairs of observations 2.4 and 2.3, which

he said differed greatly from the rest (although in fact he

perhaps should have rejected 4.5 as well) and obtained an

1ellipticity of 179-6 as a mean result .fromthe remaining eight

pairs.	 But even this value differed greatly from the eight

values contributing to it.
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Writing the Voyage Astronomique et Gebgraphique in

1755, Boscovich must have felt he had no alternative

but to conclude

Ainsi il est gvident que les determinations de ces
degres ne peuvent se concilier avec l'ellipse de Newton,
ni avec aucune ellipse plus ou moms applatie. (21)

However, despite this comment, Boscovich was not yet

satisfied with his analysis, and some time between 1755

and 1757 he must have devised his method for taking into

account all the measurements simultaneously.	 In his 1757

paper, as I have said, he gave the same analysis as in the

1755 Voyage Astonomique et Ggographique l but added the

following paragraph,

It is clear enough in the third table 5y table 11147
that the differences of the degree2(t-R,J r differ a great
deal from this relationship to the versed sines Cks4N'91,
and that, the first and last degrees being retained 5s
correct?, really enormous corrections have to be added to
the observed degrees, to reconcile a relationship of this
kind.	 It becomes necessary to add 144 toises to our degree,
which I estimate, from facts which have been stated, to be
certain to within 10, or at most 15, toises.	 138 toises
must be added to the French degree, which was determined
with just as much care from as many repeated measurements.
But if the first and last degrees are also corrected, then
arbitrary corrections infinite in number could be added, in
order that the relationship be priserved, but always so that
by far the greatest influence 1vil7 is carried by the-obser-.
Vations.	 I arrive at the following, which I did not discuss
at all in the volume meadioned 5.e. Voyage Astronomique et 
Ggographique7, if all the degrees are corrected so that these
three conditions are obeyed; that the relationship of the

rdifferences is preserved 5.e. 2 -	 ksiJEL7, that the
positive corrections equal the negative, and that the sum of
either all positive or all negative corrections is minimum,
which can be done subject to the first two conditions, then
the American degree ought to be retained without any
correction, 79.2 toises being taken away from the African
degree, and 90.5 from the last, Lapland degree, 93.8 toises
being added to our Italian degree, and 75.9 to the French
degree of Paris.	 But these corrections are themselves
enormous, and it is unavoidable that anyone, who wished very
unwisely to introduce into the differences of the observed
degrees the relationship which that regular progression
requires, would sacrifice too much influence from the obser-
vations. (22)
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Thus although he had considerably reduced the size of the

corrections (and Boscovich very clearly saw these as

residues, not errors) he still felt they were far in

excess of what was allowable in terms of the expected

precision of the degree measurements, and thus again

rejected the concept that the earth was elliptical in

shape, but this time with considerably greater conviction.

Now, although Boscovich gave the principle of his

method in 1757, he did not describe his actual procedure

in applying the method to his five sets oi results. How-

ever, a more detailed account did appear, as I have said,

in his 1760 commentary to Benedict Stay's philosophical

poem, gi	 (23)given again in French translation in 1770. 	 Let

us now turii to this fuller exposition. (24) Boscovich began

by pointing out that the mean ('milieu') to be taken was:

tel qu'il ne soit point simpiement un milieu arith-
metique, mais qu'il soit plig par une certaine loi aux
regles des combinaisons fortuites et du calcul des
probabilites. . .

Then he stated the problem,

etant donng un certain nombre de degres, trouver la
correction qu'il faut faire a chacun d'eux, en observant 
ces trois conditions; la premiere, que leurs differences 
soient proportionnelles aux differences des sinus verses 
d'une latitude double; la seconde, que la somme des 
corrections positives soit gale A la somme des negatives:
la troisieme, que la somme de toutes les corrections, tant 
positives que negatives, soit la moindre possible, pour le 
cas oa les deux premieres conditions soient rerTlies. La
premiere condition est requise par la loi de l'equilibre,
qui demande une figure elliptique: la seconde, par un
mgme degre de probabilite, pour les deviations du pendule
et les erreurs des Observateurs, dans l'augmentation et la
diminution des degres: la troisieme est n gcessaire pour se
rapprocher autant qu:il se pourra des observations, vu
surtout qu'il est tres probable que les deviations sont
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fort petites, comme nous l'avons vu plus haut; et que
l'exactitude scrupuleuse des Observateurs ne permet pas
de soupconner des erreurs tant soit peu consid4rab1es
dans leurs observations. (25)

Boscovich was evidently aware of the role of probability

in the treatment of errors, but his awareness was limited

to the qualitative comments he made here. 	 Intuitively,

it seems, he felt that positive and negative errors were

equally probable, and that large errors would be unlikely,

so that the residues should be reduced as far as possible.

He outlined an analytic approach to the solution of the

problem, first of all describing equations of condition,

which, in my notation, take the form,

- Coc o:. - Ca.

(i.e. E t: = .21 — kSin .119 4: - Jo where k and 1.0 are the para-

meters.)	 He referred to e;, as 'la correction' and to

tdc -C1X1--C.2.. • as 'la valeur analytique de la correction'.

Hence el:, very clearly has the status of a residue. 	 The

two conditions he imposed were

(a) Ee l: l's 0	 (b) Zled = rniAimutrt ) subject ko (a)

However, the second condition, as Boscovich pointed out, is •

not easy to apply analytically, so he suggested an alternative

graphical interpretation.	 As I have already explained,

the theoretical relationship may be represented by a

straight line graph with intercept and gradient giving the

values of the two parameters. 	 (See Fig 111.2, which i5

an adaptation of Boscovich's own diagram). 	 The position

of the straight line has to be determined. 	 The condition

2.:(24:=0 implies that the line must pass through the centre
of gravity of the observed points, all given equal weight.

Hence the line must pass through the point C. 	 But its
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I dc	 lac.'	 dc I

4- Cle,r+2 4- • • • +. *n_

dc

1 22

slope must still be determined, for clearly it can rotate

about C. Hence a second condition Z4 =minimum is
required, subject to the first, to determine the slope.

•
Consider a line ACB, initially parallel to the y-axis.

The size of all the residues relative to this line is

infinite (since the residues are also measured parallel

to the y-axis); but if we begin to rotate the line about

C in a clockwise direction, all the residues will begin

to decrease in size, and consequently so will 2:led.
But as soon as the rotating line crosses through one of

the observational points, say (X..z0.1), the residue C. will

become zero, and then begin to increase in size.	 Hence

as the rotating line passes through successive observational

points there will be discontinuities in the rate of change

of Xle il with respect to the continually-decreasing slope,
C, of the line, until, as some particular point, (7.c4-0i.,.), is

reached, this rate of change will cease to be positive, and

will become negative.	 Clearly this will be the point

where	 is minimum with respect to the gradient of the

line, and hence this point, together with the centre of

gravity, defines the line completely. 	 To discover which

of the points is the Tkk , the points are first arranged in

the order in which the rotating line passes through them.

We now wish to find (Xl.,9,)such that

1.N 	 1.9.11 14. 	 4. rEI,1 <	 de..- 	 id6r+11 4.. .	 Ideni
dc

dc	 -a-C7dc.	 dc

But
	

is proportional to lx_r_--xlat any instant, as
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the ' rates of change remain the same size 	 ei; , d 16c--9,)- (x-,:-.x0c1
,dst c, dc

but change from positive to negative as each point is

passed.	 So we may write instead,

and
-	 >	 -

L=T+1

Thus once the points have been correctly ordered, the

process becomes relatively simple. 	 Boscovich went on

to describe how the points could have been ordered

analytically, but the method was tedious, and he recom-

mended that at least this part of the procedure be

carried out graphically.

It is worthwhile noting that Boscovich did not think

to weight the observations in any way. 	 In fact, since

all the measurements were made by different observers, it

would have been wise to do so. Also he either failed to

note the possibility that errors in the ocz would have the

effect of weighting the residues, or he realised that errors

in x were negligible compared with those in 	 In any

case he certainly made no mention of weighting.

Boscovich's method was based on what can only be termed

qualitative probability considerations. 	 These served to

guide him towards the method he chose, but could not

determine it uniquely. 	 It seems to me likely that Boscovich

imposed the condition ZICI:kminimum because this was one
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of the simplest conditions he could have chosen from

amongst the numerous definite, quantitative statements

which would have satisfied his vague, qualitative .ideas.

Boscovich attempted no reliability assessments, and in

fact never suggested that the line he had defined was the

'best' one, or the most probable, (although perhaps this

is implicit in his work).	 His aim was to compare the

maximum residue with the greatest observational error to

be expected from the measuring process - and this was all.

In fact we shall see shortly that Laplace devised a better

technique for this process of testing the possibility of

a law, with a view to disproving the law, and how he at

the same time reinterpreted Boscovich's method and showed -

where its strength really lay. 	 But we must not lose sight

of Boscovich!s own intentions in devising the method.

b) Lambert's Method 

Lambert's method, published in his Theorie der Zuverlds-

sigkeit in 1765, is now known as the 'method of averages'.

Lambert was, in fact, anticipated in its use by Mayer

(see below) who in 1750 applied the method more generally

to many-parameter linear equations. The method is

exceedingly simple; the linear equations of condition are

constructed, and divided into as many groups as there are

parameters to be determined, all groups being of approximately

the same size.	 Each group is then summed and averaged to

form a new, single equation of condition. 	 In this way a

number of equations is generated equal to the number of

parameters, and these equations can then be solved uniquely.

We may write down the conditions imposed upon the n residues
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n	 2A
	formally as m	 m	 n

Ye,: = 0 ) X E L: = o, • • •	 Zez =O.

	

I.= I	 i-t--1-1+1	
C. n-A+ I

	

m	 m
Since Mayer's work preceded Lambert's we should perhaps

lay little stress on the latter; however, Lambert's

work remains of interest because it formed but a small

part of a much wider discussion of error analysis. (See

Chapter V where I deal with Lambert's work at length).

Lambert saw the method of averages very much in graphical

terms, and never applied it to equations involving more

than two variables.

First he considered linear two parameter relationships.

The data were divided into two more or less equal groups,

one containing the smaller values from amongst the tit:

and the other the larger.	 The centre of gravity of each

group was found, equal weight being assigned to each

observation, and the line joining the two centres of

gravity taken as the best one. 	 Lambert thus saw the

method as essentially an extension of the arithmetic mean -

the line constructed still passed through the centre of

gravity of the whole set of observational points, so that

the conditon 2:G t:=0 was still satisfied.	 He clearly

stated that in order to determine two parameters two

simultaneous equations had to be generated, and hence he

split the arithmetic mean condition into two:
R	 n

Z G t: = 0)	 Z. E Z. ' 0	
okei-e k 22 '1 112

1. := 1 	 L=k+1

Lambert assessed the reliability of the parameters thus

found by again extrapolating from the method he had used

in the one-dimensional case. 	 He removed the observation
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which deviated most from the line he had determined by

the centre of gravity method, and then applied the method

of averages again to the remaining observations.	 The

differences in the parameters determined in the two cases

gave him a measure of the reliability of their stated

values.	 Lambert gave lengthy examples of the application

of the method to the determination of the shape of the

earth, the discovery of new inequalities in astronomy, etc..

Unlike Cotes and Boscovich, Lambert did not accept the

arithmetic mean on purely intuitive grounds, but attempted,

with limited success (See Chapter V) to justify its use

in terms of quantitative probability theory. 	 Similarly,

he attempted to justify his method of assessing the

reliability of the mean.	 But he did not extend his arguments

further than the one parameter situation, so the application

to the two-parameter case was on the grounds of analogy only.

Lambert also dealt with more complicated theoretical

relationships between two variables. 	 By the use of examples

lp illustrated how in general two-parameter equations could

be reduced to linear form by defining new variables, and

could then be treated in the same way as that outlined

above.	 But he realised that in the case of theoretical

laws involving two variables but three parameters a straight

line representation was not possible. 	 He was able to show

how, by first choosing approximate values of the parameters,

the law could be reduced to a linear function of the para-

meters.	 He then suggested that the method of averages be

applied by constructing equations of condition for this new

linear form, and dividing them into three groups. 	 This
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method, which should, I think, be interpreted as a direct

extension of the two-parameter case, was illustrated only

once, in an examination of the exponential law of cooling,

and it is not clear whether Lambert recognised the possible

extension to any number of parameters. 	 It is important

to note that in Lambert's discussions of the method of

averages graphical representation served solely as a

vehicle for understanding the techniques of error treatment,

rather than as a means of actually applying them; but

elsewhere in his work we find examples of the direct

graphical analysis of errors. (26)

c) Laplace's method 

Laplace's method of minimising the maximum residue

(now sometimes known as the 'mini-max' method), published

in 1786 (27) also arose as a result of an interest in the

shape of the earth.

Like Boscovich, he had a number of measurements to

reconcile, and it was clear that the four sets of values

he used could not all simultaneously fit exactly to an

elliptically-shaped earth.	 In looking at the discrepancies

between theory and data, Laplace stated his aim very

clearly.	 First he set up equations of condition, of the

form (in my notation),

•":". 134: —	 c	 + c-2.) •

where 4c is the length of a meridian degree, Z is si..ND

and the parameters C, and C 	 respectively a measure

of the ellipticity and the length of the meridian degree

at the equator in the usual way. He then wrote as follows:
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S'il n'y avait point d'erreur sensible dans les
mesures, les grandes differences de ces trois( 28 ) valeurs
de y EcJindiqueraient evidemment que la Terre n'est
point un ellipsoide de revolution; mais, avant que de
rejeter cette figure, il faut examiner si les erreurs que
l'on doit supposer aux observations sont au-dessus de
celles que comportent ces observations, ce qui se reduit
.1 determiner le systeme des valeurs ,de x, x', x",

satisfaisant aux trois equations precedentes,
donne, abstraction faite du signe, la plus petite valeur
possible a la plus grande de ces quantites.	 C'est une
question de minimis d'un genre particulier et dont,la
solution est utile dans ,toutes les circonstances ou
s'agit de voir si les resultats d'une hypothese sont dans
les limites des erreurs dont les observations sont
susceptibles; • • • (29)

Laplace's aim was thus not identical with that of

Boscovich.	 He was not attempting to find the best (in

the sense of most probable, or in any other sense) value

of the ellipticity, but any value, which, however improbable,

could reconcile the measurements with an elliptical shape,

within the limits of allowable errors.	 He was not taking

advantage of the multiplicity of measurements in order to

improve the values of the parameters, but was using them in

a very definite sense to test the feasibility of the theory

of the earth's shape.	 Clearly for this purpose his method

was both ingenious and valid, and I should not include it

in the present discussion of methods of determining the

'best' values of parameters, were it not for the fact that

it was later used for this purpose also, perhaps misguidedly.

The procedure Laplace suggested for determining the ec

which satisfied the condition he had imposed was very tedious.

Suffice it to say that a brief consideration shows that in

the two-parameter, two-variable case (the only one Laplace

dealt with) at least three of the residues will turn out to

have the maximum size, one of the opposite sign to the other
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two.	 We can give an explanation of this differing from,

but much simpler than Laplace's. 	 At first sight it

seems that 1E	 = minimum is impossible to satisfy, for

it imp1ie4 that	 leift04,1 = 0	 , and 6	 = 0	 In

bc-,	 dcz
our discussion of Boscovich's method, we saw that conditions

of the type ‘e_Licrl =0 are fulfilled only where the line
dc

passes through the point (x13,) , that is, where	 is •

itself zero, for at this point ‘S,.I suddenly stops decreas-

ing and starts increasing as C, or Ca changes.	 But at this

point led is hardly le.„1 , unless all the residues are

zero.	 However, there is another way of satisfying the

condition; as, say, c, changes, le,' at some stage will

cease to be the maximum residue, and another residue,

le,1 will take on this r81e, and continually increase. If

C, is varied in the opposite sense, then ler' itself will

continually increase and remain the greatest error.	 Hence

the minimum of tE A 	 occurs where led - 1E:31 = lemmAl

Similarly for variations in Cx the minimum will occur where

L€rI = 	 so the conditions a l e olo.xl= 0 , a t e,ftgad =0dc,	 de:
are transformed into the conditions

ler)	 les i =	 led for all Gc

Using the mini-max method, Laplace calculated the

residue in the four meridian degrees he used to be 2.04 toises,

-75.57 toises, +75.57 toises and -75.57 toises. 	 He

commented,

Une erreur de 75 toises 35 est peu vraisemblable:
est moms vraisemblable encore qu'elle se rencontre la
fois dans les trois mesures du Nord, de France, et du cap
de Bonne-Esperance; d'ailleurs, le cas qui ne donne que 75
toises d'erreur etant une limite, il est infiniment peu
probable.
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In other words, the case of minimum greatest residue

gave a possible error system, but not a probable one, and

any other system would give an even greater residue.

Laplace added,

De le nous pouvons conclure que l'hypothese d'une
figure elliptique ne peut pas se concilier avec les obser-
vations de la mesure des degres terrestres et que la Terre
s'ecarte sensiblement de cette figure; . • • (30)

Laplace thus despaired of describing the earth's shape

with a useful analytic formula, and the rest of his paper,

and for him probably the most important part, was occupied

with a discussion of how the earth's gravitational field

could be described in terms of the variation in length of

the seconds pendulum at different latitudes.

Boscovich and Laplace used the methods they had

developed primarily for theory-testing in situations where

there had already been considerable interest and dispute

about the validity of a particular theoretical law. Lambert,

as we shall see in Chapter V, seems to have been more aware

of the possibility of the universal relevance of error

theory.	 Nevertheless his attitudes were somewhat exceptional,

and his methods were little noticed. 	 Laplace and Boscovich,

on the other hand, had considerable influence.

The methods of all three workers may be considered as

almost independent of any sophisticated probability cal-

culations; Boscovich relied only on qualitative notions of

probability, Lambert used probability calculations in the

case of one-parameter situations, but did not attempt to

justify the extension of his methods to the two or more
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parameter case, Laplace did not require probability theory

for his method.	 None of them bothered, in the first

instance, about the need to weight the equations of

condition.	 I think the simplicity of their methods, (or .

at least of the principles of their methods - the actual

application of the algorithms they suggested was not

always so simple), is largely a result of the very direct

way in which they tackled the problem. Between them they

covered almost every possible simple condition that could

be imposed upon the system of residues in order to solve

it.	 Let us summarise these

(1) BOSCOVICH (a) Zez = 0	 (b)	 Dcil= minimum,sub-
ject to (a)

	

K	 n
(2) LAMBERT	 (a) 2-. 1e L . 0	 (b)	 ec. (D, wkere l<2.7.-!..n

	

i..1	 Ic.-1-,	
2.

,
(3) LAPLACE	 (a)	 IG7.1= 0	 (b)	 si . le 7.1= 0 where 1e,1

ac 2. 	 is the largest
len:cm:1.

I can think of only two other possible sets of conditions

of equal simplicity which possess any intuitive validity,

and which are simpler than the least squares method. Both

are hybrids of the methods above

(a) 1 Zied=43 (b) _a_Dez1=0 (or in other
6c,	 words :.3(Ed =-

absolute
minimum)

(5)	 (a) a = 0	 (b) IGT4=mihirnappilj where et-,
subject to (a),
is the largest
error.

Now (4) may be seen as an adaptation of Boscovich's method,

and (5) as an adaptation of Laplace's mini-max method.

A brief consideration of (4) shows that it is very difficult

(I)
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to apply in practice. 	 A similar objection may be made

to (5), and this may be the reason Boscovich did not use

it, for, all other things being equal, it seems a far

more natural assumption to take than his own, and is

consonant with his own aim of excluding large errors.

However, I do not want to imply that the methods were used

merely because they were simple, and I think I have shown

that considerable thougH:went into their development, even

though this thought was not of a very rigorous nature.

But I do think the three men concerned never lost sight of

the practical aims of their work, for all-three were quite

capable of at least attempting a far more formal, mathematical

approach.	 Later we shall see (Chapter IV) how Laplace, in

particular, found himself hopelessly entangled with intrac-

table mathematical equations when he attempted a rigorous .

probabilistic analysis of the one-parameter situation, but

he still published his results because there he was

interested in the mathematical manipulations inxthich he

had become involved, not in the practicality of using their

final outcome as an algorithm for the treatment of errors.

d) Subsequent use of Boscovich's and Laplace's methods by
Laplace 

In 1792 Laplace published another paper, "Sur quelques

points du systeme du monde", in which he again tried to

analyse the available data about the earth's shape. (31)

Here we find a modification of his own method of 1786, and

also a discussion of Boscovich's method. 	 The relevant

passages occupy only a small part of the paper, which other-

wise dealt largely with theoretical problems of celestial

mechanics.
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In the paper, Laplace criticised the algorithm he had

previously developed for minimising the largest residue

and suggested a new one, which, he claimed, was less

tedious when it became necessary to apply the method to

numerous results. 	 He applied the method to nine measure-

ments of the meridian degree. 	 Laplace again found it

impossible to reconcile theory and data, but he went on to

say,

L'ellipse determinee dans l'article precedent sert a
reconnoitre si la supposition d'une figure elliptique est
dans les limited des erreurs des observations; mais elle
n'est pas celle que les degres mesures indiquent avec le
plus de vraisemblance.	 Cette derniere ellipse me paralt
devoir remplir les deux conditions suivantes: 1 que la
somme des erreurs soit nulle; 2 que la somme des erreurs
prises ,toutes avec le signe + soit minimum. 	 M. Boscovich
a donne pour cet objet une methode ingenieuse, que est
exposee . a la fin de l'edition franaise de son Voyage 
astronomique et geographique; mais comme il l'a inutilement
compliquee de la consideration des figures, je vais le
presenter ici sous la forme analytique la plus simple. (32)

So Laplace intended to use Boscovich's method for a slightly

different purpose from that for which Boscovich had

originally developed it.	 He was no longer testing the

theory, as both he and Boscovich had originally set out to

do, but was finding the most probable form for the theory to

take, i.e. the most probable values of the parameters.	 It

seems rather curious that he should do this in the present

context, for he had already shown, using the mini-max method,

that the earth could not possibly be described as elliptical,

but his comment does indicate that he was aware of the

probabilistic implications of Boscovich's method, although

still in a very qualitative sense.	 His criticism of

Boscovich's geometrical method seems a little misguided,
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for I think most people would find Laplace's own

analytical interpretation tedious and clumsy, and lacking

the clarity of Boscovich's exposition.

Laplace gave both versions of his own method, and his

interpretation of Boscovich's method, in his Mecanique 

(33)Celeste, when he discussed the shape of the earth there.

However he failed to acknowledge Boscovich, and also

slightly modified his discussion of Boscovich's method, by

introducing a weighting system for the equations of condition.

He felt that if the length, ki. , of a single degree at

latitude Ek had in fact been calculated from an arc of

length r1,1 degrees, then its determinations should be nc

times more precise.	 Thus the ith equation of conditon could

be weighted by writing

I: { ( Q L - Q0) — k sinlez

Then Zyl,:ec was put = 0 and 5:INGJ was minimised.	 The
implication was of course that each total measurement was

equally precise.

En considerant ainsi les arcs entiers au lieu des,degres
qui en ont ete conclus, on donne chacun de ces degr;es
d'autant plus d'influence sur l'ellipticite qui en resulte
pour la Terre, que l'arc correspondant est plus considerable,
comme cela doit etre.

(34)

His justification for this weighting technique was thus

again qualitative rather than quantitative.

Many years later Laplace was to deal with both his own,

and a modified version of Boscovich's method, from a strictly

probabilistic point of view. 	 In the Theorie Analytique des 
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probabilites he discussed the mini-max method as part

(35)of a commentary on the least squares method.	 He

interpreted the method as the result of replacing the

least squares condition, ZEj. = minimum, by the condition

= minimum, where n- .300 a fact which Gauss had him-

self pointed out much earlier in 1809. (36)	He did not

mention its application to the shape of the earth, nor

to any other real measurement problem. Laplace dealt

with a curious adaptation of Boscovich's method in the
(37)

second supplement to the Theorie Analytique des ProbabilitSs.

Again, he did not acknowledge Boscovich as the originator

of the method, but this may have been because he saw his

own method, which he called the "M6thoae de situation", as .
(38)

quite distinct from Boscovich's method, with some justification.

Laplace was dealing here with a weighted, one-parameter sys-

tem, and wrote the equations of condition as

1•3163;. — 0 •

He then applied the condition, I:1!.1,:ed= minimum.	 In other

words, for a one parameter system where only one constraint

is required, the constraint Zwc..0 may be replaced by

Z k,Ez 1 = minimum, whereas in Boscovich's method both con-

straints apply simultaneously.	 Hence in the one-parameter

system, the arithmetic mean will no longer be chosen as the

best value for C. Laplace in fact showed that for the con-

dition he had given,c. was found by arranging the in order

of magnitude, and then choosing the rth equation of condition

such that

(If all the weights are equal, i.e. w i =	 ‘. alJA , then

the rth term will simply tbe the middle term in the series
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of n • or the average of the two middle terms when n is even.7(1

Laplace did not give examples of physical situations

where the method would be applicable, and was clearly

interested here only in the mathematics of the treatment.

He went on to show that for certain probability functions,

namely those more rapidly decreasing than the Gaussian,

the method of situation might be preferable to the arith-

metic mean.

It seems fair to say that before Laplace knew of

Gauss's probabilistic interpretations of the errors in many-

parameter systems, that is prior to writing the Thgorie 

Analytique des Probabilitgs, he was interested only in the •

practical aspects of treating two-parameter systems.	 It

was only after the publication of Gauss's work in 1809 that

he came to realise the possibility of applying probability

theory to such systems. 	 This was in spite of the fact that
-

he himself (not with any outstanding success, as we shall

see in Chapter IV) had already done extensive work on the

probabilistic interpretation of errors in the repeated

measurement of a single quantity.

e) Prony's approach 

Both Boscovich's and Laplace's methods continued to be

used almost exclusively in treatments of the earth's shape,

despite the assurance of both writers that the methods

were applicable in a more general sense.	 However, at

about the same time that Legendre's method of least squares

was published, Prony (39) showed how both methods could be

interpreted geometrically, and gave examples of their
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application to ERE experimental work on fluid flow.

Prony gave his descriptions of the two methods in the

preface of a work entitled, Recherches physico-

mathematiques sur la theorie des eaux courantes (1804) (40)

and implied that in the body of the work where parameters

had been computed from experimental results, these were

the methods used for the computation. 	 Prony had apparently

seen only the account of the methods appearing the the

Mecanique Celeste, for he wrote,

. . . elles y [Le. in Laplace's accountj sont presentees
d'une maniere purement ,analytique; et comMe les considerations
et les, constructions geometriques ,sont beaucoup plus
familieresa un grand nombre d'ingenieurs que l'analyse
abstraite, j'ai ramene, en leur faveur, A les developpements
necessaires pour la connaissance et l'intelligence de ces •
methodes. (41)

Prony clearly intended to present the methods as pure

algorithms, so we should not expect any deep discussion of

the underlying principles.

Prony's geometric interpretation of Laplace's method was

very ingenious.	 First the experimental points were plotted

in the usual manner, and then a polygon was constructed

around them, with experimental points as vertices, in such

a way that all the points lay within the polygon or on its

perimeter. (See Fig 111.3) Then each side of the polygon

was taken in turn, and a line parallel to it constructed

through the vertex of the polygon furthest from it, i.e.

such that this second parallel lay completely outside the

polygon.	 Hence, for example, AB is constructed parallel

to RS.	 The distance between the two parallels in the y-

direction was then measured. After this process had been
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repeated for all the sides of the polygon, the parallels

giving the least separation were chosen, and the 'best'

line defined as a line parallel to these two, and lying

mid-way between them. (i.e. PM.MQ )	 By this process

the greatest residues, PM, RL and SN had been minimised.

This process could clearly be carried out very rapidly.

Prony's procedure for Boscovich's method was virtually

identical with Boscovich's own algorithm, so it is

unnecessary to describe it here. 	 However, since he had

only seen Laplace's analytic interpretation of the method,

his development of the algorithm must have been independent

of Boscovich.

The example Prony gave of the application of the method -

illustrates how practical his approach to the problem was.

He proposed the law

cat + p If

relating pressurepressure gradientit, 17 , water speed U, and tube

diameterD, for water flowing down a tube, 0( and p being

constant parameters.	 He rewrote this in straight line form

as

`6 = P
x- '1- a

where 4,-1012 1 x.v.-tA, and then applied first Laplace's

method, and then Boscovich's, in order to find the best 

parameters.	 He was no longer testing the feasibility of

the law, but definitely . trying to find the best line, and

so he should have been a little more wary of applying

Laplace's method.	 He quoted the parameters given by each

method to five significant figures, so he can hardly have
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used graphical means only, but must have had recourse

to calculation.	 He noted the discrepancy in the results

of the two methods, and gave a third pair of values for

the parameters, based on weights assigned according to

the expected precision of the various measurements. He

realised that errors in U, would affect the residues, and

allowed for the fact that precision was smaller at high

velocities.	 He obtained the following values for the

parameters:

from Laplace's method: o( =0.00013977, p =0.0036334
Gm," =0.00059

from Boscovich's :	 a =0.000203134 p =0.00346934
from Prony's method:
	 a =0.000170	 p. =0.003416

He concluded.

Au reste, il est gvident, A l'inspection des rgsultats
numeriques consigns dans les trois petits tableaus precedens,
[i.e. the values I have given above7 que les practiciens
pourraient employer indistinctement l'une quelconques des
trois formules d'apres lesquelles ces tableaux sont calculgs,
sans craindre de commettre aucune erreur qui pat tirer
consgquence.	 Je crois avoir convaincu le lecteur par les
details dans lesquels je viens d'entrer, que j'ai tire tout
le parti possible des experiences existantes, et, ce que ne
lui parattra pas la partie la moms utile de mon travail,
que j'ai donne des methodes qu'on pourra appliquer avec
beaucoup d'avantage aux experiences futures. (42)

Prony thus seemed unconcerned at the discrepancies

between his various estimates of the parameters, although

these amounted to about 10% in the case of both a and p.
He was also content to quote the maximum residue for Laplace's

method only, and did not discuss how this value compared with

the error he would expect from experiment.
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f) The application of Lambert's method 

There is little evidence that Lambert's method was

- much used.	 Even in Lambert's own experimental work

there is no explicit mention of it, and I have already

shown how, in his work on magnetism, he avoided any

rigorous testing of the law he had proposed, even though

his own work on error theory had provided him with the

very means for this end.	 It is possible
(43) that he used

the method of averages in order to determine the parameters

of his 'inverse square law of magnetism', but certainly he

did not comment on the resulting residues and their size

relative to his expected experimental .errors, nor did he

attempt to assess the reliability of the parameters he had

found.

Mu4*arameter systems 

The greater the number of unknown parameters in the

equations of condition, the more difficult they become to

solve, for a general method must be found which automatically

and easily generates from the n equations of condition a

number of equations equal to the number of parameters.

The method of least squares provides an easy solution to

this problem as we shall see in Chapter VI, but other,

apparently simply, minimisation procedures may be imagined

by direct analogy with the two-parameter case. We could

for example write:

6	 1ed = 0 r j	 or, alf*rtiztlivel%	 1„,	 0 F.113.
bci	

6e	 mime

in fact, however, the algorithms required in these cases

become impossibly difficult where more than two parameters

are involved.	 Only the method of averages may easily be

extended to the k-parameter case.
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a) Tobias Mayer 

Well before Lambert published the method of averages

for the two-variable case, Tobias Mayer had devised a

similar method in his work on the rotation of the moon,

and furthermore, had invented a way of assessing the

reliability of the values he found for the parameters.

Mayer hoped to determine the inclination of the lunar

equator to the ecliptic, and the position of the moon's

equinoctial points, by means of a set of observations of

one of the craters on her surface. 	 He gave the results

of these investigations in a paper entitled 'Abhandlung tber

die Umwdlzung des Monds um sein Axe, und die scheinbare

Bewegung der Mondsflecken.' (1750).

First Mayer described an equation relating the

position of one of the moon's craters observed at various

times to three unknown parameters: the selenographic

latitude of the crater, the inclination of the lunar

equator to the ecliptic, and the position of one of the

equinoctial points. 	 He pointed out that, since there were

three unknowns, three sets of observations should suffice

for their determination. 	 He had at his disposal 27 sets

of observations of the crater Manilius, and he chose three

of these as best for the requisite calculation, and thence

derived values for the parameters. 	 But he added,

But since in the values of g and h found from observations
errors also are sometimes to be expected, which it is
impossible to avoid, but which all the same can have an
influence on the values of oc, 13 and 6, we ought not wholly
to trust the determination given, which was derived from
only three observations.	 We need only to conduct a trial
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with three other observations in order to be convinced
of this.	 I have assumed on this account that I have
come nearest the truth, when I have used all the tabulated
observations mentioned above equally. (45)

He then set up equations (effectively equations of

condition) for all 27 sets of observations. 	 It seems

that he contemplated taking them three at a time and then

working out a set of values for each parameter, but

rejected the method as too tedious. 	 He wrote,

Since it would be far too laborious to take these
equations three at a time and to determine from them,
in the way given above, the values ofa4sande, I have
divided the whole [set of observations,/ into three equal,
special classes. (46)

Clearly then, Mayer saw the methods he was about to give as

expedient rather than ideal.	 He proceeded to divide the

equations up into three carefully chosen groups of nine,

and summed all the equations in each group. 	 The three

resultant equations he then solved in the usual way. (It

was necessary to choose the groups carefully in order to make

the coefficients of the three resultant equations as

different as possible from one another.)

Mayer was concerned also to compute the accuracy of the

results he had obtained.	 He wrote,

We might perhaps still wish to know how far we can rely
on these values of oc,11 and 0, or what is the degree of
exactness attained by this determination. 	 It cannot
lightly be assumed that the determination is wholly good and
free from error, since the observations . . . must be
made very precisely and with scarcely possible pains.
Now I could indeed give a method for the above general
formula, whereby we could find approximately what influence
an error in g or h has on the values of 041 and e.	 But I
observe that there is no need to do so, but it will be
quite sufficient if I make only a rough estimate of the
matter, and this can generally be done in the following
manner:
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In the example given above, when we used only three
observations we obtained oc = 1°40', pi= 14°33' and

3°361	 But in the other calculation, where all
27 observations were used, o1.= 10 30', p = 14°33' and
= -3045'.	 Since these latter values were found from

nine times as many observations, we can conclude that,
they are also nine times more accurate than the former,
and also that the error in each varies in inverse pro-
portion to the number of observation. 	 Now let the true
value be oL 1°30 1 1.x so that x is the difference or error
by which the value of 01, determined from the 27 observations,
deviates from the truth.	 Since from three observations
we obtained 0(= 1°40', the error in this case is =10+x and
consequently we may conclude that

lotx
3

and hence oc....±1-1:. (47)	 The true value of 41 can thus be
around l' or 2' smaller or larger than 1 0 30'.	 In the same
manner we find that (3. is either truly 14°33', or only very
little different from it, and finally that G could still
generally be 10 greater or less than 3036'.(48)

Mayer here was attempting only a rough estimate of

reliability, so we can assume that his statements are

intended to be approximations.	 He makes no mention of

probability, but it is implicit in a qualitative sense:

if we were certain that the error varies in exact inverse

proportion to the number ofcbservations, then x would be

either +11/4' or -11/4' and we could actually correct the value

of pc, allowing it two possible values, 1°311/4' or 102811.
Clearly this is ridiculous, and not what Mayer intended.

His last statement that the error is about l' or 2' indicates

that this was indeed a very rough calculation of the error

(49)bounds.

Mayer was, however, still unsatisfied with his com-

putation.	 In order to ensure 'mehrern Sicherheit und

Gewissheit der gegenwartigen Sache', he repeated the whole

of the above calculation using two more craters, Dionysius

and Censorinus, two of the brightest on the moon's disc.
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(Clearly, whilst these have different selenographic

coordinates, the values for the equinoctial points and

inclination of equator to ecliptic should be the same

for all three craters.) 	 Mayer obtained results which

we can tabulate as follows: (5°)

Selenographic
latitude

Inclination
of ecliptic
to equator .

Position of
equinoctial

point

Manilius 14°33' north 10301+W _3oAci.lo4..)	 II.

Dionysius 2°55' north 1°311/2'5217 -0°311L+1/227

Censorinus 0° 3' north 1°18' 5717 +17°30'51°7

Mayer did not perform reliability calculations in the

case of Dionysius and Censorinus; instead he chose a

final value for tX in a somewhat arbitrary fashion, after

giving a qualitative discussion explaining why the most

inaccurate observations were those of Censorinus. He wrote,

I have still a word to say about the obliquity of the
moon's ecliptic; that is, about the value of a.	 Thus
since the observations of the patch Censorinus are 11 or
12 minutes less than those of Manilius, but those of
Dionysius are only 1 or 2' more, I have maintained that,
taking everything into account, in order to arrive at
the best mean amongst the calculated values of oc, we could
subtract 1 minute from the inclination of the ecliptic
found using the patch Manilius, and hence set its true
value at 1029'. (51)

From Mayer's description, we can conclude that he had

certainly invented an ad hoc method for determining the

parameters in the equations of condition, and this was an

improvement over any technique where redundant equations

were simply ignored.	 But the method he used for computing

reliability was scarcely valid, and he himself cannot have
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been unduly impressed by it, otherwise he would have

applied it to his measurements of Dionysius and

Censorinus; had he done so he would have seen how little

it accounted for the variations in the values of o( and G.

Clearly Mayer's method is identical with Lambert's

procedure, (which I have discussed on page124) which

Lambert devised in the 1760's. 	 There is nothing to

indicate that Lambert was influenced in any way by Mayer's

work, and the distinctly different approaches of the two

men reinforce this view. .Lambert used the so-called

'method of averages' as a simple extension of his centre

of gravity method for the two parameter case, and presents

the method in such a complicated fashion that it seems

likely that he never recognised its potential generality.

Mayer on the other hand presents the method very clearly

in terms of equations of condition (which Lambert did not

use explicitly).

b) Euler 

Euler's name has frequently been linked with Mayer's as

co-inventor of the 'method of averages' described above.

Euler did in fact devise a method of treating redundant

equations, but it lacks the simple algorithnwhich Mayer's

work provides.	 It appeared in a paper submitted as a

prize essay to the Academie Royale des Sciences, Piece qui 

a remport le prix de l'acad4mie royale des sciences en 

MDCCXLVIII sur les inegalits du mouvement de Saturne et 

de Jupiter (Paris, 1749)! 52)	Having derived a semi-

theoretical equation describing the perturbations of Jupiter

and Saturn, based partly on the assumption of the inverse
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square law and partly on empirical considerations, and

containing 8 unknown parameters, Euler was faced with the

problem of determining these parameters from the 99 sets

of observations at his disposal stretching over the

period 1582 to 1738.	 He immediately discarded 24 of

these an incomplete, but this still left 75 sets.	 He

described his method as follows:

Donc pour trouver les valeurs des huit lettres
inconnues m, n, k, x, y, z, u, et a, on n'auroit qu'a
calculer suivant la formule donnee, huit observations,
pour en obtenir autant d'equations, qui, contenant ces
huit inconnues, serviroient a en trouver leurs valeurs.
Mais comme de petites erreurs commises, tant dans les
observations que dans le calcul, en pourroient produire
de fort grossieres dans les valeurs de ces lettres, on
doit dans cette recherche, choisir avec soin les obser-
vations qui seront les plus propres pour ce dessein, afin
que des erreurs in gvitables dans les observations et dans
le calcul, il en resulte de moms considerables dans les
valeurs . de ces huit lettres cherchees. 	 Et partant, pour
arriver heureusement a ce but, il faut tAcher de choisir
des observations telles que si l'on combine les equations
qui en rgsultent, la plapart des lettres , inconnues s',
gvanouissent, en sorte qu'on n'ait plus a determiner a la
fois qu'une ou deux de ces huit lettres inconnues. 	 Car
alors on pourra etre plus stir de. la justesse des valeurs,
qu'on trouvera par cette vole. (53)

Euler's concern was that small, inevitable errors should

not be magnified by the means of calculation he chose. (54)

With only eight equations of condition there was a strong

risk that this would happen, but with 75 equations to select

from it was possible to proceed more judiciously.	 Hence

his aim was not primarily to eliminate error by the

combination of large numbers of values, but to minimise

the errors in the parameters due to their calculation from

observations which were not quite accurate.	 This is

illustrated by the fact that, of the 75 equations at his

disposal, he eventually made use of only 21; clearly he
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did not feel it essential that every observation should

carry equal weight (even in a qualitative sense). His

method is thus essentially different from Mayer's.

When Euler applied the method he had suggested, he

found that it still presented certain difficulties; to

describe his procedure in detail would be to give a

tedious account of a somewhat haphazard adjustment and

re-adjustment of parameters.	 He used five equations of

condition in order to determine the first parameter, and

five for the second, but thereafter his progress became

less systematic. 	 However, in the course of his calculations

he used two other useful techniques. 	 First, having deter-

mined a first approximation for one of the parameters, he

found it expedient to substitute for this parameter its

approximate value plus a correction term. 	 Second, when he

was nearing the end of his calculations, he wrote down

tables of the residues (or 'Erreurs', as he termed them,)

arising when different values were chosen for the parameters,

and chose as best the parameters which gave the least

maximum error.	 He did not emphasise either of these

procedures, nor did he suggest the possible generality of

their application.	 He made no attempt to estimate the

reliability of the parameters he had found.

Curiously, many commentators have classed Euler's and

Mayer's methods together, despite the obvious differences,

(55)both in concept and procedure. 	 In 1792 Lalande wrote

of Mayer,
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Ii a cherche une approximation par le moyen de
laquelle ii pqt faire entre beaucoup d'observations dans
un seul resultat, en prenant la somme ou la difference
de plusieurs equations particulieres, a l'exemple d'Euler,
qui determineroit ainsi les inegalites de Saturne. 	 Je
vais expliquer cette methode en detail, parcequ'elle
peut servir dans d'autres recherches astronomiques.

	

(56)	 .

Lalande then gave a lengthy account of Mayer's analysis

of the selenographic coordinates of Manilius, but proferred

little comment, so that we can hardly tell in what light

he viewed the method.	 He did not recount Mayer's

reliability assessment, but merely wrote,

Ce resultat de oe=1030' ne differe que de 10' de celui
que l'on a trouve par trois seules observations; mais
ici l'on en a pris neuf fois plus, en sorte qu'il est
probable que la precision de ce resultat est neuf fois
plus grande.

De1ambre (57) criticised Lalande's exposition, which, he

said, entirely missed the point of Mayer's method; but he

too linked Mayer's name with Euler's. 	 He pointed out

that we cannot tell whether Mayer actually employed his

method in his calculations of lunar tables.	 Francoeur,

in his Astronomie Practique (1830) attributed to Mayer the

method Euler used.

La methode de Tobie Mayer consiste a tirer de l'obser-
vation un grand nombre d'equ. Lae condition7 . . . et a
combiner ces equ. par addition, soustraction, . . . a
multiplier quelqu'une d'elles par un nombre pris a volonte,
enfin a s'arranger de maniere que l'une, x, des inconnues
alt seule un tres grand coefficient dans l'equ. resultante.
Une autre combinaison donnera de meme une equ. finale, ou
le coefficient de y sera seul considerable, etc. 	 On aura
ainsi des equ. influences par toutes les observations, . . .

(58)

Francoeur claimed that the method was in frequent use. (It

is problematic to exactly what method he was referring.)

James Browne, writing in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, further
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misrepresented Mayer's method, or rather Mayer's concept

of it, by casting it into a very definitely probabilistic

mould.	 He spoke of

• . .the method of conditional equations, which, instead
of three observations strictly necessary, permits the
employment of thousands, and conducts at once to the most
certain or the most probable conclusions resulting from
the totality of observations; in fact, the errors which
cannot be avoided, yet follow no certain law, are found
to act each time in a different manner, and to correct
themselves by mutual compensation. (59)

The advent of the least squares method in 1805 to a

large extent suppressed the further use of earlier methods,

for, as we shall see, the new method had an elegance and

generality of application that the earlier methods lacked,

and the probabilistic justification that followed a few

years liter added respectability to usefulness.
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CHAPTER IV

THE EARLY MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT OF ERROR THEORY

The problem of finding the best value for a single 

quantity, given several direct measurements of it, can be

dealt with by the simple expedient of taking the arithmetic

mean of the set of measurements. 	 This method was accepted

as intuitively obvious, and was in use from an early date,

being commonplace by the beginning of the eighteenth

(1)century.	 There was no need to develop complicated

algorithms like those required to solve many-parameter

equations of condition.

However, in 1755, Thomas Simpson published a paper

entitled 'On the Advantage of taking the mean of a number

of Observations, in practical Astronomy., (2) 	 Frthe

first time an attempt was made td* place the taking of

arithmetic means on a firmer basis than that of pure

intuition, and this was done by recourse to probability

theory.	 In the following decades Lambert, Daniel Bernoulli,

Lagrange and Laplace made similar attempts, although it was

not until the turn of the century that Gauss and Laplace

(3)were able to put the subject on to a really sound footing.

In this chapter I shall examine the motives and methods of

some of these men, in order to show why the problem of

arithmetic means was of interest to them. 	 Did they see

the justification of mean-taking and the discussion of the

possibility of error assessment as an integral part of the

philosophy of the experimental method and of theory-testing?
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Were they intending to produce usable algorithms for

estimating the probable errors in real, measured values?

Or were they merely interested in the elegant mathematics

to which their subject-matter lent itself? To answer

these questions will be to throw further light on con-

temporary attitudes towards scientific reasoning. 	 Quite

apart from this, the methods used are part of the pre-

history of the rapid developments in error theory which

were to occur at the end of the eighteenth century and in

the early years of the nineteenth century, and so their

discussion forms an essential background for later

chapters.

Thomas Simpson

Thomas Simpson (4) was a largely self-taught Englishman

of humble origins, who earned his living from an early age

by teaching mathematics, the subject that was always of

greatest interest to him.	 His first important work was

A Treatise on Fluxions, published in 1737 and this was

followed by numerous mathematical papers and textbooks.

His publications which concern us here are his Treatise 

on the Nature and Laws of Chance (1740), the paper of 1755

on the treatment of errors which I have m 	 oned above,

and a slightly modified and considerably extended version

of this paper which appeared in a volume of Miscellaneous 

(5)Tracts, published in 1757,	 four years before his death.

Simpson's Treatise on the Nature and the Laws of Chance had

been his first excursion into probability theory, and for

it he had borrowed extensively from Abraham de Moivre's

standard work on the subject, Doctrine of Chances, first
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published in 1718, and then, in a greatly extended form,

in 1738! 6) This plagiarism caused bitter feeling

(7)between De Moivre and Simpson. 	 Prior to De Moivre's

book of 1718 considerable work had already been done in

the field of probability, and the fundamental definitions

and principles of the subject laid down. 	 But the areas

in which it had so far been applied were limited to games

of chance and to insurance calculations.	 Neither De

Moivre's Doctrine of Chances, nor Simpson's Treatise on 

the Nature and the Laws of Chance made any mention of

observational errors in measurement, but it was the

probability calculations given in these two treatises

that Simpson extended in order to write his 1755 paper,

Let us investigate what led Simpson to study this new

application of probability theory.

The introductory paragraphs of the 1755 paper included

the following statements:

• . . the method practised by astronomers, in order to
diminish the errors arising from the imperfections of
instruments, and of the organs of sense, by taking the
Mean of several observations, has not been so generally
received, but that some persons, of considerable note,
have been of opinion, and even publickly maintained, that
one single observation, taken with due care, was as much
to be relied on as the Mean of a great number.

As this appeared to me to be a matter of much importance,
I had a strong inclination to try whether, by the application
of mathematical principles, it might not receive some new
light; . . . In the prosecution of this design . . . I have,
indeed, been obliged to make use of an hypothesis, or to
assume a series of numbers, to express the respective chances
for the different errors to which any single observation is
subject; which series, to me, seems not ill-adapted; but
this I_shall submit intirely to the judgement of your Lord-
ship LThe Earl of Macclesfield, at that time president of
the Royal_Society to whom the paper, in letter form, was
addressed/ who have made so great a number of observations. .
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Should not the assumption, which I have made use of,
appear to your Lordship so well chosen as some others
might be, it will, however, be sufficient to answer the
intended purpose; and your Lordship will find, on
calculation, that whatever series is assumed for the
chances of the happening of the different errors, the=
result will turn out greatly in favour of the method now
practised, by taking the mean value . . .

(8)

The implication is that there was some controversy over

the taking of arithmetic means, which inspired Simpson

to study the subject, but I have been unable to find any

evidence of such a controversy . .	 Itseems reasonable to

dismiss the implication, for Simpson's revised 1757 version

of the paper, began with this contradictory statement:

Though the method practised by Astronomers, in order
to diminish the errors arising from the imperfection of
instruments and of the organs of the sense is of very
great utility, and almost universally followed, yet it
has not that I know of, been hitherto subjected to any
kind of demonstration.

(9)

There is no mention hereof any controversy.	 It seems

clear too, that Simpson himself was not very interested

in the reality of the error distribution he chose. 	 He

left the Earl, with his greater observational experience,

to assess its validity; he pointed out that any error

distribution would give the arithmetic mean as the most

probable true value, but failed to give any general proof

of this, or to note that different distributions gave

different degrees of reliability to the mean.	 In the 1757

version he clarified his generalisation by imposing formal

restrictions on the allowed error distributions:

1. That there is nothing in the construction, or
position of the instrument whereby the errors are con-
stantly made to tend the same way, but that the respective
chances for their happening in excess, and in defect, are
either accurately, or nearly, the same.
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2. That there are certain assignable limits between
which all these errors may be supposed to fall; which
limits depend on the goodness of the instrument and the
skill of the observer. (10)

These two statements could be taken either as axioms

introduced in order to define the type of error dis-

tribution Simpson was dealing with, or as a qualitative

description of observed error distributions.	 Clearly,

a very large number of error distributions will fulfil

these loose conditions and Simpson in fact chose to treat

only two of these, the rectangular distribution and the

triangular distribution.

p(obc,bi I ity

A c(E)

•
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error e

Of'the triangular distribution he wrote:

LI-E7 is much better adapted than if all the terms
were to be equal; since it is highly reasonable to
suppose that the chances for the respective errors
decrease in proportion as the errors themselves increase Ill)

Thus Simpson seems to have been interested in the reality

of the distribution he chose, but only in a very half-

hearted fashion, and certainly not to the extent of

attempting a quantitative experimental demonstration of

its shape, or of constructing a physical model to explain
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how the law he chose arose. 	 His discussion of the simple,

unrealistic rectangular case was just as lengthy as his

discussion of the triangular distribution.	 It seems

likely, too, that these were the only two distributions

that he had managed to manipulate mathematically using

the methods he had developed.

Let us look now at the mathematical details of Simpson's

method, in order to trace back its roots to earlier develop-.

ments in probability theory. 	 The problem Simpson set

himself to solve was as follows; suppose we take n obser-

vations of the same quantity, and our method of observation

introduces a small random error, e,:, into each observation.

If we take a mean of the observations, the error, g. , in the

mean will be EC'4. •

n
Let the allowed observational errors

be
-v ) •	 -3)*-2-) - 1, 0, 1, 2, 3 ) .	 v.	 •	 .	 )

(i.e. the error bounds are fixed at +v and -v, and only

discrete values for the errors are considered.) 	 Now the

probability for any combination of n errors arising from

the n independent observations is the product of the

probabilities of each of those errors taken separately.

To obtain the probability for each possible error com-

bination, Simpson constructed series as follows; for

the case of a rectangular error distribution:

1" 4 I"	 '4 1-	 +- . . . + 1- +
-V	 I -V	 ...v	 o	

• •	 • 4 -1.-	 -rV -2 + V -1 +

and for the case of the triangular distribution:

- I	 V

I:v 
1- 2	 +-7 I— v + 5 1. 1..v	 . . + (/ + 1)r e)	

V
t . . + 3 r" 1 + 2-r	 + T.

He pointed out that if a series of this type was raised to

the powern and expanded it would automatically generate a

V
T
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term for every possible combination of n errors (given

n observations), each term having as its coefficient the

respective probability for that combination.	 Collecting

together terms in the same power of 1- then effectively

collects together all combinations giving the same total

error, so that the resulting coefficient gives the

probability for this total error, and hence for the

corresponding mean error.	 (Simpson referred to these

coefficients as 'chances'.	 This, as Simpson knew, was

effectively probability in an unnormalised form.	 To

prevent confusion I have referred to 'probability' through-

out.	 For comparing probabilities, as here, the unnormalised

form suffices, but if the absolute probability of an out-

come is required, we must normalise by dividing the chances

for that outcome by the total of the chances for all possible

outcomes).

el

In this way the problem was reduced to the purely

mathematical one of finding the coefficients of the different

powers of 1- in the expansion of the appropriate series

raised to the power n.	 (See Appendix IV.1) 	 Simpson used

various mathematical devices for finding these coefficients,

which, especially in his notation, were very unwieldy.

For example in the case of the rectangular distribution,

the unnormalised probability of total error m (i.e. mean

error )was

)(-1)S n fn 4 (C1,-54))- 111

(- $(4) 1. (1-5)1 s le

$ :Olt)...

n
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summed over all values of s until one of the terms

disappears, and where i=nv+m,	 =	 .	 ( I

have condensed Simpson's original expression here by

introducing modern summation and factorial signs.) The

expression in the case of the triangular distribution was

of similar form.	 (The difference between the two cases

lay in the meanings of n, 	 in the expression.	 Hence,

•given t observations, in the triangular case ) 2.t = h,

nv+rn ) W = 2v +I ; see Appendix IV.1)	 Simpson now

summed these terms over a range mo to - nyn this way

obtaining the probability that the mean value of n obser-

vations lies within the range m o of the true value.	 In

this way he was able to show that the probability that the

error in the mean lay within given limits increased as the

number of observations increased. 	 He gave a numerical

example to illustrate and clarify his method; he chose a

set of six observations with errors of 0 ) /A,	 2., 1-3,

or i-Sin each.	 He assumed a triangular probability dis-

tribution for the errors and concluded that the probability

that the mean value lies within two seconds of the true

value is 29/30.	 For one observation the probability for

this precision is only 1/2.	 The 1755 paper finished with

this example, and the comment that the method applied:

• . not only to astronomers, but to all others concerned in
making of experiments of any kind (to which the above
reasoning is equally applicable.)	 The more observations
or experiments there are made, the less will the conclusion
be liable to err, provided they admit of being repeated
under the same circumstances. (12)

The mathematics used in Simpson's paper was drawn

largely from De Moivre's 1738 edition of Doctrine of Chances.
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In this work De Moivre had dealt with the following
3.

problem; consider a die with r faces marked 1; T faces

marked 2; 1") faces marked 3, and so on.	 If the die is

thrown n times, what is the probability of throwing

exactly a given number, X., of points?	 He solved the

prob1em (13) by using the same sort of series as Simpson

was to use later in his 1755 paper, raising it to the

power n , thus,

+ T

• 

+ T

• 

+ . . .

Clearly if the series were to be divided by r
v+1

we

should obtain Simpson's series for the reCtangular error

distribution.	 De Moivre made no mention of observational

error in his work, but Simpson in 1755 explicitly stated

the analogy between the dice-throwing problem and the

analysis of errors.	 He wrote,

Our expression [for the probability of a particular
mean errorj, by expunging the powers of r, will be the
very same with that showing the chances for throwing
n+ ft points, precisely, with n dice, each die having as
many faces (w) as the result of any one single observation
can come out different ways. (14)

Thus Simpson owed his mathematics to De Moivre, but his

application of the method to error analysis was entirely

original.	 R.L. Plackett has rightly said, "Simpson's

initial contribution amounted mainly to realising the

physical interpretation of a mathematical result."(15)	 It

must be noted, however, that, even in 1740, in Problem 22

of his Nature and the Laws of Chance, where Simpson, copying

De Moivre, discussed the problem in terms of dice throwing,

he had extended De Moivre's work by computing the chances

that the sum of the points shown on the dice should not
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exceed a given quantity.	 This calculation he adapted

in 1755 in order to compute the probability that the

mean error should not exceed a given value.

It may be that the unreality of the dice-throwing

analogy (for dice of any other than six faces) led

Simpson to look for another more convincing analogy,

but this is pure surmise as Simpson made no comment to

this effect.	 However, certainly nowhere else in his work

did Simpson discuss observational errors. 	 Even in a

paper on the figure of the earth, published in 1743, (16)

there was no mention of accuracy; the paper was entirely
_

an exercise in applied mathematics and Simpson took no

notice of contemporary measurements despite their con-

troversial nature.	 Neither is there any evidence that

he ever applied the results of his 1755 paper to a prac-

tical situation to compute the probable error in a mean

value; but it must be remembered that the paper was

written only late in his short life, for he died in 1761.

It seems reasonable, then, to regard Simpson',s paper as

an exercise in mathematics rather than as an attempt to

solve a practical problem. 	 The question of how Simpson

arrived at so novel an analogy cannot be answered adequately.

But it is clear that for his method at least we must look to

the history of probability theory.	 Simpson's paper was,

as I have mentioned, the forerunner of a number of papers

on error theory which were also based on mathematical rather

than physical considerations. 	 They all shared the same

device of setting up a mathematical model based on a more or
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less intuitive and usually vague concept of error be-

haviour, and dealing as thoroughly as possible with the

mathematical situation with very little further reference

to the physical one. Also common to them all was the

fact that they were little used.	 Mean values continued

of course to be taken in practical astronomy, but assess-

ments of error in the mean were unusual, and so nothing

but intuition was required.

I have not yet mentioned that Simpson's 1757 version of

his 1755 paper included an additional six pages, which

dealt with continuous error distributions. 	 Simpson noted'

that:

Lit is/ impossible, from the most exact instruments,
to take off the quantity of an angle to a geometrical
exactness. (1)

This again was an appeal to the real situation, but again

it may be seen as a natural mathematical development,

inspired by the model he was using. 	 Simpson proceeded by

the standard method of dividing the error range into a

number of finite but very small equal 'particles', and then

letting the size of these tend towards nothing. (See

Appendix I,pt.D)	 The process he used for taking the limit

was not very rigorous,but seems to be correct in principle.

Simpson again gave a numerical example to illustrate the

use of the unwieldy expression he had derived, and showed

that the best value to take was still the arithmetic mean,

and that the probability that this mean lay within a certain

range round the true value increased as the number of obser-

vations increased.	 This portion of Simpson's work seems
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to have been completely original, and as we shall see,

although the mathematics involved was not difficult,

the novel concept of a continuous error distribution

led to further developments in formal error theory.

Simpson's work on errors introduced certain concepts

which were to remain fundamental in subsequent studies,

and I summarise these here, as they provide a useful

basis for the discussion of later developments. 	 Simpson

relied on classical, or a priori probability theory; that

is, he assumed that we know from the start what the possible

errors are, and their respective probabilities. 	 The error

distribution is not inferred, a posteriori, from the obser-.

vations.themselves.	 Throughout the eighteenth century

nearly all formal error theory was based on classical

probability theory, and there were very few attempts to

determine the shape of the error curve probabilistically.

Despite this a priori approach Simpson felt that he could

impose certain general constraints on the error dis-

tributions he used, based on vague qualitative considerations

of the observed scatter of errors in measured quantities.

He was forced in addition to make non-empirical assumptions

about the detailed shape of the distribution. 	 There was no

attempt to justify these assumptions experimentally.

Perhaps the most important step Simpson made was the

extension from discrete to continuous error distribution.

Whilst the discrete error distribution was derived by

analogy from dice-throwing problems, the continuous dis-

tribution had no simple counterpart amongst the familiar
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problems in use in probability calculations at the time,

and hence if the mathematicians were to take advantage of

the new and interesting problems it generated, they were

bound to study error theory.

Joseph-Louis Lagrange 

Simpson's work on errors, as I have said, seems to

have gone largely unnoticed by practical astronomers.

(18)However Lagrange,	 in 1774, published a memoir entitled

'Sur l'utilite de la methode de prendre le milieu entre

le r	
(19)esultat de plusieurs observations.' 	 This paper

was very similar in character to Simpson's, and used

similar methods, and although Lagrange gave no direct

reference to Simpson's work there seems to be little doubt

(20)that he had seen it.	 Lagrange, like Simpson, was

interested in applied mathematics and theoretical astronomy

rather than practical observing, and, like Simpson, he

mentioned the potential usefulness of his work on arithmetic

means, but did not himself use it. 	 The opening passages

of his paper provide a concise statement of his aims:

Quand on a plusieurs observations d'un meme phenomene
dont les resultats ne sont pas tout a fait d'accord, on est
sur que ces observations sont toutes, ou au moms en partie,
peu exactes, de quelque source que l'erreur puisse proveniri
alors on a coutume de prendre le milieut entre tous les
resultats, parceque de cette maniere les differentes erreurs
se repartissant egalement dans toutes les observations,
l'erreur qui peut se trouver dans le resultat moyen, devient
aussi moyenne entre toutes les erreurs. 	 Or quoique tout
le monde reconnoisse l'utilite de cette pratique pour
dinOtuer, autant qu'il est possible, l'incertitude que nait
de l'imperfection des instruments & des erreurs inevitables
des observations, j'ai cru, cependant, qu'il seroit bon
d'examiner & d'apprecier par le calcul les avantages qu'on
peut esperer de retirer d'une semblable methode; c'est
l'objet que je me suis propose dans ce memoire. 	 Je com-
mencerai par supposer que les erreurs qui peuvent se glisser
dans chaque observation soient donnees, & qu'on connoisse
aussi le nombre des cas qui peuvent donner ces erreurs, c'est
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a-dire, la facilite de chaque erreur; je supposerai
ensuite que l'on connoisse seulement les limites entre
lesquelles toutes les erreurs possibles doivent etree
renfermees avec la loi de leur facilite, & je cherclvai dans
l'une & dans l'autre de ces hypotheses, quelle est la
probabilite que l'erreur du resultat moyen soit nulle, ou
gale a une quantite donne, ou seulement comprise entre

des limites donnees. 	 Je fairai voir, en meme tems,
comment on peut determiner, a posteriori, la loi meme de
la facilite des erreurs, & quelle est la probabilite que
dans cette determination on ne se trompera pas d'une
quantite donnee.	 D'oi je deduirai des regles asses simples
pour la correction des instrumens par des verifications
reiterees.

Au reste, je suivrai dans toutes ces recherches la
regle ordinaire du calcul des probabilites, suivant laqueile
on estime la probabilite d'un evgnement par le nombre des
cas favorables, divise par le nombre de tous les cas
possibles.	 La difficulte ne consiste que dans l'enumeration
de ces cas, mais cette enumeration demandp souvent des cal-
culs asses compliqu gs, & dont on ne peut venir bout que
par des artifices particuliers; c'est ce quei a lieu sur
tout dans la matiere que je vais traiter. (21)

I shall look very briefly at the details of Lagrange's

paper, except in those respects where he significantly

extended Simpson's work.	 He begoni as he had stated he would,

by considering completely-known error distributions.

Curiously, these were totally trivial. 	 He considered, for

example, the case of allowed errors of +1, 0, -1 with chances

B, a, and b respectively, and then the asymmetric and

slightly more general case of allowed errors -1, 0, +r, with

chances b, a, and c respectively.	 These cases, unimportant

at least from the point of view of real measurement, took

up the first 28 pages of his 67 page memoir. 	 It may be

that he saw them as bridging the gap between the binomial

and the general polynomial expansions, for he then proceeded

to the general case of a set of possible errors	 each

with unnormalised probabilities (or chances), C, and, like

Simpson, raised a suitable polynomial to the power n:
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[>ccrei] n

where n is the number of observations, and the coefficient
wi

of r in the expansion gives the probability for mean error

rn .	 (I have altered Lagrange's expressions throughout
n
this discussion, firstly by renaming the variables to make

them consistent with those used in my discussion of Simpson's

work, and secondly by introducing modern notation.	 I use .

C here to represent unnormalised probabilities (chances) and

p later to represent normalised probability.)	 By discussing

the form of the expansion he showed that the most probable

mean error was given by

m _ 2:ezcz 
n ECL

which clearly was zero in the case of a symmetric dis-

tribution and was equal to the required correction to the

mean in the case of an asymmetric function.	 He also showed

how the observed frequency distribution for a set of

observations tended to have the same form as the probability

distribution for the errors, especially if n were large.

He then computed approximately the probabilities of

deviations of the observed distribution from the true dis-

tribution for given n. 	 He gave a numerical example for

this very complex calculation, but the example was unrealistic.

He suggested that the error distribution could thus be con-

structed experimentally by plotting error frequencies as

ordinates on a graph and joining the ordinates with a 'ligne

parabolique'.
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The work of Lagrange discussed in the paragraph above

was original, and is a first attempt at an a posteriori 

determination of the shape of the distribution; nothing

like it appears in Simpson's writings. 	 Nevertheless,

there was still no emphasis on actual measurements.

Lagrange did not discuss how many measurements of a quantity

it was normal to take, and whether this number could be

deemed sufficient for obtaining a mean of adequate precision.

He did not compute how many observations would be necessary

to obtain a reasonable a posteriori representation of the

error distribution, and whether we should . normally expect

this to be symmetrical or asymmetrical, or even whether we

should expect to find the same type of curve common to many.

measurement systems.	 Throughout the whole of Lagrange's

paper, it is difficult to isolate the mathematical equations

which could have practical application from the rest of the

mathematical work. 	 For all these reasons I do riot think

it can be said that Lagrange's primary interest lay in the

production of algorithms suitable for solving problems in

practical astronomy.

The next part of Lagrange's work covered much the same

ground as Simpson's paper. 	 He developed the general

mathematical background first, using methods similar to

Simpson's, and then treated first the rectangular and then

the triangular error distributions, extending each to the

continuous case.	 Then he went on to the more general case

where the errors follow some unspecified arithmetic pro-

gression, and their probabilities also follow a (different)

arithmetic progression. 	 This too was extended to the con-
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tinuous case.	 Like Simpson, Lagrange stressed the greater

reality of the continuous distributions:

Au rests l'hypothese la plus conforme a la nature
est celle oi l'on suppose que chaque observation soit
sujette e toutes les erreurs comprises entre des limites
donnees, ensorte que le nombre de toutes les erreurs
possibles soit infini . . "(22)

Lastly Lagrange dealt with two special continuous dis-

tributions; the parabolic, where FM k(E — ) , and •

the sinusoidal, where p(0 = kcosE• (See Fig IV.2) (Where

k is a constant, e, the limiting error, and p(e) the

probability of error C.)	 He wrote of the parabolic dis-

tribution:

ZEe tte hypothese7 paroit la plus simple & la plus
naturelle qu'on puisse imaginer; il est_vrai que celle du
problgme 8 Lthe triangular distribution/ paroit encore plus.
simple . . . mais cette hypothese a l'inconvenient que la
loi de continuite n'y est pas observee en passant des
erreurs positives, aux negatives. (23)

The latter part of this statement seems to imply that Lagrange

rejected the triangular distribution for mathematical

rather than practical reasons.	 Let us look for a moment

at Lagrange's method here. 	 For the rectangular and

triangular distributions he gave a treatment precisely like

Simpson's, treating the continuous case as the limit of the

discontinuous, but for his general discussion of continuous

distributions he used a different method. 	 Instead of

representing the errors by a series he represented them

straight away by an integral, so that the problem became

that of finding the expansion of

p(e).-t-c. de
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in terms of powers of r. (See Appendix IV.2) 	 Lagrange

found that he could only achieve a complete solution

when 0) took one of two forms. Either 0) must be

a linear combination of terms of the form Xexp(-KE)

where Xitself was a linear combination of positive powers

of E.	 He wrote:

Ce sont IA les seuls cas oll la formule p(e)rE cti- soit
integrable, au moms par les methodes connues jusqu'ici;
dans tous les autres cas l'integration ne peut s'executer.
que par approximation. (24)

Limiting himself to functions of this form, and imposing

the additional constraints of symmetry, continuity at

the origin, and decrease from a maximum at the origin to a

cut-off value, Lagrange found that the two simplest cases

he could deal with were the parabolic case and the sinu-

soidal case.	 (The parabola p(0 rz k(ELla -Et)	 falls into

the first class of functions.	 The sine wave, rewritten

in the form	 -

p (e) .----- k cos E = qexp (i. e) + exp (—CE)]

falls into the second class of functions.) 	 Hence we see

that the reality of the functions he chose was only a

secondary consideration; his ability to manipulate them

mathematically had to be put first.

Lagrange's paper is not easy to follow, and the results

are even more cumbersome than those of Simpson's paper. A

curious publication by Euler seems to emphasise the failure

of Lagrange to produce results that could easily be applied

in practice. Lagrange's paper had appeared in the mathe-

matical sections of the Miscellanea Tauriniensis (1774). A

Commentary on it by Euler written in 1777 was published in
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the astronomical sections of the St Petersburg Acts in

1788. (25)	Todhunter wrote of this paper:

The explanations seem to have been written for the
benefit of some beginner in algebra, and would be quite
unnecessary for any student unless he were very indolent
or very dull.

(26)

This is patently true, for Euler gave a trivial digest

of only the first part of Lagrange's paper, where Lagrange

dealt with the unrealistic case of allowed errors of +1, ci

and -1. Euler gave a practical example involving 3 or 4

measurements of the elevation of the polestar, allowing

errors of +1 minute of arc._ He mentioned the possibility

of extension to other distributions, but gave no details.

Hence Euler's paper served to show how the taking of a mean--

could be advantageous, but it gave no method of computing

the accuracy of the mean in a real situation. 	 Euler was

no mean mathematician, and it must be remembered that he

had already done valuable work on thetreatment of errors

in multivariable systems. (See Chapter III) 	 That he could

extract so little of value from Lagrange's paper when he

tried to deal with its practical applications indicates, I

think, how very difficult such application was for Euler

and his contemporaries.

Daniel Bernoulli 

Lagrange's work, with its roots in that of Simpson and

De Moivre, certainly had some influence upon Laplace's early

probability papers, and later upon Gauss's work.	 Laplace

also mentioned that he had read a paper by Daniel Bernoulli

on the subject of errors, and we shall see that there is

some similarity between Laplace's early methods and Bernoulli's
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work.	 Bernoulli was apparently unaware of Lagrange's

and Simpson's work, but he had already done considerable

work in the field of probability, so the basic concepts

of probability theory were well known to him. (27)

According to his nephew, Jean Bernoulli (III), (28)

Daniel Bernoulli first wrote a paper on errors in 1769,

with the title 'Dijudicatio Maxime Probabilis Plurium

Observationum Discrepantium atque Verisimillime inductio

inde formanda'.	 Jean Bernoulli gave a digest of this

in the Encyclopedie Methodique in 1785 (29) Daniel Bernoulli's

paper itself not being published until 1778. (30)	However,

either Jean Bernoulli's digest did not faithfully represent

his uncle's paper, or Daniel Bernoulli considerably revised

it prior to publication, and Jean did not see the revised

version, for there are important dissimilarities between

the two.	 I shall look first at Daniel Bernoulli's pub-

lished paper as being the more certain source.

Daniel Bernoulli began by throwing doubt upon the

"universally accepted rule" of taking the arithmetic mean

of discrepant observations. He felt that this implied a

rectangular error distribution, which was clearly unrealis-

tic.	 (He thus either did not read or else disregarded

Simpson's and Lagrange's papers, which had shown that the

arithmetic mean is best for any symmetric error distribution.)

He wrote:

at
But it is right to hold that the severk observations

are of the same weight or moment, or equally prone to any
and every error? Are errors of some degrees as easy to make
as others of as many minutes? 	 Is there everywhere the same
probability?	 Such an assertion would be quite absurd, which
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is undoubtedly the reason why astronomers prefer to reject
completely observations which they judge to be too wide of
the truth, while retaining the rest, and, indeed, assign-
ing to them the same reliability. . . . I see no way of
drawing a dividing line between those that are to be
utterly rejected and those that are to be wholly retained;
it may even happen that the rejected observation is the one
that would have supplied the best correction to the others'

This seems reasonable enough. 	 Bernoulli then defined the

error distribution by describing a physical situation: an

archer, aiming at a point target, plots on a chart the

number of times his arrow falls into each of many narrow

vertical bands on either side of the target.	 He wrote:

In this way, therefore, the degree of probability of
any given deviation could be determined to some extent a
posteriori, since there is no doubt that, for a large
number of shots, the probability is proportional to the
number of shots which hit a band situated at a given dis-
tance from the mark. (32)

He did not however carry out his own suggestion of an

experimental determination of the error distribution.

Neither did he examine deeply the interesting physical

model he then suggested for the errors:

The mark set up is, as it were, the centre of forces
to which the observers are drawn; but these efforts are
opposed by innumerable imperfections and other tiny hidden
obstacles which may produce in the observations small
chance errors.	 Some of these will be in the same direction
and will be cumulative, others will cancel out, according
as the observer is more or less lucky. (33)

Hence he described the observed errors as made up of many

small or microscopic errors, which could act in either

direction according to chance. (34)
	

To choose a form for

the error distribution he resorted, like Simpson, to imposing

certain restrictions upon the form it should take, and

then chose a simple distribution which satisfied these

1 3 1)
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in a shortened form. Let p0 be the probability of
error E, then

(a) r4+0 = pt--0	 i.e. the distribution is symmetrical.

(b) piGl< plE. vot i i.e. the probability is less for

larger errors, either positive or negative. (c(posi-iive.)

(c) p(0) mo.x
	

i.e. the greatest probability is for

zero error (which is in any case implied by (b)).

(d) p	 0	 i.e. there is an error bound EL.

(e) The curve cuts the axis at right angles.
Ia

He considered the first four conditions to be obvious,

but his reasons for the last condition were very vague.

The simple distribution that he chose to satisfy these

conditions was the semi-ellipse, with the semicircle as a

special case. (See Fig IV.3)

Fi3ufe.	 3

111111iPC) 

./rz— (rbi –c)2.

He did qualify his choice by adding that,

"Admittedly, our hypothesis is, to some extent, precarious.

He noted also that the choice of a limiting error presented

some difficulty.
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First of all, I would have every observer ponder
thoroughly in his own mind and judge what is the greatest
error which he is morally certain (though he should call
down the wrath of heaven) he will never exceed however
often he repeats the observation. 	 He must be his own
judge of his dexterity and not err on the side of severity
or of indulgence. Not that it matters very much whether
the judgement he passes in this matter is fitting or some-
what flighty. . . If you double the distance between the
two extme observations, you can use it, I think, safely
enough as the diameter of the controlling circle. (35)

By the controlling circle ("circulum moderatoris") Bernoulli

meant the semicircle representing the error distribution.

Once the error distribution was chosen, the method of treat-

ment followed quite simply in principle.	 It may be

summarised thus: given measurements mZ, each distant ntel-c.

from the centre of the semicircle, and thus having respective

errors et'	 , the probability of a given set of measure-

ments m is

nic =	 p (e i)	 p (rn -	 = 7:1- 11- 2 "-• (ret -

for a semicircular distribution of radius /-,the limiting

error.	 But the position of C, which is the centre of the

semicircle and the true value of the measurement, is not

known, and SI will clearly change as c changes its position.

to find its most probable position we write TIVT:4-frti

maximum, or IL 71-1177-&nz-cAl = C).(Bernoulli was effectively
dc

here applying what we would now call the maximum likelihood

method.) Solving this equation for C gives the best value

to take as the true value, provided we accept that the most

probable value is the best one. 	 Bernoulli pointed out that

this value of C did not in general coincide with the arith-

metic mean of the observations.

In principle then, the method was simple enough, but

even Bernoulli admitted that the solution of the equation he
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had produced was extremely difficult. 	 He wrote of:

the awkward, not to say monstrous, form of our
fundamental equation

and there he was referring to its application to a set

of only three observations.	 Euler, who wrote a commentary

which immediately follows Bernoulli's paper in the St

Petersburg Acts, was quite downright about its inapplic-

ability:

This principle for only three observations led to an
equation of the fifth degree, whose root x LI.e.C..2 had
to be found; and anyone who wished to apply the principle
to four observations would arrive at an equation of the
seventh degree.	 It is thus abundantly evident that this
method cannot possibly be used where there are several
observations, and this is in fact candidly conceded by the
distinguished author, who presents the whole dissertation
as a purely metaphysical speculation. (36)

Bernoulli's equation was not only impractical; it also

lacked mathematical elegance.	 He could find no short cuts

to its solution.	 He said of his paper,

All this I should wish to have weighed in the balance
of metaphysics rather than mathematics.

This was despite the fact that the paper appeared in the

mathematical section of the journal. 	 The sum total of his

achievement was thus to have 'proved' that arithmetic means

were not necessarily the best to take, and to have usedias

Lambert had done already, the method of maximum likelihood.

I must pause here to explain that Bernoulli and Simpson

arrived at apparently contradictory results because they were

asking essentially different questions. 	 Given a theoretical

error distribution and known error bounds, Simpson set out
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to find what would be the most probable arithmetic mean

of the set of measurements he was about to take, and

found it to coincide with the true value, Bernoulli,

again assuming an error distribution and its bounds, asked

what would be the most probable true value for a quantity

given a set of measurements which were already taken.

Hence Simpson relied on the measurements following a likely

pattern, whereas Bernoulli could (he thought) deal with

less probable sets of observations. 	 However Simpson's

work was far superior to Bernoulli's as he realised a

necessity not only for finding a good mean value, but also

for assessing the probability that the true value lay within

a certain range of this mean value, i.e. of assessing the

reliability of the mean he had found.

However, despite these differences in detail, we have

seen that the outlook of the two workers was similar. An

additional point of similarity worth pointing out is that

Bernoulli also gave an analogy drawn from a dice-throwing

problem.	 I give this in detail, as it highlights the

difference between Bernoulli's method and Simpson's.

A pair of dice is thrown three times, each throw giving

a total of A, B and C points respectively. We do not know

A, B and C, but are told only that B-A = 1, and C-B = 2.

What are the most likely values for A, B and C? The possible

combinations giving the required conditions are:

2,3,5; 3,4,6; 4,5,7; 5,6,8; 6,7,9; 7,8,10; 8,9,11; 9,10,12;

with respective unnormalised probabilities:

8;	 30;	 72;	 100;	 120;	 90;	 40;	 12;
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Hence 6, 7, 9 are the most probable values for A, B and C.

The conditions B-A = 1, C-B = 2, are analogous to the

measurements taken, where the relative values of the

measurements are known, but their relationship to the

absolute value of, say, A, is not.	 The choice of the

combination 6, 7, 9; is analogous to the application of

the method of maximum likelihood.

The similarities between the work of Simpson, Lagrange

and Bernoulli are thus striking. 	 All were good mathe-

maticians, and Simpson and Bernoulli had shown great interest

in probability theory prior to their work on errors. All

three used analogies with more usual probability Problems.

They all, professed to be interested in the importance of

their work in practical astronomy, and yet each made very .

vague assumptions about the shape of the error distribution,

and produced unwieldy mathematical results scarcely

applicable in real situations.	 Although they were aware of

this latter shortcoming, they nevertheless considered it

worthwhile to publish their papers.	 However, if Jean

Bernoulli's description of Daniel Bernoulli's paper really

represents an early stage in its development, then it throws .

a different light upon it. 	 Jean Bernoulli began by des-

cribing Daniel's doubt about the validity of the arithmetic

mean, and his choice of the semicircular error distribution.

but the method he gave for dealing with this distribution

was not the same as that described in the 1778 paper.

Daniel's method in 1769 was, if we are to believe Jean,

to take the 'centre of gravity' of the measurements as the
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best value, assigning each measurement a weight corres-

ponding to its probability. 	 Hence

E
( rPtc 7 C.) p(olz) = 0

where the r are the measurements and C the best value.

He assumed in addition that the errors followed a semi-

circular distribution, so that equating the best value

with the true value

= p (e i) 11-1 — (me. —c)

(Bernoulli thus made no real distinction between 'error'

and 'residue')	 Combining these equations gives

E(nti	 (byte -	 = 0

C is the only unknown in the equation, and hence must be

varied until the equation is satisfied.	 Daniel used a

simple, but tedious, iterative procedure in order to obtain

a solution.

There is a clear fallacy underlying the method.	 In

this early work Bernoulli must have felt that by assigning

smaller weight to less probable observations, he was making

these 'unlucky' values carry less significance. 	 This he

saw as a modification of the usual mean-taking procedure.

But by this form of weighting he moved the centre of gravity,

and hence the 'best' value, away from these highly-deviant

observations, thus making the residues even greater in size,

and hence less probable still.	 Thus he obtained a highly

improbable set of 'errors', in contrast to his later method

of maximum likelihood. We can compare the two methods

mathematically: the 1769 method gave
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rn— C

whilst the 1778 method gave

ct TV" t2—	 -	 c ,t
cic

Clearly the two equations are by no means equivalent.

Laplace 

To the handfull of papers on mean values I have already

discussed must be added two early papers by Laplace,

(37)published in 1774 and 1781. 	 Laplace's later work on

the subject I shall discuss at length in a separate chapter,

and for the present I shall do nothing to put these early

papers into context with the rest of his work, except to

note that he had already,by 1774 shown an interest in

probability calculations, an interest that was to culminate

•later in his great Theorie Analytique des Probabilitgs, first

published in 1812.

The work on errors in the paper of 1774 apparently owed

nothing to previous studies. Laplace began with a discus-

sion of probability theory, and then continued,

On peut, au moyen de la thgorie precedente, parvenir
la solution du probleme qui consiste determiner le milieu
que l'on doit prendre entre plusieurs observations donnges
d'un mgme phgnomene.	 Ii y a deux ans que j'en donnai une
A l'Academie, A la suite du 'Memoire sur les series recurro-
r6currentes',( 38 ) imprime dans ce Volume; mais le peu
d'usage dont elle pouvait 8tre me la fit supprimer lors de
l'impression.	 J'ai appris depuis, par le Journal astronomique 
de M. Jean Bernoulli, ( - v) que MM. Daniel Bernoulli et
Lagrange se sont occupes du mgme Probleme dans deux Mgmoires
manuscrits (40) qui ne sont point venus 1. ma connaissance.
Cette annonce, jointe 	 l'utitlitg de la matiAre A reveille
mes ides sur cet objet; et, quoique je ne doute pointe
que ces deux illustres geometres ne l'aient traits beaucoup
plus heureusement que moi, je vais cependant exposer ici les
rgflexions qu'il m'a fait naTtre, persuade que les diffgrentes
manieres dont on peut l'envisager produiront une methode moms
hypothgtique et plus sur, pour dgterminer le milieu que l'on
dolt prendre entre plusieurs observations. (41)
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Hence Laplace, like his predecessors, stressed the

usefulness of the solution of the problem.	 Yet, like

them, he had difficulty arriving at a simple solution,

and his work appeared essentially to be an exercise in

mathematics rather than applicable in practical astronomy.

Let us look briefly at the detail of the problem, "To

determine the mean that must be taken between 3 observations

given by the same phenomenon." Laplace tackled the

problem from a very general point of view.	 He wrote:

Pour cela,on dolt observer qu'il est plus probable qu'
une observation donnee s'ecarte de la verite de 2 secondes
que de 3 secondes, de 3 secondes que de 4 secondes, etc;
mais la loi suivant laquelle cette vraisemblance diminue
mesure que l'observation s' gloigne de la veritg nous est
inconnue. (42)

Hence he was quite clear at the start that the law was

unknown.	 However, like his predecessors, he imposed

certain 'obvious' constraints upon it, which may be sum-

marised as follows; (I have altered Laplace's notation

for the sake of consistency)

(a) P(E ) = P(--€)

(b) p(E) -4 0 as E. -4 1 00

(c) jrp(E). de = 1

(c) is simply the normalising condition; (b), said Laplace,

was obvious because an infinite error could not have a

finite probability.	 However Laplace departed from his pre-

decessor's work in not insisting upon a finite error bound,

but allowing the probability to decrease asymptotically

towards zero at infinity.	 (Figure IV.4 illustrates the

general type of error distribution he considered.) 	 He

used the standard result that a set of errors, Ez, must

have probability EL = Tip(me-t) where the true value is
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taken as C.	 (Laplace in fact in this paper dealt

specifically throughout with the case of only three obser-

vations, i.e. fle x-- p (1,1 1 - c). p(mx- c).p(44.5-c) .	 I have

found it easier to give the expression in its more general

form to bring it into line with Bernoulli, Lagrange and

Simpson.	 Laplace was clearly aware of the possibility of

this extension.)	 Laplace now defined two possible best

means; first, the mean such that it is equally probable

that the true value lies before it or after it, which he

suggested be called the 'mean of probability', and second,

the mean such that the sum of all possible errors in the

mean, taken as positive, and multiplied by their respective

probabilities, is minimum.	 This latter could be called the

'mean of error', or the 'astronomical mean' as it is the one

"astronomers ought to prefer". 	 Laplace then showed that

the two definitions were equivalent. (43) The first was

useful because it meant that iffI c were plotted against C,

all that remained was to find the value of C which corres-
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ponded to an ordinate bisecting the area of the curve;

whereas the second was more realistic, as it meant that

the total chance of having made an error in the mean was

minimised.	 However in order to find the best value of C,

say co, it was still necessary to define the function

(6) .	 Laplace seems to have been determined to choose

p(e) rationally, instead of arbitrarily, and he reasoned

as follows (referring to Fig IV.4):

Ii est certain que, s'il n'y avait pas plus de raison
pour supposer le point P plus probable que le point P',
on devrait supposer p(e) constant, et la courbe ORM' serait
une ligne droite infiniement proche de l'axe KP.	 Mais
cette supposition doit 8tre rejetee, car, si l'on supvosait
exister un tres grand nombre d'observations du phenomene,
est 1 presumer qu'elles deviendraient d'autant plus rares
qu'elles s'eloigneraient de la verite; on sent facilement
d'ailleurs que cette diminution ne peut etre constante, et
qu'elle devient d'autant moindre que les observations
s'ecartent de la verite: ainsi, non seulement les ordonees
de la courbe RMM' mais encore les differences de ces
ordonees doivent aller en decroissant mesure qu'elles s'
eloignent du point V. . . . Or, comme nous n'avons,aucune
raison de supposer une autre loi aux ordonnees qu'a leurs
differences, il suit que nous devons, confoOenaux regles
des probabilitSes, supposer , le rapport de deuxtbbnecutives
et infiniment petites egal a celui des ordonnees corres-
pondantes. (44)

Thus it followed that the only possible simple form for the

function was

kexp(-ae) such that dP(e)	 - ka, exp (-ae)
de

where k,a are constants.	 After normalisation this gives

P(e) '6 A ex r) 1 cm 1

Laplace added in defence of this law,

On peut objecter contre cette loi qu'en supposant G
extremement grand, p60 ne serait pas nul, ce que repugne;
mais, a cela, je reponds que, bien que exp(-a6) ait une
valeur reelle, quel que soit e, c.ette valeur cependant ext
si petite lorsque e devient extilment grand, qu'elle peut
etre regardee comme nulle. (45)

Hence Laplace, too, thought that the error curve should, in
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reality, have a bound, but felt his approximation was

good enough.	 His choice of error function is uncon-

vincing, and in effect as arbitrary as those of Simpson,

Lagrange and Bernoulli.

He was still faced with the problem of determining

a value for a in his equation, and here too he gave what
can only be termed a quasi-rational explanation for his

choice.	 As he had no a priori reason for selecting a

particular value of 0, he assumed that all positive values

were equally probable (negative values being of course

impossible, giving p(E)-4oa QA E--)*00) and integrated

his expression over values of a from 0 to DO.	 This,

not surprisingly, resulted in a very complicated expression

for (lc'	 The calculated examples Laplace gave are un-

important, as they led to impossibly difficult results,

even for three observations, the only case he discussed.

When Laplace wrote his second paper on mean values he

had actually seen Lagrange's and Bernoulli's papers, and this,

he said, led him to reconsider the matter.	 His general

approach was the same as in his earlier paper.	 He again

set up an equation

nt = VPi. 6" I: -C)
The only difference at this stage was slightly greater

generality, for the observations were not considered to be

made by the same observer so that 176Ec) could be different

for each. (Hence I have represented it as pt:(0) He
defined the best value of C in the same way as before, such

that
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But pa10. was chosen by a different method, and took the
form

= 1 109 JS:
2.1< 1	 led

To obtain this equation Laplace made the same common-sense

or intuitive assumptions as before, except that this time

he included the assumption that the error function must

have a finite bound. 	 Hence the conditions to be imposed

were

(a) =	 €)

(b) p(e) decreases as IS' increases, until definite limits

are reached such that p(E)is zero.
the

f(c)	 p(E).cle= 1 (i.e. the normalisation condition)
...00

Subject to these constraints he considered any error function

to be a priori eal1y probable, whether analytic or not,
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simple or not, etc. Hence he tried to sum over all

possible error functions by setting up the following

model.

Solent 2a l'intervalle compris entre les deux limites
et x la distance du milieu de cet interyalle un point
quelconque pris de l'un ou de l'autre cote de ce milieu;
si l'on eleve a ce point une ordonee y, qui represente
la probabilite de x, on aura une courbe renfermee entre
les deux limites, et, la valeur de x devant necessairement
tomber dans , cet intervalle, la surface de cette courbe
sera gale a l'unite, en sorte que, depuis le milieu
jusqu'a l'une des limites, cette surface sera h; on peut
donc concevoir cette quantite 1/2 partagee dans un nombre
infini de parties gales distribuees au-dessus des
differents points de l'intervalle a; par la condition du
probleme, cette repartition doit gtre telle qu'il y alt
d'autant moms de ces parties au-dessus de chaque point
qu'il s'eloigne davantage du milieu; toutes les com-
binaisons dans lesquelles cela existe sont egalement
admissibles, et l'on aura l'ordonee moyenne qui en resulte .
pour l'abscisse x, en prenant la somme de toutes les
ordonnees y relatives A chaque combinaison et en la
divisant par le nombre de ces combinaisons. (46)

The analysis of the problem, which appeared earlier, in the

mathematical part of the paper, gave these mean Ordinates

as following a logarithmic functfon.(47)

However this error function gave Ska form that was

just as difficult to deal with in practise as it had been

previously.	 Laplace wrote,

Il ne rest plus ainsi, dans la recherche du resultat
moyen de plusieurs observations, que les difficultes
inevitable de l'Analyse; mais il faut convenir quvelles
rendent la methode precedente d'un tres difficile usage:
aussi mon objet en l'exposant, a ete plutOt de faire
connaitre tout ce que l'analyse des hasards peut donner de
lumieres sur sette matiere, que de presente aux obser-
vateurs une methode pratique et d'un usage commode; on
pourra, cependant, l'employer dans des occasions tres
delicate telles que celles du passage de Venus sur le
disque du Soleil, dans lesquelles il est necessaire
d'obtenir la plus grande precision.	 Le moyen le plus
simple pour cet objet est de carrer par parties la courbe
des probabilites et de determiner ainsi l'ordonnee qui
divise sa surface en deux parties egales. (48)
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The two methods of Laplace which I have discussed here

formed only a small part of the memoirs from which they

are drawn.	 The rest of the memoir in each case dealt

with problems of pure mathematics, and with probability

theory related to games of chance. 	 The methods of error

analysis Laplace developed never seem to have been used,

and did not appear in his Mecanique Celeste.	 His work

on error theory was limited entirely to his mathematical

memoirs and his Theorie Analytique des Probabi1it7es with

the exception of his discussion of Boscovich's method, and

of the minimax method, both of which were'ad hoc methods

relating to two parameter systems, and depended loosely,

if at all, on probability theory.

It must be noted that Laplace, like Bernoulli, made no.

attempt to estimate the probable error in the mean he

chose, and hence his work, like Bernoulli's, was of extremely
°

limited value.	 Laplace seems to have been little influenced

at this stage by Lagrange or Bernoulli except insofar as

they provided him with an incentive for publication. The

only change in his outlook in the later paper was that he

insisted on a finite error sound instead of on an error

function asymptotic with the axis at infinity. 	 It is pos-

sible, even, that in the case of Bernoulli, the influence

was in the opposite direction, for the published version

of Bernoulli's paper appeared after Laplace's first paper,

and his definition for the probability of a given set of

measurements could well have been drawn from Laplace's

work, as it did not appear in the earlier version as des-

cribed by Jean Bernoulli. (49)
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I think I have described the work of . Simpson, Lagrange,

Daniel Bernoulli and Laplace in sufficient detail to

illustrate how far it was divorced from physics and

astronomy, and how strongly it was allied to contemporary

probability theory. Not only were the mathematical

results these men produced extremely complicated, but

any interest in the philosophical implications of their

work was entirely lacking. 	 The results they obtained are

important historically as the first steps towards a viable

error theory, and important mathematically for the interest-

ing methods used.	 But to experimental oi observational

science at the time they were ox no value whatever, either

in the eyes of contemporary workers or viewed with the

hindsight of the historian.

However, one man, Johann Heinrich Lambert, was develop-

ing during this period an entirely different approach to

error theory.	 In a work that went almost entirely

unnoticed he did all those things that we find notable by

their absence in the work of his contemporaries.	 He

discussed the nature and cause of errors; he attempted an

empirical determination of the shape of the error curve;

he developed ad hoc methods for assessing the reliability

of measurements of individual quantities, and stressed

the importance of such assessments; he discussed the rOle

of errors in the larger context of scientific method and

induction.	 For his pains he deserves a chapter to himself.
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CHAPTER V

JOHANN HEINRICH LAMBERT

(1)J.H. Lambert,	 whose father, a Frenchman, was

forced to flee France at the revocation of the Edict

of Nantes, was born in 1728 at Mulhouse, which was then

part of Switzerland.	 He spent his early adult years

as a tutor at Chur, but his most important work was done

later when he was living in various parts of Germany;
-

Augsburg, Munich, Leipzig And finally Berlin, where he

died in 1777.	 For the last twelve years of his life he

was a active member of the Berlin Royal Academy. As a

result of this cosmopolitan existence, France, Switzerland

and Germany all like to lay claim to Lambert as one of

their more iflustrious countrymen.

Lambert wrote extensively and well on a wide range of

subjects in the fields of philosophy, experimental physics,

astronomy and mathematics. (2) Although he is not

remembered as a really outstanding scientist or philosopher,

he made one or two lasting contributions and his work was

always of a reasonably high calibre. 	 In philosophy his

most important publications were Neues Organon (1764) and

Architectonik (1771), and his philosophical ideas bore

some similarity to those of Kant, with whom he corresponded

in the period 1765-1770, and on whom, according to some

(3)historians of philosophy, he had a significant influence.

In experimental physics he was particularly interested in

the study of light, and his Photometria sive gradibus colorum
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et umbrae (1760) was especially noteworthy. (I shall

refer to this below as Photometria) 	 Papers on numerous

other aspects of experimental physics appeared in the

Acta Helvetica between 1755 and 1760, in the Acta

Eruditorum of Leipzig between 1763 and 1769, and in the

Memoires of the Berlin Royal Academy between 1767 and 1786,

some of the latter being published posthumously.	 I have

already discussed in detail his work on magnetism in

Chapter III.	 In addition he wrote on friction, on surface

tension, on fluid flow, on pyrometry, and, in short, on

almost every aspect of experimental physics which was of

contemporary interest.	 It has been suggested that his

best work in astronomy was carried out as a result of the

inspiration provided by the comets of 1744, 1759 and 1769,

for it was in short periods following these dates that

astronomy became his chief interest. (4) His method for

determining cometary orbits, published in 1761, proved,

and still proves, useful.	 Also important was his more

speculative work, Cosmologische Briefe fiber die Einrichtung 

des Weltbaues (1761), presented as a fictitious correspon-

dence between two astronomers. 	 He produced papers on pure

and applied mathematics throughout his working life, and,

in addition to memoirs published in the journals, there

appeared a three-volume work, Beytrage zum Gebrauche der 

Mathematik und deren Andwendung (1765-72) which contained

some of his best mathematical studies. (I refer to these

'below as Beytrage.)

Lambert's Methodology 

Discussions of accuracy, of errors, and of the matching

of theory to data appear in Lambert's philosophical work,
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in his experimental and observational treatises, and in

his papers on applied mathematics. "It is this apparent

realisation of the universal relevance of errors and of

their analysis that I find so interesting, but at the

same time it makes it difficult to assemble a coherent

account of Lambert's views on errors from the varied

writings in which they appear. 	 0.B. Sheynin has made an

(5)initial attempt to do this,	 but very much from the point

of view of the historian of statistics, so that whilst

his commentary on Lambert's work provides a useful and
-

interesting analysis of his theory of errors in terms of

its mathematical content, it does little to put it in

context with Lambert's views on scientific method, which

is one of the main aims of the present discussion.

As I have pointed out in my introduction to this

thesis, when I originally embarked upon a study of early
•

data analysis I expected that I might find eighteenth

century scientists developing and using error theory for

any of three distinct reasons.	 Two of these - the in-

trinsic mathematical interest arising from a probabilistic

interpretation of experimental errors, and the necessity

for using error methods to solve certain types of experi-

mental and observational problems - I have already dealt

with.	 I have indicated the way in which these two

approaches to error theory developed more or less in

parallel but virtually independently, the formal,

probabilistic methods remaining inapplicable to real

measurements, and the methods actually developed remaining

extremely ad hoc, based on very little scientific or
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mathematical argument.	 The third reason, that some sort

of general discussion of errors should be essential to

any methodological analysis of the Newtonian experimental

method, apparently played no role in eighteenth century

science.	 It soon became clear to me that, amongst

• early Newtonian physicists, overtdiscussion of this method

was very limited, and that quantitative experimental

scientists copied Newton's actual techniques with all their

attendant undercurrents and hidden assumptions, rather

than his methodology, which in any case Newton himself did

not discuss explicitly at any great length.	 The one

aspect of his methodology which they did choose to

emphasise was the 'hypothesTs non fingo', which came to be le

interpreted much more strictly than in Newton's own work,

as a demand for pure inactivism, a requirement which was

to remain the ideal of the philosopher rather than the

practice of the scientist.

I do not want to imply that there was no philosophical

discussion of the Newtonian method. 	 I think it is possible

to distinguish quite clearly here between methodology and

philosophy.	 The controversy between Leibniz and Clarke

echoed down the century, but the discussions were of the

larger issues raised by the Newtonian method - of the

validity of induction, of the reality of sense experience,

of the role of a priori reasoning.	 There was no interest

shown in the more detailed, internal issues (which I call

methodological) of scientific method - of how it was to be

applied in practice, of how inductions were to be made, or

deductions adequately tested. 	 It may be that for the
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Newtonians themselves to have brought up . the problem

of experimental errors would have been detrimental to

their cause, as it would have pointed to a flaw in the

assumption of the infallibility and universal power of

observational data. 	 The Leibnizians, on the other hand,

assumed that sense experience could be completely mis-

leading, and could act only as an a posteriori confir-

mation of theory, not as an a posteriori test, so that

errors became irrelevant in their work. 	 •

It is perhaps not surprising that the first attempts

to reconcile the Newtonian and Leibnizian approaches to

science occurred in Germany in the 1750's. 	 By this date

the very efficacy of the Newtonian method as practised

had made it acceptable to scientists throughout Europe,

but it was natural that in Germany there should remain a

national affection for the rationalist school of thought,

which had been developed so strongly there, by Wolff and

others.	 It was Lambert, Kant and other professed Newtonians,

who first tried to give a priori reasoning a respectable

role in empirical science, by allowing the construction of

hypotheses, but insisting that these should be submitted

to the ultimate test of experience, even while admitting

that experience itself had limitations and was liable to

error. (6) At first sight it might appear that this closer

explicit philosophical relating of theoretical construct to

experimental data might have resulted in some sort of theory

of error analysis to allow the goodness of fit of theory

and data to be assessed. 	 The problem we must set ourselves

to answer is whether Lambert, who certainly did develop
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methods of error treatment, did so because he saw a

philosophical necessity for creating such methods, or

whether his reasons were more mundane, just as those of

his near-contemporaries had been.

Let us turn to Lambert's most important philosophical

work, Neues Organon, to see what clues we can glean about

the genesis of his theory of errors. The first relevant

passages are those in Chapters 8 and 9 of part I of the

work, 'Dianoiologie', where he discussed the nature of

experience and of scientific knowledge and inference. He

wrote,

It is well_to distinguish such inferences from the
experiences, L Erfahrungen 7 partly because it is not
really so rarely that false inferences are made, and also
partly because the experiences themselves give us only
appearances instead of the truth . . . 	 Therefore, just
as various questions are answered first of all by
experience, before we make inferences from them, so it is
clear that if we reverse the order, and first make the
inferences, we can easily make mistakes. 	 It is still
worse if we mix the inferences with the experiences, and
give as perceived, that which we have only inferred.
These errors we call fraudulent errors, vitium-subreptionis,
and much care is required to avoid them.

(7)

and further that,

Most people become accustomed, and remain accustomed,
to making the individual stand for the whole, and it follows
that if they have only fragments or individual pieces Lof
information/ they supply the rest from their own ideas in
order to complete it. (8)

He gave as an example the generalisation of Snell's law

from a few individual measureMents of angles of incidence

and refraction.	 There is an essential difference here

between Newton's work and that of Lambert. For Newton and

his early successors, the mathematical description of a

phenomenon was not considered as a theoretical inference
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from the experimental data, but as standin g in place of

the data.	 Lambert made it clear that mathematical

description and the data themselves were quite distinct.

He pointed out,

Further we must note that, as real measurements can-
not be made to a geometrical precision, so also such Taws
should not be taken to be more correct than the measure-
ment is accurate, and hence, if the law is not proved on
general principles, small anomalies could occur. (9)

Lambert did not explain here how the "correctness" of a
•

law could be assessed from the accuracy of the measurements.

.. —
In the last part of Neues Organon, the 'Phanomenologie',

Lambert discussed the sense organs at length, (10)and

pointed out that we cannot measure quantitatively degrees 

of sensation, but can only tell accurately when two

sensations are equal.	 Hence we have to introduce external

and to some extent arbitrary, scales of brightness, loud-

ness, etc.	 He made no mention here of how the sensitivity

of the senses could be assessed.

When we consider that the Neues Organon comprised two

large volumes, and that, at the time it was published,

Lambert had already finished working on, and to some extent

published, his methods of error analysis, it becomes clear

that error discussions are sadly lacking in his philosophical

writing.	 The bare bones are there, the awareness of the

difficulty of linking data and theory, but the methodological

flesh and blood are missing.	 The passages I have quoted

would have formed an excellent introduction to a discussion

of errors, but Lambert did not apparently consider it

relevant even to refer in the Neues Organon to his Photometria
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published five years earlier, and full of just such

discussion.

Before we leave Lambert's explicitly philosophical woilc,

two more points are worth noting. 	 First, there is no

chronological reason to suppose that Lambert's experi-

mental method was developed in detail as a result of

his finished philosophy of science.	 He developed his

philosophy and carried out his experimental researches

concurrently.	 He explained in a letter how his tutoring

job at Chur gave him an early opportunity to study the

works of Wolff, Locke and others, (11) but even before this

he had become interested in observational astronomy, (12)

)and by 1751 he was also carrying out physical experiments.(13

Throughout his life he seemed able to maintain simultaneously

an active interest in all the fields of learning which

appealed to him.	 Second, whilst clearly Lambert was not

alone in the general philosophical viewpoint he took, only

he amongst philosophers developed a theory of errors, and

this theory was not immediately acclaimed by his contem-

poraries as a methodological triumph and a necessary part

of the experimental philosophy; indeed very little notice

was taken of it, although his Photometria was widely read.

In seems almost certain, for the reasons I have given

above, that we should rule out Lambert's philosophy of

science as the direct cause of the development of his error

theory.	 A quick preliminary glance at the contexts in

which the details of Lambert's error theory occur supports

this view.	 Two of the major sources are, first, the

Photometria, where the subject matter itself was, as I shall
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shortly show, a natural breeding-ground for error theory,

and second,'Anmerkungen und Zusatze zur practischen

'	 )Geometrie (14,	 (referred to below as 'Zur practischen

Geometrie'), a paper on triangulation, cartography, and .

the measurement of the earth's shape, problems that I

have already shown to necessitate some sort of error

discussion for their solution. 	 The third major source,

a paper entitled iTheorie der Zuverlassigkeit der Beobach-

tungen und Versuche 1,(15) (referred to below as 'Theorie

der Zuverlassigkeit') was not linked to any specific area

of research, but the examples he cited there again related

to problems of the same nature where no obvious substitute

for error analysis existed.	 Nevertheless, Lambert's

philosophical outlook Must have made the theory of errors

a naturally-acceptable part of his metnodology, even if

it failed to make it an all-important part of it.

The essence of Lambert's Newtonianism is summed up in

fel.>a sentenceswhich formed part of a discourse on scientific

method, which he read in 1765.

Le calcul y fournit la precision et l'universalite.
L'experience verifie l'une et l'autre, et decouvre chaque
circonstance omise, ou faussement admise. 	 En negligeant.,.
le calcul, et la theorie qui lui sert de base, on fait les
experiences sans choix et sans dessein. 	 En negligeant
les experiences, on courte risque de donner dans la chimere,
et de produire des calculs applicables a tout autre Monde,
qu'a celui ou nous sommes. (16)

His aim was to express Nature in terms of mathematical

relationships between observed quantities, as to him

physical, descriptive theories were meaningless.	 We are

provided with an example of his thinking in this respect

in a discussion of some experimental work on magnetic
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fields where he gave the following apology for his use of

the term "magnetic fluid" in describing the curves of

magnetic force.

Or, quand meme on n'admettroit pas un semblable
fluide magnetique, qui par sa circulation entraine, pour
ainsi dire, l'axe d'une aiguille aimantee le long de son
courant, on pourra neanmoins admettre de semblables -
courbes.	 Car, outre qu'il ne se fait point de saut dans
la nature, les observations faites en differens endroits
font voir,que les positions de l'aiguille aimantee varient
d'un endroit a l'autre d'une facon assez uniforme, &
suivant ce que demandent les loix de la continuite. . .
Je pourrais ajouter: in verbis simus faciles. 	 En effet
ce n'est pas le nom qui fait ici la difficult. Quelque
nom qu'on donne a ces courbes, ii ne nous en fait pas
connoitre la nature & l'equation. (17)

His discussions at the very beginning of the Photometria 

showed even more clearly his rejection of physical theory

of this sort.	 He compared the wave and corpuscular

theories of light, and noted that, as neither was proven,

he would rely upon neither in his work.	 He clearly

regretted that there was no definite theory, but his regret

was tempered by the feeling that it was not, in any case,

this type of description that was valid. 	 He wrote,

These defects from which the physical theory of light
suffers, are certainly sufficiently significant to affect
the study of photometry.	 They are, however, if we examine
them closely, of very little importance in this context.
For photometry does not deal with the nature of light,
which is hidden from perception, but measures those
quantities, such as brightness and other effects, which
impinge continuously upon our senses. 	 But it has been
known a long time, and is clearly proven by the example of
gravity, that the mathematical knowledge of objects and
events depends only to a very limited extent on the physical
nature of light. (18)

Lambert was unusual at the time in his complete denial of

the possibility of meaningful verbal description of the

unobservable structure of nature. 	 Euler, writing to

Lambert to thank him for the present of a copy of the
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Photometria was surprised, almost shocked,at Lambert's

impartiality.	 But he added,

• . . mais j'en bientot devin4 la raison, qui est sanq
doute, que Vous ne voulies pas choquer les Anglais.

But Lambert replied somewhat cautiously,

Ii est vrai que j'ai tach4 d'y affecter une espece
d'impartialit4 . . • et si quelque part je me suis servi
des termes Newtoniens c'4toit a peu pres comme dans
l'Astronomie spherique on se sert dt systeme Ptolom4. (19)

Lambert thus implied that a physical model could provide

a useful means of describing a phenomenon 'but notan adequate

or valid theory explaining it. 	 Lambert was true to his

promise, and in subsequent sections of the Photometria we

find no dependence upon either wave or particle hypothesis,

in sharp contrast to Euler's own paper on photometry,

which Lambert knew and admired.

To attempt to interpret Nature mathematically was to

run the risk of making certain naively-interpreted, and

sometimes unconscious assumptions about the mathematical

laws to be expected. Lambert in general made the assump-

tions of simplicity, continuity and reproducibility of the

laws of Nature.	 The latter two were effectively less

significant than the first.	 This is because the assump-

tions of continuity and reproducibility (both of which

Lambert accepted . explicitly as a result of philosophical

argument), were, in terms of the type of research being

undertaken at the time perfectly valid, and hence placed

no effective limitation on the type of scientific law

Lambert expected to find.	 (Neither modern discussions about
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contemporary arguments of philosophers, are relevant in

the present context.) 	 The assumption of simplicity,

however, could have a tramelling effect, as I have

already shown in Chapter I, with specific reference to

Lambert's work on magnetism. 	 The same can also be seen

in many of his other experimental papers. (20) Also, as

I have already explained, such an assumption made a theory

of errors, at least at any but an extremely crude level,

superfluous.	 Lambert's failure to recognise the

effective bias that his underlying assumptions imposed

on his work again emphasises the essential weakness of the

link between his philosophy of science and his actual

method.	 At the same time, whilst Lambert clearly did

not see error theory as a necessary adjunct, in a philo-

sophical sense, to quantitative research, there can be

little doubt that, had he placed less emphasis on the

primacy of mathematical laws, he would have been less

inclined to bother with error theory, which essentially

deals with the mathematical relationship between theory

and data.

I shall now look at Lambert's discussions of method in

the Photometria, partly in order to clarify and illustrate

what I have just said above, and partly to give the context

of his error analysis which I shall describe in detail

later.

Optics was among Lambert's earliest interests. According

to his journal, he carried out experiments on reflection

J- 1^7re 1.. -
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(1)atmospheric refraction. 2	In 1757 he.began work on

photometry, (22) and, so he said, developed some sort of

scale of light intensity.	 Then in 1758 (23) he bought

a copy of Bouguer's Essai d'Optique sur la Gradation de 

la Lumiere, (24) which had been published in 1729, and was

the first worthwhile treatise on photometric measurement.

This may have inspired Lambert to further efforts, for his

own Photometria appeared in 1760, in the same year that a

second, posthumous, and much enlarged version of Bouguer's

Essai was published, as Traits d'Optique sur la Gradation 

de la Lumiere.	 It is important to note that Lambert had

not seen this later version of Bouguer's work before

publishing his own.	 He stated in his Photometria that he •

knew of.the new edition, and was aware that it contained

additional material, but that he had not himself yet read

(25)it.

Lambert acknowledged his debt to other sources, amongst

them Robert Smith's A Compleat System of Opticks (1738)

and the paper by Euler (1752), as well as to Bouguer's

)Essai, (26 but I emphasise Bouguer's work here because I

think it is a similarity of Lambert's work not to the Essai,

which he had seen, but with the work in the Traite, which

he had not seen, which is significant.

A brief review of the contents of Lambert's Photometria 

will be helpful.	 He began by discussing the rival theories

of light and the minor r8le these would play in his own

discussions (see above).	 He then emphasised the difficul-

ties of defining and measuring the degree of brightness,

and in the first part of his book entered into a lengthy
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comparison of the nature of three of our.senses, touch,

sight and hearing, with regard to the possibility of

using them to make quantitative measurements.	 He con-

cluded that, as with temperature and loudness, an external,

objective scale has to be set up in order to measure

brightness quantitatively.	 He then looked at three

qualitative, observational statements about light intensity

that can be made purely on the basis of the eye's

intuitive judgement;

(a) That two or more candles provide greater illumination

than one.

(b) That the nearer an object is moved to the eye the

brighter it appears.

(c) That light incident obliquely illuminates an object

less the more oblique it is.

He then transformed these statements into three independent

quantitative laws;

(a) Intensity is proportional to the number of candles.

(b) Intensity is inversely proportional to the squares of

the distance from the source.

(c) Intensity varies as the cosine of the angle of incidence

of light upon the object viewed. (27) (This is now known

as Lambert's cosine law)

Lambert emphasised that these three laws were, in terms of

experiment, somewhat tautologous, in that we still have no

quantitative scale of intensity, so that one of the three

rules has to be assumed as a definition of such a scale in

order to prove the other two experimentally. 	 He showed

also how, given one of the laws, the other two could be

derived "logically". 	 There is a fallacy in his argument

here, as he made the assumption that "Brightness" could
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be considered as an (undefined) quantity.spreading out

radially from a point source, and hence obeying an inverse

square law.	 He was apparently unaware of the arbit-

rariness of the assumption, which to him seemed extremely.

general, and non-physical.	 But in any case he insisted

that an experimental verification of the laws (that is,

of two of the laws, taking the third as defining bright-

ness) was essential, and suggested briefly here how this

might be carried out, deferring detailed discussion until

later.

On the basis of these three laws and the definition

they implied, Lambert in his next chapter derived the

various mathematical results which he was to use in the

analysis of his experimental work on orher photometric

phenomena.	 Then in the third chapter he described in

detail the experiments he used for confirming each of the

laws, assuming one of the others as definition. 	 The

difficulties he encountered in trying to verify the cosine

rule led him at the end of the chapter to a consideration

of errors, and this is the most important part of the work

as far as the present discussion is concerned. 	 The

remainder of the book dealt with the analysis, based on

experiment, sometimes with the application of error methods,

of various other photometric phenomena; the reflection of

light, subjective brightness, transmission and reflection

coefficients, attenuation and dispersion in transparent

media, the illumination of the planets, the brightness of

the stars, and the intensity of colours. 	 It would be

difficult to ignore the essentially Principia-like lay-out

of the book; it begins with definitions, proceeds to the
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theoretical consequences of these definitions, then to

experimental verifications and to the discussion of

related phenomena. 	 The only difference is in the status

of the definitions or laws in the two works, and Lambert

was well aware of this.

Let us turn now briefly to Bouguer's work.	 Middleton,

emphasising the excellence of the Traits, has written of

Bouguer,

He never tried to set up purely theoretical structures
that were not based on any experimental data.

and of Lambert,

His instinct was to develop theory as far as possible,
often on the basis of very little experiment. (30)

I think this is a little unfair on Lambert. There is, of

course, no doubt that Bouguer was the more inspired experi-

menter of the two, and that he must be acknowledged as the

originator of many results that Lambert merely copied from

him.	 Lambert also certainly did discuss the theoretical

aspects of the subject very extensively, but not, I think,

at the expense of experiment, which for him, as for Bouguer,

was absolutely central.	 Characteristically, Lambert's

theoretical discussions were purely mathematical, and implied

no hypothetical physical model. 	 In addition they were

firmly based on definitions the status of which, as I have

said, had been carefully explained from the very first.

Bouguer, on the other hand, was vague about his definitions

of intensity, and in places relied on the construction of

a physical model in order to predict his experimental

results.	 Unconsciously, like so many of his contemporaries
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he also relied upon an assumed simplicity in the laws of

nature.

Now the startling similarity between Bouguer's Traits 

and Lambert's Photometria lies in the discussion of errors

which they both contain. 	 Bouguer's discussion did not

appear in the earlier Essai, so that the two men developed

this aspect of their work independently. 	 Bouguer is far

briefer than Lambert, and certainly he attempted none of

the generalisations that Lambert was to give. 	 Neverthe-

less the passage with which we are concerned, which appeared

near the beginning of Bouguer's book, is worth quoting.

He wrote,

We shall put at the head of all our observations those
which have taught us how much intensity a light must have
so that its presence may render the effect of another, much
more feeble light absolutely invisible.	 All our organs,
the most delicate as well as the coarsest, are subject to
very similar limitations.	 In the same way that a loud
noise prevents us hearing another feebler one, we do not
see, in the presence of a strong light, another of which the
intensity is much less, if the two strike our retina at the
same place. (31)

Bouguer then described an experiment to show how the intensity

of one light could be added to by another without the eye

perceiving this addition.	 The apparatus he used is illus-

trated diagrammatically in Figure V.1. 	 C, was moved

further back from the small black screen, until the shadow

cast by the screen was no longer perceptible. 	 Bouguer's

results led him to conclude that the observer can,

• judge of the precision he can hope for in his obser-
vations.	 I do not fear an error of more than a sixtieth
part in any comparison of light, and another person will
perhaps obtain an eightieth part. 	 But we must not believe
that all experiments will be a successful as this . . .
Not only must we always realize the great difference bet-
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ween very simple experiments and those which being com-
plicated, demand several separate and successive com-
parisons, but in order to obtain a certain precision it
may be necessary to arrange things so as to have only one
observation to make, and thus to be willing to sacrifice
much time and sometimes to incur quite considerable •
expense. We should without doubt try to obtain the pre-
cision referred to above.	 It is good to have this
always in view, but it will be very rarely obtained. (32)

In this paragraph we find an attempt to assess limits of

accuracy, a mention of the problem of the propagation of

errors, and a hint at the importance of errors in experi-

ment design; all matters which were to be discussed more

fully by Lambert.	 Bouguer, however, made little use of

his error assessment in the rest of his treatise, and

indeed in places failed to apply it where it would have

been significant.

Fi5w-re_ V 1

(Adapted from 13005u.ers d,;a3-raw)

It is worthwhile to note that Bouguer, in 1757, read

()a paper to the Paris Academy of Sciences, 33 where he

described briefly the extensions he was intending to make
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to his Essai.	 Here he again emphasised the difficulty

of photometric measurement and discussed at length

possible methods of intensity assessment.	 He suggested

one way of assessing the point of equal brightness:

Tout ce qui j'ai pa faire dans ce cas, qui n'est que
trop fr6quent, c'a ete d'observer les deux points oil elles
commencent a paroftre altnivement plus vives et plus
foibles, et de prendre une espece de milieu. (34)

He also assessed the maximum perceptible intensity

difference to be a sixtieth of the ambient brightness.

It is possible that Lambert read or heard a report of this

paper, although it remained unpublished until 1762, and

Lambert visited Paris only once (in 1758). But if so,

Lambert took little notice of the details of Bouguer's

paper.	 Whatever the case, it does serve to show that

accuracy was a natural concern in photometric measurement,

as the doubtfulness of measurement is immediately evident

to the observer, who is trying to make a decision about

where the point of equal brightness really is.

To return to Lambert, his attempts at error analysis

were,as I have said, far more general than those of Bouguer,

and yet still arose out of a specific experimental problem,

that of checking the cosine rule he had suggested.	 However,

Lambert's method of error assessment was quite different

from Bouguer's, and experimentally far inferior.	 He placed

a candle, L, in front of a white screen, BAC, (See Fig V.2)

and, standing in the shaded area behind screen D, judged

at what point B the change in intensity became perceptible

as the eye scanned the screen from A towards B.	 He showed

that the eye's sensitivity to brightness varied with the
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distance of the candle from the screen, i.e. with overall

brightness, so that under some conditions errors of as

much as one tenth of the total brightness could be made.

By repeated measurements he tried to show what law this

variation in sensitivity with brightness followed, but

more important than his experimental method and its

results were the general conclusions that he immediately

drew.

LI7 If the experiments are undertaken with the aim of 
proving some law deduced either from principles or from
other experiments . . . it suffices to have shown as far 
as possible in this case that the deviation of the experi-
mental results from the law does not exceed the uncertainty 
of the eye's evidence, and further, that such deviation 
lies within the limits between which the judgement of the 
eye varies.

In other words if the aim is to check an existing theory,

absence of contradiction is all that is required, rather

than positive, extremely accurate confirmation.

LT/ If the same experiment is repeated many times under 
varying conditions, and the error becomes greater or less
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in proportion to the conditions, then either we must 
doubt the truth of the law and its universality, or else 
we shall have to suspect that some special law exists 
which depends on those conditions.

Again, we may paraphrase this simply.	 If the errors

are systematic, we must suspect a non-random cause.

L7 If, when the experiment is repeated, the aber-
rations from the law which we have set out to establish
are indifferently now positive, now negative, and con-
tained between the prescribed limits, we may no longer 
doubt the truth of the law and its universality.

LT? But finally, if we detect that the positive errors 
are notably greater or less than the negative ones, either
it will have to be stated that the law that had to be 
assumed differs in some detail from the truth, or the 
anomalies themselves will have to be attributed to a 
failure in the instruments. (35)

Let me stop here for the moment in my discussion of

the Photometria.	 Lambert went on fro-1 this point to

discuss arithmetic means and their reliability, using

methods which I shall detail below, but what I have des-

cribed so far gives the outline of a general method of

theory matching.	 It may seem very much an intuitive,

common-sense guide, but it is remarkable that this is the

first time such a guide was explicitly given. 	 It fits

in very well with Lambert's philosophical attitude towards

the r8le of hypothesis in experimental science which I

have discussed above.	 The puzzling thing is that Lambert

should have given this guide in such a limited context.
-Ger

Here were a set of excellent rules c4 relating theory to

data, and yet nowhere else in his work did Lambert repeat

them, either in his philosophical work, or in what would

probably have been their most natural setting, the'Theorie

der Zuverlassigkeit'.
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I should like now to turn to Lambert's two papers,

'Theorie der Zuverlassigkeit' and 'Zur practischen

Geometrie', to look at any general statements about

theory testing and errors that he made there.	 The 'Zur

practischen Geometrie' was largely a discussion of

triangulation and map-making, problems of great contem-

porary interest, as we have already seen in Chapter II.

The first part of the paper involved the explanation of

the simple calculation methods. used in triangulation,

the instruments required, and so on. 	 As Lambert pro-

ceeded to increasingly prepise methods of measurement, a

discussion of errors became almost inevitable.	 He gave

a classification of different types of error, and then,

limiting himself to non-systematic errors, discussed

their propagation through extensive calculations. Finally,

he tried to find experimentally the shape of the error

distribution in an angle measurement. 	 The 'Theorie der

Zuverlassigkeit' is, for me, the more interesting of the

two papers, as it was entirely devoted to a discussion of

• errors.	 Lambert began by considering the simple case of

arithmetic means and their reliability. 	 Then he extended

this to the case of a two-parameter system, and emphasised
way

that the onlykfo proceed a posteriori in this case was to

draw a graph representing the relationship of the two

variables and join the plotted points freehand.	 Then he

proceeded methodically to the case where we know (or assume)

a priori the form of the relationship between the two

variables, but not the exact values of the parameters,

which are to be found by experiment. He dealt first with

the special case where the relationship may be represented

by a straight line graph, and then went on to more complex
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situations, always referring the methods he described to

practical examples.

As I have said, I shall deal in detail with his

methods of error analysis later, but first I wish to

indicate his more general views on why he thought such

analysis was important.	 In the preface to the Beytrage,

which contained the two papers, Lambert stressed the

distinction between observational data and the mathematical

laws used to describe them, just as he had done in the

Neues Organon.	 He wrote,

I note that practical geometry Li'urveying7 is applied
in the real world, where everything is determined from
individual measurements, and where Nature herself supplies
the data from which we must completely abstract theoretical
geometry, since this has no place in Nature, but is quite
separate, and created as an ideal art. 	 The problem is	 •
thus to collect, to enumerate, and to use in a detailed
examination which Practical Geometry can give, such data
as is found already in reality and nature. 	 •(36)

But this was the extent of his philosophical comment, and

' from this point onwards he took an extremely practical

point of view.	 He emphasised that the degree of accuracy

of the observations and the precision of the method used

for carrying errors through the calculations, should be

consonant with the degree of accuracy required in the final

result; that is, with the aim of the investigation.	 He

enlarged on this in the 'Practischen Geometrie'itself,

pointing out that increased accuracy always meant increased

expenditure of time and money.	 He classified the possible

sources of error, distinguishing very clearly between those

arising from approximation in deduction from the theory,

which could be eliminated by more careful or more complex
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calculation, and those arising from poor instrumentation

or the insensitivity of the eye. 	 In the 'Theorie der

Zuverl gssigkeit' itself he again pointed out that a

method of the required precision could be selected by 	 .

estimating the degrees of reliability of all the possible

methods.	 The degree of reliability was calculated as the

maximum error which could occur.

One of the most interesting, and perhaps revealing

passages in the'Theorie der Zuverl gssigkeit' is that in

which Lambert discussed the fitting of a freehand curve

to a set of points when nothing concerning the law relating

them was known.	 The passage reflects not only his under-

lying belief in simplicity, but also the necessity for

such a belief in a commonsense, siriple, empirical approach

to this type of problem.	 Practical applicability again

seems to have been his chief guide, rather than philosophical

validity.	 He wrote,

We have stated that in those cases where the equation
for MKH LSee Fig V.3/ is not known, the line should be
drawn freehand, so that it goes through the middle, in
between the inaccurately determined points A,b,c,etc. and
as far as possible remains uniform. 	 It is not that we
lack a method for drawing a curved line through any number
of points of which the positions are known.	 Newton gave
a method of this type, where the problem is to find ordinates
for abscissa which fall in between the given points.	 There
is no doubt that this method is useful when the points A,b,
c,d,etc. are accurately known.	 We can take an equation
which has as many terms and coefficients as there are points
given, and from the points determine all the coefficients.
But, as we soon find during the construction, the points
A,b,c,d,etc. are never as accurately determined as this, so
that undoubtedly such a line would always show the small
deviations of the observations, and would for this reason
be inaccurate.	 It is thus very much better to take an
equation with fewer terms and coefficients, and_to proceed
as we described above Li.e. by freehand drawin2/.	 In this
way the curved lines found are not only themselves simpler,
but also come nearer the true mean of the observation.

(37)
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I think Lambert might have found it hard to justify these

statements in the light of his explicit philosophical

position.

Let me give one further example of the sort of

application Lambert foresaw for his methods in 'Theorie der

Zuverlassigkeit'. 	 He discussed the discovery of a new

inequality in the precession of the equinoxes and solstices.

He revealed this inequality by showing that, according to

his method of reliability assessment, themeasured values

of the precession were accurate to aboutt5", but that the

irregularity in the precession was more than two minutes.

About half of this was accounted for by known inequalities,

but the remaining minute could be explained only by assuming

another, as yet unknown, inequality. (38)
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This latter method of data analysis that Lambert

suggested seems consonant with his philosophy of science,

but its juxtaposition with methods that appear to contra-

dict that philosophy, and his failure to use the methods

he developed consistently throughout his experimental

work, again reinforce the feeling that, like Bouguer,

Boscovich, Euler and Mayer, he developed error theory

for practical rather than philosophical reasons.	 We

may perhaps allow that Lambert's philosophical interests

led him to generalise his methods a little more than did

his predecessors.

I shall now look at Lambert's methods of error analysis

in detail.

Errors in measuring a single quantity

(a) Error distributions and the Arithmetic mean 

Unlike the other eighteenth century scientists who

approached error theory from the point of view of practical

problem-solving, Lambert dealt at length with errors in

the observation of single quantities. 	 It is this aspect

of his work that I would like to deal with first, par-

ticularly as it may be compared with the purely mathematical

studies of the arithmetic mean by other workers.

In my discussion of Lambert's methodology I had reached

the point in his Photometria where, in the context of the

specific problem of brightness measurement, he had stressed

the importance of the careful matching of theory and data,

and given very general criteria on which to base such
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comparisons.	 These criteria made necessary the examination

of errors and their reliability, and Lambert now proceeded

to develop definite mathematical tools for carrying out

these procedures.	 He emphasised that the work he was

doing was applicable in particular to the study of photo-

metry.	 He wrote,

The examination of the aberrations themselves is of
greater importance when the problem is the special one of
determining the brightness of an object, or its reflecting
strength. . . For these quantities are too individual
and idiosyncratic to be subject to universal laws, by which
they could be defined.	 Hence not only must the most
exact experiments be chosen and undertaken, but the error
to which the judgement of the eye may be susceptible must
be diminished. (39)

Lambert now tackled the problem of minimising the

effect of the errors in his data. 	 He began by discussing

the frequencies of the errors in individual observations.

Since positive and negative errors are equally possible 
it follows that their frequencies should also be equal, if
the experiment is repeated many times. As often as the
same errors occur on both sides, it is clear that they will
be cancelled out by each other, so that in fact the practice,
long in use, of taking from all the terms the one which is 
the arithmetic mean, is confirmed. (40)

He then qualified this statement, looking first as the

case where only two observations are made, and then at the

case where the number of observations is infinite.

Whenever a mean of this kind LI.e. any intermediate value,
not necessarily an arithmetic mean/ is taken between the two 
quantities, one of which is obviously greater than the 
sought-for quantity, and the other less, amd it is not known 
how much this departs from either extreme. . .

But if the same experiment is assumed to be repeated an 
infinite number of times, one has every right to assume that 
the mean of all /the results/ obviously does not differ 
from the truth. (41)
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Hence in practice, said Lambert, where a finite number of

observations was made, a value somewhere between the two

extremes would be the true one, and by increasing the

number of experiments, their arithmetic mean could be

brought closer to this true value, because the observed

distribution of errors would approach nearer to the true

distribution, which, being symmetric, would give the

arithmetic mean as the true value. 	 He wrote,

But it is never possible tb be certain of this
condition LI.e. correct frequency distribution/ which is
required.	 However, you will approach nearer to it, as
the experiment is repeated more often. 	 The most
absolute demonstration of -Ellis preposition was given by
the celebrated JAC. BERNOULLI in Ars Conjectande Part IV.
From that source it is evident that the whole process is
reduced to probability. (42)

This statement immediately brings to mind a possible

parallel with Simpson's reliance on De Moivre's probability

calculations.	 But I think this would be a misinterpret-

ation for several reasons.	 First, Lambert was not, at

this stage, very interested in probability theory.	 His

only other work on probability was a paper, 'Examen d'une

espece de superstition ramenee au calcul des probabilis' (43)

which was of little value, some extensive but simple

discussion of subjective probability in Neues Organon, (44)

and a few other minor studies. All of this work was pub-

lished after the Photometria, and none was particularly

noteworthy.	 Second, Bernoulli's work was not directly

applicable to the situation Lambert was describing (See

Chapter IV, page q and note 13). 	 Bernoulli had dealt

only with the case of two possible outcomes, (heads or tails,

guilty or not guilty, etc.) whereas Lambert was dealing

with numerous possible outcomes. (all possible values of error).
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Lambert did not mention this essential difference, nor

prove the applicability of Bernoulli's result here. Third,

Lambert's work on probability in his theory of errors is

so crude as to be little more than qualitative, in contr4t

to Jacques Bernoulli's extremely sophisticated, even if

not always successful, analysis.

(b) Arguments justifying assumptions about the error
distribution

Whatever the extent of Lambert's reliance upon

Bernoulli's work, his argument for taking arithmetic means,

as I have so far described it, appears to be a priori in

the same sense as the work of the mathematical error

theorists had been.	 But in fact Lambert did follow up

his discussion of the error distribution by an attempt

at empirical justification of the assumptions he had made.

He argued as follows: suppose the eye judges source I

and source,II (See Fig V.4) as equally bright.

Fi.sure Y. If

AdapEed from Photoweb-Ca , F1-1 . 30.

SOURCE I. .

Let GO, and (6.1 1,1 be the limits of the errors of the eye's

judgement of the brightness of the two sources. Now if

the true brightnesses are re.1,1 m2. then the error made by the

eye is wy-nrilL .	 But this same error, m,-mx, can arise for
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many different pairs of true values, mwr It .	 However,

there are only two possible pairs giving error

i.e. b4ox and (2 41) , whereas there are many pairs giving

zero error, as in this case pyl l may take any value along .

a I b 	 whilst mx takes the corresponding value on axbo,..

Hence clearly the maximum probability is for zero error,

and the probability decreases as the error increases

until it becomes zero at maximum error.	 It may also be

seen that the symmetry of the physical situation makes

positive and negative errors equally probable. 	 (Lambert

seems to have been unaware of his underlying assumption

here, that all pairs of values, P191	 must be equally

probable, in the first instance, within the error limits,

and impossible outside them.)

It is convenient here to turn to the 'Zur practischen

Geometrie', to look at a further development of this type

of argument. Lambert there invented a simple model to

explain how errors arose in triangulation sightings, and

this led him directly to a method for determining the

error distribution a posteriori.	 He wrote,

What the eye in any given plane sees as a point in
which nothing more may be distinguished, is itself con-
sidered to be an area which will become larger as the
plane moves further away grom the observer/. Thus we see
the smallest star as a point.	 The eye treats all parts
of this area as the same, as it takes them altogether as a
point.	 But if a sighting instrument is directed at the
star, this indifference ceases with the positioning.of the
line of sight, since we can now take these positions as
determined with a geometrical precision. 	 The line of
sight can thus be directed at each part of the area, which
the eye can distinguish as nothing more than a point. And
in this way each bearing is differentiated from the others.
And what was indistinguishable to the eye ceases to be so
for the instrument.

In this way we can divide something into small areas,
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if we wish, as our nearness to it or the use of a
telescope allows.	 Here we use a circular area, since
there is no reason why we should consider a point that
the eye cannot divide further, as angular. (45)

Here, then, was Lambert's first assumption, that in the

absence of any other criterion for choice, a circle could

be chosen to represent what appeared to the eye as an

unresolved point. (46)He derived the error distribution

for a single sighting directly from this circle.	 He

took each point within the circle as an equally likely

spot for the eye to choose as correct, and therefore to

sight upon.	 However, a thread is usually used for

sighting, and this would fall upon a chord of the circle.

The area which the sighting thread covers, and hence the

probability for that particular sighting, will thus be

proportional to the length of the chord. A semicircular

error distribution is an immediate corollary of this.

It follows from this that the smallest errors are
more freqtient, and happen almost with the same frequency,
whilst the larger they are the more infrequent, as we
assumed above. (47)	 And thus it will be determined from
the nature of the circle that equally large errors on
each side of the centre are equally possible. (48)

Lambert's semi-circular error distribution thus had a quite

different status from that of Daniel Bernoulli, since it

was a consequence, albeit a somewhat vague one, of the

description of a particular type of real measurement system.

Lambert then pointed out that, in order to measure an

angle, the difference between two sightings is required,

and hence the errors from the two readings combine.	 This

combination of the errors involved him in a probability

calculation, which led to a very complicated expression.
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(See Appendix V.1)	 Briefly, the difference between

the two sightings gave the required angle, and any

possible pair of errors could contribute to the error

in this difference, the probability of the pair being

the product of the probabilities of its components.

Summing the probabilities of all the different error

pairs giving rise to the same apparent angle gave the

probability for that apparent angle being the one actually

measured.	 (Note here the similarity with the case in

Photometria, except here the probabilities for the

different error pairs were not always the °same, and Lambert

did attempt a quantitative calculation.) 	 Lambert computed

a very complex expression giving the probability-of

measuring a particular angle as a function of the error,

but wrote, quite correctly, of the result,

...this series throws little light on the determination of
the whole situation. (49)

However, he could see from the general form of the expres-

sion that it gave maximum probability for zero error,

decreasing probability with increasing error, an error cut-

off, and a symmetric distribution. 	 It is curious that,

again, we have precisely the reverse procedure to that used

by Simpson and the other mathematicians, who set up the

properties they expected of the error distribution, and

then deduced its shape from these. 	 Lambert instead used

what he thought was a physically real, quantitative model,

deduced quantitative results from it, and then described

these qualitatively.

(c) An experimental test for the error distribution 

But, clearly, he was still not entirely satisfied with
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the result, for he went on to test it experimentally.

He selected a small length, AB, about 3/4" long, as standard,

and opened out a pair of dividers to fit it, matching

their points as closely as possible to A and B.

Filk-re Y. 5-
Adapt-ed from

Zui KnxcEL:scken Ceosieree.', Fig. C2..

1	 /2!	
c	 D	 EA

wo um

This was analogous, said Lambert,to sighting upon two

objects visible only as points. 	 He then used the dividers

to trace out along a line twenty times the apparent length

of AB, marking at the end a point D, the final position of

the dividers (See Fig V.5). He then closed the dividers,

and reopened them to fit AB again, and found a second

position, D.	 He repeated this process eighty times.

Because of slight errors in opening the dividers, (analogous

to sighting errors), which were magnified twenty times in

tracing out AB twenty times, the position of D varied

sensibly.	 (He assumed that any random errors introduced

in the marking off of the twenty lengths more or less

cancelled).	 He gave a table of the frequencies of the

various variations in D, as follows.
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3 trials between
6

1115
1113

19
10

119
4
1

60 and
70 and
80 and
90 and

100 and
110 and
120 and
130 and
140 and

70 divisions	 (See Fig V.5
80	 CD=AB)

1190
100

11110
11120
11130

140
150

Lambert had thus shown that the error distribution had

approximately the form he had predicted. 	 He was also

able to calculate as about one minute of arc the angular

resolution of which the naked eye is capable (i.e. the

angular width of the "circular area" he had been talking

about). (50)

I am not trying to suggest that Lambert's method was

a particularly good one; only that he thought it worth-

while to make an attempt to determine the shape of the

error curve empirically, and felt that errors were not

coMpletely inaccessible to experimental investigation. The

distribution Lambert obtained agrees roughly with the

mathematical form he had derived, but by no means exactly.

(He did not expect that the matching should be exact, of

course, since the sample was finite.) 	 He made no comment,

but we ourselves might add that his empirical distribution

shows how, even with a sample of eighty observations,a

distribution is obtained which deviates wildly from the ideal

one (which would, in fact, be of Gaussian form).	 I have

added a graphical representation of Lambert's error dis-

tribution to show this more clearly (See Fig V.6).

Lambert also computed the mean of his eighty experimental

determinations of the length of AB.	 He found that this

mean deviated from the true value by only 1/1600 AB compared
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with the maximum variation of an individual reading,

which was about 1/100 AB. 	 This, he felt, clearly

demonstrated the advisability of mean-taking.

(d) Assessment of the reliability of the mean 

Lambert realised that whilst he had shown by example

the advantage of taking a mean value, it was still

necessary to calculate quantitatively the reliability of

a mean value, just as he had calculated the reliability

of each single measurement, as the maximum error which

could occur.	 In the 'Zur . practischen Geometrie', Lambert

merely described his method of reliability assessment,

referring the reader back to the Photometria for the

details of the method.	 Let us, also return to the

Photometria.	 We had followed Lambert's argument there to

the point where he had suggested that the arithmetic mean

was the best value to take, and had supported this state-

ment by a description of the error distribution for bright-

ness measurement based on a consideration of the actual

measurement system.	 From the error distribution, he con-

cluded that,

As those errors which are smaller occur more frequently,
it follows that, in any given case those quantities which 
are more frequent in the repeated experiment are also 
nearer the mean or true value. (51)

At least, this will be so unless a highly improbable set

of random errors occurs. Lambert was now relying not only

upon the symmetry of the error distribution, but also upon

its property of decreasing away from the mean value, and •

it was upon this property that his reliability assessment

was to depend.	 He assumed that it was likely that, if
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only a few observations were taken, there would exist

at most one highly discrepant observation, all the rest

mutually cancelling out. 	 Hence if

m = Ern i: 	 C 4- Zei.

(using the notation I have established in previous

chapters, where is the mean of the n measurements woe

E,, the errors, and C the true value.) 	 then if M deviates

most from 5i, it is reasonable to assume that, in all

probability, ex is the greatest error.	 Hence, omitting

the kth observation, a new mean may be defined,

m LYWK	 C 4 at. lc 

n-1	 n-1

Lambert suggested that Fi-PA 1 gives a measure of the

reliability of An, so the result my be written as

FR	 FA)

Lambert implied that he had somehow 'proved' the method to

be correct, but his reasoning was not very clear.

He gave an example to show the process in practice,

and indeed used the method in many places in the Photometria.

I shall paraphrase Lambert's example here to show how

easily the method could be used.

Consider a set of five readings:

m- k
0.70795

largest
0.72083
0.70068
0.69908 

= 0.71357	 5V = 0.70711

Hence 67-5V = 0.71357 - 0.70711 = 0.00644, the reliability

of the mean.	 The theoretical value differed by 0.00002
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F,from rn
t
, and hence was well within the range of values

allowed by the data. 	 Lambert emphasised the important
point
part that the apparently excellent agreement between

theory and data, 0.00002, was less significant than the

reliability of the data, 0.00644. 	 He actually quoted

the result as 0.71353 - 0.00644.

Let us return now briefly to the 'Zur practischen

Geometrie'.	 Lambert, after referring the reader to his

method of reliability assessment in the Photometria,

gave an alternative, less rigorously-discussed method.

Suppose the accuracy of an instrument is assessed, and

the greatest possible accidental error is found to be HG

or, in a negative sense, FH. (See Fig V.7)

Fuie 3z-. 3.

To. ken from

21-kr Pract-Cscken geomeE-ree) rt.13. 43.

A

	 	

4

A set of measurements of the same quantity is made with

the instrument, giving values in the range A to B, with

mean c. If A and B are the extreme measurements, then

the two worst situations are where A coincides with F, or

B coincides with G.	 Now if d and e are placed such that

Ae = dB = FH, then c can only vary between d and e, so

that d and e represent limits within which the true value

must fall, and hence give a measure of the reliability of
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c.	 Lambert did not compare this assessment with his

previous one.

(e) Justification of the arithmetic mean as best value 

Throughout all his arguments, Lambert had assumed

that the arithmetic mean was probably the best value to

take, but had given very little mathematical justification

for this.	 He completed his work on errors in the

Photometria with an attempt to justify this on probabilistic

grounds.	 His argument shows that he was unaware of

Simpson's work, and did not think James Bernoulli's

studies adequate to the problem (although he had previously

hinted that they were).	 Lambert wrote the probability

of a set of measurements, WIL , as

a17+.! p;fi-
n.	 (62)

where f, was the observed frequency of measurement mit,

and IN, its true probability.	 But if the true value of

tin is at c, then pi. - p(e,;)	 where ei= wt,:-c , i.e. cz is

the true error.	 (0) will depend upon the form of the

error distribution.)	 Hence the probability of a set of

measurements, wq, , depends upon the position of the true

value c.

Lambert assumed that the observed error distribution would

also be the most probable one, (that is, he used the maximum

likelihood principle), so that c could be determined by

writing
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max
f-

or
7T1	 i f

hutx

•• E f • log p (N -	 max

log p (*lc -	 = 0
dc

01 	 I	 k:2 (ez.)	 =0

POE0 bee
The ei now play the r8le of residues, and c is the 'best'

value of the mean. 	 His attempts to solve this equation

were fruitless. 	 He confined himself to looking at

simple cases of the sort Bernoulli had treated; for

example the case for two observations where 	 =f, - 1
He noted that in these simple cases the 'best' mean, as

defined by his method, never differed very much from the

arithmetic mean, given a reasonably shaped error curve.

The arithmetic mean was thus good enough for practical

purposes.	 His reasoning here is not easy to follow, but

it is clear that, unlike Simpson Lagrange and the other

mathematicians he was looking not for analytic perfection

but practical applicability. 	 He also tried his best to

proceed a posteriori, and to avoid making any unwarranted

assumptions about the shape of the error distribution.

Two-Parameter Systems 

Lambert's work on two-parameter systems in the 'Theorie

der Zuverlassigkeit' may be considered essentially as the

ad hoc extension of the taking of arithmetic means and the

method of reliability assessment which he had developed

for measurements of single quantities. 	 The whole discussion

was referred constantly to practical examples, and Lambert

emphasised the utility of a graphical representation c4 the
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data, just as had Boscovich. 	 Lambert looked first at

the case where a simple straight line relationship was

expected to hold between the two variables.	 His aim

was stated as follows,

We have in general two variable quantities, x and y,
which will be collated with one another by observation,
so that we can determine for each value x, which we can
visualise as an abscissa, the corresponding ordinate, y.
These ordinates would in this way give as many points
through which a straight or curved line shoeld be drawn,
if the experiment or observations were who] ly accurate.
But as this is not so, the line deviates more or less
from them.	 It must therefore be drawn in such a way,
that it comes nearest to its true position and goes, as
it were, through the midst of the given points. (53)

(I quote this passage in full because it indicates that

graph-drawing was so little in current use, that it was

necessary to describe the procedure in very simple steps.

See also the concluding paragraphs of this Chapter.)

Lambert emphasised that we must assume that all the

observations have been made with equal care.	 He then

reasoned as follows;

In this case we can also have no ground for taking one
of the points A,b,c,d,e,f Zsee Fig V.8/ in preference to
the rest, so it is obvious that the line HI must be drawn
so that the points lie with as much deviation to one side
Lof the line/ as to the other.	 i.e. The sums of the
deviations on each side should be the same. 	 We can
easily_see that this condition gives the actual and true
mean LMittel/ of all the readings and that no other mean
could be taken in preference. (54)

Lambert seems to have been appealing here to common sense,

.1and his first criter3 01A for choosing the line, zero algebraic

sum of the errors, was precisely the same as Boscovich's.

He pointed out the analogy with the centre of gravity, and

clearly too there is some similarity with the ordinary

arithmetic mean.	 However, he pointed out that, in contrast
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H
to the case of arithmetic means for single values, a

further criterion is necessary in order to determine the

line completely, unless the value of the line's slope

is given by theory. The method he evolved for completing

the solution was extremely simple. 	 He divided the whole

set of observations into two approximately equal groups,

all the smaller readings in one group and the larger in

the other.	 The centre of gravity of each group was found,

and the line joining the two drawn. 	 Lambert commented

that this line will of course still pass through the centre

of gravity of the whole set, thereby satisfying the first

criterion.

Lambert developed a method of assessing the reliability

of the line thus constructed, by direct analogy with his
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previous reliability assessments, and without any attempt

at justifying its validity. 	 The point deviating most

from the line constructed was omitted, and a new line

constructed using the same centre of gravity method for

the remaining set of observations. The difference in

the parameters of the two lines provided an assessment

of the reliability of the values they had been assigned.

Lambert then interpreted the method analytically. (I

have again brought the notation into line with that I have

used previously.)	 Suppose there are n observations

divided into two groups,

First Group	 Second Group

Number of readings:

Mean of abscissae:

Mean of ordinates:

Then using these four points to define the best line gives,

(	 17,) 51i. 4 )1- 71 — 757z
Tei.

Lambert then gave worked examples of the method; first,

the example I have already given in outline, where he

showed the existence of an additional, as yet unknown

anomaly in the precession of the equinoxes, and second, an

example based on the much-discussed problem ofthe earth's
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shape.	 In the latter case he showed that the earth

should, indeed, be considered as oblate, but that the

assessed reliability meant that the degree of oblateness

could not be that suggested by Newton.

Lambert discussed more complex cases where the

relationship between the two variables could not be

reduced to the straight line case, and finally looked at

the situation where nothing is known about the theoretical

relationship between the two variables. 	 He explained,

as I have said near the beginning of this°chapter, that

he thought it best to draw a uniform curve, possibly free-

hand, but certainly so that it did not pass exactly

through.the observed points, but was as smooth as possible.

He showed as an example how the periodicity of the

variation of the earth's magnetic field could be found in

this way, plotting all the available measurements over a

very long period of time.

The propagation of errors 

Little need be said about Lambert's work on the

propagation of errors as it was merely the amplification

of work which was already fairly well known.	 Lambert

had read, in 1752, Marinoni's De re ichnographi lia (1751),
in which the use of various theorems on the propagation

of errors, originating in the work of Roger Cotes, was

made.	 (I have traced this development in Chapter II.)(55)

Lambert wrote in his Journal in 1758.

Calculos errorum Marinoni in compendium contraxi,
aliaque subiunxi. (56)
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and the work which Lambert eventually published in his

'Zur practischen Geometrie' in 1765, was indeed considerably

more sophisticated than that of Marinoni. 	 Marinoni and

Wolff, (following Marinoni) had presented their work in

purely geometric terms, but Lambert preferred an analytic

approach, as had Bouguer and Maupertuis.	 Lambert's

method may be summed up as follows, using modern notation;

If we determine f such that F= F (c. A l b,C, . .	 where
a i bl t, •	 are experimentally measured quantities, with

respective errors 4a,Lb,&c, . . . then the error 411 F in
the calculated value of F will be

LF = AF La +	 Ab +	 . •

ea.	 eb	 ec

to a first approximation.

Lambert generalised his work to give this result, whereas

Marinoni and Wolff used only the special case of simple

triangulations.	 Lambert had one specific objection to

the work of his predecessors.

It appears generally, since the • purpose of it was to
expound in great detail the calculation of every single
error, that the measurement could be made more correct
and accurate using it. 	 This implies first and foremost
that every error can be known. But were they known, the
correction of the calculation could be undertaken and the
calculation of the consequences of the error would be
superfluous in this matter. (57)

Lambert's own aim was quite different;

We have already shown above how these calculations
could be used, and these purposes are: 1. The determination
of the reliability of maps and their reference grids.
2. The choosing of conditions left arbitrary by the theory.
3. Carefulness in assumptions and approximations.	 These
three aims extend the theory of the consequences of errors
further than that given by Marinoni. (58)
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Lambert realised that for his purposes the errors

Am, AL, Ac, . . . were in fact the expressions for

the reliabilities of a,b,c, . ., and should always be

chosen as positive or negative in such a way as to always.

increase the total value of AF.	 (We would write

,,, . r . Al + la.Abi t 1E F. Lc l +. . . . )

o.	 leb	 1	 pc_	 1

Graphical Analysis 

One other aspect of Lambert's treatment of observations

demands attention: he showed great originality and

ingenuity in the graphical analysis of data, a technique

which had barely begun to develop by the middle of the

eighteenth century. 	 It is necessary to distinguish here

between the graphical analysis of data and mere graphical

representation.	 The latter was, of course, by no means

new prior to Lambert's work; any map is effectively a

graph where both axes represent distance. Astronomical

observations had also occasionally been represented in

graphical form, and it was becoming commonplace to display

meteorological readings as graphs.	 But there was little

attempt to derive new, generalised'information from the
(59)

graphs obtained.

Lambert, however, published a profusion of experimental

graphs.	 These appear in a number of papers in the Berlin 

Memoirs and, in particular, in Lambert's Pyrometrie (1779).

It would be impossible to detail here all the techniques of

graphical analysis which he employed, so I content myself

with choosing a few of his graphs which illustrate the more

important methods he developed. (60)
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Let me turn first to the graphical analysis of a

periodical variation, to be found in the Pyrometrie. (61)

(See Fig V.9; Lambert's Fig 39) 	 Lambert here displays

the mean monthly temperature at various depths under the

earth's surface.	 He obtains a set of beautiful graphs

which indicate at a glance (in a way that tabulated

observations never could) both the decreasing amplitude

and increasing time-lag with depth. 	 The observations

(which he did not himself make) are only shown as actual

points for one of the depths (kft) and no curve is drawn

for this depth.	 But from the text, and from Lambert's

Fig 38 (which represents mean monthly temperature at the

surface of the earth, in a different place) we can see how

he interpolated a smooth curve amongst the observations.

In his 'Theorie der Zuverlassigkeie Lambert had used

graphs to illustrate the ' procedure he gave for fitting

two-parameter linear equations, but the procedure itself

was carried out by calculation.	 However, he also there

gave an example of a case where the graph itself had to be

used for analysis. (62) Fig V.10 shows the mean annual

magnetic variation over a period of about 200 years. It

had been claimed by Musschenbroek, that the variation was

linear, always increasing towards the west, andcompleting

a cycle every 1640 years.	 Lambert, by plotting the

results, claimed to show that it was in fact periodic, and

4
estimated the period at about X00 years.

In a paper 'Essai d'hygrometrie ou sur la mesure de

l'humidite' (1769) (63) he used the technique of graphical
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differentiation. Hence in Fig V.11 (Lambert's Fig 4)

we find a plot of the decrease of height of water in a

capillary tube (curve DEF) over a period of time during

which the temperature (curve ABC) also varies.	 From

these graphs Lambert determined graphically the rate of

evaporation as a function of temperature. 	 (See Lambert's

Fig 5)	 To do this he constructed the tangent to DEF at

various points (for example the tangent EG at E).	 The

slope of this tangent then indicated the rate of evap-

oration at the corresponding temperature (H, in the case

of E.)
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Lambert also used graphs to test the validity of an

assumed relationship.	 In Fig V.12 we find an attempt to

examine the usefulness of a pyrometer suggested by

Musschenbroek, where high temperatures are to be measured

by the expansion of a heated rod. (64) We can find con-

siderable fault with Lambert's analysis. 	 First, he made
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the assumption that the temperature of the rod would be

proportional to the number of similar flames heating it

(See his Fig 11).	 Hence he measured the expansion for

one, two, three, four and five flames.	 He repeated the

experiment on iron, steel, copper and brass rods, and

plotted	 sion against number of flames used (see his

Figs 7-10).	 His contention was that, from the plot; we

can see the relationship is non-linear, and hence that

Musschenbroek's scheme for temperature measurement is

unsuitable.	 It appears that Lambert was highly biassed

here, for not only were his initial assumptions at fault,

but he failed to note how, if he compared the four graphs

one with another, the errors in them seem to be systematic;*

also the drawing of a straight line through the .results

would in each case scarcely increase the residues. This -

was despite the calculation methods he had developed much

earlier for assessing the reliability of observations.

Here he makes no attempt even to give a rough estimate of

the maximum error he might expect in individual results.

It is easy to be critical of Lambert's work with graphs,

but it was quite good enough to show how graphical repres-

entation changes a confusing mass of numerical data into a

clear display of the results, which may be comprehended at

a glance.	 The first action of a modern research worker,

presented with a series of data about which he knows very

little, will be to make a very rough plot of them, to dis-

cover what general trends emerge.	 Lambert's contemporaries

failed to see the beauty of Lambert's work in this respect,

and we find virtually no further attempts at graphical
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display until the early nineteenth century, and no

enthusiasm for the method until the 1830's. (65)

Lambert thus developed a number of practical tech-

niques for the analysis of the errors arising in different

types of experimental and observational system.	 That

it was necessary for him to develop such techniques was

largely a result of his insistence upon the mathemat-

isation of nature and his reluctance to allow any type

of physical model as an explanation of a mathematical

law.	 But the way in which he actually developed the

methods of error analysis he used seems to have been

largely independent of his philosophy of science, and his

attempts at mathematical or methodological justification

were very half-hearted and incomplete.	 In this sense,

his methods may be seen as arising out of the particular

experimental or observational problems he found himself

faced with, just as did the methods of Mayer, Euler,

Boscovich and later,Legendre and Gauss.	 He did not apply

his methods universally, but only in instances where such

problems arose.

However, Lambert was singularly poor at producing useful

or meaningful mathematical laws in experimental science

(although he may have seen himself as enjoying considerable

success, as for example in his work on magnetism and heat).
From the point of view of the historian of science, his

• most useful contributions were theoretical.	 And yet his

interpretation of the Newtonian experimental method was

neither naive nor totally unrelated to the actual practice
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of science, his experiments were neither carelessly nor

thoughtlessly carried out; and the methods he used for

matching theory to data and for assessing the

reliability of the match were ad hoc, but usable. Why

then did he fail as an experimenter?

Must we conclude that it was the Newtonian method

itself that was at fault? 	 Certainly, Lambert's inter-

pretation of it as allowing only the mathematical des-

cription of natural phenomena tended to be sterile,

especially in terms of the contemporary state of scientific

knowledge, where the formulation of a physical model could

lead to experiments which could verify the model directly.

Yet it was by no means an unfair interpretation, and in

any case Lambert allowed himself to use physical models as

a vehicle for obtaining a mathematical result, even if

the models themselves were finally rejected.	 The earlier,

purely inductivist, interpretation was perhaps less valid,

and certainly still more stultifying, as we have seen in

the work of Taylor, 'sGravesande, and the other early,

strictly Newtonian quantitative physicists.

Rather than adherence to an explicit methodology, it

was apparently scientific imagination and intuition that

was required for fruitful experimental work.	 This was

what Newton possessed in abundance, Bouguer in sufficience,

and Lambert hardly at all.	 In effect it was not Newton's

methodology that the eighteenth century scientists wished

to copy, but his method, which was patently successful.

The only obvious way to emulate the method was to analyse
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it, but here they were doomed to at least partial

failure, for method is not necessarily analysable, and

in Newton's case certainly was not, except in either

over-general terms, or in its application to very

specific experiments.	 His explicit methodology was

indeed often at odds with his actual procedure.	 Many

scientists apparently possessed sufficient insight to

extract what was useful to their particular fields of

research from Newton's work, but Lambert did not. Lambert

could also have extracted what was best from Bouguer's

Essai, but again he failed to do so, and Bouguer's

brilliant experimental techniques apparently made no

impression upon him, despite his awareness of the dif-

ficulties of photometric measurement.

Nevertheless, the methods of error analysis Lambert

developed could have beeh used to some advantage by his

contemporaries, but they chose to ignore them. 	 There was

no positive rejection; the methods merely were not

mentioned, except in a very few instances. (66)The

Photometria enjoyed some popularity, so it cannot be that

Lambert's work went unnoticed, although it was of course

overshadowed to some extent by Bouguer's Trait, and in any

case it was for its theoretical rather than its experimental

content that it was admired.	 The only adequate explanation

seems to be that the work on errors seemed irrelevant to

Lambert's eighteenth century contemporaries.	 Like Lambert,

they could often find methods that by-passed the need for

error theory, and in the case of problems where error theory

was essential, methods of error analysis either already

existed or Lambert's were inapplicable.
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CHAPTER VI 

THE GENESIS OF THE GAUSSIAN ERROR DISTRIBUTION

The crucial period of development in th0. history of

the theory of errors was 1795-1812. 	 In 1794 or 1795

Gauss first used the method of least squares, and in 1795

Laplace gave a series of lectures on probability at the

Ecole Normale, lectures that were eventually to form a

basis for the preface to his great Theorie analytique des 

probabilit4s.	 In 1805 Legendre, independently of Gauss,

published the method of least squares in connection with

the problem of determining cometary orbits. 	 In 1808

Adrain, in America, and in 1809 Gauss himself, published

independent versions of the method, and attempted

probabilistic justification for it, deriving at the same

time the Gaussian error distribution. 	 In 1812 the first

edition of Laplace's Theorie analytique appeared, and

established a firm foundation upon which future work on

the theory of errors could be built.

In order to follow the arguments by which the various

workers arrived at the least squares method, it is necessary

to look in some detail at the Gaussian error distribution,

and the different ways in which it may be approached. But "

first let us examine the method of least squares simply as

an algorithm for finding the 'best' values for the para-

meters in a multiparameter system. 	 Suppose we have a set

of theoretical equations of the form:

Y- =	 (c,	 . . . C•J) . - • Ck)
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where the functions ft: are known, but the independent

parameters C . are unknown, and are to be determined,

and the	 are measurable quantities, or known functions

of measured quantities.	 (In Chapter III we wrote,

t . Gcn x ir.)) .	 • 	 C.) C1). . . 	 Cic)

where the xi. were also measured quantities. 	 For the

moment here we assume that the XI: are known exactly, so

that we may write Yc, as a function of the C‘i only.) -

Now if we take a set of n measurements, 9 . , of limited

accuracy, representing the ‘I;: , we may writeequations of

condition in the usual way,

ei	 y i -	 . cic)

Some way must be found of using all n equations of conditior.

in order to generate exactly k simultaneous equations, so

that the k parameters may be found.	 The least squares

method provides one possible technique. 	 We write

aLl = minimum, or, in other words, we take each para-

meter,	 'C' in turn, and vary its value until Ze, becomes
J 

minimum, and take the corresponding value of C as the

best one.	 The process is mathematically very simple; for

all C'

S., ?

	  = 0

•

This gives a set of k equations in the unknowns Ci.	 Any .

minimisation procedure of this type automatically generates

example, EE = minimum, =E

= minimum, etc.	 Minimising odd powers of C L gives

meaningless results, for the solution is clearly to write

all the ec equal to -co.	 MinimisingEiej is analytically
5-c- .2

ir
r	

▪ 

is rmrin..mmi .• -	 •
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Clearly the validity of the procedure depends upon many

factors; . the equal weights, or status of the observations,

the aptness of the definition of the best values of the

Cj, and so on.	 For the moment the justification of the

method need not concern us.

The method is enhanced by the fact that in the single-

parameter case it reduces to the taking of an arithmetic

mean.	 Hence if the equations of condition are of the

form,

CL

then

dYlsc2 =	 = 2.2:( &. —c)	 22:!sc
dc	 dc

But the least squares condition gives cIZEL 0 and hence

dc
or C-' 2:1,3c, the arithmetic mean. 	 (In fact, of course,

however many parameters there are, if one of them, say CI,
N-

forms a constant term in the -ft, then ei Lei. is always
ec,

equivalent to the condition 5:Ec°0.)

This approach is purely utilitarian. 	 In the case of

the fitting of observations to a theoretical straight line

relationship ( tj = CI + Coc ) it has in common with

Boscovich's and Lambert's methods the property of effectively

imposing two conditions upon the residues, and hence

generating two equations whose solution gives the 'best'

values of the slope and intercept of the line.	 To

recapitulate briefly, in all three methods the first condition

is that the sum of the residues should be zero, i.e. that
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a straight line representing the theoretical relationship
,

should pass through the centre of gravity of the points

plotted from the observations. 	 This condition alone is

insufficient to determine the straight line completely.

In Boscovich's method the second condition is that Lleil

is a minimum (subject to a,: = o ) .	 In Lambert's method

the first condition is effectively split into two so that

a	 n

Zez = 0 and ZG i:, . 0 , and in the method of least
-I

1squares the second condition is that Zee is a minimum

with respect to variations of C.	 In all three methods

the abscissae are considered to be accurately known so
,

the residues appear in the ordinates only. 	 In terms of

the calculations involved, Boscovich's method is by far the

most difficult to apply, especially if we use Laplace's

analytical formulation of it.	 Lambert's method is the

easiest to apply, and the least squares method falls some-

where between the two, being simple but tedious (especially

without the aid of modern computing devices).

A second approach to the method of least squares is to

assume that the error distribution is Gaussian, and to

derive information about the mean and its variance.	 (Note

that in the algorithmic procedure described above we had no

need whatever of a knowledge of the shape of the error

distribution.)	 The Gaussian, or normal, error distribution

is represented by the equation

p(E) = I	 exp(-el )

aliii.	\ 2cra/
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where Cr is a constant. p(E).01E is the probability that

an error falls in the range E to e + de .	 The factor

is a normalisation constant, found from the
+00

i
condition,	 pgaC = 1 ) i.e. the condition that the

-00

observation must fall somewhere whatever its error. 0"

of course had a special significance, which I shall discuss

later.	 Possible forms of the Gaussian distribution are

shown in Fig VI.1.

Now, assuming the error distribution is Gaussian,

suppose we have a set of n values, 4L , representing

observations of a single quantity of which the true value

is C.	 Each observation has error CI: = (6 11 -C.	 The

probability that a set of values, 	 occurs Will be

/C2	 P	 = ITIF= E% (=f2_11154271'	 12.crl/

f	 T07.5.-W1
n

-xTrl

=

.	 L

=	 in	 2.cr a

P 11-66c c)  2
If we assume that the set of observations which actually

occurs is the most probable set, then to determine C all

we need to do is to maximise n with respect to C, or, in

other words to write

0
dc

Any other value of C will imply a set of observations with

lower probability. 	 Now it is possible that the errors
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GAUSSIAN OR NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS

FOR TWO VALUES OF cr

FIG. VI . 1
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are not distributed in a configuration of maximum

probability, so it is possible that the value of C we

have chosen in this way is not the true one.	 To this

extent, the condition we have imposed upon the errors is

purely arbitrary, and hence we should now refer to the

ec as residues rather than errors, for the true errors

remain unknown.

If £2 is to be maximum, then /:(t3--C-) must be minimum,

so the procedure is equivalent to the least squares method,

which I have already shown to be equivalent to the arithmetic

mean in the case of measurements of a single quantity.

The method of maximising DI (known as the method of maximum

likelihood) may easily be extended to the multiparameter

case, by baximi rAng the probability function .P for each

of the parameters to be determined. 	 Hence, in general,

if ei = iji. - fi [cji and each of the Ez follow the same

distribution law, then	 2

squares method follows, provided we esxcept the definition

of the 'best' Ci as those giving maximum likelihood to the

set of residues. 	 (It is not easy to show whether the

Gaussian distribution is valid in any particular measurement

system, and indeed frequently it is not valid, although the

least squares method may, under certain circumstances, still

be the best procedure to use. 	 Again, the question of

validity need not concern us at the moment.)

ral = f --1--i n exp 2: -- 6 - Irdc.37-0

	

1I1.1	 2cr7-n, . maximum implies 2. ( t3. — -C. Ccii17 = minimum, or ..

I Z (9. — ft..[C	 j

	

siir = 0	 for all c. • .	 Thus if the GaUssian
distribution can be shownto be the correct one, the least
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A third possible approach (which we shall see was

the one in fact used by Gauss in 1809) is the converse

of the one given above.	 Let us assume that the arith-

metic mean is the best value to take in the case where

multiple measurements of a single quantity are involved,

and attempt to deduce from this a unique form for the

error distribution. 	 In addition we must assume that,

whilst the exact form of the distribution is unknown, we

may endow it with certain general properties

(a) p(e) = maximum at 6 =0

(b) = p(-6)

(c) p(6) is analytic and is asymptotic with zero as	 1106.

The last condition in particular is important, as other-

wise the Gaussian will not be unique as a function implying

the arithmetic mean.	 Simpson's and Lagrange's theoretical.

distributions also implied an arithmetic mean, And possessed

properties (a) and -(b), but they were not analytic.

Now using the same notation as above, and again assuming

that the 'best' values for the parameters are the ones

which give the system of residues, treated as errors, the

greatest probability, we can write, as usual,

6 CI =	 p (ez) = c)
acs	 ac;

But in this case the nature of p(0 is unknown.	 Gauss
proceeded at this point in a somewhat complex fashion. I

shall give a different, but effectively equivalent procedure;

If Mir-) q ma xi mum _ 1-h poi	 TrtilC•) i q al qn maxi mum _ •-buq
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lot3 14E4.)

3 • 1-—
CJ

0

dp(€t)	 o

p(60. dec.

F(Ec)
	

owhere	 F(f..i.) 	(e-z) 

•
	

P(e ). dez

This equation cannot be solved without making further

assumptions about the behaviour of the errors.	 Suppose

we now take it as axiomatic that the arithmetic mean of a

number of observations of the same quantity is the most

probable value for that quantity. 	 Thus we may write ZE,_-0

Now	 y e — c_ = ec 	 .%	 —1 for oil Et:

acHence the expression

z.
	 0	 becomes zF(e i.) = o

Thus

1(co .= c)

F(E,) 0

and we may show that (1) F(€4.) = Ice,: where k is a constant

and hence

ckP(e )	 =
p(e).e.de

This is satisfied by
p ) = Cor1.0% e)q, JJc E 2

and, provided 00 is analytic, this is a unique solution.
Normalising, and using 0- , gives

for art5 set of errors, eL
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P(e) 7:	
I	 ex p 

(_ a

 20-1

which is the Gaussian distribution.

Clearly these three ways of approaching the least

squares method do not exhaust all possible approaches.

Nor have I given a very rigorous analysis in describing .

them.	 The way in which the 'best' parameters are

defined, the applicability of the model to specific

measurement systems, and so on, all ought * to be discussed.

However, I have intentionally given a very simple analysis

because it seems more appropriate to do so when examining •

the ad hoc, often faulty, and certainly not very rigorous

thinking through which Legendre, Adrain and Gauss groped

their way towards a formalised error theory.

Before I proceed to describe Legendre's work, let me

briefly discuss the meaning of the constant d- in the

Gaussian distribution, and its relevance to the least squares

method.	 Again, for the moment, I shall treat it very

simply. In terms of the graphical representation of the

Gaussian distribution,er is a measure of the width of the

curve (see Fig VI.1) and hence of the scatter of the obser-

vations.	 Thus we would expect it to provide a measure

• of the reliability of the observations, and 0- is known as

the standard deviation of the distribution. 	 It may be

shown that the probability that an observation will lie

between c-cr and c+cr is 0.6827 (i.e. just greater than

2/3.)	 In addition it may be shown that the standard
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deviation of the mean of n observations is _SE. .	 In
,47,7

other words the probability that the mean lies within

.--t dr	of its true value is 0.6827.	 (This uncertainty
47)

about the true, value arises because of the assumption

that the most probable set of errors will in fact be the

set that occurs. Clearly there is a finite probability

that other sets, not giving the true value as mean, will

occur.)	 In terms of the least squares method, we may

show that the standard deviation of the mean of a large

number of observations is given approximately by 
JE I.

ez	 )
n

i.e. the square root of the mean square error. 	 This

simple result adds considerably to the usefulness of the

method. (2)

Legendre and the Method of Least Squares 

Legendre was the first to publish a version of the

least squares method.	 He was primarily a pure mathematician,

but he also had a strong interest in celestial mechanics,
T

which involved him in the analysis of astionomical data,

although he himself did not make observations.	 In connec-

tion with these latter interests, he attempted to find a

solution to the lon4-standing problem of how to determine

accurately the orbit of a comet when only a small portion

of its path is known. Many astronomers had tackled this

problem before, and Legendre referred to the work of Lambert,

Lagrange and Laplace on the subject. 	 The problem was a

dual one - it presented both mathematical and practical

difficulties.	 It was realised that, in principle, if minor

perturbing forces were ignored, the equation for the path

of a comet could be determined from a minimum of three
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observed points in its passage, but the nature of the

calculations required in order to infer the equations

1.304
for the orbit from the three observations wove extremely

complex.	 This theoretical approach assumed that the

observations could be precise, but there was, of course,

the additional difficulty presented by errors in the

observations, and, if only a small portion of the comet's

near-parabolic path was visible, slight observational

errors could produce wild variations in the theoretical

equations.	 Errors thus had to be eliminated as far as

possible, either by improved instrumentation and method,

or choice of observation, or by combining multiple obser-

vations in some way.

In 1805 Legendre published a paper entitled Nouvelles 

mgthodes pour la determination des orbites des cometes! 3)

The paper consisted of two sections; 'Analyse du probleme'

and 'Mgthode pour corriger les g lgmens de l'orbite connus

par une premiere approximation'. 	 The first part, where

Legendre described how the orbit of a comet may, in theory,

be determined from three observations, is an exercise in

celestial dynamics, and results in complex equations wbich

can, in principle, be solved.	 The second part shows how

they may in fact be solved by using an approximation method,

and it is in this part of the paper that the method of

least squares is first described, in terms of its application

to this special problem.	 Legendre's approach was purely

utilitarian - he made no mention at all of probability or of

error frequency, and attempted to justify the method only

in a very loose, qualitative fashion. 	 Thus in the
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preface to the paper, where he outlined its contents, he

wrote,

• • . Ii faut ensuite, lorsque toutes les conditions du
probl gme sont exprimees , convenablement, determiner les
coefficiens de maniere a rendre les erreurs les plus
petites qu'il est possible.

Pour cet effet, la methode qui me , parott la plus
simple et la plus generale, consiste a rendre minimum la
somme des quarres des erreurs. 	 On obtient ainsi autant
d'equations qu'il y a de coefficiens inconnus; ce qukt
acheve de determiner tous les elemens de l'orbite.

Comme la methode dont je viens de parler, et que j'
appelle Methode des moindres quarres, peut etre d'une
grande utilite dans toutes les questions de physique et
d'astronomie oa il s'agit de tirer de l'observation les
resultats les plus exacts qu'elle peut offrir; j'ai
ajoute, dans une appendice, des details particuliers sur
cette methode, et j'en ai donne l'application 	 la mesure
de la meridienne de France, ce qui pourra servir de
complement a ce que j'ai déja publie sur cette matiere. (4)

The beauty of the method to Legendre's mind seems to have

been that, regardless of the number of observations used,

it automatically gave as many equations as there were

unknown coefficients, the necessary requirement for an

exact solution.

Remember that Legendre was, in principle, trying to

find the orbit of a comet from three observations only.

As an example he chose three observations of the comet of

1769, but he found it necessary to include a fourth,

approximate, measurement of the perihelion position.	 In

other words, he was not dealing with a large number of

observations; the extra observation was introduced in order

to remove the complexities of calculation rather than

because he felt that the use of multiple observations would

increase overall accuracy. 	 Indeed, it seems that he

thought quite the reverse, that there was in fact considerable
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danger in using a large number of observations. 	 He

wrote,

Ii semble, au premier coup d'oeil, qu'en liant
ensemble plusieurs observations par la methode des inter-
polations, on en d4duira les co6fficiens dont il s'agit
avec d'autant plus d'exactitude qu'il y a plus d'obser-
vations combines; et cela auroit lieu en effect, si les
observations etoient exemptes d'erreur, ou si les lieux
de la comete 4toient calcules d'apres une formule exacte;
mais il en est autrement dans 1 1 4tat reel des choses.
Commes toutes les observations sont affectees de quelqu'
erreur, et que cette erreur ne suit aucune loi d'une
observation	 l'autre, ii s'ensuit que plus on combinera
d'observations, et geed 127 plus l'erreur des coefficiens
differentiels qui en sont deduits pourra devenir sensible.

Here Legendre did not distinguish at all clearly between

errors resulting from theoretical approximation, and

random observational errors. 	 Hence the concept of an

error distribution presumably would have meant little to .

him, his sole aim being to reduce as far as possible the

discrepancy between theory and data, by reducing the

residues of the observations.

Legendre's actual procedure in the second part of his

paper may be paraphrased as follows.	 Calling the peri-
distaKce

helionA , we may write (using my own notation)

103 . 3) = lo13 Do	 c ,

t = E	 Ci

where Do , ho , are the approximately observed distance and

time and C„ Ca the required corrections. Now each of

the three more accurate observations of the comet's

position may be referred to the perihelion position, using

equations involving the corrections q, C.	 Then the path

of the comet, based on these three positions, may be

t.c2.expressed in terms of equations in X10 , c„ u , and two

(5)
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other parameters, which can also be determined approx-

imately and given correction terms Cy C. Comparing

these theoretical equations with the observed positions

gives five equations of the form,

01	 00	 (3)	 (4)
=	 c, 4.	 XL: Cs +. C4.

where the C . may be treated as unknown parameters which

must be determined, and the Xi, are measured or known

quantities, or functions of them. 	 (It is important to

note that the C . are corrections whose values are to be

determined, not errors.	 It is the use of this approx-

imation technique which allows the final equations in

C ‘: to be linear functions of the Cs, thus making their

solution simple.)	 Legendre then commented,

Toutes les conditions du probleme etant ainsi exprimges,
si on vouloit aneantir e la fois les cinq erreurs	 on
auroit un equation de plus que d'inconnues, ainsi que le
comporte la nature de la question. 	 Mais comme ce ne
seroit que par un hasard singulier que les valeurs des
inconnues ,fi,tirees de quatre de ces equations, satis-
feroient a la cinquieme, et que meme dans ce cas, la
methode que nous devons suivre conduiroit au vrai rsultat,
nous tgcherons seulement de diminuer les erreurs de maniere
e avoir la parabole qui satisfait le plus exactement qu'il
est possible aux trois observations donnees. (6)

There seems to be a real note of regret here that it was

not possible to find a unique (and therefore apparently

exact) solution from the three accurate observations and

the one approximate one. 	 Even now Legendre did not

immediately apply the least squares method to his five

equations, but first reduced them to a set of three by

putting CE = CI which enabled him to write Ci = c1(C51c4)

and CI = CII(C3 ,C44).	 He showed that putting C3 = Cit = 0 made

G„	 and E3 very small indeed, but added that although

they were
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erreurs tres-tolerables dans la theorie des cometes

nevertheless,

il est possible de les attenuer encore en cherchant
le minimum de la somme des quarres des quantites 	 62,
63 7)

I have discussed this section of Legendre's work in

considerable detail because it serves to illustrate much

about his approach to the method of least squares.	 We

have seen that he did not distinguish between errors in

theory and in observation in his analysis, and that he

was concerned not so much with the using Of multiple

observations in order to increase accuracy, as with the

removal of redundant equations which he could not ignore.

In addition it is clear from the way he set up the equations

for ec that he did not think deeply about the status of 	 .
Li)

the different	 The x i:represent various functions of

the measured positions, and it is not the case that the

alone are inaccurate, and represent direct measure-
6)

ments, whilst the ac t: represent accurately known quantities

or functions of them. 	 Hence although the algorithmic

procedure for calculating the Ci using the least squares

method is the same as that I described at the beginning

of this chapter, the (i t: do not have precisely the same

status as the ti t: I used there.

Legendre's promised appendix followed, and although

there was no question there of first eliminating some of

the	 by putting them equal to zero, in all other respects

the discussion has the same characteristics as that given

in the earlier part of the paper. 	 The clarity, simplicity,
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and yet naivete of Legendre's statement of the algorithm

is very striking, and anyone reading his account would

easily have been able to apply the method to his own

calculations.	 Nevertheless, between the publication

of Legendre's work in 1805 and of Gauss' in 1809 there

was little interest shown in the method. Apart, of

course, from Gauss' own continuous private and independent

use of it, I have found only two examples of its application

before 1809; by Puissant (8) in 1805 and by Lindenau (9) in

1806.

Gauss' dscussion of 1809 

Gauss' approach in his first published account of the

least squares method was totally different from Legendre's.

The problem he was tackling was, howevr, of a similar

type - that of determining the elements of an orbit, but

this time of a newly-discovered planetoid,'not of a comet.

He had, as we shall see, been using the least squares

method in order to deal with astronomical problems for

several years before 1805, but he first gave a published

account of the method in Theoria Motus Corporum Coelestium

(1809).	 In this work, the discussion of errors comprises

a small section, about twenty-five pages long, entitled

'The Determination of an orbit satisfying as nearly as

possible any number of Observations whatever'.(10)	 The

opening paragraph indicates immediately that Gauss was

dealing primarily with true observational errors, not with

errors due to approximations in the theory.	 He wrote,

If the astronomical observations and other quantities,
on which the computation of orbits is based, were absolutely
correct, the elements also, whether deduced from three or
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four observations, would be strictly accurate (so far
indeed as the motion is supposed to take place exactly
according to the laws of Kepler), and therefore, if other
observations were used, they might be confirmed but not
corrected.	 But since all our measurements and obser-
vations are nothing more than approximations to the truth,
the same must be true of all calculations resting upon them,
and the highest aim of all computations made concerning
concrete phenomena must be to approximate, as nearly as
practicable, to the truth. 	 But this can be accomplished
in no other way than by a suitable combination of more
observations than the number absolutely requisite for the
determination of the unknown quantities. 	 This problem
can only be properly undertaken when an approximate know-
ledge of the orbit has already been attained, which is
afterwards to be corrected so as to satisfy all the obser-
vations in the most accurate manner possible. (11)

Gauss then suggested that, as a first step towar s

accuracy, the 'observations' used in the computation of

the orbit should not be individual measurements, but

should themselves be the mean times and positions taken

from a number of observations made fairly close together.

Gauss then plunged straight into a very generalised,

probabilistic discussion of errors.	 He began,

The investigation of an orbit having, strictly speaking,
the maximum probability, will depend upon a knowledge of
the law according to which the probability of errors
decreases as the errors increase in magnitude; but that
depends upon so many vague and doubtful considerations -
physiological included - which cannot be subjected to
calculation, that it is scarcely, and indeed less than
scarcely, possible to assign properly a law of this kind
in any case of practical astronomy. 	 Nevertheless, an
investigation of the connection between this law and the
most probable orbit, which we will undertake in its utmost
generality, is not to be regarded as by any means a barren
speculation.

To this end let us leave our special problem, and enter
upon a very general discussion and one of the most fruitful
in every application of the calculus to natural philosophy 112)

First Gauss set up the equations of condition of the form

- aCj]

where the tj ,.. were definitely intended to be directly
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measured quantities, with errors 	 He assumed that all

the	 were of equal status, i.e. 'that there is no reason

why we should suspect one to be less exact than another',

so that all the errors obey the same probability function.

He gave a list of the general characteristics that he

would expect the probability function to exhibit

(a) p(e)	 = maximum at E

(b) p(i-E) =	 p(-€)

(c) p(E)	 = 0 for 10 > El. , i.e. there is an error

cut-off for both positive and negative errors.

These assumptions are identical with those made by rlier

workers about the general form of the error distribution.

However Gauss then made one very important modification.

He pointed out that condition (c) gives a discontinuous,

unanalytic function, and that it is better, for the sake

of mathematical convenience, to choose an analytic function

which tends rapidly towards zero outside the error limits.

Given this change in property (c), Gauss was then able

to argue as I have already explained on p. 250, .taking as

axiomatic the idea that the arithmetic mean is the best

value to take when multiple observations of a single

quantity are made. He commented on this assumption as

follows:

Since [the probability functionj cannot be defined a
priori, we will, approaching the subject from another
point of view, inquire upon what function, tacitly, as it
were, assumed as a base, the common principle, the excel-
lence of which is generally acknowledged, depends. 	 It
has been customary to regard as an axiom the hypothesis
that if any quantity has been determined by several direct
observations, made under the same circumstance and with
equal care, the arithmetical mean of the observed values
affords the most probable value, if not rigorously, yet
very nearly at least, so that it is always most safe to
adhere to it. (13)
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Gauss was thus able to derive the Gaussian distribution

in the way I have shown in an unnormalised form, as

p(E)	 kexp (-h-ael)

Normalisation then required the evaluation of
droo

exp(--We.a). de	 -

This result (now common-place) was in fact first dis-

covered by Laplace, as Gauss pointed out, and I must

digress briefly to describe how and when he arrived at

it, as this has some bearing on the present discussion.

Laplace first gave his own proof that )(expEt2
20

in his 1 M4moire sur les probabilitA', published in 1781.

The integral, although used in probability calculations,

did not arise in connection with the theory of observational

errors.	 But in the same paper there was a discussion of

observational errors, (14) and a very dubious proof that

the error distribution should take the form 0) =.!.	 e,
lel

where E is a constant and defines the error limit.

Laplace discussed the integral again in a paper pub-

lished in 1785, 1 M6moire sur les approximations des formules

qui sont fonctions de tres grands nombres'. (15)	Here

Laplace dealt only with problems in pure mathematics.	 He
e0	 t

extended ,irexp(0)A to the more general case of p947(-0t,

0	 e	
o

(The related function I
( 

em,(-)-.61E is now known as the error
Al)

, L2.
r7

function of t, or erf t.) and gave a series approximation

by means of which this integral could be evaluated.	 In

)the 'Suite' to this memoir, published in 1786, (16 Laplace
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applied the integral to various problems in probability

theory, but again not to error theory. 	 He realised the

f iL'integrale ate.	 se rencontre fr6quemment dans

DA
cette analyse, et, par cette raison, il serait tres utile
de former une Table de ses valeurs, depuis t = co jusqu'a
t = O. (17)

In 1798 C. Kramp published a table such as Laplace had

suggested. (18) Laplace continued to use the integral

frequently in his work.

Having normalised the function, using Laplace's

evaluation of the integral, Gauss finally stated it as

p(e) : _h_.exp (—we)

-kirr

gle would nowadays replace h by 1 and write

_/
p(E) 7: I	 .exp

cr4-27rc 	 Zer2

Gauss commented again on the fact that the error

function stemmed from the false assumption that it was

continuous.	 He wrote,

The function just found cannot, it is true, express
rigorously the probabilities of the errors: for since
the possible errors are in all cases confined within
certain limits, the probability of errors exceeding those
limits ought always to be zero, while our formula always
gives some ginitg value. However this defect, which
every analytical function must, from its nature, labor
under, is of no importance in practice, because the value
of our function decreases so rapidly, when he has acquired
a considerable magnitude, that it can safely be considered
as vanishing.	 Besides the nature of the subject never
admits of assigning with absolute rigor the limits of error.

(19)

usefulness of the integral, and wrote,
Et1

Crri
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Gauss also showed that h represented a measure of the

precision of the measurements (just as we have said or is

related to the width of the error distribution.) Hence

for two distributions with limiting errors ±EL) ±ELI.he

connected the values of h, h s , by the equation

Hence the real error cut-off was related to the idealised

continuous distribution.

He showed how, for multiparameter systems, the

function he had derived implied the least squares method.

He added,

This principle, which promises to be of most frequent
use in all applications of the mathematics to natural
philosophy, must, everywhere, be considered an axiom with
the same propriety as the arithmetical mean of several
observed values of the same quantity is adopted as the
most probable value. (20)

He indicated too how the principle of least squares could

be modified in the case of observations of unequal precision/

the most probable system of parameters, [CO, being given by

minimising 2DYC:. He also pointed out how simple the
least squares method becomes when the fjCil are linear (as
Legendre had assumed throughout they were).

Gauss's early ideas 

Gauss's 1809 paper relied heavily upon probability

theory for its derivation of the Gaussian function. 	 But

was this really the route by which Gauss originally obtained

the distribution?
	

If it was, then it seems that Gauss
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might be classed amongst the mathematicians who developed

error theory for the interesting probability calculations

that it involved rather than for its usefulness. Indeed

the Gaussian curve is apparently even less realistic

than the error distributions suggested by the other

mathematicians, as it does not have the error cut-off so

clearly indicated by experiment and observation.	 But

it is abundantly clear that it would be to misrepresent

Gauss's thinking to suggest that he was interested only

in the mathematics of the problem. 	 The astronomical

context of the 1809 paper, Gauss's insistence on the

practical unimportance of the defects in the error function,

and, above all, the fact that he extended the use of the

function to the multiparameter case, and emphasised the

least squares method as a useful algorithm, all these give

the work a very utilitarian air. 	 Let us look back at

Gauss's earlier work to see if it is possible to reconcile

the mathematical sophistication of his first published

account with the evident practicality of the method he

produced.

The reconstruction of the course of Gauss's early

work on error theory is of necessity very speculative, as

it is based largely on Gauss's own comments made several

years later. (21)	 It is astonishing to find that Gauss

apparently first considered the method of least squares

in 1794, when he was only seventeen or eighteen years old.

He referred to this date three times in his correspondence -

in a letter to Olbers in 1806, (22) and in letters to

Schumacher in 1831 and 1840 (23,24)	 To Olbers in particular
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he bemoaned the fact that he and Legendre were forever

producing the same ideas independently and more or less

concurrently:

It seems to be my fate that I should compete with
Legendre in almost all my theoretical work.	 Thus it is
in advanced arithmetic, in the investigation of trans-
cendental functions, connected with the rectification of
the ellipse, as well as in the fundamentals of geometry.
And now again here.	 Thus it is the same in the case of
the principle which I have used since 1794, which states
that among many quantities, which cannot all be determined
accurately, the value to take as best must be the one
which makes the sum of the squares a minimum. 	 The same
principle was used in Legendre's work, and was very
thoroughly explained. (25)

Now in 1794 Gauss had not yet started University, nor had

he yet, as far as we know, made many astronomical

(26)	

obser-

vations.	 His early interests lay very much in the

field of pure mathematics, and this at first sight

reinforces the supposition that it was from the mathematical 

point of view that Gauss must first have approached

the study of observational errors, perhaps because of an

interest in probability theory. 	 However, we can dismiss

this notion with certainty, for two reasons: first,

because he never studied probability theory extensively

except in relation to error theory, and therefore can

hardly have had an overwhelming interest in the subject;

and second, on the more positive evidence of a letter

written , to Laplace in 1812. (27) Gauss there wrote,

J'ai fait usage de la methode des Moindreti7 carres
depuis l'an 1795 et je trouve dans mes papiers, qua le
mois de Juin 1798 est l'epoque ou je l'ai rapprochee aux
principes du calcul des probabilites: une note la dessus
se trouve dans un journal que j'ai tenu sur mes
occupations mathematiques depuis l'an 1796. . .

Cependent mes applications frequentes de cette methode
ne datent que des l'annge 1802, depuis ce terns j'en fait
usage pour ainsi dire tous les jours dans mes calculs
astronomiqueLi7 sur les nouvelles planetes.
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In the same year he had written to Olbers in a similar

vein:

Amongst my papers I find that in June, 1798, when
I had already applied that method 5.e. the method of
least squares7 for a long time, I first saw Laplace's
method and complained about its incompatibility with the
fundamentals of probability theory in a short memorandum
book I keep of my mathematical occupations. (28)

Now the note in the diary to which Gauss referred

states simply,

Calculus probabilitatis contra La Place defensus.
GottLingae, l79\ (29)

It is not clear to what part of Laplace's work on

probability Gauss was in fact referring,and we shall have

to discuss this later, but nevertheless the comments as

they stand show quite conclusively that Gauss had not 

considered probabilistic interpretations of the least 

squares method prior to 1798.	 This fact also excludes

the possibility that he had considered the method as

derived from the Gaussian distribution, for the derivation

he was to give in 1809 relied on probability theory. But

what could have inspired Gauss to look at the method of

least squares from a purely practical and mathematically

almost trivial point of view, as early as 1794?

One possible answer to this, although it cannot be

put forward with any great conviction, is that Gauss was

mistaken in placing his 'discovery' of the method as early

as 1794.	 The letter to Laplace quoted above in fact gives

1795 as the date when Gauss first used the method, and

again, in the Theoria Motus,Gauss wrote,
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Our principle, which we have made use of since 1795,
has lately been published by Legendre • • • (30)

At first sight this moving forward by one year of the

date of the 'discovery' is significant, for we find that .

in October, 1795, Gauss became a student at the University

of Gottingen, and began the study of astronomy in earnest.

However the actual observational work he carried out was

severely limited.	 In 1802 he wrote to Olbers saying,

Until now I have had virtually no oral instruction on
observing, although Herr Seyffer has taken me as one of
his students; all my practical work to date has been
confined to a few observations with a mural quadrant and
a mirror sextant.	 My sight is moderately sharp, but
very myopic. (31)

Of course, lack of opportunity for active observation did

not preclude the application of the least squares method

to the analysis of the observations of other astronomers.

Thus in 1799 Gauss used the method in connection with the

perennial problem of meridian degree measurements; in 1801

he analysed Piazzi's observations of the planetoid Ceres

using the method, and made predictions of Ceres' future

positions which were later confirmed; in 1802 and 1807

respectively, Gauss's friend, Olbers, discovered Pallas

and Vesta, and Gauss carried out the necessary computations

on their paths also. 	 It was not until about 1803 that

Gauss himself began to make numerous astronomical observations,

but already as early as 1804 his reputation was such that

he was offered in advance the directorship of a new obser-

vatory to be built in Gottingen. 	 He in fact took up this

appointment in 1807, and held it until his death. (32)Thus

it is clear that before 1809 Gauss had ample opportunity to

put the least squares method to good use, but that his

'invention' or 'discovery' of it in 1794 or 1795 remains
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something of an enigma.

A. Galle has put forward the hypothesis that it was

not the analysis of his own or other people's obser-

vations that first led Gauss to consider the problem of

errors, but his study of Lambert's Beytrage.	 It is

difficult to assess the extent to which Galle's comments

are purely speculative, for he gives no references. He

writes as follows.

He /Gauss? first developed his fundamental ideas in
the autumn of 1794, when he read in Lambert's 'Beitrage
zum Gebrauch der Mathematik und deren Anwendung' the
discussions of the treatment of large numbers of obser-
vations.	 He dealt with this subject clearly in an
article 'Theorie der Zuverlassigkeit der Beobachtungen
und Versuche', . . . (6alle then describes Lambert's
centre of gravity method for fitting results to a
straight line relationshie . . .

Gauss felt that although Lambert had found a satis-
factory result, a firm principle was lacking, and he
arrived at his own method whilst looking for a suitable
procedure.

Possibly a few remarks Lambert made influenced his
train of thought, for Lambert's style certainly had a
stimulating effect.	 Lambert readily distinguishet bet-
ween systematic and random errors, and is concerned only
with the latter, which he calls unavoidable (unvermeidlich).
He also asserts that equally large deviations to either
side are equally possible, that the smaller errors are
more frequent and the larger more rare, and that a curve,
with probabilities, (or possibilities, as he calls them)
as ordinates, is itself similar (symmetrical) on either
side; the middle ordinate is largest, and the curve has
an inflexion on each side, and at its cut-off point the
abscissa forms its tangent. (33)	 •

I have been unable to find the source of Galle's information

that Gauss read Lambert's work in 1794, although certainly

he did see the Beytrgge in 1795, a few days after his

arrival in Gottingen, and later, in 1797, he read the

Photometria.(34)	
So he was indeed, as Galle says, exposed

to Lambert's ideas very early in his career. 	 However,
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the train of thought which Galle ascribes to him seems

exceedingly unlikely, for a knowledge of the shape of

the error curve could not have led him to the least

squares method without recourse to probability theory,

which Gauss, as we have seen, claims he did not use

until 1798, when his studies were inspired, so he said,

by Laplace's work, not Lambert's. 	 It remains possible,

however, that Lambert's method of fitting results to two

parameter relationships may have encouraged Gauss to invent

his own, equally ad hoc method. 	 In 1798 also, he may

have remembered Lambert's work on the shape of the error

curve, and allowed it to influence him in some way, but it

must be noted that by this date it is likely that Gauss

had seen the majority of the early attempts at constructing

error curves, in particular Laplace's two papers of 1774

and 1781.

Tord Hall, in his recent biography of Gauss, gives so

naive an explanation of Gauss's early derivation of the

least squares method that it scarcely deserves mention.

He writes,

When Gauss made his derivation of the error curve, he
probably started from his own empirical results in measuring.
We can surmise that he drew a similar diagram to that shown
in fig 17 (gee my Fig VI.27 and then searched for the

. equation of the curve which best corresponds to the dis-
tribution of measurement errors around the arithmetical
average he had observed. (35)

This statement is clearly nonsense, not only because it is

doubtful that Gauss was working on his own observational

data at the time, but also because even if he had been, he

would have required a very large number of measurements of
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a single quantity, exhibiting a fairly wide range of

easily-measurable deviations, in order to obtain a good

Gaussian distribution.	 I have already discussed

Lambert's attempt at an empirical determination of the

error function, and its almost inevitable failure, even

when a set of as many as eighty observations was used.

(See Chapter V, Fig V•6 )	 The problem of the experimental

verification of the Gaussian distribution was indeed one

which was to occupy scientists for many years after Gauss

had shown the basic usefulness of the curve.

If we reject both Galle's and Hall's suggestions we are

left without an adequate explanation of Gauss's

However we may be

practical problem

theory, either as

work.

fairly certain that it was in terms of a

that he originally approached error

a result of necessity in his analysis of

astronomical observations, or as a result of an interest in,

and dissatisfaction with, Lambert's centre of gravity method.

Certainly he did not approach it as a problem in probability

theory.	 A few additional statements made y Gauss throw a 1
little more light on the matter, and at the same time

provide an explanation of why Gauss failed to publish an
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account of what was obviously a very useful technique

until after Legendre's publication in 1805.	 He wrote

to Laplace in 1812,

Je n'avait pas l'idee que M. Legendre pouvait attacher
tant de prix a une id6e aussi simple, qu'on doit plutot
s'etonner qu'on ne l'a pas eue depuis 100 ans, pour se
facher que je raconte, que je m'en suis servi avant lui.

(36)

and to Olbers, in the same year, he wrote,

The only thing which surprises us is that this principle,
which occurs to us so easily that we can hardly place much
value on the concept alone, had not been applied already
50 or 100 years earlier, by other men, such as Euler, Lambert,
Halley or Mayer.	 But it could easily be°that the last-
named, for example, did indeed use it, but without publish-
ing the fact . . • (37)

He wrote to Schumacher in greater detail in 1840,

You knew that I myself have never placedgreat value on .
the procedure I have used since 1794, which later was given
the name Methode des moindres quarr4s. 	 Let me be under-
stood aright; not in relation to the great use which can
be made of it, which is clear enough, but I do not assess
it according to that. But to this extent I do not place
much value on it - from the very first it seemed to me so
natural and so extremely obvious a conception, that I had
not the slightest doubt that many people, who dealt with
calculations, must have come across such a method, and used
it, without considering it worth the trouble to makeAfuss
of so natural a thing.	 In particular Tobias Mayer occurred
to me, and I remember I was so very certain of it, that
often when I spoke with others of my method (as indeed I
frequently did in my student days, 1795-1798) I said I
would make a large bet that Tobias Mayer had already used
the same method in his calculations. (38)

Gauss clearly thought the method trivial and not worth

publishing.	 But he can hardly here have been referring

to the sophisticated probabilistic interpretation he was

to give later.

I think we can achieve little by investigating Gauss's

1794 or 1795 work further. 	 It is perhaps well to remember
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that for an eighteenkold student to light intuitively

upon the least squares method after little or no practical

observing experience, and limited ' opportunity of examining

contemporary astronomical literature, is not so surprising

when the student in question has the experimental,

theoretical and mathematical genius of Gauss.

Now let us move on to 1798 and attempt to discover

which of Laplace's numerous papers inspired Gauss to a

probabilistic interpretation of the least squares method.

Galle has suggested (39) that Laplace was referring here to

the memoir published in 1792 entitled 'Sur quelques points

du systeme du monde', where Laplace, discussing the problem.

of the earth's shape, first analysed Boscovich's method

for fitting observations to a theoretical straight line

relationship; (See Chapter III). It seems curious to

suggest that Gauss was referring to this paper, for in it

Laplace made no mention of the probability of different

errors; indeed he made no mention of probability at all,

and also he clearly acknowledged Boscovich as the originator

of the method, although later, when discussing the method

in his 'M‘canique celeste' he characteristically failed to

do so.

It seems quite possible to me that Gauss was, in fact,

referring to one of Laplace's earlier papers where errors

were treated on the basis of probability theory.	 Gauss

had, by 1798, examined most of the Paris Memoirs for the

period 1770-1785. (40)so he had had ample opportunity to

read several of Laplace's papers involving probability
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calculations, and in particular the '146floire sur les

Probabilites' which I have discussed on p.112. and, in

greater detail, in Chapter IV. 	 Since this paper con-

tained Laplace's integration of the error function, it

seems almost certain that Gauss had seen it and that it

was to the error discussions contained later in this 

memoir that he referred in his 'Tagebuch'.	 In other

words, the paper could not only have given Gauss a

solution to the problem of integrating the error function,

but could also have exposed him to the probabilistic

interpretation of errors on a far more sophisticated level

than Lambert (or indeed anyone else) had reached in his

work.	 In addition the references which it contained, both.

to Laplace's own work and to that of Lagrange and Daniel

Bernoulli, could have served to guide Gauss through the

available literature on probability and error theory, if

he needed any such guidance. 	 Such an interpretation of

the statement in the 'Tagebuch' certainly makes Gauss's

work in 1809 more understandable, as it seems highly

unlikely that he would have built up the whole framework

of his probability discussions from nothing.

I hesitate to suggest what train of thought Gauss

actually followed in 1798, but the following seems at

least possible.	 Gauss, in 1798 and before, was using the

• method of minimising the sum of the squares of the residues

when he saw Laplace's discussion of 1781 of how the 'best'

parameters could be defined probabilistically in a variety

of ways, not all correct.	 Laplace there mentioned, but

at the same time rejected, Daniel Bernoulli's method of
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maximising the probability functionn (the method of

maximum likelihood).	 Gauss, noting this, and perhaps

remembering Lambert's earlier use of the method in the

Photometria,(which Gauss had read in 1797 - I have given

details of Lambert's analysis in Chapter V, p226) did not

reject it, but saw at once how

ai! 2 YA;n414.14M/, 	 0.0w4	 11Tp(Ez) = wwiAinlm4.1

could hold simultaneously if p(s) = exp(-icee) . Having
once arrived at this result, the rest would be easy. First

the implication of the arithmetic mean would be noticed,

and then the necessary analysis carried Out to see if the

arithmetic mean was itself a sufficient condition to define

uniquely the probability distribution, with the proviso

that it be analytic and possess certain general charac-

teristics.	 Details, such as the normalisation of 00,
the significance of the constants, etc., could all be worked

out later - the simplicity and elegance of the method would

be apparent without them.

Robert Adrain 

A third, independent statement of the method of least

squares was published by Robert Adrain in the United States

in 1808, (41) the year before Gauss's Theoria Motus appeared. •

Adrain derived the method from a probability distribution

of the Gaussian type, and this distribution was itself

found by the probabilistic analysis of a specific obser-

vational system.	 But the probability calculations Adrain

used were naive and faulty, and are worthy of brief con-

sideration only. 	 The length of my own analysis will

perhaps appear disproportionate to the importance of Adrain's

work, but this is necessitated largely because Adrain's argu-
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ments are frequently so confused that it becomes impossible

to give a very concise account of them. 	 It would be

wrong, however, to ignore Adrain's work completely, as

he did derive the least squares method, and this remains

a useful algorithm, regardless of the validity of the

derivation.

Adrain (42) was born and educated in Dublin, but later

emigrated to the United States. 	 He was editor of several

journals, in one of which, The Analyst, or Mathematical 

Museum, his version of the least squares method was pub-

lished.	 The journal was obscure, and clearly unsuccessful,

for only one volume of it was ever published. 	 Adrain's

excursion into error theory was the result of a problem

of surveying posed in the journal by a Mr Patterson. The

ten dollar prize awarded for the best solution to the

problem, 'To correct the distances and bearings of a survey,

so as to deduce the most probable area Of the enclosed

field', went to Nathaniel Bowditch (wh.° was later to trans-

late Laplace's M6canique celeste into English) but Adrain

saw fit to add his own commentary, in which he derived the

method of least squares and the Gaussian distribution, and

showed them to be equivalent to Bowditch's method. 	 He was

clearly strongly influenced by Bowditch's work, (43) so I

shall find it necessary to examine that as a preliminary.

I have replaced Bowditch's notation, and later Adrain's, by

my own.	 In particular I have used vectorial notation; this

not only makes the argument far more clear and simple, but

at times reduces it to a trivial level.
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The essence of the problem was this: suppose we have

a polygonal field with sides represented by the n vectors

C.	 By surveying we measure these vectors as 9 L , working
—L

•
round the polygon until we return to the starting point.

Clearly the polygon is closed, so that Z c..= 0 but because

of small measurement errors we find that /.9. = E where—

E represents the error in the survey, and is a known 

quantity.	 The problem is to assign to each yc a small

error St: in such a way that the whole error E is eliminated.

(See Fig VI.3)

Fi5u1" e M. 3

43n-2.

In order to allocate errors to the different vectors,

Bowditch imposed certain constraints;

(a) E should be divided up amongst all the vectors.

(b) All the EL should be chosen such that they tend to

correct the survey as much as possible. 	 Hence all

Cz should be parallel with E.

(c) ICJ should be proportional to 19c1 for all i.

This resulted from a crude discussion of the nature of
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the measurement processes.	 Two types of measurement

were involved; measurement of length and of angle.

In the first, Bowditch suggested "stretching of the

chain, or the unevenness of the surface" as possible

causes of error, (note that both these causes are

approximately systematic) so that the error in IR in the

direction of Cz would be proportional to the total

length measured.	 He estimated this erkor as roughly

0.3%.	 Errors in angle measurements were, on the other

hand, absolute, about 10' of arc, he said.	 Hence the

error in yi, perpendicular to y t: would be yesi" 10
, 

or,_	 _

again, approximately 0.3%. (See Fig VI.4)

Fi9ore azr 4,

10

Bowditch then argued that, although by condition (c)

it was equally likely for an 'error to occur in an angle

measurement as in a length measurement, nevertheless

condition (b) meant that the error should be divided bet-

ween length and angle in such a way that the total error

ec should be in the direction of E.	 Hence he suggested

that the best method was to put IC I ) b4 19cl with the

direction of Et: determined by the direction of E. Hence

Cc, = lyz1 .E and the values of all the & could be found.
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(The ez should now be termed residues, rather than errors,

for there is no certainty about their values, but Adrain

made no such explicit distinction.) 	 Adrain took

Bowditch's central idea, that lEd et	 , as an 'evident

principle', and used it to 'deduce' the Gaussian distri-

bution.	 He first considered an extremely simple system:

two lengths, c i and CI , lying in a straight line, are

measured to be 13 1 and 4 1 .	 The errors in the measurements

are thus e l = c, -y,	 and e.= 	 .	 But the total 

error E is assumed known, and in addition it is taken as

axiomatic that e, e. , for the most probable system of
161	 '32.

errors, so that the probability of an error in a measured

length is a function both of the error and of the length

itself.	 He then assumed that the best values of E, and

el. were also those giving maximum likelihood:

‘C-1	 p	 p	 (31)	 r"ax n wvArsi

The problem was to determine what form p(e,y) should take.

There is no reason why p(603) should be unique (c.f. Gauss's

derivation), but Adrain, whilst recognising this, wrote,

since e, and ea are rational functions of the simplest
order possible of t3„9,. and E, we ought to arrive at the
equation 71! 	 without the intervention of roots; or,
which amounteto the same thing in effect, if there are
several forms of p(e.) . and. p(ea ,4,) that will fulfil
the required condition we must choose the simplest
possible, as having the greatest possible degree of prob-
ability. (44)

This reliance on simplicity was essential to his argument.

He proceeded as follows.

ID6j,	 . p(I.J2.)€2.) = putylrimm.,

• .• 1°9 P(L31 )0 4'	 p(43 , C4) 7' tnctiu+11441
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los p(9,)6).ae, + u Io5 p( 21 c). de). = 0
Oe,

but e, +	 £,	 de, =

69 12 631,0 =3_. log p(92,e.)
ee,

Adrain then wrote,

Now this equation ought to be equivalent to Si= Et
9	 92.

and this circumstance is effected in the simplest 
% 
manner

possible by assuming

p(Le) = nte. [UVNEve hi is 0.m. co KM/W1

aE	 (45)
Clearly this gives the solution,

F• (e) 9) = kexp (PLA)
2-4

The last part of this argument is obviously extremely

weak. Adrain could have written

61°9 FNA = f(19

where f(e) was any function whatever, and still have satis-

fied the equation e, = E„ . and only the very arbitrary
9%	 9•.

criterion of simplicity allowed him to make a choice. He

treated the constants in the error function as arbitrary,

and did not think to determine them by normalisation.	 We tie

thus put the equation into its simplest form, p( i ii) ---kexp(-)

or, where all the 	 are of the same length, so that p(E,9)

becomes a function of E only, p(E) = ke.xp(-E.1) .	 This

equation, like the true Gaussian form, leads, of course, to

the least squares method (but wrongly weighted, if the t3z,

are not all the same, and Eic,(9z)and to the arithmetic

mean in the simple case of measurements of a single quantity.

Normalisation is irrelevant to these processes.

Still concentrating on Bowditch's analysis, Adrain gave
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a second, different 'demonstration' of the Gaussian dis-

tribution.	 First he argued that given a measured vector

% , an error was equally probable, whatever its direction.

In other words the locus of errors of equal probability .

was a circle centred on B. 	 (See Fig VI.5)

Bowditch, who had arrived at the same result, gave a very

weak justification, and Adrain's was no better.	 Again,

he placed great emphasis on simplicity.	 Having asserted

that the locus would be symmetrical, and would give positive

and negative errors equally probable, he added,

Lastly, the curve must be the simplest possible having
all the preceding conditions, and must consequently be the
circumference of a circle having its centre in E.

(46)

Hence we have two conditions:

103 (2 = 10 	 19 140 . constant
arounti fke 60-cle

ex? + e,62-	 cok.sfix.n1

Curiously, the first condition is equivalent to the maxi-

misation of the error function, for we can write,

cl 103 a -3- 105 p(ex).der_ +	 log p (€5) . 66 4 =
6ex,	 ae

when 1 is constant; and the second is equivalent to the

0
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minimisation of the sum of the squares of the errors, for

we can write,

d (e: +	 = 2e x. . dex + 2e. de

Hence it is hardly surprising that the result of combining

these two conditions is the Gaussian distribution;

p (ex) = k	 ex!)	 p (63) = k exp (_6) 	 k, o. are 60.44-Ants

(This may be shown by introducing a Lagrangian multiplier A

and writing,

• 103 p(Ex.) + Ãe,c = o

The result follows.) 	 Adrain extended the method to the

case where errors perpendicular to m were smaller, for

equal probability, than those parallel to 4.	 This gave

the locus of equal probability as an ellipse with minor to

major axis in the ratio of say, p:1 , corresponding to error

functions of the form,

p (Ex) = kexp 	  1	 p (E5)	 key!, (- C)
P'ct	 a

Adrain gave four applications of the method.	 The first two

were simple, and showed that the method implied that the

arithmetic mean was the best value to take for a single

quantity found from many obsei .vations, and that in the case

where the best position of a point on a plane, or in three—

dimensional space was being found, the method was equivalent

to finding the centre of gravity of all the observed

positions of the points.	 The last two applications showed

in a very laborious fashion that the two conditions,

( 1 )	 AKA	 r.1.44.1,4 *I • 9	 (a)

1(3
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for a two-dimensional survey led to values for the X

individual	 of E.14 i1 .	 This was equivalent to the

iI
result Bowditch had given.	 I have condensed and

simplified the argument by using vectorial notation.

(1) gives	 aE = Edcz. = 0

(2) gives	 az _Ezz	 2 y 	 . cte,:

14Z.1

assuming ec is always in direction of E.

Introducing the Lagrangian multiplier A, .

Ez + X	 0,	 =	 143z1
146,11

(which is equivalent to the assertion lEz1	 14,1 )

But

-.• E(-1119zi

Adrain's paper finished with the comment, .

I have applied the principle of this essay to the deter-
mination of the most probable value of the earth's ellip-
ticity, etc., but want of room will not permit me to give
the investigations at this tithe. (47)

Adrain eventually published this application in 1818, (48)and

he followed there exactly the same approach as Legendre, but

using fluxional notation.

I think it is worthwhile to make some attempt to compare

Adrain's approach with Gauss's, even though Adrain's work is

clearly of little value.	 The fundamental difference is

0
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that Gauss was dealing with random errors.	 His assump-

tion that the arithmetic mean of a set of values gives

the 'best', (or most probable) value for a single

measured quantity is equivalent to an assertion that t'he

errors of observation arise in a random fashion.	 What-

ever constraints Gauss imposed, the relative distribution

of the errors, or rather residues, had to remain the

same, for the distribution of the observations, on which

the residues depended, remained the same. 	 Adrain, on the

other hand, put definite constraints upon the values his

errors could take in such a way that they became decidely

non-random, for each error could be varied independently

of the others.	 In particular, the errors he ascribed to

length measurements were in the nature of systematic

corrections, due to faulty measuring apparatus. 	 Under

these conditions a probabilistic analysis of the errors

becomes meaningless. 	 If the errors were considered to be

random, yet still to give a net error E, this would require

a far more sophisticated error analysis, as E would represent

a fluctuation away from the normal error distribution.	 In

the absence of multiple measurements of the individual quan-

tities Lj, E had little significance, as it should itself

vary in random fashion about the true value, O.

We may compare the mathematical procedures used by Gauss

and Legendre, and by Adrain in their presentation of the

least squares method. Assuming that in both cases the

object is to minimise the sum of the squares, Gauss and

Legendre proceeded in general as follows:
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€;.	 —

cc , c4 0.s„c„ . . .

r-	
• 

Tecx . dc;
�c-

The [ca] are independent parameters, so that we may write

1 ZEit = 0

ac;

which gives the required k equations, and hence the

values of 9.	 In Adrain's procedure, however, there is
no such transformation to a set of independent variables.

We may generalise his method as follows.	 Various con-

straints are imposed upon the Cc, in the form

( E. ) ) • " En) -71

Lagrangian multipliers are then introduced in the usual

way, so that we may write,

+	 .) 	 ..) +	 =0

where effectively the	 may now be considered as independent.

Hence we may put,

+ )0f + 041. +

This provides n equations in GO I tAl .. .	 )14.to. . then

being determined by the conditions 4,-(ell e ) . . .)

so that the values of all the E l:, may be found.

Conclusions 

The independent use of the method of least squares by

at least three men, (49) two of whom treated it at first as

0
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a pure algorithm, seems to indicate that it was a natural

method to light upon, and Gauss's own comments support

this statement.	 The question we should perhaps ask is

not why the method appeared in the early nineteenth

century, but why it did not appear sooner.	 The concept

of minimising the sum of the squares of the residues is

scarcely more complex than Boscovich's idea of minimising

the sum of the moduli of the residues, and certainly it

is far more easily generalised to the mulffparameter case 	 nio,

than is the latter method.	 Yet we find a fifty-year gap

between the inventions of the two methods.	 (There can

have been no mathematical difficulties - by the middle of

the eighteenth century any mathematician worthy of the name

would have been sufficiently well versed in partial
t

differentiation to be capable of minimlsing a. without
undue difficulty.)	 It may be that the existing methods

of analysing two-parameter and multi-parameter systems

obviated the need to invent further methods, and indeed,

without the backing of probability theory, the method of

least squares was no more valid than they.

But then if Legendre and Gauss did not need to invent

a new method, why did they do . so?	 In the case of Legendre

the question is easily answered, for in fact none of the

existing methods would do for the particular data he was

trying to analyse.	 He had, as we have seen, three equations

of condition and two parameters to determine. 	 Boscovich's

and Laplace's methods were inapplicable, because Legendre

was not trying to fit a straight line relationship. Euler's,

Mayer's and Lambert's methods could not be used, because
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these necessitated dividing the observations up into

two approximately equal groups, and it is not easy to

divide three observations in this way!	 Presumably,

then, Legendre was forced to invent a new method. However,

he himself did not discuss the problem in these terms, so

it may even be that his data seemed so different in type

from the data treated by the other workers, that he did

not even consider applying existing methods.	 It is

greatly to his credit that, having once invented the method,

he saw the generality of its application and explained how

it could be used in those situations where the older

methods had previously been applied.

It is not so easy to see why Gauss should have invented

the method.	 We may, I think, assume that the only

alternative method he was familiar with in 1794-5 was

Lambert's centre of gravity method, as extended by Lambert

to the multiparameter, two-variable case. 	 We do not know

for what observational situation Gauss first used the

least squares method, but it does seem likely that there

would have been more than two variables involved (as there

were in most current astronomical problems) and he may

therefore have seen Lambert's' method as inapplicable.

Whatever his inspiration for inventing the method was, it

is certain that he developed it as a purely ad hoc procedure,

and only later looked at probabilistic interpretations.

Adrain's work too, remains something of a mystery.	 In

this case Bowditch had already 'solved' the problem of

correcting a survey, and Adrain was actively searching for
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an underlying probabilistic justification.	 He was a

keen admirer of Laplace, and this may explain his interest

in probability.	 His derivation of the Gaussian distribution

and the method of least squares must be seen as a matter

of luck rather than judgement, but nevertheless, having

once obtained the results he was immediately aware of the

potential generality of their application, just as Legendre

had been.

Gauss's own attempt to justify the least squares method-

using probability theory, and his consequent derivation of

the Gaussian distribution, owed much to the inspiration of

Laplace.	 Laplace himself, whilst deeply interested in the

application of probability theory to the analysis of errors,

had, prior to Gauss's work, failed to produce any useful

results.	 These abortive attempts of Laplace ceased after

Gauss's publication of the Theoria Motus in 1809, and were

superseded by a series of excellent papers on the probab-

ilistic interpretation of error theory which culminated

three years later in the Theorie Analytique des Probabilit4s.

Laplace, however, by no means accepted Gauss's analysis

outright; indeed he rejected the fundamental axiom of the

arithmetic mean as the 'best''value in the case of single

parameter determination, and also the maximum likelihood

method upon which Gauss's analysis depended.	 I examine

the extent and nature of Gauss's influence upon Laplace in

the next Chapter.
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CHAPTER VII

THE WORK OF LAPLACE 

I have already dealt piecemeal in previous chapters

with several of Laplace's early memoirs relating to

probability and error theory. 	 It will be helpful to

discuss these together here in the context of Laplace's

work as a whole. A very convenient digest of Laplace's

(1)papers on probability is given by Todhunter,	 although

he frequently treats Laplace's error discussions very

briefly as these are not his chief interest.	 To the

papers on probability must be added those where Laplace

discusses the fitting of data by ad hoc, non-probabilistic

methods, and those where he discusses the error function

in the context of pure mathematics. 	 Many of the papers

were published two or three years after their submission

to the Academie des Sciences, and as it is the development

of Laplace's thought that I want to emphasise here, I have

listed them as far as possible according to submission

date rather than publication date.

Papers on Probability Theory 

1773 (published 1776) Recherches sur l'integration des 

equations differentielles aux differences finies et 

sur leur usage dans la theorie des hasards. (2)

This early paper on probability theory did not

mention observational errors, but began the develop-

ment of the framework within
ih
the subject could be

discussed in probabilistic terms.
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1773 (published 1776) Memoire sur l'inclination moyenne 

des orbites des cometes, sur la figure de la Terre 

et sur les fonctions.

This interesting paper contains the application of

probability theory to a physical situation, but not

to error theory.	 The problem, one which had already

been treated earlier by Daniel Bernoulli, was to com-

pute the probability that the planets, given that

their orbits are orientated at random, should all

have their paths nearly in the same plane, and that

the comets should also move in their respective planes.

1774 (published 1774) Memoire sur les suites recurro-

rcurrentes et sur leurs usages dans la the.orie des

hasards.

This paper contained useful results in probability

theory, but again no reference was made to obser-

vational errors.

Papers where Error Distributions are Derived Probabilistically 

1774 (published 1774) Memoire sur la probabilit6 des causes 

par les evnemens.

Amongst many more general probability problems, this

paper included the derivation of the.exponential error

distribution. (See Chapter IV p179)

1778 (published 1781. Remis le 19 juillet 1780) Memoire sur 

les probabiliteS.

Most of this paper was occupied with general probability

discussions, but it also included the derivation of
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the logarithmic error distribution which I have

discussed in Chapter IV p 183

Work on the Error Function 

The last-mentioned paper contained a proof that

(-- %)Gtt, x .17
ruP 2...

but this was not in the section of the paper

dealing with error theory.

1782 (published 1785) M4moire sur les approximations des 

formules qui sont fonctions de tres grands nombres. 

This paper contained another proof that
001 eYp (-- Lt) CtE = 43—V

o	 2_

and also gave a series approximation by means of

(3)which erf t	 could be evaluated. 	 The paper was

entirely concerned with pure mathematics.

1783 (published 1786) Suite du Memoire sur les approximations 
, (rands

des formules qui sont fonctions de tresiknombres.

This contained applications of the 1782 paper to

probability theory, but again not to the theory of

errors.	 Laplace suggedted that the construction of

a comprehensive table of values of erf t would be

useful. (See Chapter VI p263)	 The error function was

used frequently in subsequent papers on pure mathe-

matics and probability theory.

Ad Hoc Methods of Error Treatment 

1783 (published 1786) M4moire sur la Figure de la Terre.
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Here Laplace suggested the minimisation of maximum

errors as a method of finding the best parameters

in a two parameter equation. (See Chapter III p127)

1789 (published 1792) Sur quelques points du systehe du 

monde.

Here Laplace used, and gave an analytical interpret-

ation of, Boscovich's method. (See Chapter III p132)

(1795 Laplace gave lectures of probability at the gcole

Normale.)

(1798-1805 The first four volumes of the Mecanique celeste 

were published.)

Post-Gaussian Papers on Error Theory 

1809 (published 1810) Memoire sur les approximations des 

formules qui sont fonctions de tres grands nombres et 

sur leur application aux probabilites. 	 Also Suppl4Ment.

1810 (published 1811) 14moire sur les integrales definies 

et leur application aux probabilites, et specialement

la recherche du mined qu'il faut choisir entre les 

resultats des observations.

1811 (published 1811) Du milieu qu'il faut choisir entre 

les r4sultats d'un grand nombre d'observations.

These latter three papers gave detailed probabilistic

analyses of the Gaussian distribution and other

aspects of error theory, and several of the discussions
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they contained were incorporated in the 'Theorie

Analytique des probabilites'. 	 The third paper is

a short word-for-word extract from the second.

(1812 Theorie Analytique des Probabilites published)

Subsequent to this Laplace produced many more papers

on error theory and probability theory, the chief

of which appeared later as supplements to the Theorie 

Analytique.

A glance at Laplace's memoirs grouped together in

this way makes it clear how, well before 1809, he had

developed the necessary apparatus of probability methods

and mathematical analysis to enable him to exploit the

Gaussian distribution as soon as it came to his notice.

At the same time he himself had made two abortive attempts

at a probabilistic interpretation of errors, attempts

quite divorced from real measurement systems. In addition,

his interest in astronomy had led him to two ad hoc methods,

one not wholly his own, of finding the best parameters in

two-parameter systems, methods in this case unrelated to

probability theory. 	 How, then, was
k
that a man of Laplace's

scientific and mathematical genius, who was conversant

with probability theory and aware of its possible application

to error theory, and who knew of the necessity for error

analysis in astronomy, failed to arrive independently at

either the Gaussian distribution, or the method of

least squares?	 A brief comparison of Laplace's 1774 and
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1781 papers with Gauss's 1809 work will throw considerable

light on the matter.

First, Laplace did not accept the arithmetic mean

as axiomatic, and this was the cornerstone of Gauss's

argument.	 Laplace preferred to look (at least in the

early years) for an underlying additional characteristic

for the error curve which would completely determine the

function which represented it.	 As we have seen, (Chapter

IV pI79et seq) in his 1774 paper this characteristic was

the very artificial one that the differential of the

curve should follow the same law as the curve itself. In

the 1781 paper he gave a more sophisticated analysis,and

attempted to combine all possible error curves, assigning

each possible curve equal a priori probability.

Even when he had determined the shape of the error

distribution, Laplace did not use the same method as Gauss,

Lambert or Daniel Bernoulli in order to calculate the best

value of a single quantity from multiple measurements of

it.	 Thus although he set up the same probability function

=	 P	 c)

he did not proceed to maximise this in order to find the

best value of C.	 (If he had done so, he . would have found

the necessary analysis very clumsy, because the error dis-

tributions he used were unanalytic.) 	 Instead he chose two

different definitions for the best value, and showed that

they were equivalent to each other. They were not however

equivalent to the method of maximum likelihood, except in 

the case of the Gaussian distribution. 	 The two definitions
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Laplace gave (and which I have discussed in Chapter IV

p181) were

co 	 so

(a)iJacck = n,,,,Jk where co is the best value.
-00	

CO

i.e. the point such that it is equally probable that the

true value lies before or after it.

( b) AL f nc .1c-col. dc = 0
dc. -ca

i.e. the point such that, in taking it as the mean the sum

of all possible errors in the mean, multiplied by their

respective probabilities, is a minimum.

These definitions are equivalent, as Laplace pointed out,

to choosing Co as the foot of the ordinate which cuts the

area of the curve n into two equal parts. 	 It is easy

to show th:tt the maximum of Lac is also represented by 	 -

.2this ordinate in the case where p(t3c-c) = kexpi -(ticc)
2.cr2

Thus

neC. = TCP(13i.	 kn exP I	 (1/1.- C)1262

I
= k r'exp _I__ f-rxe- 4- 2ELjc.c -- 5:V

2.5-1 i

But the power of the exponential is a quadratic in C, which

is symmetrical about its maximum value. _Hence the function

must itself be symmetrical about its maximum value, and the

ordinate representing this maximum divides the area of the

curve into two equal parts.

In a sense I have implied that Gauss's work might have

been the catalyst which enabled Laplace to make use of his
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own earlier and disjointed studies in the analysis of

observational errors, in the probabilistic theory of

errors and in pure mathematics, to produce one coherent

whole in the Theorie Analytique des Probabilites.(4)

But let me emphasise from the start that Laplace's mode

of presenting the method of least squares in the Theorie 

Analytique is totally different from Gauss's.	 Indeed,

from the way in which Laplace there rejects Gauss's

approach, and from the minor role which the Gaussian dis-

tribution, as an elementary error distribution, plays in

Laplace's work, we might conclude that Galiss's work had

little effect upon Laplace. 	 The situation is particularly

difficult to assess, for, although Laplace does deal

extensively with mathematically Gaussian-like distributions

this may perhaps be seen as emerging naturally and inevitably

from his earlier approaches to error theory based upon the

work of Simpson and Lagrange, rather than as a result of

hindsight from the vantage-point of Gauss's derivation. We

have to remember too that not only was Laplace used to dealing

with erf t in pure mathematics, but that also it is a function

which occurs over and over again in probability theory, so

that its appearance yet once more in the new guise of the

Gaussian distribution need cause neither Laplace nor our-

selves any great surprise. 	 Laplace had indeed already

emphasised its usefulness, and had suggested that a

tabulation of its values for various limits would be a

practical aid in probability calculations. 	 From an

examination of the Th4orie Analytique alone, it seems quite

possible that Laplace would have arrived at the method of

least squares without any hint from Gauss.
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However, we have other clues to Laplace's train of

thought besides the Th&rie Analytique. The work was

largely a collection of his earlier papers suitably

revised, and by examining these in detail we may be able

to glean further information not only about the extent to

which Laplace depended upon his predecessors, and in

particular upon Gauss, but also about the importance

which Laplace assigned to errors in practical astronomy.

Th6orie Analytique des Probabi1it4s 

It will be useful to provide, as a basis for discus-

sion, an outline of the structure and content of the Th6orie 

Analytique des Probabilit4s. 	 Editions of the Th4orie 

Analytique appeared in 1812, 1814 and 1820, and the bulk

of the book remains the same in all three editions. However,

an introduction, based on Laplace's Essai Philosophique des 

Probabilites (5) is included at the beginning of the second

edition, and an extra chapter and 'Addition' placed at the

end.	 The 1820 edition, besides having a partially revised

and expanded introduction, has further 'Additions' and also

three supplements appended.	 A fourth supplement, printed

in 1825, is often found bound with this third edition. (6)

Of course, only part of the work is devoted to error

theory.	 Book I is concerned solely with developing the

pure mathematical tools for the probability discussions to

follow.	 Book II opens with an exposition of the basic axioms

of probability theory, and its second chapter deals with

a priori probability calculations applied to games of chance.

Laplace does here develop applications to a couple of
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physical situations, but there is no preamble on the

validity or usefulness of these. 	 First (p 261) he dis-

cusses the determination of the probability that the sum

of the inclinations to the ecliptic of a number, L, of

planetary orbits will lie between given limits, assuming

all inclinations to be a priori equally probable.	 (He

had dealt with this problem rather differently in papers

of 1776 and 1810, and also in the In4canique C41este; see.

below.)	 The problem, in the TIADrie Analytique, is based

on the following model: given a jar containing f1 -1-1 balls

numbered 01 1,2 ) .	 n; determine the probability that after

i independent draws (where a ball is removed, its number

noted, and it is replaced in the jar), the sum of the numbers

drawn will be equal to S.	 In the Thebrie Analytique,

Laplace introduces approximations to the final result which.

give complicated expressions involving erf t. 	 (These

approximations are based on mathematical methods evolved in

papers of 1781 and 1785.) Laplace then extends the model

to the case where the a priori probabilities (of drawing a

given number) are not all the same, but follow some known

law. This he applies (p 266) to an investigation of the

probability of error in the arithmetic mean of any number

of observations when the error distribution for individual

errors is known, and has a finite error bound.	 However,

as he points out, the error distribution is not known,

so the exercise becomes futile.	 He is forced to make the

assumption that all possible error distributions (subject

to certain, simple constraints) are equally probable. Proceed-

ing in the same way as in his 1781 paper (See Chapter IV

p 183) by attempting to integrate over all these possible
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error distributions in order to find a sort of mean

distribution, he eventually arrives at the logarithmic

distribution as he had done formerly. 	 He gives no

discussion of the validity of the argument, nor of the

usefulness of the result.

All of these calculations are a priori (that is,

the probabilities of the possible outcomes are assumed

known), and strictly out of the mainstream of Laplace's

theory of errors.	 The problem of planetary orbits (not

of course part of error theory) is one which had long

interested him, and can be classed with a number of other

questions in celestial mechanics which may be answered

by recourse to probability theory, questions where it is

required to discover whether a phenomenon under inves-

tigation is a chance occurence, or whether there is some

underlying cause for it.	 (Laplace continues his discus-
.

sion of such questions in Chapter IV). 	 Clearly the

technique Laplace uses here is, in essence, suitable. We

assume there is no cause orientating planetary orbits, and

hence assign equal probability to all orientations.	 On

this basis the mean of the inclinations in the observed con-

figuration becomes so highly improbable, that we are forced

to say there must almost certainly be some cause tending

to produce this configuration.	 On the other hand the

work on the logarithmic error distribution, although interest-

ing, is clearly an unsatisfactory way of arriving at the

best error distribution, and, since Laplace does not return

to it, it cannot have held muct interest for him. As I	 ik
have said, he does not comment upon its validity.
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Chapter III (p 280) is something of an interlude.

There Laplace develops some very useful large-number

approximations, and deals extensively with the central
•

limit theorem.	 Erf t and its evaluation emerge of course

as essential to the computations. All of this work had

been carried out in earlier papers and was applicable to

a large range of probability problems.

Chapter IV (p 309) "De la ,probabilite des erreurs

des r6sultats moyens d'un grand nombre d'observations et

des r4sultats moyens les plus avantageux" is the one which

concerns us most here, and is perhaps the most difficult

in the book. (7) Laplace's approach initially, using an

assumed error distribution, is similar to that of Simpson

and Lagrange.	 First he treats the rectangular error

distribution, but by using a generating function (8)

e-imv e- 6,J(v-i)

 
• +	 +e

0 
+ e. • ,	 + e6wv n• .

in place of

used by Simpson and Lagrange.	 By extending it at once to

the continuous case, the necessary integrations become

easier,	 and result in a distribution which approximates

to the Gaussian for a large number of observations,

expressing the probability for deviations of the mean of

a given number of observations from the true value.	 The

mathematical techniques he used had long been familiar to

him.	 (On p 310 Laplace applies the same model to planetary

orbits, and shows that the result is equivalent to the one
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he had obtained previously without the use of a generating

function.)	 Here, then, functions involving erf t emerge

as a direct result of a priori error analysis, and the

errors in the mean follow a Gaussian distribution when

the number of observations is large. 	 Laplace makes no

comment on this.

Without making any emphatic statement that he is trying

to escape from the need to assume, apriori, the shape of

the error distribution, Laplace proceeds (p 311) to treat

the case of a generalised error distribution, p() and

tackles this with a similar generating function,

- ikr(v-I)
p Ev) 

-U.)' 
-0- p (--v+ e.	 -	 p(o)e° .•

eul
+np(v) e

After suitable conversion to the continuous case, and

manipulation by means of the usual integral transforms,

Laplace again arrives, as an approximation for the case 

where n is large, (that is, where a very large number of

observations is used) at a function expressing the

probability that the mean lies within certain limits, an

expression which is again basically Gaussian, but which

still contains terms depending . on the form of the error

distribution for individual observations. 	 Thus the

probability that the mean of n observations lies between

1-E0 of the true value is
tE6

1.71 C f e.J(17 C	 . d e
h 2.7t	 h1

-ED

where C is a constant depending on the elementary error

distribution:
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C	 fo P(E).de

I (Olge). de

and h is either the error bound, or, if there is no

bound, a parameter expressing the width of the distrib-

ution.	 Hence the result is still not independent of

the shape of the error distribution and a numerical value

for the probability cannot be calculated.

Laplace now digresses briefly to two new problems;

first, of assessing the probability that the sum of the

moduli of the errors should lie within certain limits;

and second, of assessing the probability that the sum of

the squares of the errors should lie within certain

limits.	 He points out too (p 317) that if we assume

that the actual sum of the squares of the errors in a

large number of observations may be equated, at least

approximately, with their most probable sum, we can gain

some information, a posteriori, about the shape of the

error distribution, and can in fact evaluate C.

Now (p 318) Laplace embarks upon a derivation of the

method of least squares for many-parameter linear equations

of condition, for large numbers of observations, based on

very general considerations, and, as I have said, quite

unlike Gauss's 1809 exposition. 	 Again, he does not

preface his mathematics with any general comments.	 The

aim seems to be (although not explicitly stated), as in

the first part of the chapter, to eliminate the need for
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an a priori knowledge of the shape of the error distrib-

ution.	 He begins, like Gauss, by setting up equations

of condition.	 First he deals only with a special, one-

parameter case reduced to linear form, of 9 . cx.	 Thus

the equations of condition take the form;

e l: = 9i - c_xi,

He claims that normally Co, the chosen value of the para-

meter, is obtained by writing

Ze l: = 0	 ot	 co = 1:5z
Ex4:.

We could, using the previous analysis, write down the

probability that the error in this mean lies between

certain limits - a measure of its reliability. 	 But what

is really required is to define co in a new way, such that,

for the same limits, this probability is maximised. 	 This

new definition of Co may or may not coincide with the old

one, but clearly, whatever the case, we may express it as
•

Co r 21.401c 

Enliocf:

where the m t: are a set of weighting factors chosen at will.

(Note that this is of course quite different from the con-

cept of introducing a system of weights to allow for the

relative precisions of the observations.) 	 This is equi-

valent to writing ZemcCe = 0 for the weighted equations of

condition

Pli ec = VAI:(134...— CX ,;)

Using the same type of analysis as before, we can compute

Zni'4'.the probability that	 4--‘ lies between certain limits,
Entioci:

and maximise this with respLct to the ni l:.	 First we find

an expression closely related to the one previously obtained,
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411e.

fororobability that Zncez lies within certain limits,

t-E0 , of zero, given a large number of equations of
condition,

(n does not appear in the expression, because we are

considering ZINC;	 If all the mi. are put =-1-, the

original expression is obtained.)	 But ti-e corresponding
sei

variation, ec , in the parameterk co j is given by Imm eCi: so

that the probability that the calculated value co lies

between t ec of the true value is

	 f Ec	
)1

57 1/1C71 C 	 ej( p 1 — C a-1M Z,X-4.1 6 2- 1 de
h	 271- ZnA i 1	 2hz ZtA L 2

-Ec.

where h and C are defined as before.	 Clearly this

0-
probability will be maximum when (2:mit-zz) is minimum,

that is, when	 Dbit. 2-

fret

EnA4: X q:

This is true for all 1, so that nAz--kx and

Co =-	 X4., 94.

But this is precisely equivalent to the method of least

squares, i.e. to putting

IL a3z Cx z) =

Laplace has employed here a special form of maximum like-

lihood estimation of the best parameter, adjusting its

value until the probability of error over a given range

is minimised.	 Later he was to reject this concept of the
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best parameter emphatically in a slightly different

context, but here he contents himself with showing (p 324)

that the same result follows if instead we minimise the

'desavantage ou perte reelle' (the estimate he prefers)

by summing the products of every possible error with

its probability, and minimising; that is by writing

*0

1 p(ec).1ec.). dec.. = 11i t. hi niAA,s,

Laplace notes (p 326) the important fact that

• cette methode /de moindres carres7 doit donc Otre
employee de preference, quelle que soit la loi de facilite
des erreurs, loi dont depend le rapport C.

(9)

The point to emphasise here is that the method of

least squares is derived independently of the form of the

error distribution, and using only the methods evolved by

Simpson and Lagrange, together with some elegant techniques
•

developed by Laplace himself.	 The error function derives

solely from the mathematics. 	 All that could have been

borrowed from Gauss is the concept of . equations of condition,

and the use, as an interim measure, of the method of

maximum likelihood.	 Neither of these techniques originated

in the work of Gauss.	 Laplace does not even bother to show

that for the simplest case of all where tjz=c if equations

of condition are constructed:

=	 — me(

and the same procedure as before followed, the iç would all

be unity, giving the 'best value' of c as the simple arith-

metic mean of the equations of condition.

-Co
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Laplace has, of course, considered only a very

special one-parameter case, but he now proceeds (p 327)

to the two parameter case.	 Equation A (p.304) of course

remains the same, but for each parameter we must choose

a new system of weights. 	 The analysis is not easy, but

the result is that the sum of the squares of the errors

must be minimised for variations in each of the parameters.

Laplace's general extension of this to the many parameter

case is by analogy rather than by rigorous deduction. (10)

Laplace concludes (p 334),

De fa resulte un moyen simple de comparer entre elles
diverses tables astronomiques, du ciSte de la precision.
Ces tables peuvent toujours gtre supposes reduites a la
meme forme, et alors elles ne different que par les
époques, les moyens mouvements, et les coefficiens de leurs
argumens; . . . Maintenant, Si l'on comparait ces tables a
la totalite des bonnes observations, en les rectifiant par
cette comparai ,son, ces tables ainsi rectifies satisferaient,
par ce qut preccie, a la condition que la somme des carres
des erreurs qu'elles laisseraient subsister encore, soit
un minimum.	 Les tables qui approcheraient le plus de
remplir cette condition, meriteraient donc la preference;
d'oa il suit qu'en.comparant ces diverses tables, a un
nombre considerable d'observations, la presomption
d'exactitude dolt atre en faveur de celle dans laquelle la
somme des carres des erreurs est plus petite que dans les
autres.

Laplace assumed in the analysis given above that the

error distribution was symmetric about the true value. Now

he discusses briefly (p 335) the more general case of an

asymmetric distribution. 	 We need not concern ourselves

with this here.

Next (p 338) Laplace attempts something quite different;

he writes,

Nous venons de rechercher le resultat moyen que des
observations nombreuses et non faites encore, doivent
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indiquer avec le plus d'avantagefi-et la loi de probabilitg
des erreurs de ce rgsultat.	 Considgrons prsentement le
rgsultat moyen des observations deja faites, et dont on
connatt les gcarts respectifs.

Thus he intends examining the observations as.far as

possible a posteriori instead of a priori.	 As he had

done in his 1774 paper (see Chapter ;I.T p NO), he begins

by constructing, in the usual way, an expression for the

probability of a set of measured values, 1, given the

true value, C, of a single quantity. 	 Thus,

= VP (1KZ c)

As before, he defines the best value for C not by using

the maximum likelihood estimate of Bernoulli and Gauss

(maximising AG with respect toc)but by writing

I C Co). 
J2. 

GIC	 mini"vAwt

He refers to this asminimising the "valeur moyenne de

l'erreur a craindre."	 He shows it to be equivalent to

finding the ordinate bisecting the area of the curve a
Thus, hesays, we may call it the "milieu de probabilite",

as there is an equal chance that the true result will be

greater or less than it.

So far the argument is precisely that used in his 1774

and 1781 papers on the exponential and logarithmic dis-

tributions.	 But now, for the moment without discussion,

he chooses a generalised (and unnormalised) Gaussian-like

error distribution;

p(e)	 111 (X )

where 11) is some function of Z.	 Looking for the form of
s

1/ which also givex the arithmetic mean as best value, he
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arrives at the conclusion that 0) must be Gaussian.
(Remember he is using his own definition of 'best mean'

not the maximum likelihood estimate which Gauss used).

He derives the method of least squares and also points

out (p 345) a very general and important result:

Le mAliode des moindres carres des erreurs devient
necessaire, lorsqu'il s'agit de prendre un milieu entre
plusieurs r4sultats donnes, chacun, par l'ensemble d'un
grand nombre d'observations de divers genres.

We know, he writes,. that the probability of the error in

the mean of a large number of observations follows a

Gaussian distribution (regardless of the error distribution

for the individual errors); hence a collection of such

means represents a Gaussian population (with suitable

weighting if the means have different precisions). Thus

the best mean of the means may be found by the method of

least squares.

Let me recapitulate briefly the arguments in Chapter IV

up to this point.	 First, given a large set of observations

following an unknown, but symmetrical, error distribution,

Laplace showed that the probability curve for errors in the

mean (either the simple arithmetic mean, or, for the many

parameter case, the 'best' values of the parameter concerned,

as defined by the method of least squares) follows a

Gaussian distribution.	 The characteristics of this dis-

tribution remain unknown (as long as we have only one value

of the m dn) so an evaluation of the probable error in the

mean is im,ossible, without a knowledge of the form of

the probability distribution for single errors. 	 A rough

estimate of the char cteristic of this fundamental dis-
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tribution (i.e. the value of C) may be obtained by

examining the residues from the observations, but this

clearly does not seem to Laplace to be a very satisfactory

procedure.	 However, if we obtain a set of values of the

mean, since errors in them follow a Gaussian distribution,

we can apply the method of least squares in order to

determine the overall best value, and also to assess the

width of the distribution, and hence the reliability of •

this value.

Laplace now makes a brief digression (p 348) to

examine the method of minimising the maximum error in

terms of probability theory, and he also analyses Cotes'

method "of error treatment (not altogether correctly, as

I have pointed out in Chapter III p 111).

In the concluding paragraph of the chapter Laplace

assesses Gauss's work and compares it with his own:

Quand on n'a qu'un element a determiner, cette methode_
of taking the arithmetic mean/ ne laisse aucun embarras;

mais lorsque l'on dolt corriger a la fois plusieurs elemens,
il faut avoir autant d'equations finales formees par la
reunion de plusieurs equations de condition, et au moyen
desquelles on determine par l'elimination les corrections
des elements.	 Mais quelle est la maniere la plus avan-
tageuse de combiner les equations de condition, pour former
les equations finales?	 C'est idi que les observateurs
s'abandonnaient a des tatonnements arbitraires, qui
devraient les conduire A des resultats differens, quoique
deduits des eemesobservations.	 Pour eviter ces tatonnements,
M. Legendre eut l'idee simple de considerer la somme des
carres des erreurs des observations, et de la rendre un
minimum, ce qui fournit directement autant d'equations
finales, qu'il y a d'elements a corriger.	 Ce savant geo-
metre est le premier qui alt publie cette methode; mais
on doit a M. Gauss la justice d'observer qu'il avait eu,
plusieurs annees avant cette publication, la m gme idee dont
il faisait un usage habituel, et qu'il avait communiqu4e a
plusieurs astronomes. 	 M. Gauss, dans sa Theorie du mouve-
ment elliptique, a cherche A rattacher cette methode a la
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Theorie des Probabilites, en faisant voir que la mgme
loi des erreurs des observations, qui donne generalement
la regle du milieu arithmetique entre plusieurs obser-
vations, admise par les observateurs, donne pareillement
la regle des moindres carres des erreurs des observations.
. . . Mais come rien ne prouve que la premiere de ces
regles donne le resultat le plus avantageux, la mgme
incertitude existe par rapport a la seconde.	 La recherche
de la maniere la plus avantageuse de former les equations
finales, est sans doute une des plus utiles de la Theorie
des Probabilites: son importance dans la Physique et
l'Astronomie me porte A m'en occuper.	 Pour cela, je
considerai que toutes les manieres de combiner les
equations de condition, pour en former une equation finale
lineaire, revenaient a les multiplier respectivement par
des facteurs . . . et a faire une somme de tous ces produits;
ce qui donne un premiere equation finale. 	 Un second
systeme de facteurs donne une seconde equation finale, et
ainsi de suite, jusqu'a ce que l'on ait autant d'equations
finales que d'elements	 corriger.	 Maintenant il est
visible qu'il faut choisir les systemes de facteurs, de
sorte que lerreur moyenne a craindre en plus ou en moms
sur chaque element, soit un minimum; l'erreur moyenne
6tant la somme des produits de chaque erreur par sa
probabilite.	 Lorsque les observations sont en petit
nombre, le choix de ces systemes depend de la loi des erreurs
de chaque observation. 	 Mais Si l'on considere un grand
nombre d'observations, ce qui a lieu le plus souvent dans les
recherches astronomiques, ce choix devient independant de
cette loi; et l'on a vu dans ce qui precede, que l'analyse
conduit alors directement aux resultats de la methode des
moindres carr6s des erreurs des observations.

I quote Laplace in full here, to indicate his claim

that he was led by the exigencies of astronomy to search for

a method of combining equations of condition; and how he

credits Gauss with first applying probability theory to

equations of condition, but at the same time insists that

we cannot know the shape of the error distribution a priori 

and must hence arrive at a method of error analysis by

another route.	 No emphasis is placed on the Gaussian

distribution.

A
Chapter V (p 355), '%pplication du Calcul des Probabilites

C la recherche des phenomZenes et de leurs causes", is
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devoted to methods of unravelling from complicated

observed events small-scale regular variations (a process

later to be called by Herschel the detection of residual

phenomena).	 This extremely interesting chapter, rely-

ing heavily on the statistical results of Chapter IV,

has a highly practical bias; Laplace speaks of ap-

plications to barometric variations, to small pertur-

bations of planetary motions, to the shape of the earth,

and so on.	 However, many of the small variations he

deals with here he had dealt with earlier in the /%4canique 

Celeste, without recourse to probability theory.

The remaining chapters of the book (as it appeared in

the first edition) deal with subject matter unrelated to

error theory - the problems of insurance, of life annuities,

and of legal evidence, as well as games of chance.

The generation of the lTheorie Analytiques

Let us look back now, and compare the error theory as

Laplace expounded it in the Theorie Analytique with his

work in earlier papers.	 I have dealt already with the

probabilistic techniques he developed for analysing errors

in his pre-1809 mathematical papers (see Chapter IV), and

his more practical work on Boscovich's method and the method

of minimising the maximum error (see Chapter III). The

influence of these early papers upon Causs I have examined

in Chapter VI.	 I want to deal more specifically now with

the papers Laplace wrote after 1809, that is, after Gauss's

publication of the Theoria Motus.	 In the list of Laplace's

papers given on page	 , we see that there were three of

these concerning error theory; 'Sur les approx*mations . .
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(1810), with its supplement; 'Sur les integrales

definies . • • ' (1811); and 'Du milieu . . .' (1811).

In the 1810 paper, Laplace's preoccupation was not

with error theory, but with an examination of the

inclination of cometary orbits, and a determination of

the probability of any given mean inclination to the

ecliptic; the greater part of the paper was devoted to

this problem.	 It forms an intermediary between the

early paper of 1776 (see my list), which dealt with the

same subject, and arrived at a very clumsy result which

did not involve erf t at all, and the finished arguments

of the Theorie Analytique (p 263) where Laplace attempted

approximations to make the calculations easier, and

arrived at expressions which did involve erf t.	 In the

Theorie Analytique he wrote;

Le nombre des termes de cette formule et le precision
avec laquelle il faudrait avoir chacun d'eux en rendent
le calcul impraticable; il faut donc recourir au methodes
d'approximation . . .

Clearly the 1776 result had been unsatisfactory to him

because of its clumsiness.	 In the 1810 paper he had

tackled the problem again from a new point of view using

the recently-developed mathematical tools now at his

disposal.	 Of his earlier difficulties of calculation

he wrote (p 303)

Cette difficulte m'a longtemps arrgte; je suis enfin
parvenu a vaincre en considerant le probleme sous un
point de vue nouveau, qui m'a conduit a exprimer la
probabilite cherchee, par une serie convergente, dans le
cas general ou les facilites des inclinaisons suivent une
loi quelconque.	 Ce probleme est identique avec celui
dans lequel on cherche la probabilite que la moyenne des
erreurs d'un grand nombre d'observations sera comprise dans
les limites donnees, et il resulte de ma solution que, en
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multipliant ind4finiment les observations, leur r4su1tat
moyen converge vers un terns fixe, . . .

Treating the problem first in terms of orbit inclinations,

he constructed a generating function

[	 _ 00(v- t)

precisely as he was later to do in chapter IV of the

Th4orie Analytique specifically for the case of errors.

As there he obtained the usual expressions involving erf t

for the probability of a mean inclination within a given

range.	 At the end of the 1810 paper, too, he applied

the same technique to errors, but his discussion is very

brief and clearly it was the problem of orbits that had

aroused his interest, and not the theory of errors. 	 But,

nevertheless, it is there that he obtained for the first

time the result that the errors in the mean of a large

number of observations follow a Gaussian distribution,

whatever the probability distribution for the elementary

errors.

In a short supplement to the 1810 paper, a supplement

devoted solely to error theory, we find Laplace comparing

his own definition of "best" mean as given in his 1774 and

1781 papers (see Chapter IV p179 ) with Bernoulli's and

Gauss's distribution.	 Thus, he says, under certain

special circumstances, that is, when we look at a set of

values which arethemselves each means of a large number of

observations, we can pply a Gaussian alysis of errors,

since we may assume, by the results in the previous paper,

that the distribution of the means is Gaussian.
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In his paper 'Sur les integrales definies . . .' (1811)

is his first published derivation of the method of least

squares, essentially in the same form as it was later to

appear in the Theorie Analytique, and hence totally

different from Gauss's derivation. 	 It is valid, of course,

only for large sets of observations. 	 Laplace does not

compare it with Gauss's method except to write, (p 363)

Ainsi cette methode, , que MM. Legendre et Gauss ont
propose, et qui, jusqu'a present, ne presentait sue l'
avantage de fournir, sans aucun tgtonnement, les equations
finales necessaires pour corriger les elements, donne en
mgme temps les corrections les plus precises.

This is scarcely fair, for the situations in which Gauss

and Legendre had applied the method - that is, to fairly

small numbers of observations - were not really those in

which Laplace'.:: derivation was applicable. 	 Laplace made

no attempt here to assess how large the number of obser-

vations ought to be for the method to be reliable.

The third paper, 'Du milieu . . .' (1811) was an

almost word for word extract from the second, so we need not

dwell upon it here.	 One point to note, however, is that

both second and third papers did not contain the paragraph

Laplace was later to insert in the Theorie Analytique, and

which I have quoted on page 306 of the present Chapter -

the one paragraph which really stressed the useful

application of the result in a practical situation. 	 We

need not be very surprised that it was omitted from the

second paper, which was essentially an exercise in

probability theory, but its omission from the third paper

is more significant. 	 The latter appeared in the Con-

naissance des Temps for 1813, and hence should have had a
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practical bias; and yet I think all but the most able

of astronomers would have had difficulty in applying the

method as given there, so far removed is it from the

practicalities of data analysis. 	 Curiously too, it is

followed in the same volume by a paper 'Sur l'inegalit

a longue periode du mouvement lunaire,' where Laplace
sets up four equations of condition, and used his own

method of minimising the maximum error to find the best

parameters.	 There is, of course, nothing wrong in this;

Laplace's method of least squares was derived for large

numbers of observations only.	 What is surprising, in

both papers, is the complete lack of general comment on

the methods used.

The role of error theory in Lapla':e's methodology 

In Laplace's pre-1812 probability papers, as we have

seen, error theory emerges chiefly as a useful vehicle for

problems in mathematics, rather than as an essential

technique in quantitative science.	 From them, we learn

very little about his general attitude toward the rOle of

error theory in science. 	 His interest in validating the

algorithmic methods he had actually used in astronomy

(Boscovich's method and the minimax method) seems equally

limited.	 Did he then have no views on the part error

theory played in the general methodology of science? To

answer this question, we must turn first to the Essai 

Philosophique des Probabilites, and then to the M4canique 

Celeste.	 In the former we might expect Laplace's

attitudes to be explicitly expressed, and in the 1 tter the

presence or absence of discussi ns of errors in real
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situations will indicate the extent of his interest in

error theory as a practical tool.

The Essai originated in a lecture, 'Sur les prob-

abilit4s', delivered at the gcole Normale in 1795. No

published version appeared until 1812, (5) and by then

Laplace must have considerably revised the original, for

it contains reference to the method of least squares and

to other techniques which Laplace evolved only after 1809.

First published as the Essai in 1814, it went in all

into five editions, by no means identical. 	 However

they all share the common characteristic of attampting to

(1)give a non-mathematical 2 exposition of probability

theory and its application. 	 Laplace wrote, (p.v) (13)

Je vais y pr6senter, sans le secours de l'Analyse,
les principes et les resultats g6neraux de la theorie des
probabi1it6s expose dans cet Ouvrage, en les appliquant
aux questions les plus importantes de la vie, qui ne
sont en effet, pour la plupart, que des problemes de
probabilite.	 On peut mOme dire, a parler en rigueur,
que presque toutes nos connaissances ne sont que probables;
et dans le petit nombre des choses, que nous pouvons
savoir avec certitude, dans les sciences mathematiques
elles-mgmes, les principaux moyens de parvenir a la
verite, l'induction et l'analogie, se fondent sur les
probabilites, en sorte que le systeme entier des connais-
sances humaines se rattache a la theorie expose dans cet
essai.

The Essai was later included as the Introduction to the

()Theorie Ana1ytique 5 and covers briefly most of the topics

dealt with there.	 The section which concerns us most

(pp lvi-lxxvii) is entitled 'Application du Calcul des

Probabilits	 la Philosophie naturelle'. 	 There, Laplace

outlines the method of least squares and its application to

large numbers of observations, but adds (p lix)
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• . .mais, dans le cas mime oil leur nombre est petit, il
paratt naturel d'employer la mime regle, qui, tous les cas,
offre un moyen simple d'obtenir sans Citonnements les
corrections que l'on cherche a determiner.

He attempts no justification for this algorithmic use of

the method of least squares.	 He mentions numerous

possible applications of probability theory to natural

philosophy - to astronomical tables, to geodetic surveys,

to the detection of residual phenomena, (in particular of

small celestial perturbations) and so on, and the complete

list is certainly impressive.	 He emphasises too the need

to state the reliability of the mean. 	 He writes (p lviii)

Chaque poids depend, a la verite, de la loi de
probabilite des erreurs de chaque systeme, et presque
toujours cette loi est inconnue; mais je suis heureuse-
ment parvenu a eliminer le facteur qui la renferme, au
moyen de la somme des carres des ecarts des observations
du systeme, de leur resultat moyen. 	 11 serait donc a
desirer, pour completer nos connaissances sur les resultats
obtenus par l'ensemble d'un grand nombre d'observations,
qu'on ecrivit a cate de chaque resultat le poids qui lui
correspond; l'Analyse fournit pour cet objet des methodes
generales et simples.

Whilst pointing out in this way that it was necessary to

estimate the reliability of the finally-selected mean value,

Laplace did not go further, and discuss the r8le of this

estimate in theory-testing, or its implications for the

validity of the inductive process.

There is another passage in the Essai where we might

expect to find some indication of what part Laplace felt

error theory played in methodology; this was entitled,

'Des divers moyens d'approcher de la certitude'.	 There,

Laplace, sums up briefly his perbonal attitude towards

scientific investigation. (p cxxxviii)
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L'induction, l'analogie des hypotheses fondees sur
les faits et rectifies sans cesse par de nouvelles obser-
vations, un tact heureux donne par la nature et fortifie
par des comparaisons nombreuses de ses indications avec
l'experience, tels sont les principaux moyens de parvenir
a la verite.

Si l'on considere avec attention la serie des objets
de m3me nature, on apercoit entre eux et dans leurs
changements des rapports qui se manifestent de plus en
plus a mesure que la serie se prolonge, et q4, en
s'entendant et de generalisant sans cesse, conduisent
enfin au principe dont ilsderivent. 	 Mais souvent ces
rapports sont enveloppes de tant de circonstances
êtrangeres,qu'il faut une , grande sagacite pour les
demeler et pour remonter a ce principe: c'est en cela
que consiste le veritable g6nie des sciences. L'Analyse
et la Philosophie naturellt doivent leurs plus importantes
decouvertes a ce moyen fecond que l'on nomme induction.
Newton lui a	 redevable de son theoreme du binveMe et
du principe de la gravitation universelle. 	 Ii est
difficile d'apprecier la probabilite des resultats de
l'induction qui se fonde au ce que les rapports les plus
simples sont les plus communs: c'est ce qui se verifie
dans les formules de l'Analyse, et ce que l'on retrouve
dans les phenomenes naturels, dans la cristallisation et
dans les combinaisons chimiques. 	 Cette simplicite de
rapports ne paraTtra point etonnante, si l'on considere
que tous les effets de la nature no sort que les resultats
mathematiques d'un petit nombre de lois immuables.

Cependant l'induction, en faisant decouvrir les prin-
cipes generaux des sciences, ne suffit pas pour les etablir
en rigueur.	 Ii faut toujours les confirmer par des
demonstrations ou par des exp6riences decisives; car l'
histoire des sciences nous montre que l'induction a quelque-
fois conduit a des resultats inexacts . . .

Here Laplace provides no better explicit guide to, nor

deeper analysis of, actual procedure in science than had

the Newtonians of a century before him. 	 He, like them,

emphasises induction, analogy and recourse to experiment

as the essential requisites of a scientific investigation;

like th m he is seeking rigorous, simple, general laws

of nature.	 No more than they, it seeks, can he imagine

scientific knowledge as ultimately unc rtain or vague.

These elements must be expunged from science, not assessed

quantitatively and incorporat d form fly into c'entific
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statement.	 Error theory, as a branch of probability

theory, had been used by Laplace to deal with certain

specific problems, but he did not envisage it as an

essential ingredient of scientific method.

He did relate induction to probability theory, but

in a very loose way which scarcely indicated how to

proceed when faced with a real scientific investigation.

In the first version of tbe Essai, (the'Lecon'), he wrote,

Vous avez vu que souvent les lois des expressions
analytiques se manifestent dans leurs premiers termes,
et que celles de la nature sont indiqu6es par un petit
nombre d'observations; le propre du genie est de les
demeler au milieu des circonstances dont elles sont
envelopees, et de les exposer dans un jour tel qu'il soit
impossible de les m6connattre.	 Ce moyen d'y pauenir se
nomme induction; pour en accrottre la probabilite on
forme de nouveaux termes, on l'on fait de nouvelles obser-
vations, et, si les lois dont on a soupconn6 l'existence
continuent d'y satisfaire, elles acquierent un degre de
vraisemblance qui finit par se confondre avec la certitude.

(14)

This juxtaposition of mathemaf. ical and experimental induction

(which we also saw in the previous quotation) is naive and

somewhat ridiculous - Laplace may have been talking down to

his lay readers, for he must have known the essential

differences between the two types of induction. 	 There is

a beginning made here of methodological statement, but to

what extent lack of depth was a result of an awareness of

the limitations of his expected audience, and to what extent

a result of his own limitations as a philosopher of science,

we can never know.

Of course, ab ence of explicit stat ent by no means

indicates that Laplace did not, in his ctual sci ntific

work, cast error theory into a more iiport t nd ubiquitois
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r81e.	 Let us turn now to the Traite de Mecanique celeste 

to find the extent of his discussions of errors, and his

use of error theory there. 	 Such a study should be

especially revealing, because the first four volumes of the

mecanique Celeste were published before 1809 - that is,

before a usable, probabilistic theory of errors became

available to Laplace; and the last volume was published

after 1812 and the Theorie analytique: so we might hope

to find a need for error theory clearly arising in the

first four volumes, to be satisfied in the fifth. (15)

Such methodological comment as exists in the MecaniaLle

Celeste serves to reinforce the impression that Laplace

did not think deeply about the implications of error

theory for the philosophy of scien-e. 	 Like his predecessors,

he relied heavily on a supposed simplicity of nature. For

example discussing the inverse square law of gravity, he

wrote,

We have shown that this law follows the inverse ratio
of the square of the distances. 	 It is true,that this
ratio was deduced from the supposition of perfect elliptical
motion, which does not rigorously accord with the observed
motions of heavenly bodies. 	 But we ought to consider that
the most simple laws should always be preferred, until we
are compelled by observation to abandon them. 	 It is
natural at first to suppose that the law of gravitation is
inversely as as a power of the distance, and we find by
calculation that the slightest difference between this
power and the square would become extremely sensible in
the position of the perihelia of the planetary orbits, in
which however no motions have been discovered by observation,
except such as are very small the cause of which will be
explained hereafter. 	 In general we shall see, in the course
of this work, that the law of gravitation, in the inverse
ratio of the square of the distances, represents with the
greatest precision, all the known inequalities of the motions
of the heavenly bodies;	 and this accordance, taken in
connexion with the simplicity of the law, authorizes the
belief that it is rigorously the law of nature. (16)
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He stated his conviction of the simplicity of nature

more categorically in his Exposition du Sy-t'me du monde

(again a work intended for the non-specialist reader).

He wrote,

Infiniment variee dans ses effets, la nature n'est
simple que dans ses causes, et son gconomie consiste a
produire un grand nombre de phenomenes, souvent tres
compliqugs, au moyen d'un petit nombre de lois ggne'rales.

(17)

We must bear in mind Laplace's general aim in the

Mecanique Celeste.	 In the preface (p xiii) he wrote,

Astronomy, considered in the most general manner, is
a great problem of mechanics, in which the elements of
the motions are arbitrary constant quantities. 	 The
solution of this problem depends, at the same time, upon
the accuracy of the observations, and upon the perfection
of the analysis. 	 It is very important to reject every
empirical process, and to complete the analysis, so that
it shall not be necessary to derive from observations any
but indispensable data.	 The intention of this work is to
obtain, as much as may be in my power, this interesting
result.

The pattern the book takes is guided very much by these

objectives. Highly mathematical sections are followed

by brief passages where results are compared with obser-

vational data, in order to deduce the values of unknown

constants in the descriptions of the celestial motions,

and to compare the calculated motions in detail with the

observed ones.	 The comparison of theory with data was,

in Laplace's work, accompanied by a very strong awareness

of the rSle of errors, and the need for reliability assess-

ments.	 However, in volumes I - IV he seems to have been

quite content with a very haphazard app oach to the actual

treatment of errors.	 E ch problem is tackled on its own

merits, and La lace does not recognise that any of the
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methods he produced might be potentially general.	 I

have already discussed the Chapter III his lengthy inter-

pretations of Boscovich's method and the minimax method;
'

but he did not apply these methods to anything but the

problem of the earth's shape.	 He did not utilise Mayer's

method, or any other definite, generalised method for the

combining of many parameter equations of condition,

although throughout his work he stressed the need to use

large sets of observations in order to increase accuracy. (18)

One very useful technique he did develop was the care-

ful examination of the degree of approximation requisite

for any particular problem. 	 He saw clearly that there

was no point in calculating theoretical inequalities which

could never be distinguished from observational errors,

and he carried out his approximations only to the point where

the inequalities were of the same order of magnitude as

the maximum expected observational errors. 	 He was not,

of course, the first to employ this sort of technique.

In volume V of the Mecanique Celeste we find the method

of least squares coming into increasing use. 	 But there

again it is used only sporadically, and there is no general

comment on the rele of errors in scientific investigations.

Laplace's error discussions are thus apposite to the
v

problems for which the were intended, ingenious, and 	 /i

necessary to his conclusions.	 Nevertheless, he remained

curiously unaware of the problem of errors in any analysis

of scientific reasoning processes, and of the possibility
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of developing his work on the probabilistic interpretation

of errors into a generalised and important error theory.
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CONCLUSION

From the early eighteenth century onwards, error

theory played a crucial part in the analysis of results

in isolated physical and astronomical problems.	 Yet

in no sense did the discussion of errors enter into the

general, explicit methodology of eighteenth century

science.	 The techniques of error treatment used were,

to begin with, near arbitrary algorithms, based merely

on intuitive ideas of how errors might be expected to

behave; towards the end of the century, and in the early

years of the next, they were slowly replaced by formal

methods, based on probability theory. 	 This latter

development was not, however, the result of a need felt

by observers and experimenters to validate methods of

error analysis already in use, but arose out of a purely

mathematical interest in error theory as a branch of

probability calculus.

However, the tenets of Newtonian experimental philo-

sophy, or indeed of any scientific method which has

central to it the procedure of matching theory and data,

should include, to be complete, some consideration of

observational errors and their implications for the reason-

ing processes used.	 The paucity of error discussions may

thus be seen as an essential weakness in eighteenth century

scientific method. It is symptomatic of a general lack

of detail and sophistication in the explicit methodology

of the time; we have seen for example, that in practice

the criterion of simplicity frequently obviated the need
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for a theory of errors, but again we find no deep analysis

of this alternative criterion in methodological discus-

sions.	 There was in general a very weak link between

practice and precept in eighteenth century science, and

this absence of thorough and detailed dissection of the

scientific method continued well into the nineteenth

century.

I have, of course, used many sources of methodological

statement in my discussions. 	 Any scientific paper or

treatise can hardly avoid including a number of

generalised comments about the specific methods it uses.

For the great majority of successful practising scientists

this is the only means we do have of informing ourselves

about their methodologies. 	 In pazticular this is true

in the case of Newton; and it is not only ourselves, but

also his contemporaries, who have tried to distil the

essence of the Newtonian method from methodological state-

ments scattered throughout his work. 	 Such a process is

dangerous; we must avoid the trap of confounding actual

method with methodology, and methodology with underlying

philosophy, for the three do not necessarily, for any given

investigator, present a logical or consistent whole.

Clearly there should be some link between the three if a

formal description of science is to become possible; the

philosophy of science should, to at least some extent,

determine its methodology, and its methodology should pre-

scribe the actual methods to be used. We should expect

treatises specifically devoted to methodology to discuss

these links, but such treatises were rare.
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Let us look at the few methodological treatises

which appeared in the period between the publication of

Bacon's Novum Organum in 1620 and Whewell's Novum Organon

(1)Renovatum of 1840,	 both reasonably lengthy works. The

only work of comparable size and nature occurring in this

period was Lambert's Neues Organon, published in 1764.

Interspersed between these three major works (major at

least in terms of length) are a few shorter ones. Perhaps

Descartes' Discourse on the Method of Rightly Conducting 

the Reason and Seeking truth in the Sciences (1637) should

be included, but more for its title than its actual content,

which scarcely provides a scientific method. 	 (There was

of course a Cartesian method; but in detail it owed more

to the example given by the Principa4) Philosophiae than to

the precepts laid down in the Discflurs , on Method.)	 In

the post-Newtonian era the Dutch produced a small number

of discourses ostensibly on the scientific method - there

was Boerhaave's De Comparando Certo in Physicis (1715) and

his Method of Studying Physick (1719); in 1724 'sGravesande

gave a dissertation De Evidentia (2) and Musschenbroek

published an Oratio dP methodo instituendi experimenta 

physica in 1731.	 The actual help these tracts provided

for practising scientists was, as I have shown in Chapter I,

severely limited.	 Only two other methodological works need

be mentioned, but these are both of great importance. In

1765 Lambert published his'Theorie der Zuverlassigkeit',

which I have already discussed in detail in Chapter V, and

John Her chel, in 1831, his Preliminary Discourse on the 

St dy of Nat ral Philosophy, which contributed gteatly to

Wh ell's Novum Organ n P novatum.
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Bacon's Novum Organon, if it did nothing else,

provided a model lay-out for future methodological

treatises.	 Taking induction from experience as the

only true route to knowledge, Bacon attempted to found

a definite methodology upon this philosophical attitude.

He gave innumerable, detailed examples of the application

to real situations of his method of gradual induction.

He suggested, too, that the reader should assess the

reasonableness of this approach by putting it to the test.

He wrote,

If anyone would form an opinion or judgement . . .
concerning these speculations of mine, let him not hope
that he can do it in passage or by the by, but let him
examine the thing thoroughly; let him make some little
trial for himself of the way which I describe and lay
out; let him familiarise his thoughts with that sublety
of nature to which experience bears witness . . . (3)

The method was thus to be taken seriously, not as a mere

plaything for the amusement of philosophers in their

arguments, but as a real tool for practising scientists.

Nevertheless Bacon's methodology, except in its very

barest outlines, was virtually useless. In the success-

ful scientific work of his successors we see no detailed

application of the Baconian method, although we do see a

similar explicit insistence, at a very general level, on

the inductive procedure as the valid one in scientific

investigation.	 Clearly later workers were influenced, in

a general sense, by Bacon's work, but we cannot often

discern in their methods the exact pattern of Bacon's

methodology.
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First in England, and later on the continent, the

Newtonian method eclipsed all others as the best way of

proceeding in experimental philosophy. 	 But what

exactly was this method seen to be? As I have said,

Newton produced no methodological treatises, so both

we ourselves and his nearer successors have been forced

to derive a methodology from his scattered general state-

ments and his method itself. 	 Yet, as has been pointed

out ad nauseam in recent years, his philosophy, his

methodology, and his actual method do not form a consis-

tent whole; (see Chapter I, notes 19 & 20) I think his

successors were vaguely aware of this, and yet unwilling

to state it explicitly. 	 Their methodological statements

thus become largely exhortations to emulate Newton's

actual method, especially in his experimental philosophy

as illustrated in the Opticks.	 Apart from this they

emphasise, in extremely general terms, the danger of the

unproven hypothesis, the primacy of observational and

experimental data, the value of mathematising nature. Yet

of more detailed methodology there is very little; no

real attempt was made to analyse the procedures Newton used.

Lambert's 'Theorie der Zuverlassigkeie is far more

convincing as a methodological treatise than the work of his

predecessors.	 He discusses in detail the taking of means

of multiple readings, and the quantit tive assessment of

the reliability of the mean.	 He ext nds this to relation-

ships between two variables, and discusses the gr phical

plotting of results. 	 But although I h ve de cribed this

paper as methodological it do s not tell us how to proc ed
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in discovering new theories, but only how to evaluate

them quantitatively after they have been postulated.

Even then 'theory' is treated as having a very narrow

sense (a narrowness dictated by Lambert's philosophical

ideas) - as a mathematical relationship which can be

used to describe a given set of data. 	 This sort of

a posteriori evaluation is of course of great (we might

now almost say of overriding) importance to methodology,

but for a scientist to be preoccupied with it was, in

the 1760's, something entirely new.	 Can we see any

reason for this novel approach, in contemporary changes

in either the philosophy or the actual methods of science?

From Bacon's time onwards the preoccupation (in so far

as we have any overt description cE it) had been, at least

in philosophical argument, with the procedures of scientific

investigation, that is, with the temporal sequence of

activities leading up to the formulation of a new scien-

tific theory.	 For Bacon, it was necessary to collect the

detailed facts of nature by observation and experiment,

and proceed from them by a gentle process of induction to

ever greater generalistions.	 The Newtonian method, in its

explicit form, was an extension of this; we proceed by

induction to formulate a theory, and then confirm the

theory by predicting new phenomena from it. 	 Superimposed

upon this was the concept that the surest sort of theory

is the mathematic I one, possessing the sort of exactness

that only mathe atics can 'onfer.	 Any theory cohich is

not arrived at by experiment or obs rvation, preferably

quantitative, is not valid. 	 But irduction itself is not
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a completely certain process, because we generalise from

a less-than-infinite number of cases; so the second

process of testing the theory acts as an aid to conviction.

The Cartesian procedure was, of course, totally different:

there we begin with a priori reasoning to deduce the

expected behaviour of nature.	 Ideally this deduction

will be complete, and we will look around us and see

nature behaving as we have predicted; if it does not,

the fault will lie in the misinterpretation of reality

by our sense organs rather than in a fault in the funda-

mental theory.	 Discrepancies between theory and obser-

vation thus tell us more about ourselves than about nature.

But further, it may not be possible (because of the

weakness of our deductive reasoning processes) to predict

the more miaute details of natural phenomena, and to deter-.

mine the rules by which these operate, we must have recourse

to experimental measurement and observation. 	 It seems to

me that the criteria for the validity of both these types

of theory lay, for their creators, more in the whole

procedure by which the theories were formulated than in the

final rigorous matching of theory to data.	 The concept of

partial matching simply did not exist as part of the philo-

sophy of science, even though in the actual practice of

science it must always have had a rOle, if only at an

intuitive, perhaps subconscious, level.	 A theory, according

to Newtonian philosophy, was at each stage in its invention,

either confirmed or denied by the data; probable theories,

and approximate theories, had no real place in the scheme.

For the Carte-i ns too there was no philosophical necessity

to assess the d ree of agreement between the data, which

could be fallacious, and the the ry, asstmed correct.
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Why did Lambert suddenly realise the necessity for

a discussion of theory/data matching as an essential part

of methodology?	 I had hoped to find a reason in his,

explicitly methodological work, the Neues Organon, where

Lambert was attempting a reconciliation of the Newtonian

and Cartesian points of view.	 But although we can

construct a fairly clear idea (so far as one may be

extracted from Lambert's often involuted exposition) of

his philosophy of science fron this immensely tedious and

complex work, there is, as in the case of Bacon's treatise,

little that provides a usable methodology. 	 It is else-

where that he stresses the usefulness of mathematical laws

in describing nature, it is elsewhere that he gives methods

of analysing numerical data by recourse to error theory

and it is elsewhere that he discusses the validity of

theories based on less-than-accurate data. 	 We can see

a link between his methodology and philosophy here - in

particular there is a change in emphasis from that we saw

in the work of his predecessors.	 Since both a priori 

and a posteriori arguments form a valid part of scientific

reasoning, the method by which we arrive at a hypothesis

is unimportant, and certainly not always the same. 	 What

is important is the testing of the hypothesis by means of

the data after it has been formulated - and it is the

hypothesis which stands or falls by this test. 	 The essential

part of Lambert's methodology thus becomes the evaluation 

of the hypothesis, rather than its creation. 	 However, this

is very much a construct based on a combination of Lambert's

methodological and philosophical ideas. 	 It is not, as far

as I can see, explicit in his own work.
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The other source of Lambert's general methodological

statements, the Photometria is no more fruitful. While

the rules for theory testing he gives there are clearly

consonant with his philosophy of science, they do not

explicitly form part of it.	 They could well have done,

for the Photometria was published in 1760, four years

before the Neues Organon, and it is in any case clear

from Lambert's diary that his ideas on the analysis of

observations were formulated quite early in his scientific

career.	 We must conclude that it was not Lambert's

novel approach to the philosophy of science that generated

the detailed aspects of his methodology. 	 But we must

admit, too, that he was not led from his methodology to

his philosophical convictions; for if he was, it is

difficult to explain the total absence of error theory

from the Neues Organon.	 Again the links between method,

methodology and philosophy are exceedingly weak.

We ml.Ist move on to a period well beyond the confines

of the present thesis to find at last, in John Herschel's

Preliminary Discourse on the Study of Natural Philosophy,

(1831) a professedly methodological treatise which really

does provide hints for actual procedure in scientific

investigation.	 Part II of the discourse is entitled, 'Of

the principles on which physical science relies for its

successful prosecution, and the rules by which a systematic

examination of nature should be conducted, with illus-

trations of their influence as exe plified in the history

of its progress'.	 Like LambP, rt, H rschel stressed the

mathematical nature of sci itific laws;
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Numerical precision is the very soul of science;
and its attainment affords the only criterion, or at
least the best, of the truth of theories and the correct-
ness of experiments. . . . Indeed it is a character of
all the higher laws of nature to assume the form of
precise quantitative statement. 	 But, it may be asked,
if our measurement of quantity is thus unavoidably liable
to error, how is it possible that our observations can
possess that quality of numerical veracity which is
requisiteto render them the foundation of laws, whose
distinguishing perfection consists in their strict
mathematical expression? 	 To this the reply is twofold.
1st, that though we admit the necessary existence of
numerical error in every observation, we can always Assign
a limit which such error cannot possibly exceed; and the
extent of this latitude of error of obse rvation is less
in proportion to the perfection of the instrumental means
we possess, and the care bestowed on their employment.
In the greater part of modern measurements it is, in point
of fact, extremely minute, and may be still further
diminished almost to any required extent, by repeating
the measurements a great number of times, and under a
great variety of circumstances, and taking a mean of the
results, when errors of opposite kinds will, at length
compensate each other.	 But 2dly, there exists a much
more fundamental reply to this objection. 	 In reasoning
upon our observations, the existence & possible amount of
quantitative error is always to be allowed for; and the
extent to which theories may be affected by it is never to
be lost sight of.	 In reasoning upwards, from observations
confessedly imperfect to general laws, we must take care
to regard our conclusions as conditional, so far as they may
be affected by such unavoidable imperfections; and when
at length we shall have arrived at our highest point,
and attained to axioms which admit of general and deductive
reasoning, the question, whether they are vitiated by the
errors of observation or not, will still remain to be
decided and must become the object of subsequent verification.

(4)

Here again we have the sense that the process of induction,

whilst very important for Herschel, in no way constitutes

the proof of a hypothesis, but merely a means of creating 

it.	 He wrote,

In the study of nature we must not be scrupulous as to
how we reach to a knowledge of such general facts; provided
only we verify them carefully when once detected, we must
be content to seize them wherever they are to be found. (5)

However, as he proceeds to discuss the mathematical laws

of nature further, a somewhat curious attitude emerges:
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Laws derived by the direct process of including in
mathematical formulae the results of a greater or less
number of measurements are called 'empirical laws' . . .
No confidence can ever be placed in them beyond the limits
of the data from which they are derived; and even within
those limits they require a special and severe scrutiny
to examine how nearly they do represent the observed
facts; that is to say, whether, in the comparison of
their results with the observed quantities, the differences
are such as may fairly be attributed to error of obser-
vation.	 When so carefully examined, they become, however,
most valuable; and frequently, when afterwards verified
theoretically by a deductive process, turn out to be
rigorous laws of nature, and afford the noblest and most
convincing supports of which theories themselves are sus-
ceptible.

(6)

Clearly, like his predecessors, Herschel was looking for

certainty, and the concept of 'probably true' laws still

seems foreign to his way of thinking. 	 But also he saw

a sort of hierarchy, consisting of general theories, from

which mathematical laws could be predicted, the mathematical

laws themselves, and the data which the mathematical laws

implied.

As particular inductions and laws of the first degree
of generality are obtained from the consideration of
individual facts, so theories result from a consideration
of these laws, . . . regarded as constituting a new set
of phenomena, the creatures of reason rather than of sense
and each representing under general language innumerable
particular facts.

(7)

He seems to imply that if theories could be constructed

from which the conditionally-held, mathematical laws of

nature could be rigorously deduced, then this would serve

to confirm both laws and theories.	 But how were the laws

themselves to be obtained?

There are three ways of arriving at a law to be tested,
a) By inductive reasoning
b) By forming at once a bold hypothesis
c) By a process partaking of both these, and combining

the advantages of both without their defets, viz, by assum-
ing indeed the laws we would discover, but so generally
expressed, that they still include an unlimited variety of
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particular laws; - following out the consequences of this
assumption by the applic tion of such general principles
as the case admits; - comparing them in succession with
all the particular cases within our knowledge; and,
lastly on this comparison, so modifying and restricting
the general enunciation of our laws as to make the 
results agree.

(8)

Herschel's statements are still very general, but

4-
Whewell, writing in 1800, and basing his ideas very much

upon Herschel's, was more explicit, and drew not only

upon Herschel's treatise but upon Herschel's methodological

(9)statements, and method elsewhere.	 Working on the

pattern of Bacon's Novum Organon he tried to dissect the

process of scientific investigation into small progressive

steps, but, like Herschel, eventually had to admit that

these steps became intermingled, and that it is the testing

of hypothesis which becomes important. 	 In Book III of

his Novum Organon Renovatum, entitled 'Of Methods employed

in the Formation of Science!, he stressed the impossibility

of providing a fully-viable algorithm for scientific

discovery.	 Basically, however, he felt able to define

three steps, which he labelled somewhat pompously

(a) Decomposition & observation of complex facts
(b) Explication of our ideal conceptions
(c) Colligation of Elementary facts by means of

these conceptions. (10)

In eff ct (a) is the empirical collection of data, (b) the

formulation of a hypothesis (by any means), and (c) the

matching of data and hypothesis.	 Like Her chel, Whewell

laid great emph is on the mathematisation of nature, and

interpreted the three steps given above in a special way

for the c se of	 the atical laws.
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In a great body of cases, mathematical language &
calculation are used to express the connexion between
the general law & the special facts. 	 And when this is
done, the three steps above de crib d ay be spoken of
as the Selection of the Independent Van i ble, the con-
struction of the Formula, and the Determination of the
Coefficients. (11)

He gave an extraordinarily naive example of this. 	 We

find that a certain quantity varies with time, so we

write s = s(t), and make, say, three observations at

equal intervals of time, giving s = 3, 8 and 15. 	 The

simplest hypothesis, s = kt, clearly will not fit, so we

try s = at + bt 2 .	 Comparing this with the observations

provides values of a and b; thus s = 2t + t
2 .	 Whewell

saw the most difficult part of the investigation as the

finding of the right formula. 	 He wrote;

We may remark, however, that the construction of the
right Formula for any case, and the determination of the
Coefficients of such a formula, which we have spoken of
as two separate steps, are in practice almost necessarily
simultaneous; for the near coincidence of the results of
theoretical rule with observed facts confirms at the same
time the Formula and its Coefficients. 	 In this case also,
the mode of arriving at truth is to try various hypotheses; -
to modify the hypotheses so as to approximate to the facts,
and to multiply the facts so as to test the hypothesis. (12)

So, clearly, like Herschel he found it extremely difficult

to define a process for obtaining hypotheses. 	 He added,

In constructing the formulae by which laws of nature
are expressed, although the first object is to assign the
Law of the Phenomenon, philosophers have, in almost all
cases, not proceeded in a purely empirical manner, to
connect the observed numbers by some expression of cal-
culation, but have been guided, in the selection of their
formula, by some Hypothesis respecting the mode of connexion
of the facts. (13)

Later in the book, Whewell outlined what he called 'Special

M-thods of Induction Applicabl to Quantity'. 	 (Note that

for bo h Wh vell and Herschel before him, the term 'inductioa'
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implied the formation of hypotheses by any means, without

the Newtonian restriction that the process must be based

only on observed data.)	 Here he discussed (albeit

briefly) the theory of errors. 	 The four methods he

outlines are what he refers to as the 'method of curves',

the 'method of means', the 'method of least squares', and

the 'method of Residues'.	 The method of curves simply

means the plotting and analysis of graphs

The efficacy of this Method depends upon the faculty
which the eye possesses of readily detecting regularity &
irregularity in forms.	 The Method may be used to detect
the Laws which the observed quantities follow; and also,
when the Observations are inexact, it may be used to
correct these Observations, so as to obtain data more
true than the observed facts themselves. (14)

Later he stressed the use of graphs again, and their

usefulness in correcting observaticms. 	 He writes,

But the Method of Curves not only enables us to obtain
laws of nature from good Observations, but also in a great
degree, from Observations which are very imperfect . . .
The regular curve which we thus obtain, thus freed from
the casual errours of observation, is that in which we
endeavour to discover the laws of change and succession.

By this method, thus getting rid at once, in great
measure, of errours of observation, are obtained u=s
data which are more true than the individual facts them-
selves.	 The philosopher's business is to compare his
hypothesis with facts, as we have often said.	 But if we
make the comparison with separate special facts, we are
liable to be perplexed or misled, to an unknown amount,
by the errours of observation; which may cause the hypo-
thetical and the observed result to agree, or to disagree,
when otherwise they would not do so. 	 If however, we thus
take the whole mass of the facts, and remove the errours
of actual observation, by making the curve which expresses
the supposed observations regular and smooth, we have the
separate facts corrected by their general tendency. We
are put in possession, as we have said, of something more
true than any fact itself is. (15)

Into what a curious role errors are here thrown! 	 We can

only assume that Whewell cannot have thought very deeply
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about the implications of his statements. 	 He wrote

similarly of the method of means, that it will 'rid our

enquiry of errours and irregularities which would impede

and perplex it'.	 Like his predecessors, the concept of

certainty in scientific theories was still dominant, and

he did not think of using errors to assess the reliability '-)

of the theories he gave, rather than to correct them.

• We must note that in his discussion of error treatment

Whewell was incorporating into his explicit methodology

methods all of which were known and used by Herschel, but

which Herschel himself did not discuss in these general

(16)terms.

Whewell vaguely interprets the somewhat uneasy marriage

between theory and data which his work suggests in terms

of the contemporary philosophical outlook.	 In his essay,

On the Philosophy of Discovery (1860) he wrote,

The german metaphysicians saw at once that Ideas and
Things, the subjective & the Objective elements of our
knowledge were by Kant's system, brought into opposition
& correlation, as equally real and equally indispensible. (17)

This, he realised, led to great philosophical problems, but

he felt that these lay outside the realm of the discussion

of scientific method.

To trace the characters of these various systems does
not belong to the business of the present (discussion/ :
my task is ended when I have shown, as I have now done, how
the progress of thoughtin the philosophical world, followed
from the earliest up to the present time, had led to the
recognition of the coexistence and joint necessity of the
two opposite elements of our knowledge. (18)

The taking of means, the method of least squares, and
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the graphical representation of data thus entered the

explicit methodology of science only in the middle of

the nineteenth century - long after their use had become

commonplace in scientific investigations. 	 The ineptitude

with which Whewell incorporated these techniques into his

methodological discussions seems to indicate that he

introduced them there as a result rather of their

existence as methods of data analysis in the actual

practice of science than because he thought they might

play an essential r6le in the philosophy of science.
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APPENDIX IV.1 : THOMAS SIMPSON'S MATHEMATICS

(See 'An attempt to show the Advantage arising by taking

the Mean of a Number of Observations in Practical Astronomy'

Miscellaneous Tracts (1757)).

A. To find the probability of a given mean error for the 

rectangular error distribution 

The unnormalised probability of a mean error MS is given

by the coefficient of lr w" in the exaasion of

-v	 (-1,94-0	 -2	 -1	 0	 s 	 v-I
+	 . . .	 + r	 4- -r +	 + -r 	

4_1_v

or

nV	 2v41	 2v n
T	 (I -I- 7' +	 +	 •	 *	

)
1'	 + -r-

Using the sum of a geometric progression, this becomes

.7.- Plv ( 1 _ 1. 2v+1) n (1 -n

Writing w= 2v+I , and using the binomi31 expansion giveks

-nvt NS I "I• . •	 + (-1) .— n 'T-14 + n - 1) 

S!(n2!

1 

1 + ni +-  

X!	 k ! (n - 0!

The coefficient of .rw' will be

Cm =	 (-1)S n !  . (n+k-1)! 
- s)!	 10.(n-1)!

Sok

where 3 and k vary subject to the condition ni Sw+k-nv

and where the sum is taken over all values of 5 from 0

until one of the factorials vanishes.	 But

sw + k = nv+ i = et,	 ,say, a constant quantity, so we may

rewrite the summation in terms of one variable, S, only;

X
•

(n 4 	 k	 . • .
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Crn =	 (AS n.(rn 4- et - sw -1)! 

s! (n-s)! (5, - sw)!
s

B. To find the probability of a given mean error for 

the triangular error distribution.

We now require the coefficient of rt"in the expression

-	 .-. - v	 n 0	
V-1	 V

(
v

7" + kr
I
	+ (V + 1 )1- +	 + 2 i"	 + -1-. )• •	 •	 .	 .	 •

	where b is the number of observations made.	 This may be

rewritten as
)2..t

I +	 + 1:1	 + -r•

Writing n. 2t,cv v 4 1,1 , and 14 = v+I reduces this

expression to the same form as in tne rectangular case.

Hence Cm also takes the same form.

C. To find the probability that the mean lies between 

+ "lbcertain limits,- T.- of the true value, for the case of the 

triangular distribution.

Putting p= Cr-5144n	 , we may write

(-	 (• Pm, 1)1

S	  
(ps4 — n)! s! (11 - s)!

Consider all values of m, the total error, from the lowest

negative value,	 up to, but not including, -mo. This

range corre ponds to values of 	 from 0 to bf•-hio- I . Hence

the sum of combinations each giving a mean error of less 

than -mo is



n)! st (n-s) !

n ( psis— 1)1

(p 	 n)!	 (Psjk	 t

n
S, k

311-2

>  n) 
.s

(- 1 ) 5 (ps,(1.

which, using the 'method of increments' becomes

	

)	  (Ps i a — n - 1 )! s! (n -5)!ios
where 010 EN _ ril.

(S' impson referred to the 'mPfhod of increments' but gave

	

no details.	 The procedure is a standard one and the

proof may be given as follows:

Suppose 
k

	 (Psa
co

i.e. assume the relationship is true for v--k .	 If it

is also true for et:: k4I , this implies

OP— I) !'30

=	 Ps)1( - I ) 

(125, k—n — I )

Subtracting the first equation from this gives,

n (ps,k - 1) !	 NI
675,k 

(Ps, k ^)! (1/51k—n —I)

which is true.	 We also know that the relationship holds

for 41=1, 5=0 , as this giveA	 n (PI - 1) 	 _

which is of course true.	 Hence by induction, the result

is true for all N1 greater than rs:% Now the probability0 

that the total error lies between -roto and + 010 is given by
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sum of chances for all errors - 2x sum of chances for all errors less than -w14
sum of chances for all errors

for the triangular distribution.

D. To find the probability that the mean lies between 

certain limits in the case of a continuous error distribution

The error intervals, labelled

-v •V+1	 •	 0,	 V

become smaller, while their number tends to infinity. Hence

w =	 —4 V ,	 9, 7.= tv + on ,	 n 2-t

but 2t <7‹ V i 43 V --->

Also
	 Pm" 	tv — Sv + vvi

p54 I)!

--> ps,,On 
, a_s n	 17

(	

;$
p — n — I) !
56,

The equation for the probability that the total error in t

observations lies between 	 and +ni0 thus becomes

1 — s\
2 	 I) 	 (Ps	 s)fl

s n —

This may be plotted as the ordinate of a curve whose

abcissa is J11..	 Now v"p -4 an, but the mean error
tv	 sa

m may be expressed as a finite fraction of the error range
t
v.	 Hence let m .,:c.	 Similarly the expression for

tv

the probability also becomes finite.
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APPENDIX IV.2 : LAGRANGE'S MATHEMATICS

(See 'Sur 1'uti1it4 de la methode de prendre le milieu

entre le r4sultat de plusiers observations.' Miscellanea 

Tauriniensis 5 for 1770-1773 (published 1774) pp 167-232.

TODHUNTER (1865) gives a very thorough analysis of

Lagrange's work: see p 221 ff.)

Lagrange expressed the generating function for a continuous

error distribution directly as an integral. 	 Thus he saw

the problem as that of the evaluation, in the expansion of
— +EL

-C_ L
of the coefficient of any given range of powers of f% He

S
began by considering 44.0.x.cbc as generally as possible.

Lemma He introduced the following lemma:

Ct5.e.dx = 01_9 — i..a. i	 	 •
In cx obt (7 19 0)

• • — c_L( • 	 1 

otx.k (-163 

ari . . .	 consi-	 t

In order to convert this series of logarithms into a seLies
a

in powers of 91 he introduced two corollaries:
00

Corollary 1.	 II-	 - Dc", I x.r.ax.c6c. - 	 vn! 

(-105 0)
+1

o

as all other terms vanish at these limits, if 0, Ak I

Corollary 2. We want to expand 	 (70. (ix. ax in terms of
1

powers of a; hence we want, in general,
cil.t 	.	 1 

CiZk (-105 a)" '
as an expansion in powers of a.	 We proceed as follows:

Write 1 	A k	
-1	 l"

--	
6- 	,	 " 	 = A = Ph i' + qt, P 4- RI)

a dx.k

Then, using corollary 1,
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co

,	 A	 _ 	 A	 x.!"-1 .

cix_k 	 ayct	 603 br	 bx

Whence the coefficient of 6 P- •is

Fx."1-1 + IQ (x.- IY" + R 6:-- 2r-1 i- . . . 
I{ (m - I) I.

•
We may also treat the more general case of

00

A	 —..	 e'xx!" -1 . d c.

(63b r	 (01 _ 0) 0	 pc.

by proceeding in similar fashion.

Hence using this corollary we may treat the two cases

(a) ir	 obc *Ilene ay = constaAt
1 m

0
00 x	 ‘j -00C

(b) yx dx: whEne	 = 1% e	 sod% that AsIX

o dix"1
Applications to error distributions 

1) Rectangular p(e) k Error limits s,

[fS

L.

kre d
]
	 = 	

S —	 ) i
n

103 1 	 j
K (Ts

gives a polynomial in powers of r.

may be expanded using corollary 2, putting A =1,

co

(031)n

whence the required coefficients may be evaluated and

integrated over a given range.

2) Triangular p(€ ) 1S- 	 Error limits is

This has to be carried out in two parts
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0

p-r de = k 	 s- 1 

0°5 rr 163'r

s pr d
(109 -t-Y

-s

3) Parabola  P(E) = k (s2 -	 Error limits I-5

From the lemma

n

[is Sp I- e de"	 2.k s (rs t 	 2k (Ts — 

°1 .01	 0051-) 3

This again is on a form which may be expanded in powers

of 1- using Corollary 2.

4) Sinusoidal p(E)	 kces e

Write	 cos E	 exp ei.	 exp(--E	 Error li.mitS _t S (= 15)
2

Hence [r
e {

exp et:	 exp tk-t- e cos e

-r) +	 @ol -0 — L

_	 e[(-r6 {19 r. cos e 	siA 

(63 IT 1-	 52..1-11.
— k6-5+-r--s)

al -rya+ 1

Now ((o5 r) 2 +I	 may be written as (icy +0. 01 —

and the equation restated in terms of simple fractions which

may be treated using Corollary 2. 	 The result is extremely

complicated
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APPENDIX V.1 : LAMBERT'S METHOD FOR FINDING THE PROBABILITY
OF A GIVEN ERROR C IN AN ANGLE FOUND FROM
TWO SIGHTINGS

Let the true readings be A, B, difference d. 	 Hence the

error in the measured angle is ci.-E, = e . Given

semicircular error distributions, of radius = 1, the

probability of errors 6„6, occuring together is

p (€)- p(ed =1F----iT

- (c,-e). it - e:

Now integrating this over all possible values E, 	 which

give e, gives
IfE 	

1p(s) =	 II— (e2.--€)' . IC7 ;T. de,. for e2. < E ) i.e. -Ve errors

-1

Writing Ea. " e, + €, Ciez = de, 5ives

1-E

f1)(6) =	 - E7: . 11 - (E. + El)1 . de, fpr El < ea.) i-e. +Ye errors

These two integrals are clearly identical, so we may write
I-Iel

Lambert seems to have had some difficulty evaluating this,

and what he effectively did was to write 2.+)c= El*/61

-EL

-t -4- Cos 0

p (± lel) = I VI - eat.../1— (to + 62)1 . de,

....,
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and evaluate by expanding in a power series and then

integrating, so that

= p(Z) =	 Sin + .M311—II (Sir t 
5

However, he wrote of this series,

Da diese Reihe in Bestimmung des allgemeinen Gesetzes
wenig Licht gljGbt. LBut this series throws little light
on the determination of the general form/

. which is perfectly true, as integration . by this means is

only possible for a convergent series, and clearly in

the present case the series is only convergent for a

limited range of	 (although it is possible to define

new variables for each range of E, such that the series

does remain convergent) Lambert ignored the series he had

• obtained, but returned to the original integral to

investigate its general, approximate form.
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NOTES 

Full details of works mentioned in the notes may

be found in the bibliography. A few abbreviations are

used consistently throughout:

Abridgements = The Philosophical Transactions of the
Royal Society of London, from their commencement,
in 1665 to the year 1800; Abridged. Edited by
Hutton, Shaw and Pearson (London 1809)

Berlin Mem= Histoire de l'Academie royale des sciences
et des belles lettres de Berlin avec les Memoires
... 1745-69 (publ 17467. 71); then Nouveaux Memoires
de ... avec l'Histoire ... 1770-86 (publ 1772-88);
then Memoires ... avec l'Histoire ... 1786-1804
(publ 1792-1807)

Paris Mem = Histoire de l'Academic royale des sciences.
Avec les memoires de mathematique et de physique
1699-1790 (publ 1702-97); then Memoires de l'Institut
national des sciences et arts ... Sciences mathema-
tiques et physiques ... An VI [17981 -1804. 1-5;
then Memoires de l'Institut des sciences, lettres et
arts ... 1805 '6; then Memoires de la classe des
Sciences mathematiques et physiques de l'Institut
national de France 1806-1815

Phil Trans = Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society (1665)

Savans Etrangers = Memoires de Mathematique et
Physique Presentes a l'Academie Royale des Sciences
par Divers Spvans, et Lus dans ses Assembles.

Passages in German and Latin, translated into

English in the main part of the thesis, may be found in

the original in the notes, except where a reliable
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published translation has been used. In this case the

source of the translation is cited in the notes.

NOTES FOR THE INTRODUCTION

1) New Experiments Physico-Mechanical (2nd Edition,
1669). See M. Boas Hall, Robert Boyle on 
natural philosophy (1965) p.341

NOTES FOR CHAPTER I

1) W.J. 'sGravesande (1688-1742) came to England from
Holland in 1715 as envoy from the Dutch Embassy to
the newly-crowned George I. During his year's stay
he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society, and
became acquainted with Newton, Keill and Desaguliers.
After his return to Holland he obtained the chairs of
mathematics and astronomy and later of philosophy
at the University of Leiden, and became the chief
continental advocate of the Newtonian Experimental
Philosophy. In particular, he emulated Desaguliers
and others in the use of practical experiments to
demonstrate physical theory in his lecture courses.
(See BRUNET Les Physiciens Hollandais (1926).)

2) 'SGRAVESANDE Physices elementa Mathematica (1720)
Two English translations, one by Keill and one by
Desaguliers, were published in 1720, but the preface
to the first edition was also included in the English
translation of the third edition (1747). I quote from
the latter (Vol I p.xxvi)
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3) A Demand for popular lecture courses in experimental
philosophy grew rapidly in early 18th century England.
The lecturers were numerous, but amongst the beast
were the Hauksbees, William Whiston and J.T.
Desaguliers. See also THACKRAY Atoms and Powers 
(1970), chapter VIII and ROWBOTTOM 'The Teaching
of Experimental Philosophy in England 1700-1730' Actes 
XIe Congres Int Hist Sci for 1965 (publ 1968)

4) Petrus van Musschenbroek (1692-1761) studied at
Leiden and was influenced by the Newtonian teaching
of Boerhaave and 'sGravesande. In 1717 he visited
London, attended Desaguliers' lectures and met Newton.
He obtained a professorship at Utrecht in 1723, and it
was there he wrote his textbook Epitome Elementorum
physico-mathematicorum (1726) which later evolved into
the Essai de Physique (1739). He later obtained a chair
at Leiden. (See BRUNET Les Physiciens Hollandais 
(1926).)

5) Hermann Boerhaave (1668-1738) was appointed lecturer
(1701) and later professor (1709) of medicine at the
University of Leiden, but his interests also extended to
theology and mathematics. He tried to develop a
complete iatromechanical theory of medicine. Influenced
by Cartesian thinking, he nevertheless supported whole-
heartedly the Newtonian predilection for the experimental
demonstration of theories. He was famed throughout
Europe as a lecturer.

6) BOERHAAVE A Method of Studying Physick (1719) p.98.

7) B. le B. de Fontenelle (1657-1757) made contact with
French scientific circles through his friend Varignon,
and in 1697 became perpetual secretary of the Academie
des Sciences. He was responsible for the annual
production of the M4moires and also for delivering
Eloges of deceased members. His contributions to
science were, not surprisingly, literary rather than
scientific. He remained in many respects Cartesian
in outlook despite the contemporary swing towards
Newtonianism.

8) FONTEN LLE tloge de Monsieur Newton' Histoire de
l'Acade ie Royale des Sciences (1728); reprinted in the
Loges des Academiciens (1740) Vol II p.327.
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9) KOYRt Newtonian Studies (1965) p.43

10) NEWTON Opticks (4th edition- 1730) p.26 ff

11) Ibid. p.193 If & p.278 If

12) Ibid. p.125 ff

13) Isaac Newton's Papers and Letters on Natural Philosophy 
(1958) p.192

14) NEWTON Opticks (4th edition; 1730) p.205

15) Ibid. p.325

16) Ibid. p.272

17) Ibid. p.194

18) NEWTON Principia (ed. Cajori; 1960) Book III, Phaen. I, II,
IV, Vi, p.401

19) The Newtonian method had of course been extensively discussed.
See for example BUTTS & DAVIES The Methodological Heritage 
of Newton (1970), CASSIRER The Philosophy of the Enlightenment
(1951); BLAKE (Se al. Theories of Scientific Method (1960); COHEN
Franklin and Newton (1956); THACKRAY Atoms and Powers (1970)

20) See for example COHEN Franklin and Newton (1956), Chapter VI;
KOYRE Newtonian Studies (1965), Chapter II.

21) For example see NEWTON Opticks (4th edition- 1730) p.219 &
p.325

22) If we look at the table of observations Newton gives on p.204
of the Opticks (4th edition; 1730) we can compare these with
the formula Newton suggests. Plotting sec A (as he defined it)
calculated from angles of incidence and reflection, against gap
thickness, we do, indeed, obtain a reasonably straight line;
but if we allow, say, a ± 1 0 error in each angle measurement,
the error bars become increasingly large as the angles approach
90 0 . It is also for the larger angles that the '106th propor-
tional' has a large effect; for the small angles the points lie
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more or less on a straight line whatever value, within
reason, is chosen for the fraction, which thus has little
significance. Newton seems to have determined the
fraction by making the first and last points of the series
lie exactly on the line.

23) Francis Hauksbee, the Elder (?d.1713). Little is known
of his background. He contributed numerous papers to
the Phil Trans, and in 1707 became a paid employee of
the Royal Society, filling the post later to become known
as that of Curator of Experiments. He is not to be
confused with his younger namesake, possibly his son or
nephew, who gave courses of lectures on experimental
philosophy. (For his relationship with Newton see
GUERLAC 'Francis Hauksbee • experimentateur au profit de
Newton' Arch Int d'Hist Sci 16 (1963) pp.111-128)

24) See unpaginated preface.

25) J.T. Desaguliers (1683-1744) came to live in England at
the age of eleven. In about 1709 he took over Keill's
lectureship in experimental philosophy at Hart Hall. In
1712 he moved to London, and continued his demonstration
lectures. He also performed experiments at the Royal
Society. As a result of these he became curator of expe-
riments for the Royal Society (succeeding Hauksbee) and in
1714 was elected a Fellow. He continued to give his
private courses of demonstration lectures, and was one of
the most ardent and influential advocates of the Newtonian
method at the time.

26) p.1

27) The lecture was not published until 1731. It was later given
in French in Musschenbroek's Cours de Physique Experimen-
tale et Mathematique (1769) p.xvii ff. I quote from this
latter version.

28) Ibid. p.XXVil

29) DESLANDES 'Avertissement, ou discours sur la meilleure
maniere de faire des Experiments' which appears as the first
article in Deslandes' Recue'l de differens Traitez de Physique 
et d'Histoires Naturelles (1/36). Deslandes was a mediocre
French philosopher and writer of little importance.
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30) See note 27 above

31) Jean-Antoine Nollet (1700-1770) was one of the chief
conveyers of English and Dutch experimental philosophy
into France. In 1734 he visited London and became a
Fellow of the Royal Society; in 1736 he met 'sGravesande
and Mwschenbroek in Holland. As a result of these
visits he developed a course of experimental philosophy
which he gave in Paris. His chief claim to fame is, of
course, in his work on electricity. (See COHEN Franklin 
and Newton (1956).)

32) Brook Taylor (1685-1731) is more famous for his mathematics
than his physics. He wrote numerous papers for the Phil
Trans, mainly on mechanical subjects.

33) TAYLOR 'Part of a Letter ... concerning the Ascent of Water
between two Glass Planes' Phil Trans 27 (1712) p.538;
HAUKSBEE 'An account of an Experiment touching the Ascent
of Water between two Glass Planes, in an Hyperbolick
Figure' Phil Trans 27 (1712) p.517

34) MUSSCHENBROEK Cours de Physique Experimentale et
Mathematigue (1769) p.202 ff

35) NEWTON Opticks (4th edition; 1730) p.272

36) NEWTON Principia (ed. Cajori; 1960) Book III, Prop. VI Cor.
V p.414

37) See Phil Trans 27 (1712) p.506 & 29 (1715) p.294

38) 'An Account of an Experiment made by Dr. Brook Taylor
assisted by Mr. Hauksbee, in order to discover the Law
of the Magnetical Attraction' Phil Trans 29 (1715) p.295

39) 'Extract of a Letter from Dr. Brook Taylor ... dated 25 June
1714. Giving an Account of some Experiments relating to
Magnetism' Phil Trans 31 (1721) p.204

40) MUSSCHENBROEK Phil Trans 33 (1725) p.370 See also the
English version in the Abridgements 7 p.105 from which I
quote here.
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41) See MUSSCHENBROEK Dissertation Physica Exp rimen-
talis de Magnete (1729)

42) Reported in MUSSCHENBROEK Beqinsels der Natuurkunde 
(1736) which was later translated as Essai de Physique
(1739). It is the latter version which I have examined.
See Vol I p.278 ff

43)	 Ibid . p.280

44) See MUSSCHENBROEK Momenta physicae geinscripta in 
usus academicos (1st edition; 1745)

45)	 John Michell (1724-1793) was a scientist of considerable
note in his own time. He contributed a number of papers
on various subjects to the Phil Trans and it was his
apparatus which, after Michell's death, Cavendish used
for his famous direct measurement of the force of gravity.
His work in astronomy was also of considerable note,
and had some influence upon Herschel. (See HARDIN
'The Scientific Work of the Reverend John Michell'
Annals of Science 22 (1967) pp. 27-47)

46)	 Richard Helsham (1680-1738) lectured in mathematics at
Trinity College, Dublin, and later became professor of
natural philosophy and of medicine.

47) HELSHAM A course of Lectures in Natural Philosophy
(1739); see pp.19-20

48) LAMBERT 'Analyse de Quelques Experiences faites sur
l'Aiman' Berlin Mem 22 for 1766 (publ 1768) pp.22-48
For details of the life and work of Lambert see chapter
V

49) Ibid . p.23

50) Ibid . p.24

51) Ibid . p.30

52) Ibid . p.30

53) Ibid . p.37
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54) Ibid. p.38

55) Ibid. p.39

56) If we consider a search magnet as a short dipole
of length 6 and pole strength m, its force upon A
and B respectively, to a first degree of approxima-
tion, will be:

2 M S CO5 49,ord -2 M SCoS 

1/114
When the Avoted magnet, length A , is in
equilibrium, the couple upon it due to the earth's
field, H, will equal the couple exerted by the
dipole. Hence:

rh 	 6. cos 0, S;v1	 + 6), ) t 20111 84 cos ni	 (11, -+ 02)

DI 3	 /-23

If we treat 48 as considerably larger than A , so
that we may ignore terms in (A)', and higher
orders, then:

siel 45 oc, sin*

S3
and "Force" = sin 1) rv —

1.1)	 83

5
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57) Lambert's particular brand of Newtonianism is discussed
In chapter V, p 189

58) C.A. Coulomb, (1736-1806) Began his career as an
engineer in the Corps du Genie, but in his lifetime
contributed largely to many aspects of both science and
technology. He won a prize offered by the Academie
Royale des Sciences in 1777 for work on the magnetic
compass, and thus laid the foundation for his future
investigations of magnetism and electricity. He read
seven important memoirs on the subject between 1785
and 1791; the first two of these, dealing with the
verification of the inverse square laws of attraction for
electric and magnetic charges, concern us most here.
(See GILLMOR Charles Augustin Coulomb (1971).)

59) COULOMB 'Second Memoire sur l'Electricite et le
Magnetism' Paris Mem 99 for 1785 (publ 1788) p.587

60) Ibid . p.597

61) 'SGRAVESANDE Mathematical Elements of Natural 
Philosophy (6th edition; 1747) p.441

62) John Dalton (1766-1844) became interested in meteorology
(and hence in thermometry and the expansion of mercury)
at an early age; his first book was entitled Meteorological
Observations and Essays (1793). This interest led not
only to the study of gases and hence eventually to his
famous theory of atoms, but also to the more mundane
(if nonetheless speculative) investigation described here.

63) DALTON A New System of Chemical Philosophy Vol I
(1808) p.8

64) DESAGULIERS 'Experiments to prove that the Force of
moving Bodies is proportionable to their velocities.'
Phil Trans 32 (1723) p.269
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER II

1) See for example A.J. AITON 'The Vortex Theory of
Planetary Motions - III' Annals of Science 14 for 1958
(publ 1960) p.157 ff

2) R. GRANT History of Physical Astronomy (1852) p.43
This is one of the few outstanding works on eighteenth •
century astronomy, and many later writers have drawn
heavily upon it

3) See GRANT p.45. Clairaut later abandoned the sugges-
tion.

4) L. EULER Piece qui a remporte le prix de l'Academie
Royale des sciences en M.DCC.XLVII sur les inegalite's
du mouvement de Saturne et de Jupiter (1749). See
page 49, where Euler wrote:

"Ii me semble donc que la proportion Newtonienne
scion les quarres des distances, n'est vraie qu'a
peu prs dans les forces des corps celestes, et
que peut-etre elle s'ecarte d'autant plus de la
vërite que les distances sont grandes."

He discussed this at some length, and asked if perhaps
gravity is zero at infinity.

5) See TODHUNTER history of the mathematical theories of 
attraction and the Figure of the Earth (1873). Todhunter's
book deals at length with the theoretical aspects of the
problem, but he gives few details of practical investiga-
tions. He does, however, give useful bibliographical
references to these.

6) See H .W00 LF The Transits of Venus, A Study of 
Eighteenth Century Science (1959)

7) See GRANT p.336 If nd p.70; also Bradley's papers in
the Phil T ns 35 (1728) p.637 and 45 (1748) p.l.
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8) See GUYOT Histoire de la determination des longitudes
(1955)

9) See GRANT p.434 ff

10) For a discussion of parameters, and equations of condi-
tion, see the opening paragraphs of the next chapter.

11)	 HUMBOLDT Cosmos (1849) Vol I, p.157

12)	 Jean Picard (1620-1682) was requested by the French
Academy of Sciences to measure "one degree of the earth",
the earlier measurements by Snell, Pdccioli, Femel and
Norwood being deemed untrustworthy. Picard spent from
1669-1670 making the necessary measurements. He was
an able observer, and adept at devising new techniques
of instrumentation. He published his results in La
Mesure de la Terre (1671), which was translated into
English by Richard Waller (see bibliog raphy). It is from
the latter version that I quote here.

13)	 Ficard's work was resumed by J.D. Cassini and his son
Jacques in 1700. Jacques Cassini wrote numerous
memoirs on the subject of the earth's shape, and finally
produced a paper analysing all the measurements, 'De la
Grandeur et de la Figure de " la Terre' (1720); see
TODHUNTER (1873) p.54 ff. It would be wrong to think
of the Cassinis as poor observers; indeed they were
execellent astronomers. They merely remained unaware
of the possible effects of extremely small errors upon
their final conclusions.

14)	 NEWTON Principia (ed. Cajori 1960) p.424 ff. (Book III,
Propositions 18-20)

15) HUYGENS Discouris  de la Cause de la Pesanteur (1690)
See also TODHUDI.TER (1873) p.28 ff

16)	 NEWTON op.cit. Book III, Proposition 39

17) MAIRAN 'Recherches Geometriques sur la diminution des
Degres terrestres ...' Paris Mem for 1720 (publ 1722)
pp.231-277
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18) Phil Trans 33 (1725) p.201 ff. Desaguliers discussed
the subject further in subsequent papers; ibid. pp.239-
256, 277-304, 344

19) joannis Poleni - Epistolarum Mathematicarum Fasciculus 
(1728). The rather trivial piece of work refered to here
is contained in a letter entitled 'Viro Celeberrimo Abbati
Gui. Grando.'

20) Moreau de Maupertuis (1698-1759) became a member of
the French Academy of Sciences in 1723, and of the
Royal Society in 1728. He was one of the early
supporters of Newton in France. See BRUNET Maupertuis,
Etude Bioqraphique (1929)

3
21) Phil Trans for 1732 (publ 172) pp.240-256.

22) Paris Mem for 1733 (publ 1735) pp.153-164

23) Phil Trans 33 (1725) p.205

24) VOLTAIRE 'De la Moderation en Tout' Oeuvres Completes 
de Voltaire (1877) Vol IX p.403

25) Ref (22) p.153

26) CLAIRAUT 'Sur la Mesure de la Terre' Paris Mem for
1736 (publ 1739) p.111 ff; MAUPERTUIS 'Sur la figure de
la Terre' ibid p.302 ff; BOUGUER 'De la Maniere de
determiner la Figure de la Terre' ibid p.443 ff. I discuss
these in detail below

27) Alexis-Claude Clairaut (1713-1765) became a member of
the French Academy of Sciences in 1731. He was a
close friend of Maupertuis, and shared his Newtonian
inclinations. After the expedition to Lapland, 1736-7,
he became increasingly interested in celestial mechanics,
and aided the Marquise du Chatelet in her translation of
Newton's Principia. See BRUNET La vie et l'oeuvre de 
Clairaut (1952)

28) Paris Mem for 1736 (publ 1739) p.111
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29) BOUGUER La Figure de la Terre Determinee par les
Observateurs de Messieurs Bouquer, et de la Condamine 
(1749). Pierre Bouguer (1698-1758) is most famous for
his contributions to photometry (see Chapter V, where
his work is compared with Lambert's), but he also did
important work in nautical science, and whilst on the
expedition to Peru (1735-44) undertook numerous
researches.

30) MAUPERTUIS La Figure de la Terre determinee •.. (1738);
partially reprinted in the Paris Mem for 1737 (publ 1740)
pp.389-466. I quote from the English translation The
Figure of the Earth (1738)

31) Ibid. p.93

32) Todhunter gives a very full list of the numerous publica-
tions arising from the two expeditions. (See TODHUNTER
(1873) pp.92-102 & 231-248.)

33) See TODHUNTER (1873) p.126 ff. Cassini de Thury (1714-
1784) was the son of Jacques Cassini. He directed new
geodetic measurements in France in the period 1735-1736,
and was later responsible for a new map of France.

34) Ibid. p.348 ff

35) Berlin Mem for 1753 (publ 1755) p.258 ff

36) De Bononiensii scientiarum et artuum Institut° atque 
academia commentarii 4 (1757) pp.353-96

37) See Chapter III p 127

38) PICARD La M6sure de la Terre (1671). I quote from R.
Waller's English Translation, The Measure of the Earth
(1688); see bibliography) p.10

39) Ibid. p.11

40) See DAUMAS Les Instruments Scientliques aux XVIIe et
XVIIIe Siecles (Paris 1953)

41) PICARD op. cit. p.30
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42)	 Jacques CASSINI 'De la Grandeur et de la Figure "de
la Terre' Suite des Memoires de l'Academie Royale 
des Sciences for 1718 (publ 1720) p.7

43) Ibid . p.237

44) See TODHUNTER (1873) pp. 111-119

45) These are mentioned in note 6) above

46) Paris Mom for 1736 (publ 1739) p.309

47) Ibid. p.310-311

48) I have simplified the notation here, and corrected
misprints in the original text

49) Paris Mem for 1736 (publ 1739) p.443 ff. In the
expressions which follow Bouguer uses "a pour le
sinus total, et c pour le sinus compement de la
latitude." I have introduced a simplication by calling
c the cosine in the modern sense and hence eliminating
a.

50) Ibid . p.452

51) See note PO) above, p.91

52) COTES 'Aestimatio errorum in mixta Mathesi' (1722, see
bibliography) pp. 1-23. I give details of Cotes' other
work on errors in Chapter III, p 108 Cotes seems to
have had a deeper understanding of the propagation of
errors than some of his successors. Bouguer, as we
have seen, saw the use of logarithmic differences as
more general than the use of differentials (or varia-
tions, as Cotes called them). This was despite the
fact that elsewhere (see p 86) he used variations to
determine the propagation of errors. De la Caine,
(Paris Mem  for 1741, publ 1744) calculated differences
in a similar manner to Cotes for spherical triangles, but
his aim was to correct surveys when errors were known,
not to estimate the maximum expected errors in calcula-
ted quantities arising from random unknown errors in the
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observational quantities. Wolff (Elementa Matheseos
Universae 1730 p.285 ff) and Marinoni (De re 
Ichnographica 1751, p.129 ff) followed de la Caille
in this. Lambert, who apparently knew the work of
Wolff and Marinoni, but not that of Cotes, realised
this, and reinterpreted the corrections as errors, as
Cotes had done. He remarked that for Wolff and
Marinoni to carry known corrections through their
calculations was futile; they could have used the
correct values in the first place; see Chapter V, p
231)

53) BOUGUER La Figure de la Terre Determinee par les
Observations de Messieurs Bouquer et de la Condamine 
(1749) p.96-98

54) See Note (35)

55) Ibid . p.263

56) - Ibid . p.263

57) Ibid . p.265

58) Ibid . p.267

NOTES FOR CHAPTER III

1) . It is of course necessary, but not always sufficient,
to have k sets of measurements in order to determine
the parameters. The measurements must be such that
the system of equations is not degenerate.

2)	 It would be possible to extend these remarks to more
complicated systems, but such systems would be rare
In real error analysis, and certainly would not be
relevant here, where I am intending only an introduc-
tion to an essentially historical discussion.
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31	 Note the distinct meanings of the terms 'precision' and
'accuracy'. A measurement is precise if we know That
any errors in it will probably be very small, a know-
ledge which results from a consideration of the type of
instrument we are using, our measuring procedure, and
so on. Hence standard deviation, or at a less
sophisticated level, an estimate of the maximum error
which may arise, are measures of precision. On the
other hand the accuracy of a measurement is related
to its actual deviation from the true value, i.e. its
true error. A measurement can thus be made very
imprecisely, but nevertheless, as a result of pure
chance, be very accurate

41	 Roger Cotes (1682-1716) became Plumian professor of
astronomy and natural philosophy at Cambridge in 1706.
He supervised the construction of a small observatory
in Trinity College, and himself had some experience as
a practical astronomer. All his major contributions were,
however, in the field of mathematics. See also Chapter
II, p 90

51	 See Bibliography

6‘	 Ibid. p.22

"Sit p locus Objecti alicujus ex Observatione prima
definitus, q,r,s eiusdem Objecti loca ex Observa-
tionibus subsequentibus • sint insuper P,Q,R, S
pondera reciproce proportionalia spatiis Evagationum,
per quae se diffundere possint Errores ex Observa-
tionibus singulis prodeuntes, quaeque dantur ex
datis Errorum Limitibus; et ad puncta p,q,r,s posita
intelligantur pondera P,Q,R,S et inveniatur eorum
gravitatis centrum Z; dico punctum Z fore Locum
Objecti maxime probabilem, qui pro vero ejus loco
tutissime haberi potest."

7) DUBBEY 'Roger Cotes' Dictionary of Scientif'c Biography
3 (1971) p.432

8) EISENHART Boscovich and the Combination of Observations'.
in Roger Joseph Boscovich (1961), a collection of papers
edited by L. Law Whyte. See p.200 ff
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9) (3rd edition; 1720) See Oeuvres 7 p.352

10) Ibid . p.351

11) See E. HILL, 'Biographical Essay' in Roger Joseph
Boscovich (1961) ed. L. Law Whyte, p.17 ff

12) MAIRE & BOSCOVICH De Litteraria Expeditione per 
Pontificiam ditionem ... (1755). My quotations are
taken from the French translation, published post-
humously, entitled Voya,ge Astronomique et Geographique
(1770). I shall refer to both editions as Voyage 
Astronomique et Geographique to avoid confusion with
the 1757 paper. (see note (13), below) .

13) BOSCOVICH 'De Litteraria Expeditione per Pontificiam
ditionem et Synopsis amplioris Opens ...' De Bononiensi
Scientiarum et artium Instituto atque Academia Commen-
tarii 4 (1757) p.353-96

14) STAY Philosophiae Recentioris (1760). The relevant
article by Boscovich appears in volume II p.420

15) MAIRE (St BOSCOVICH Voyage Astronomique et Geographique 
(1770) p.501 'Note pour la fin du No. 303, Liv. V' (This
refers to No. 303, Book V 'of Stay's work; see note 14
above.)

16) Ibid. p. 1

17) Ibid . p.29

18) Ibid. p.482; the measurements referred to are as follows:

De Quito: Measurements by Bouguer et al. in Peru
Du Cap de B.E.: De La Caille's measurements at

the Cape
De Rome: Maire and Boscovich's measurements in

Italy
De Paris: Measurements by Cassini de Thury and De

La Caille in France
De lapponie: Measurements by Maupertuis et al. in

Lapland
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19) The table is taken from Voyage Astronomique et 
Geographigue p.484. The first column requires a
little explanation: 1.5 means the first observation in
Table III. 1 taken with the fifth; and so on.

20)	 Misprint. The correct values are in square brackets.
There are other insignificant calculation errors in many
of the values quoted.

21)	 Ibid . p.484

22)	 BOSCOVICH 'De Litteraria ••.' (1757) (see note 13
above) p.392:

"Contra vero in tertia tabula satis patet
differentias graduum discrepare plurimum ab illa
ratione sinuum versorum, et manente primo, ac
postremo gradu, correctiones adhibendas esse
observatis gradibus sane enormes, ad ejusmodi
rationem us conciliandam. Nostro gradui, quem
intra 10 vel ad summum 15 hexapdeas certum censea
ex us, quae dicta sunt, addere oportet hexapedas
144, Gallico cum tanta cura definito post tot
iteratas mensuras, 138. Quod si primus etiam, et
postremus corrigatur gradus, arbitrariae correctiones
infinitae numero adhiberi poterunt ita, ut ea ratio
servetur, sed observationibus semper vis multo
maxima inferetur. Invenio illud, quod in memorato
volumine nequaquam quaesiveram, si omnes gradus
corrigantur ita, ut serventur hae tes conditiones,
nimirum ut ea ratio differentianim maneat, ut
positivae correctiones negativis aequentur, ut summa
sive positivarum, sive negativarum correctionum sit
omnium minima, quae salvis prioribus bl t̀nis condi-
tionibus haberi potest, retinendum esse sine ulla
correctione gradum ilium Americanum, demendas
secundo gradui Affricano hexapedas 79.2, postremo
Lapponiensi 90.5, addendas vero nostro Italico
93.8, Gallico Parisiensi 75.9. Sed hae ipsae
correctiones enormes sunt, et vim nimiam inferat
observationibus necesse est, qui rationem, quam
regularis ille progressus requirit, in observatiorum
graduum differentias velit inducere, invita sane
Minerva."
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23) See notes 14 and 15 above.

24) EISENHART gives a very clear and concise account of
Boscovich's method and its relationship to present day
statistical methods in 'Boscovich and the Combination
of Observations" in Roger Joseph Boscovich (1961) ed.
L. Law Whyte, p.200 ff

25) Again I quote from the French translation in Voyage 
Astronomique et Geographique (1770) p.502

26) For examples of Lambert's graphical work see Chapter
V, p.233

27) LAPLACE '1VI6moire sur la Figure de la Terre' Paris Mem
for 1783 (publ 1786) pp.17-47. See Oeuvres 11 p.6 If

28) Laplace mentioned three values here because, being
interested in the ellipticity, not in the length of an
equatorial degree, he had already eliminated c i by
subtracting successively from e.c 3 E. 4 giving
equations in Ex e„ €. 3 -6, and E- G, . This need
not concern us here, for in fact he minimised the
greatest individual residue, ez, not the combined
residue, ez	 . He probably began by looking at the
difference between pairs of lengths because this was the
standard procedure for finding the equation of the ellipse
from just two values of meridian degrees.

29) Oeuvres 11 p.6

30) Ibid . p.8

31) Paris Mem for 1789 (publ 1792) p.2 ff. The relevant
.section is entitled 'Sur les degr6s meAsures des men-
diens et sur les longueurs observees du pendule.' See
Oeuvres 11 p.477 If sections IX to XIII

32) Ibid . p.506

33) Oeuvres 2 p.134

34) Ibid . p.144
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35)	 LAPLACE Theorie Analytique des probabilites (3rd
edition; 1820) See Oeuvres 7 p.349. The same
analysis appears in the first edition of 1812.

36)	 GAUSS Theoria Motus (1809) See C.H. Davies'
translation (1857) p.270

37)	 See Oeuvres 7 p.571

38) Compare for example MANSION 'Sur les Recherches de
Laplace Relatives a la Theorie des Erreurs.' Ann Soc
Sci Bruxelles 37 for 1912-13, Ter Fascicule, 2nd part,
p.107-117 (publ 1913) Mansion refers to the method of
situation as Boscovich's ,method.

39)	 Riche de Prony (1755-1839), French engineer and
mathematician.

40) See preface p.xvii-xxxij

41) Ibid . p .xvi

42) Ibid . p .x)ocij

43) An analysis of Lambert's observations and the values he
finally gives for the parameters does not help to make
his method any clearer. This may be the result of
certain misprints in the tabulated results. The accuracy
with which he quotes his final result, does, however,
seem to indicate that he used a calculation method, not
a direct graphical one. See chapter 1, P42

44) Kosmoqraphische Nachrichten und Sammlunqen ..... au f der
Jahr 1748 1 (publ Wein 1750, Nurmberg 1750) p.52-183.
Only one volume of the journal was ever published, and
comprised largely articles by Mayer, who was one of
the founder members of the society

45)	 Ibid. p.151

"Weil aber in den aus den Beobachtungen
geschlossenen Grossen von g und h manchmal auch
Fehler zu vermuthen sind, die sich unm6glich
vermeiden lassen, gleichwol aber in die GrOssen
von al und 9 einen Einfluss haiyen konnen: So
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&Offen wir auch der gegenwartigen Bestimmung,
die nur aus dreyen Beobachtungen hergeleitet
worden, nicht vbllig trauen. Man darf nur eine
Probe mit dreyen andern Beobachtungen anstellen,
um hievon Uberzeugt zu werden. Ich habe
deshalben geglaubt, der Wahrheit am nachsten
zu kommen, wenn ich alle oben angefUhrte
berechnete Beobachtungen zugleich in dieser
Sache gebrauchte."

46) Ibid . p.153

"Weil es allzumahsam ware, wenn man je drey
und drey dieser Gleichungen gegen einander
halten und auf vorige Weise daraus die Wehrte
von 4(4 und 9 bestimmen wollte; So theilte ich
sie insgesammt in drey gleiche besondere Classen
em."

47) Misprinted in the text as 1"1

48) Ibid . p.155

"Vielleicht begehrt man noch zu wissen, in wiefern
man sich auf diese gefundenen Wehrte von t4s und
o verlassen k5nne, oder welches der Grad der
Richtigkeit sey, den sie durch diese Bestimmungen
erreicht haben. Denn dass dieselben vdllig gut und
ohne Fehler seyn, lasset sich nicht leicht vermuthen;
weil die Beobachtungen	 sehr scharf und mit dem
allergrOssten und kaum mdglichen Fleisse mUssen
gemacht seyn. Nun kOnnte ich zwar aus der obigen
allgemeinen Formel eine Methode anzeigen, wodurch
man ungefehr finden kdnnte, was fUr einen Einfluss
emn Fehler bey g und h in die drOssen von 0(43

und o!) habe. Ich achte es aber nicht ffir nOthig,
sondern es wird genug seyn, wenn ich nur einen
beylaufigen Ueberschlag hievon mache; und das kann
ungefehr auf folgende Weise geschehen:

"Im vorigen Beispiele, da wir nur drey Beobachtungen
gebraucht haben, wurde gefunden tx--= 1 ° . 1+0'	 z' IV- 33
und 0 = 4- 3°.	 ; in der andern Rechnung aber,
worinnen alle 27 Beobachtungen sind angewendet
worden, kam	 I0.30',	 -	 33 	 und 0 r- -36 145.
Well nun diese letztern Wehrte aus neunmal mehr
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Beobachtungen sind gefunden warden; so kann
man schliessen, dass sie auch neunmal richtiger
seyen als die etstern; und dass also die Fehler
in einer jeden sich umgekehrt verhalten, wie die
Anzahl ihrer Beobachtungen. Es sey nun der
wahre Wehrte von oC z- l e.30 .± x. , also dass
der Unterschied oder Irrthum sey, urn wie viel
die aus 27 Beobachtungen bestimmte GrOsse a
von der wahren abweichen kOnne: Weil aus 3
Beobachtungen of. - 1°.ko' gefunden wokden; so ist
der Fehler, der sich hier befinden kann, = 10 I x.

folglich lasst sich schliessen

	

± x. : '	 ra	 10 t k. :j

	

21.	
I I 3und hieraus findet man X_ 1.: i i ri. . Der wahre

Wehrt von a kann daher urn l' oder 2' geringer

	

oder grosser seyn	 als 1° .30.	 Auf	 gleiche Art
erkennet man, dass p entweder wirklich = 14°.33'
oder nur sehr wenig davon unterschiedkn, und
endlich dass e noch urn 1 Grad ungesehr grosser
oder kleiner seyn k8nne als -3 .36'"

49) We can find some superficial resemblance between
Lambert's and Mayer's techniques of computing reliability.
Lambert assessed reliability (1 6.) as the difference between
a mean, Fri , computed from all n observations, and one
computed from all but the most deviant observation, the
Wt k th • Hence:

+ R 6	 r

•

 ri - roln - ins.

n- I

(sin - xx) - (Kin - nik)----
11 - I

=	 m it - Piet

n — I

In Mayer's system, writing w 	 the independantly-found
value of the parameter for a small number of observations,

,-r	 the reliability, (Rm) , is defined by:

± R m : 1... . t (mp - FA) ±- Rfil
n

• •	 -± n Rm = p (rvip- tti; i Rn)

Or	 1 Rn = p ( 01p - ;A )

:	 1

i
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If we equate mp and mk , i.e. if we suppose Mayer
determined the parameter independantly using just
one equation of condition, (i.e. p = 1) judged to be
the worst, then the two equations become extremely
similar.

This is interesting, but perhaps misleading: historic-
ally there is apparently no link between the two, and
indeed Lambert s method was intended for sets of
observations of a single quantity, whereas Mayer's
was applied to the many-parameter case. Clearly
however, the number of simple arbitrary methods of
assessing reliability must be limited, and Mayer
and Lambert have intuitively chosen similar proce-
dures. Both methods are open to criticism:

50) The reliability assessments given in the square
brackets I have made by applying Mayers method
to the sets of observations for Censorinus and
Dionysius. Mayer himself did not do this. (See
below.)

51) Ibid. p.159

"Von der Schiefe der Ekliptik im Monde, oder von
der Grasse von a , habe ich auch noch em n Wort
zu sagen. Weil nemlich die Beobachtungen des
Flecken Censorinus bey 11. oder 12. Minnuten
weniger, die am Dionysius aber nur etwaN 1' oder
2' mehr gegeben haben, als der Manilius • so
habe ich nach alien gemachten Ueberlegungen
dafiir gehalten, dass man, um das Mittel unter
alien berechneten Gr6ssen von ot am besten
zutreffen, von der durch den Flecken Manilius 
gefundenen Schiefe der Ekliptik' noch 1 Minuten
abziehen, und also ihre wahre GrOsse auf 11).29'
setzen konne."

52) It was originally intended that the paper should be
included in the Recueil des pieces qui ont remporte 
les prix de 1 Academie Royale des Sciences, depuis
leur fondations, and occasionally it is found bound
in at the end of the sixth volume of that collection.
Eventually it appeared as a separate publication.
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The prize was proposed in 1747 for solution in 1748
and was to find

"Une Theorie de Saturne et de Jupiter, par
laquelle on puisse expliquer les inega1it6s que
ces deux Planetes paroissent se causer
mutuellement, principalement vers le tems de
leur conjonction."

SHEYNIN discusses Euler's work on error analysis in
'On the Mathematical Treatment of Observations by
L. Euler' Arch Mist Exact Sci 9 (1972) p.45 ff

53) Opera Omnia, 2nd series, Vol XXV p.122

54) A very simple example illustrates this. Suppose in
order to find the parameters in the equation 15 = nix_ 1-C.
we make two sets of measurements (x,4 Aac,, tjt ) ,

,-5) where 46..xl , Lx.a are the observational
errors in x.x.a. Then to compute m we proceed as
follows:

rn (x, + il.x) + C.

13z = rn (x z + & x) + c

.	 iv(	 ....
'

(x,- r-z) +(6,x, —Lxi)

Clearly, unless we take pains to ensure that 3C 1 -7C-a. ›) A,C1-11
i.e. that our measurements of ,t are far

enough apart, errors in these measurements will
produce an enormous effect upon the value of m.

55) Mayers paper is now rare, which might in part explain
the continuation of the confusion. •There seems,
however, little excuse for misrepresenting Euler's
method, published as it is in the Opera Omnia. But
the confusion persists. See for example Eisenhart
(1961) p.206, where he ascribes to both Euler and
Mayer the method of averages

56) LALANDE Astronomie (3rd edition, 1792) p.317
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57) DELAMBRE His toire de 1 'Astronomie au dix-huitieme 
siecle (Paris 1827) p.430-434

58) FRANCOEUR Astronomie Practique (Paris 1830) p.424

59) See Article 'Mayer' in Encyclopaedia Britannica (7th
Edition London 1842)

NOTES FOR CHAPTER IV 

1) PLACKETT, in his article 'The Principle of the
Arithmetic Mean' Biometrika 45 p.130-135 discusses
the early history of mean taking

2) SIMPSON Phil Trans 49 (1755) p.82 ff. Read April
10, 1755

3) TODHUNTER A History of the Mathematical Theory of
Probability (1865) deals at length with the mathematical
aspects of the work of all these men in the field of
probability theory. He is not however interested in the
implications their methods might have for science. See
also PEARSON and KENDALL (eds.) Studies in the History 
of Statistics and Probability (1970)

4) For biographical details and a list of publications, see
HUTTON 'Account of the Life and Writings of the .Author'
which appears as a preface to Simpson's Select Exercises
(2nd edition; 1792) . Other biographies, such as those of
DAVIES (1805) and CLARKE (1929) appear to be drawn
largely from this source

5) The paper was given the modified title, 'An attempt to
shew the Advantage arising by Taking the Mean of a
Number of Observations in Practical Astronomy' and
appeared in Simpson's Miscellaneous Tracts (1757)

6) The first edition of 1718 is considerably shorter than the
1738 edition. A third, posthumous edition of 1756 differs
very little from the second.
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7) See DAVID Games, Gods and Gambling (1962) chapter
15, p.161 ff. For biographical details of De Moivre
see also H.M. WALKER, 'Abraham de Moivre', Scripta
Mathematica 2 (1934) p.316-333

8) SIMPSON Phil Trans 49 (1755) p.82-83

9) SIMPSON Miscellaneous Tracts (1757) p.64

10) Ibid. p.64

11) Ibid. p.70

12) SIMPSON Phil Trans 49 (1755) p.93

13) De Moivre stated that he originally reached a solution
in 1711, although this was first published in his
Miscellanea Analytica (1730). However Simpson was
undoubtedly most influenced by the English version of
the solution appearing in the second edition of De
Moivre's Doctrine of Chances (1738). In the Miscellanea
.r,nalytica the problem had been treated from the point of
view of pure mathematics alcne, as an extension of the
bionomial expansion to the polynomial case; in the
Doctrine of Chances the interpretation was probabilistic.

Now De Moivre, in his Doctrine of Chances, dealt very
thoroughly with the expansion of the bink3mial where n is
a large number, and showed by somewhat doubtful
methods that the ratio of the middle term in the expanded
series to the sum of all the terms tends toJX as n tends
to infinity. The problem was entitled 'A Meltrod of
approximating the sum of the Terms of the Binomial (a +b)"
expanded into a series, from whence are deduced some
practical Rules to estimate the Degree of Assent which is
to ge given to Experiment.' Jacque Bernoulli had first
tackled the problem in the 'Pars Quarta' of his Ars
Conjectandi (1713), but without giving any adequate proof
of the result (which is known as Bernoulli's large number
rule). The history of the problem in the hands of De
Moivre is complex. His solution first appears in Latin
in 1733 as a second supplement to the Miscellanea 
Analytica, and hence appears only in those copies
distributed after 1733. (ARCHIBALD, in 'A Rare Pamphlet
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of Moivre and some of his discoveries,' Isis 8 p.671
ff discusses the history of the supplement and gives
a reprint of the Latin edition. PEARSON and
ARCHIBALD in letters in Nature 117 (1926) p.551-552,
discuss their conflicting views over the publication.)

De Moivre's solution also stated "That if m or In be
a Quantity infinitely great, then the logarithm of the
Ratio, which a Term, distant from the middle by the
interval 2, has to the middle Term, is -2Q2" . Karl

n
Pearson, an ardent champion of De Moivre, has not
only claimed for him Bernoulli's large number rule,
but also, on the basis of the quotation just given,
the first derivation of the Gaussian error distribution.
(See PEARSON 'Historical Note on the Origin of the
Normal Curve of Errors.' Biometrika 16 (1924) p.402-
404). Clearly, De Moivre's statement is a descrip-
tion of the Gaussian error function, but although we
may claim for him mathematical priority for its
derivation as the limit of the binomial distribution,
nevertheless this argument does not concern us here.
De Moivre was not using the function here in the
same sense as Gaus was to use it later, to describe
an error distribution. The 'experiments' to which De
Moivre referred were not those having many possible
outcomes, but were limited to those with only two
possible outcomes, i.e. the happening or the non-
happening of an event.

Curiously, Simpson's version of this problem does not
mention the word 'experiment', but uses a betting
game as a model. This removes any feeling we might
have had that De Moivre's mention of 'experiments' in
the binomial case may have led Simpson to extend it
to the polynomial case.

A simple model for the elementary errors can of course
lead to the Gaussian distribution (see note 34 below),
but neither De Moivre nor Gauss used this result.

14) SIMPSON Phil Trans 49 (1755) p.86

15) See Note(l)
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16) SIMPSON 'A Mathematical dissertation on the figure
of the Earth'; published in Math matical Dissertations
on a variety of physical subjects (1743)

17) SIMPSON Miscellaneous Tracts (1757) p.71

18) Joseph-Louis Lagrange (1736-1813) made few excursions
into probability theory, and his only work on errors is
that mentioned here.

19) LAGRANGE Miscellanea Tauriniensis 5 for 1770-1773 •
(publ 1774) p.167-232. The paper seems to have been
written some years before publication. Lagrange wrote
to Laplace, 13 January 1775:

"Ce Memoire, qui est assez long, etait compose
depuis quelques anees; voyant qu'il me serait
difficile de le placer dans nos Memoires, j'ai
pris le parti, il y a un an, de l'envoyer 'a la
Societe de Turin."

(see Oeuvres de Lagrange 14 (1892) p.59)

20) Lagrange clearly knew of De Moivre's work and admired
it, for he began to prepare a translation of Doctrine of 
Chances. (See Letter to Laplace, 30 December 1776,
Oeuvres de Lagrange 14 (1892) p.66.) It is thus
possible that his work on • errors was based only on an
extension of De Moivre's work, just as Simpson's was,
but the striking resemblances between Lagrange's and
Simpson's methods make this seem doubtful

21) LAGRANGE Miscellanea Tauriniensis 5 for 1770-1773
(publ 1774) p.167-168

22) Ibid. p.220

23) Ibid. p.288

24) Ibid. p.224

25) EULER 'Eclaircissemens sur le memoire de Mr. de la
Grange' Nova Acta Academiae Scientarum Imperialis 
Petropolitanae 3 for 1785 (publ 1788)
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26) TODHUNTER (1865) p.250. The paper clearly held
no interest whatsoever for Todhunter

27) For details of Daniel Bernoulli's other papers on
probability theory see TODHUNTER (1865) p.213 ff,
and SHEYNIN, 'D. Bernoulli's work on Probability',
Rete 1 (1972) p.273-299

28) Jean Bernoulli (III) (1744-1807) made few significant
mathematical contributions of his own, but was an
enthusiastic editor and collector of the works of
others

29) Encyclopedie Methodique, Mathematiques Vol II (1785)
Article 'Milieu' p.404

30) DANIEL BERNOULLI 'Dijudicatio maxime probabilis
plurium observationum discrepantium atque verisimillima
inductio inde formanda Acta Academia Scientarum 
Petropolitano, pars prior for 1777 (publ 1778) p.3-23.
Note also the English translation by C.G. Allen in
KENDALL 'Daniel Bernoulli on Maximum Likelihood'
Biometrika 48 (1961) p.1-18. I have used Allen's
translation, but the page numbers I quote refer to the
original paper

31) Ibid. p.4

32) Ibid. p.7

33) Ibid . p.7

34) A simple model of this sort could have led to the
Gaussian error function. Thus suppose we allow q
possible microscopic errors to occur in any observa-
tion, to give an observable total error. Let each
microscopic error have the same size, m, and have
equal probability of being either positive or negative.
Then if, following Simpson and De Moivre, we look
at (r'-*r".")/we obtain the distribution of possible
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errors and their probabilities. This is clearly a
binomial distribution, and if we let the component
microscopic errors tend to zero size, and the number
of them tend to infinity, then we obtain a Gaussian
distribution for the observed errors. This is
effectively the procedure that both James Bernoulli
and De Moivre had already used, but not with
reference to experimental errors. (See also note 13)

35) DANIEL BERNOULLI (see note 30) p.11

36) EULER 'Observationes in praecedentem dissertationem
Illustr. Bernoulli Acta Academia Scientarum Petropoli-
tano, pars prior for 1777 (publ 1778) p.24-33. This
is included in Allen's translation, from which I quote.
(see note 30 above)

37) LAPLACE `Wmoire sur la probabilite de causes par
les evenemens' Savans tranciers 6 for 1774 (publ 1774)
p.621 If and 'Memoire sur les Probabilites' Paris Mem
for 1778 (publ 1781), Remis le 19 juillet 1780, p.227
ff

38) LAPLACE 'Memoire sur les suites recurro-recurrentes et
sur leurs usage dans la theorie des hasards' Savans
Lranqers 6 for 1774 (publ 1774) p.353

39) I have been unable to trace this reference

40) These were of course later published as the two papers
I have discussed above: Lagrange's paper in Miscellanea 
Tauriniensis 5 for 1770-1773 (publ 1774) p.167-168,
and Bernoulli's paper in Acta Academia Scientarum 
Petropolitano, pars prior for 1777 (publ 1778) p.3-23)

41) Savans ttranqers 6 for 1774 (publ 1774) p.621 ff

42) Ibid. p.635

43) The first definition implies that c., the best value for
C, is chosen such that

LC/ dc	 wkere

co
Dfc, = TYP('N -0;
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the second definition implies that

	

7141c - .	 = 0
orico	-or	 on	

00

	

S

co	
—ac

	

-00	 *Ito
which is the same as the first definition

44) Savans Etrangers 6 for 1774 (publ 1774) p.637. I
have altered Laplace's notation, here and on the
diagram, for the sake of consistency

45) Ibid. p.638, again with notational changes

46) Paris Mem for 1778 (publ 1781) p.301

47) Laplace's treatment of this problem is very difficult
to follow. TODHUNTER (1865) p.545 gives a simple
version still based on the same principles

48) r'aris Mem for 1778 (publ 1781) p.326. Transits of 	 -
Venus took place in 1761 and 1769 and aroused consider-
able interest because of the opportunity they presented
of a determination of solar parallax and hence of the
sun-earth distance. This determination involved the
taking of measurements at places all over the earth
more or less simultaneously, and hence of necessity
by different observers using different instruments.
Precise measurements were essential, and hence Laplace's
reference to the problem, although he in fact never
applied the method he suggested as far as can be seen.
See also chapter II, p . 61

49) Lagrange had also seen the unpublished version which
Jean Bernoulli possessed, and thought little of it. He
wrote to Laplace in 1775 of Bernoulli's researches-

.... quant	 celles de M. Daniel Bernoulli; c'etait
tres peu de chose, du moms autant que je puis me
le rappeler, le manuscrit etant entre les mains de
son neveu qui est actuellement absent."

(Letter to Laplace, 13 January 1775. See Oeuvres de 
Lagrange 14 (1892) p.59). It seems unlikely that Lagrange
would have written in these terms about the final version.

0
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER V 

1) Biographies of Lambert in English are: P.W. 'Life of
John Henry Lambert' Philosophical Magazine 18 (1804)
p.333 (translated from the German Museum _3_) and J.
JACQUE 'Ecomium of Mr. Lambert' in Lambert's The
System of the World (1800)(this is very freely trans-
lated from J.H.S. FORMEY 'Eloge de M. Lambert'
Berlin Mem for 1778 (publ 1780). Additional useful
sources of information are Lambert's 'Monatsbuch'
(1752-1777) (See BOPP, 'Johann Heinrich Lamberts
Monatsluch' Abh der Kon Bayerisch Akad der Wissen-
schaften. Maths-Phys Klasse 27 6th Abhandlung p.1-
82) and his published correspondence (see Jean
BERNOULLI (III) Joh. Heinrich Lamberts deutscher
gelekter Brietwechsel (1781-5). See also BERGER,
'Johann Heinrich Lamberts Bedeutung in der Naturwis-
senchaft des 18 Jahrhunderts', Centaurus 6 (1959)
p.157-254

2) Details of Lambert's published and manuscript
writings may be founcl in M. STECK Bibliographia
Lambertiana (1970)

3) See for example GRIFFING 'J.H. Lambert. A Study in
the development of the critical philosophy' Philosophi-
cal Review 2 (1893) p.54-63 and VLEESCHAUWER
L'Evolution de la pensee Kantienne (1939). For the
correspondence of Lambert with Kant, see the reference
given in note 1 above

4) See JAQUEL 'L'Astronome et philosophe mulhousien
Jean-Henri Lambert (1728-1777) et les Cometes'
Bulletin d s Professeurs du Lycee de Garpns de
Mulhouse No.2 (1963/4) p.83-92. Continued in No.3
(1965/66) p.71-88 and No.4 (1967/68) p.79-104
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5) See SHEYNIN 'Origin of the theory of errors' Nature
211 (1966) p.1003-4 and 'J.H. Lambert's Work on
Probability' Arch Hist Exact Sci 7 No.3 (1971) p.144

6) See VLEESCHAUWER L'Evolution de la pensee Kantienne 
(1939) and WOLF A History of Science, Technology and
Philosophy in the Eighteenth Century (3rd edition; 1962)
Vol II, p.762 If

7) LAMBERT Neues Orqanon (1764) Vol I p.350

"Man hat solche Schliasse von den Erfahrungen
selbsten wohl zu unterscheiden, theils well es
eben nicht so selten ist, irrige Schltisse zu
machen, theils auch, well die Erfahrungen selbsten
uns statt des Wahren nur den Schein angeben ...
Da demnach bey Erfahrungen vorerst verscheidene
Fragen auszumachen sind, ehe man Schltisse daraus
zieht, so ist klar, dass, wenn man die Ordnung
umkehrt, und diese Schliisse zuerst macht, man sich
dabey leicht irren keinne. Noch 6rger 1st es wenn
man solche Schliisse mit der Erfahrung vermengt,
und als empfunden ausgiebt, was man nur qeschlossen
hatte. Diesen Fehler nennt man den Fehler des
Erschleichens, Vitium subreptionis, und es gebraucht
viele Behutsamkeit, ihn durchaus zu vermeiden."

3)	 Ibid. p.359
ii ... die meisten Leute daran gewohnt sind, und
gewOhnt bleiben, sic* alles individual vorzustellen,
und daher, wenn sie nur Fragmente oder einzelne
Stiicke vor sich haben, das iabrige aus ihrem eignen
Vorrath von Einfallen hinzusetzen, um es zu comple-
tiren."

9)	 Ibid. p.361

"Uebrigens 1st hiebey anzumerken, dass, da sich
wirkliche Ausmessungen nicht nach geometrischer
SchSrfe machen lassen, auch solche Gesetze nicht
welter fur richtig kOnnen angesehen werden, als die
Ausmessung genau 1st, und folglich, wenn das
Gesetz nicht aus allgemeinen Grunden erweisen
wird, kleine Anomalien dabey statt haben kOnnen."
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10)	 Ibid. Vol II p.237

11)	 L tter to Rissler, 25 November/6 December 1758.
See Jean BERNOULLI (III) Joh. Heinrich Lamberts 
deutscher g-lehrter Briefwechsel (1781-5) Vol II
P.7

12)	 See JAQUEL 'L'Astronomie et philosophe mulhousien
Jean-Henri Lambert (1728-1777) et les Cometes.'
Bulletin des Professeurs du Lycee de Gat-Fins de
Mulhouse No.2 (1963/4)

13)	 Letter to Repsinger 3/14 July 1755. See Jean
BERNOULLI (III) Op. cit. Vol II p.163

14) See LAMBERT Beytr5ge Vol I (1765) Theil 1, p.1-313

15) Ibid. p.424-488

16) LAMBERT Discours prononces dans les Assembles 
Publiques ou Solemnelles de P Academic Royale des 
Sciences et Belles-Lettres (1765) p.14

17)	 LAMBERT 'Sur la Courbure du Courant Magnetique'
Berlin Mem 22 for 1766 (publ 1768) p.50

18)	 LAMBERT Photometria (1760) p.4

Etsi ergo defectus isti, quibus laborat physica
luminis theoria maxime sint notabilies, ut
impedire vix possit, quin magna ex parte &
in Photometriam irrepant; attamen si fatendum
quod res est, in hac parte longe erunt minores.
Etenim Photometria non docet luminis naturam,
quae a sensibus est remotissima, verum metitur
eius vim atque claritatem, ceterosque ipsius
effectus, qui sensibus vel maxime obuii sunt.
Dudum vero lam notum est, grauitatis certe
exemplo a perti ssime euincitur, ma thema ticam
rerum naturalium harumque effectuum cognitionem
a physica parum pendere, illamque citato passu
promoueri mirumque in modum posse amplificari,
etsi haec semper angustis contineatur cancellis.
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19) Euler to Lambert, 20 May 1760, and the reply, [6]
February 1761; see BOPP 'Leonhard Eulers und Johann
Heinrich Lamberts briefwechsel aus den Manuscripten
Herausgegeben' Abh der Preussichen Akademie der 
Wissenschaften Jahrgang 1924 Physikalische-Mathema-
tische Klasse Nr 2 (1924)

20) There is an abundance of examples to choose from
amongst Lambert's numerous experimental papers. See
'Sur la resistance des fluides avec la solution du
probleme balistique' Berlin Mem for 1765 (publ 1767)
p.102-188, 'Sur la Fluiditê du sable de la terre et
d'autres corps mous, relativement aux loix de
l'Hygrometrie.' Berlin Mem for 1772 (publ 1774)
p.36-64, and 'Sur le frottement, entant qu'il rallentit
le mouvement' Berlin Mem for 1772 (publ 1774) p.9-32
and for 1776 (publ 1779) p.3-18

21) See entries for August 1755 and April 1756 in Lambert's
'Monatsbuch' (see note 1)

22) Ibid. Entry for August 1757

23) Ibid. Entry for May 1758

24) For Pierre Bouguer, see Chapter II, page 76

25) LAMBERT Photometria (1760) p.148

26) Neither of these contains any work on error analysis.
Euler's paper was entitled 'Reflexions sur les divers
degres de lumiere du soleil et des autres corps
celestes' Berlin Mem 6 for 1750 (publ 1752) p.280-310.
Lambert mentioned having seen these studies in the
preface to hts Photometria. ANDING, commenting on
a German translation of the Photometria discusses the
matter of priority; see Ostwald's Klassiker der Exacten 
Wissenschaften No. 33 (1892) p.57. It is worth
noting that this translation omits the major portions
on error analysis.

27) Note that Lambert, considering the glancing angle,
spoke of the sine of the angle of incidence, where we
would speak of the cosine, measuring the angle from
the normal to the surface
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30) See MIDDLETON's introduction to On the Gradation
of Light (1961), an English trnslation of Bouguer's
Traite

31) I quote from Middleton's English translation p.50;
see note 30

32) Ibid. p.51

33) BOUGUER 'Remarques sur les moyens de mesurer la
Lumiere avec quelques applications de ces moyens.'
Paris Mem for 1757 (publ 1762) Read 12 November
1757 p.1-23

34) Ibid. p.8

35) LAMBERT Photometria (1760) p.129-130

"1. Si experimenta sumantur earn tantum ob
caussam, ut lex quaedam vel ex principiis vel
ex aliis experimentis deducta firmetur, ... his
casibus ostendisse ut plurimum sufficiet, experi-
mentorum a lege discrepant;am incertitudinem
indicii oculi non superare, adeoque earn intra
limites contineri intra quos vagatur oculi
sententia.

"2. Si idem experimentum, variatis circumstantiis,
pluries iteretur, atque error pro ratione circumstan-
tiarum vel major evadat vel minor, aut de veritaqe
legis eiusque universalitate est dubitandum, aut
suspicanda erit lex quaedam specialis, a circum-
stantiis istis pendens.

"3. Si iteratk experimento aberrationes a lege,
quam stabilire propositum est, indifferenter mox
sint positivae mox negativae atque contineantur
intra praefinitos limites de veritate legis eiusque
universalitate dubitare amplius haud licebit.

"4. Quodsi denique aberrationes positivas negati-
vis deprehendas esse notabiliter maiores vel
mknores, aut statuendum erit, legem stabiliendam
in minutiis a vero recedere, aut defectui instru-
mentorum anomalia ista erit tribuenda."

(All four passages are in italics in the original)
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36) LAMBERT Beytn§ge Vol I (1765) Preface page e
"Sodann bemerke ich, das' s die practische
Geometrie in der wirklichen Welt angewandt
wird, wo alles biss aufs Individuale bestimmt
ist, und wo die Natur uns solche Data angiebt,
von welchen man in der theoretischen Geometrie
ganz abstrahiren muss, weil diese nicht den
Raum in der Natur, sondern an sich, und auf
eine bloss ideale Art betrachtet. Es war
demnach die fl-age, solche Data, die in der
Sache und in der Natur schon da sind,
aufzusuchen, abzuzahlen, und die Vortheile in
ausfiihrlichen Aufgaben vorzutragen, welche die
practische Geometrie davon siehen kann."

37) LAMBERT Ibid. p.478-9

"Wir haben angegeben, dass man in denen Fallen,
wo die Gleichung fiir die Linie MKH nicht bekannt
ist, dieselbe von freyer Hand ziehen soil, damit
sie zwischen den nicht genau bestimmten Puncten
A, b, c, etc. mitten durch•uehe, und so viel
maglich 1st, einformig bleibe. Es fehlt zwar an
Methoden nicht, krumme Linien durch jede
beliebige Anzahl Puncte von gegebener Lage zu
ziehen. Newton hat dergleichen angegeben, wo es
die Frage 1st, zu den Abscissen, welche zwischen
die gegebenen fallen, die Ordinaten zu finden.
Diese Methoden thun unstreitig gute Dienste, wenn
die Puncte A,b,c,d, etc. genau gegeben sind.
Man kann eine Gleichung annehmen, welche so
viele Gleider und Coefficienten hat, als Puncte
gegeben sind, und dadurch alle Coefficienten
bestimmen. Allein, so bald man durch die
Construction findet, dass die Puncte A,b,c,d, etc.
eben nicht so genau bestimmt sind, so ift)
unstreitig, dass eine solche Linie alle kleine
Abweichungen der Versuche an sich nehmen, und
folglich eben so unzuverl6ssig seyn wilrde. Es
ist daher ungleich besser, wenn mann eine
Gleichung von wenigern Gleidern und Coefficienten
annimmt, und damit eben so verfahrt, wie wir
oben gewiesen haben. Auf diese Art wird die
dadurch gefundene krumme Linie nicht nur an sich
einfacher siyn, sondern auch dem wahren Mittel
aus alien Versuchen nner kommen.
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38) Lambert came to these conclusions after comparing
the observations of the equinoxes and solstices
over a period of 67 years, giving 53 observations
in all. The advances from year to year were
averaged out to give:

Deviation
from mean

Precession of spring equinox p.a. 10'0" 	 -1'9-i"
u	 II	 II summer solstice p.a. 12'0*-"	 +0'501"

It	 II autumn equinox p.a. 12'14 1" 	 +1'5"
i.	 11 winter solstice p.a.	 10'221"	 -0'46-1"

Now this irregularity was already partly accounted
for from known inequalities. These would introduce
expected deviations from the means of -0'61", +0'411",
+0'51", -0'40i,-" respectively. These differed from the
experimental deviations from the mean by +l'21", -0'9,
-1'01", +crsf" respectively. These differences are
larger than is allowed in terms of the reliability of the
observations, and further tiley seem to be systematic.

39) LAMBERT Photometria (1760) p.131

"Maioris momenti est aberrationum istarum examen,
ubi in dato quodam casu speciali determinanda
venit objecti cuiusdam claritas, aut vis reflectens
... Nimis enim hae quantitates sunt speciales et
individuae, quam ut legibus universalibus subiici,
iisque definiri possint. Under non modo exactis-
sima sumenda et seligenda sunt experimenta, verum
et minuendus est error, cui obnoxium esse potest
oculi iudicium."

40) Ibid. p.131

"Cum aberrationes positivae et negativae aeque sint
possibiles consequens est, aeque, quoque eas fore
frequentes, si experimentum pluries iteretur.
Quoties ergo utrinque eaedem occurrent aberrationes,
patet eas sese mutuo fore destructuras, ut adeo
dudum lam invaluerit mos ex cunctis terminis eum 
sumendi qui arithmetice medius est."
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41) Ibid. p.131

"Quandoque eiusmodi medium sumitur inter duas
quantitates quarum altera manifesto maior, altera
minor est quaesita, neque constet quantum haec 
ab utraque extrema distet."

42) Ibid. p.132

"At de hae conditione, quae ex3gtata esset,
nunquam certus esse poteris. Eo tamen magis
ad earn accedes, quo pluries repetatur experi-
mentum. Cuius effati absolutissimam demonstra-
tionem dedit cel. IAC. BERNOULLI in Arte 
coniectandi P. IV. Per se enim patet totum hoc
negotium ad probabilita tern reduci."

Note: the reference is to Bernoulli's Ars conjectandi
(1713)

43) LAMBERT Berlin Mem for 1771 (publ 1773) p.411-420.
SHEYNIN in 'J.H. Lambert's work on Probability'
Arch Hist Exact Sci 7 No.3 (1971) p.144 stresses
that this paper is of little value

44) LAMBERT Neues Orqanon (1764) Vol II p.318
'Phnomenologie' Fiinftes Hauptstiick, 'Vom der
Wahrscheinlichen.' This part of Lambert's work has
very great similarity to Bernoulli's De Arte Conjectandi
(1713)

45) LAMBERT Beytr6qe Vol I (1765) p.296-7

"Was das Auge auf einer jeden Fl5che als einen
Punct ansieht, auf welchem es nichts mehr
unterscheiden kann, 1st fiir sich betrachtet, eine
Flache, welche mit der Entfernung grasser wird.
So sehen wir die kleinsten Firsterne als Puncte
an. Alle Theile dieser FlEche sind dem Auge
gleichgiiltig, weil es alle zusammen genommen,
als einen Punct ansieht. Wird aber emn Linial
mit Dioptern nach demselben gerichtet, so hi5rt
diese Gleichgialtigkeit, in Absicht auf die Lage
des Liniales auf, weil man diese Lage nach
geometrischer Sch3rfe als bestimmt ansehen kann.
Dasselbe kann also nach jeden Theile diese FlSche
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gerichtet seyn, welche das Auge nicht mehr
von einem Punct unterscheidet. Und in so ferne
1st jede Richtung von der andern unterschieden.
Und was in Absicht auf das Auge gleichgilltig
war, h6rt bey dem Instrument auf.

"Damit wir in so kleinen Puncten etwas unter-
scheiden kOnnen, wollen wir dieselben, wie in
der N6he oder durch em n VergrOsserungslass
betrachtet, vorstellen. Wir gebrauchen hiezu
eine Circulflache, weil kein Grund da ist, warum
man sich einen Punct, den das Auge nicht mehr
unterscheidet als eckicht vorstellen sollte."

46) SHEYNIN in 'J.H. Lambert's Work on Probability'
Arch Hist Exact Sci 7 (1971) p.144, comments:

"The deduction is thus purely speculative as, for
example, is the later deduction of law of distri-
bution by Laplace, who also started from a
proposition which he assumed correct only
because there were 'no reasons' to assume any
other propositions instead."

I do not think Sheynin is quite fair here. Lambert's
assumption definitely has a different status from
Laplace's as it is related to Ta particular measurement
system. It may be significant that under conditions
of poor resolution, a point of light appears as a
circular blurr. Presumably Lambert was considering
only cases where the object sighted was completely
unresolved as to shape

47) i.e. In the range near zero error, the frequency is
high, and almost constant. For large errors, on the
other hand, the frequency is small, but varies rapidly
as the error increases.

ftecre-ncj

eff`o 10
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48) LAMBERT Beytraqe Vol I (1765) p.298

"Hieraus folgt, dass die geringern Fehler
haufiger, und fast gleich oft vorkommen,
hingegen die gr6ssern desto seltener sind,
vorausgesetzt, dass man nichts vorsetzliches
zulasse. Eben so wird aus der Natur des
Circuls bestimmt, dass die gleich grossen
Fehler auf beyden Seiten des Mittelpuncts
gleich mOglich sind."

49) Ibid . p.301

"... diese Reihe in Bestimmung des allgemein
Gesetzes wenig Licht giebt, ...

50) Ibid. p.303

Lambert's approximate calculation was as follows;
the greatest error was about + 40 divisions or
inch. The error in opening the compasses was
of this, or about 	 " . Ascribing this error equally
to A and B gave an error of about 47-1;3 ", in the
assessment of the position of either A or B. This
was viewed at 7" from the eye, and hence the
angular error was about 1" of 3rc

51) LAMBERT Photometria (1760) p.134

"Cum ergo aberationes eo frequentius occurrant,
quo minores sunt, consequens est, in dato
quovis casu eas quantitates quae iterato experi-
mento frequentiores sunt, quantitati mediae sive 
verae quoque esse propriores."

52) I have modernised Lambert's notation here; Lambert's
own argument is a little difficult to follow. Clearly
If we treat all the observations as distinct, all the
-F . = 1, and the expression reduces to

D, ---c_	 Vpz(c...)
the more usual form. The application of the maximum
likelihood method then leads to

)

_pinzi

6€c

i_
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Lambert did not distinguish clearly between dc and
de, but this has little importance for the simple
one-parameter case

53) LAMBERT Beytrage Vol I (1765) p.430

"Wir haben hiebey Uberhaupt zwo verEnderliche
GrOssen x,y, welche durch die Beobachtungen
mit einander verglichen werden, so dass man
fUr jedes x, so wir als eine Abscisse ansehen
kOnnen, die dazu gehOrende Ordinate y bestimmt.
Diese Ordinaten wiirden eben so viele Puncte
geben, wodurch eine gerade odor krurnme Linie
sollte gezogen werden, wenn die Versuche oder
Beobachtungen samtlich vollkommen genau wren.
Da aber dieses nicht 1st, so weicht die Linie
mehr oder minder davon ab. Sie muss demnach
so gezogen werden, dass sie ihrer wahren Lage
am nachsten komme, und zwischen dem gegebenen
Puncten gleichsam wie Mitten durch gehe."

54) LAMBERT Ibid. p.432

"Da man also keinen Grund hat, einem der
Puncte A,b,c,d,e,f einen Vorzug vor den andem
zu geben, so 1st offenbar, die Linie HI miisse so
gezogen werden, dass diese Puncte auf der einen
Seite so viel davon abweichen als auf der andern
oder dass die Summe der Abweichungen auf beyden
Seiten einander gleich sey. Man sicht leicht,
dass diese Bedingung das eigentliche und wahre
Mittel aus allen Versuchen giebt, und keinem emn
Vorzug vor den andern gegeben wird."

55) Bopp, in his commentary to Lambert's 'Monatsbuch',
refers here to the 'Theorie der Zuver1Nssigkeit' as the
source of Lambert's work on the propagation of errors.
In fact the relevant passages are in the 'Zur parac-
tischen Geometrie' p.221-295, and in particular in
Section XIII (p.228 if) 'Theorie der Folgen der Fehler'.
Here Lambert refers to Marinoni's De re ichnographia 
(1751) and the similarity between Chapter V of the
latter and Lambert's own work is clear
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56)	 Lambert's 'Monatsbuch', entry for November 1759

57)	 LAMBERT BeytrSge Vol I (1765) p.229

"Es scheinet iiberhaupt, als wenn die Absicht
seiner bis zur Weitl5ufitigkeit ausfiirlichen
Berechnung jeder einzelnen FaIle diese wgre,
dass er dadurch die Ausmessung verbessern
und genauer machen wollte, und dieses setzt
nothwendig zum voraus, dass jeder Fehler
bekannt sey. Sind sie aber bekannt, so wird
die Verbesserung vor der Berechnung vorgen-
ommen, und die Bcrechnung von den Foigen
der Fehler wird in so ferne iiberfliissig."

58) Ibid. p.232

.. ..., so haben wir bereits oben bestimmt,
wozu diese Berechnung kOnne gebraucht werden,
und diese Absichten sind	 1. Die Bestimmung
von der Zuverl6ssigkeit des Griindrisses und
ihrem Grade. 2. Die Auswahl der Umst8nde,
welche die Theorie willkiihrlich 16sst. und
3. Die Vorsichtigkeit im Vor und Nachgeben.
Diese drei Absichten dehnen die Theorie von
den Folgen der Fehler weicer aus, als sie
Marinoni mitgenommen, ... "

59) The history of graphical representation has not yet
been adequately documented, but we may cite a few
references here. The plotting of meteorological data

,	 received some impetus from the development of auto-
matic weather-recording devices; see HOFF 6, GEDDES,
articles in Isis 50 (1959) p.1-21 and 53 (1962) p.287-
310; in Arch Int d'Hist Sci 46 (1959) p.1-25 and in I
Hist Med 12 (1959) p.424. See also MIDDLETON
The History of the Barometer (1964) and Invention of 
the Meteorological Instruments (1969). A more general
article, which also deals with the history of the
graphical display of statistics, is ROYSTON 'A note
on the History of the Graphical Representation of Data'
Biometrika 43 (1956) p.241-247 (See also KENDALL
AND PEARSON p.173)
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60) Lambert s Pyrometrie (1779) was published post-
humously and it is impossible to ascertain exactly
its date of writing. It contains about 20 distinct
graphs of experimental results. Graphs by Lambert
appear in the Berlin Memoirs for 1762, 1769, 1771,
1772 and 1779

61) See LAMBERT Pyrometrie (1779) p.335 ff and plates

62) See LAMBERT Beytrage Vol I (1765) p.476 ff and
plate 'Mathes Aplicat. Tab V'

63) See LAMBERT Berlin Mem for 1769 (publ 1771) p.75
ff and plates

64) See LAMBERT Pyrometrie (1779) p.190 and plates

65) SHIELDS'The Early History of Graphs in Physical
Literature' The American Physics Teacher 5 (1937)
p.68-71 and 6 (1938) p.132, has made a systematic
search of a number of 18th and early 19th century
journals for the use of graphs in scientific papers.
He lists a number of graphs, but the majority of
these are either not of actual observations, or are
used for display purposes only without analysis.
I have extended the search, but, apart from the work
of Lambert in the Berlin .Mem (where Lambert's many
graphs did not inspire similar work by other scien-
tists), have found nothing very worthy of note until
the 1830's. Then we find a number of beautiful
graphs by J.D. Forbes in the Phil Trans and in the
Trans Edinburgh Royal Society. Whewell, basing his
ideas on some graphical work of John Herschel,
seems to have been the first to give graphical analy-
sis a place in the explicit methodology of science
(see Novem Organon Renovatum (1858) p.206 passim).

66) See for example Jean BERNOULLI (III) Encyclopedie
Methodique-Mathematiques Vol II (1785) Article
'Milieu' p.404
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER VI

1)	 This may be shown using an adaptation of Gauss's
procedure: Zcz ô , so we may write Ek

. t
treating Ek as a dependent variable, and all the other
residues as independent. But in addition

E r (cz) -0	 so that	
66.:

But we can vary eQ , say, independiently of all
other et. � k I which we can maintain constant.
we can write

the
Thus

F	 _ .;) F (€ 1, )
3€k	 6eiz

But if aEk	, and hence .DF(ER,)

true for all pairs of residues, so

OF (Ek.)	 consto."E

F() = cceit

aF(5 . kic = 0

t)e,,	 ack

aqem) . This is.,
•Iet,

in general

are. conska

' E F(ez)	 + nb	 •b o
. .	 F(E)	 ce,"sE

2) I have found several textbooks dealing with the combina-
tion of errors useful; see for example TOPPING Errors of 
Observation and their treatment (1962); MERRIMAN
Textbook on the Method of Least squares (4th edition,
1910); JOHNSON The Theory of Errors and the Method of
Least Squares (1900) (Johnson's discussion follows
Gauss's procedure of 1809) and PARRATT Probability and
Experimental Errors in Science (1961) (Chapter 3 is
particularly useful).

3) There seems to be some doubt about the exact date of
publication of the paper. It is dated at the end, March
1805, but is found bound with a title page and supple-
ment dated 1806, produced by a different printer.
Puissant (see note 8) used the method in 1805, so it
seems fairly certain that this was the date of publication.
In any case the exact date is of little importance.
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4)	 LEGENDRE Nouvelles methodes pour la determination 
des orbites des cometes (1805) p.viii

5)	 Ibid. p.iv

6)	 Ibid. p.63. I have replaced Legendre's notation by
my own in this and subsequent quotations

7)	 Ibid. p.63

8)	 PUISSANT 'fraite de Geodesic (1st edition, 1805);
where the least squares m,thod is described, very
much following Legendre. See p.138-141

n

9) LINDENAU 'Ueber den- Gebrauch der Gradmessungen
zur Bestimmung der Gestalt der Erde' Zach's Monat-
liche Correspondenz 14 (1806) p.113-58

10) I have used the English translation by C.H. Davies
(see bibliography), to which the page numbers given
below refer. The relevant part of the work is Book
II, Section 3, p.249 ff

11) Ibid. p.249

12) Ibid. p.253

13) Ibid. p.258

14) I have discussed this in Chapter IV p 183

15) Paris Mem for 1782 (publ 1785) p.1-88

16) Paris Mem for 1780 (publ 1786) p.423-467

17) Ibid. p.433

18) See KRAMP Analyse des refractions astronomiques et 
terrestres (1798)

19) GAUSS Theoria Motus (1809) Davies' trans, p.259

20) Ibid. p.260
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21) Excerpts from Gauss's correspondence on the origins
of his method of least squares are collected in
Gauss Werke Vol VIII p.136-143. In addition GALLE
gives an analysis of Gauss's early work on errors in
'Die Methode der Kleins ten Quadrate', see 'Uber die
geodatischen Arbeiten von Gauss' Gauss Werke Vol
XI.2, Abh. 1, p.4-15

22) Gauss to Olbers, 30 July 1806. See Gauss Werke 
Vol VIII p.138. See also, for complete letter,
Wilhelm Olbers, (ed. SCHILLING & KRAMER) Vol II
(1900) 'Briefwechsel zwischen Olbers und Gauss'
Erste Abteilung. Olbers (1758-1840) studied medicine
at Gottingen, 1777-80 and later practised in Bremen,
astronomy being a spare time pursuit. In 1797 von
Zach published Olbers's method for calculating
cometary orbits, which was to prove invaluable for
many years. Gauss did not meet Olbers until 1803,
but corresponded with him prior to this. They
remained firm friends.

23) Gauss to Schumacher, 3 December 1831; see Gauss
Wery.e. Vol VIII p.138

24) Gauss to Schumacher, 6 July 1840; ibid. p.141

25) "Es scheint mein Schicksal zu sein, fast in
alien meinen theoretischen Arbeiten mit Legendre
zu concurriren. So in der haihern Arithmetik, in
den Untersuchunger aber transcendente Functionen,
die mit der Rectification der Ellipse zusammen-
hangen, bei den ersten Grunden der Geometrie
und nun wieder hier. So 1st z.B. auch das von
mir seit 1794 gebrauchte Princip, dass man, um
mehrere GrOssen, die man nicht alle genau
darstellen kann, am besten darzustellen, die
Summe der Quadrate zu einem Minimum machen
milsse, auch in Legendre's Werke gebraucht und
recht wacker ausgefiihrt."

26) For Gauss's early astronomical work see DUNNINGTON
Carl Friedrich Gauss . Titan of Science (1955), chrono-
logical table and Chapters 3 . and 4. Also see the
opening pages of BRENDEL 'Uber die astronomischen
Arbeiten von Gauss' Gauss Werke Vol XI.2, 3rd Abh.
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27) Gauss to Laplace, 30 January 1812; see Gauss
Werke Vol X. 1 p.371

28) Gauss to Olbers, 24 January 1812; see Gauss
Werke Vol VIII p.140

"linter meinen Papieren finde ich, dass ich im
Junius 1798, wo mir jene Methode eine 18ngst
angewandte Sache war, zuerst Laplace's
Methode gesehen und die Unvertraglichkeit
derselben mit den Grunds8tzen der Wahrschein-
lichkeitsrechnung in einem kurzen Notizen-
Journal ither mine mathematischen Beschafti-
gungen angezeigt habe."

29) A facsimile of the diary or 'Tagebuch' appears with
a transcript in Gauss Werke Vol X. 1 p.484. The
relevant entry is on p[88] of the 'Tagebuch' . Gauss
kept the 'Tagebuch' from March 1796 to July 1814,
and in it, as he says, he made very brief notes on
his mathematical activities

30) Theoria Motus (1809) Davies' trans. p.270

31) Gauss to Olbers, 18 November 1802; see Wilhelm 
Olbers, (ed. SCHILLING & KRAMER) Vol II (1900)
p.111

"Miindliche Anweisung zum Beobachten habe ich
bisher gar keine gehabt, obgleich Herr Seyffer
mich einmal semen Schiller genannt hat; alle
meine bisherigen Uebungen schr8nken sich auf
einige Beobb. am Mauerquadranten und mit dem
Spiegelsextanten em. Mein Gesicht 1st ziemlich
scharf, aber sehr kurzsichtig."

32) See DUNNINGTON and BRENDEL (see note 26 above)
and also Gauss Werke Vol VIII p.136-140

33) GALLE s tber die geodatischen Arbeiten von Gauss'
Gauss Werke Vol XI. 2, Abh. 1 p.5

"Auf den Grundgedanken kam er zuerst im
Herbst 1794, als er in dem Werke von Lambert
"Beitr.Nge lum Gebrauch der Mathematik und
deren Anwendung" die Betrachtungen ilber die
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Behandlung einer Uberzahl von Beobachtungen
las. Es handelt sich offenbar urn den Artikel
"'Theorie der Zuv r15ssigkeit der Beobachtungen
und Versuche", ...

"Gauss fill-lite, obgleich Lambert emn befriedi-
gendes Resultat erhalten hatte, den Mangel
eines festen Prinzips und gelangte von Zweck-
massigkeitsriicksichten ausgehend zu seiner
Methode.

"M5glicherweise haben einige Bermerkkingen
Lamberts, dessen Schreibweise nicht einer
anregenden Wirkung entbehrt, semen Gedan-
kengang mit beeinflusst. Lambert untersheidet
bereits die rege1m5ssigen und zuOligen Fehler
und besch5ftigt sich nur mit den letzteren, die
er unvermeidliche nennt. Von ihnen sagt er
aus, dass gleich grosse Abweichungen nach
beiden Seiten gleich mOglich sind, dass die
geringeren Fehler h g ufiger, die grOsseren
seltner sind und dass eine Kurve, welche die
Wahrscheinlichkeiten (die or als MOglichkeiten
bezeichnet) zu Ordinaten hat, sich selbst auf
beiden Seiten Shnlich (symmetrisch) 1st; die
mittelste Ordinate (im Anfangspunkte) a die
grasste, die Kurve hat auf beiden Seiten einen
Wendepunkt, und zu 5usserst 1st die Abszissen-
achse ihre Tangente."

34) In the records of the University of GOttingen, Gauss
Is entered as having borrowed Lambert's Beitrnqe on
24 October 1795, and his Photometria on 2 January
1797 See DUNNINGTON, 1955, Appendix G, p.398
'Library record of the University of Gtittingen.'

35) T. HALL Carl Friedrich Gauss, a Biography (1970)
p.79

36) Gauss to Laplace, 30 January 1812; see Gauss Werke 
Vol X. 1 p.371

37) Gauss to Olbers, 24 January 1812; ibid. Vol VIII p.140

"Das einzige, worilber man sich wundern kann,
ist, dass dieses Princip, was sich so leicht von
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selbst darbetiet, dass man auf den Gedanken
allein gar keinen besondern Werth legen kann,
nicht schon 50 oder 100 Jahr friiher von
andern, z.B. Euler oder Lambert oder Halley
oder Tobias Mayer angewandt 1st, obwohl es
ja sehr leicht sein kann, dass z.B. letzterer
so etwas angewandt hat, ohne es zu procla-
miren."

38) Gauss to Schumacher, 6 July 1840; ibid. Vol VIII
p.141

"Sic wissen, doss ich selbst auf das von mir
seit 1794 gebrauchte Verfahren, dem spaer der
Name Methode des moindres quarres beigelegt
1st, namals grossen Werth gelegt habe. 	 P ie

Verstehen Sie mich recht; nicht in Beziehung
auf den grossen Nutzen, den sie leistet, der
ist klar genug, aber danach taxire ich Dinge
nicht. Sondern deshalb oder in so fern legte
ich nicht viel Werth darauf, als vom ersten
Anfang an der Gedanke mir so natiirlich, so
'ausserst nahe liegend schien, doss ich nicht
im Geringsten zweifelte, viele Personen, die
mit Zahlenrechnung zu verkhren gehabt, milssten
von selbst auf einen solchen Kunstgriff gekommen
sein, und ihn gebraucht haben, obne deswegen es
der Milhe werth zu halten, viel Aufhebens von
einer so natiirlichen Sache zu machen. Nament-
lich fiel mir vor alien Tobias Mayer em, und ich
erinnere mich sehr bestimmt, dass ich oft, wo
ich mit andern von meiner Methode sprach (wie
z.B. warend meiner Studirzeit 1795-1798 wirklich
vielfach geschehen ist,) gekssert habe, ich wolle
die allergrOsste Wette eingehen, doss Tobias
Mayer bei semen Rechnungen dieselbe Methode
schon gebraucht ha be."

39) See 'Ober die geodatischen Arbeiten von Gauss' in
Gauss Werke Vol XI. 2 Abh. 1 p.7 ff

40) This may be seen from the record of the GOttingen
University Library; see DUNNING TON (1955) Appendix
G.
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41) 'Research concerning the probabilities of the errors
which happen in making observations' The Analyst,
or Mathematical Museum 1 (1808) p.93-109. This
journal is rare, but excerpts from Adrain's paper
are given by ABBE American Journal of Science and 
Arts 1 (3rd series: Jan-June 1871) p.411-415.
GLAISHER gives a useful analysis of Adrain's mathe-
matics in Mem Royal Astro Soc London 39 (1871)
p.75-124, but because of Glaisher's limited source
material (he had seen only Abbe's excerpts) he is
unable to deal adequately with the context of the
problem.

42) See the paper by Abbe (note 41 above)

43) Bowditch's paper, 'Solution of Mr. Patterson's Prize
Question for correcting a survey', precedes Adrain's.
See The Analyst, or Mathematical Museum 1 (1808)
p.,88-93

44) ADRAIN The Analyst, or Mathematical Museum 1 (1808)
p.93-4. I have replaced Adrain's notation by my own
throughout the quotations

45) Ibid. p.94

46) Ibid. p.97. My diagram is adapted from Adrain's

47) Ibid. p.109

48) 'Investigation of the Figure of the Earth, and of the
Gravity in different Latitudes' Amer Phil Trans 1 (New
series: 1818) p.119

49) Some sources cite Daniel Huber as having arrived at
the method independently. These seem largely to be
based on an obituary notice by Merian, published in
1831. Merian wrote:

"Bel semen eigenen Arbeiten empfand er den
Mangel Umgebungen, welche fiir seiner F6cher
anregend auf ihn zurUckwirken konnten; denn seit
dem Tode seines Vaters war er in dieser
Beziehung fast ganz auf sich selbst reduzirt.
Es ging ihm wie manchem isoliert lebendem
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Gelehrten in kleinen Stadten [Basel] dass
er manchen guten Gedanken oft lange mit
sich herumtrug, welcher bei einem lebhaftern
wissenschaftlichen Umgange zu klarerer und
vollst5ndigerer Ausbildung gekommen ware, die
denselben zu &fentlicher Bekanntmachung
geeignet halten. So hatte er z.B. schon in
&I:them Zeiten, durch eignes Nachdenken, die
spaterhin durch Gauss und Legendre bekannt
gewordene Methode der kleinsten Quadrate,
zur Ausmittlung des wahrscheinlichsten Ergebe-
nisses aus einer Reihe von Beobachtungen, auf-
gefunden."

See MERIAN Daniel Huber (1831) p.148. Huber was
born in Basel in 1768, succeeded his father as
professor of mathematics at Basel University in 1791,
and became University Librarian in 1802. He died
in 1829. He published very little, and apparently
nothing or error theory. He did, however, write a
lengthy biography of Lambert, but I have been
unable to examine this to see what emphasis he
lays on Lambert's error theory.

NOTES FOR CHAPTER VII 

1) TODHUNTER A History of the Mathematical Theory of 
Probability (1865) p.465 ff

2) See bibliography for details of this and subsequent
papers. There they appear listed under publication
date.

3) I use the rather ugly expression 'erf t', rather than
'error function' here in order to eliminate possible
confusion between this and 'error distribution', by .
which I mean any form of probability distribution
for the errors.
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4) Todhunter devoted considerable space to an invaluable
analysis of the Theorie Analytique and its genesis
from earlier papers. See TODHUNTER (1865) p.495-
613.

5) The Essai was based on one of a course of lectures
given at the Ecole normale in 1795. The lectures do
not survive in their original form, but a considerably
revised version appeared in the Journal de l'Ecole 
Polytechnique (1812), cahiers vii & viii. In the tenth
lecture, on probability theory, reference is made to
the method of least squares and the Gaussian distribu-
tion. The lecture was expanded, and published
separately in 1814, as Essai philosophique sur les 
Probabilites (1st and 2nd editions). It is the second
edition which is included as an introduction to the
second (1814) edition of the Theorie Analytique.
Third and fourth editions of the Essai were published
in 1816 and 1819, and the latter became the new
Introduction to the third (1820) edition of the Theorie
.Analytique. In 1825 there was a fifth and final
edition of the Essai. The Essai was expanded consi-
derably 3 S it went into new editions, but it retained
itb fundamental characteristic of attempting to explain
probability theory in non-mathematical language. Each
edition has a short section devoted to the application
of probability theory to observational errors.

6) The sections of the Theorie Analytique which concern
us here (with the exception of the Introduction) are
common to all three editions. Therefore I find it
convenient to refer throughout to the reprint of the
third edition which appears as volume VII of the
Oeuvres Completes de Laplace. By subtracting 4 or
5 from the page numbers I give, the page numbers of
the original editions are (approximately) obtained.

7) TODHUNTER A History of the Mathematical Theory of
Probability (1865)(p.560-589) deals with this chapter
largely by giving a slightly different, more elegant analy-
sis than Laplace's, following Poisson, R.L. Ellis and
others. This is extremely seful for a study of Laplace's -
mathematics, but here, where I seek rather to show his
attitudes towards errors and his reliance upon the con-
cepts of his predecessors, it is more convenient to follow
exactly Laplace's procedure. I take for granted many of
the mathematical arguments.
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8) Throughout the Chapter, I have modified the notation
to make it accord first, with the notation I have
used in earlier chapters, and, second, with moddrn
practice, as far as is consonant with an explanation
of Laplace's procedure.

9) C in my notiation; k " in the original.
K.

10) Todhunter supplies his own analysis here.

11) The first two papers are published in Oeuvres )CII
(1898). I refer throughout to the page numbers there.
The third paper is not reproduced in the Oeuvres;
see Oeuvres XIII p.79, where there is a note to the
effect that the paper is so like a section in the
second paper, that it is not worth printing.

12) In his attempt to make the exposition suitable for the
layman, Laplace purged it of all mathematical formulae,
but at what cost is indicated by Todhunter's scathing
comment on the section on generating functions:

"This section may be regarded as a complete
waste of space; it would not be intelligible to a
reader unless he were able to master the mathe-
matical theory delivered in its appropriate symbo-
lical language, and in that case the section would
be entirely superfluous."

13) I quote throughout, unless I state otherwise, from the
4th edition of the Essai, which forms the 'Introduction`
to the third edition of the 1116orie Analytique; see
Oeuvres VII

14) See Oeuvres XIV, p.151

15) Thaite de Mecanique  Celeste (Vol I & II, 1798/9; Vol
III, 1802; Vol IV, 1805; Vol V, 1823/5). I have used
Bowditch's translation, and exceedingly useful commen-
tary, for the first four volumes; Bowditch did not live
to translate the fifth volume, and there I have used the
Oeuvres V (1882), where it is reprinted.

16) Bowditch's translation, Vol I, p.256
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17)	 Exposition du Systeme du Monde (1796 etc.) This
short, non-mathematical account of the celestial
motions went into numerous editions and was
extremely popular. I quote here from the 6th
edition (1827) reprinted in the Oeuvres VI (1835);
see p.65

It is interesting to compare Laplace's ready accep-
tance here of simplicity with his rejection of it
elsewhere. We have seen how, in his 'Memoire sur
les Probabilites' (1781) he rejected the concept of
a simple error distribution, and said that there was
no a priori reason to consider any distribution more
probable than the rest; and that, since there is an
infinite variety of distributions to choose from, only
a few of which may be classed as simple, a simple
distribution is extremely unlikely. One might apply
the same reasoning to the laws of nature. Maybe
Laplace felt that the known existence of so many
simple laws made the assumption that all fundamental
laws of nature are simple a reasonable induction.

18) . See Bowditch's translation, Vol III, p.341. 'On the
formation of astronomical tubles'. Here Laplace
mentions the construction of equations of condition
and their manipulation.

NOTES FOR THE CONCLUSION

1)	 This began merely as Part II of the Philosophy of 
the Inductive Sciences (1840); but in the third edition
of 1858 it acquired a separate title, Novam Orqanon
Renovatum; the content of the work remained essen-
tially the same.

2)	 First published in the third edition of 'sGravesande's
Physices Elementa M thematica (1742) and translated
Into English in Mathematical Elements of Natural 
Philosophy (6th edition; 1747)
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3) I quote from Ellis and Spedding's translation; p.59

4) Preliminary Discourse p.122-129	 .

5) Ibid. p.164

6) Ibid. p.178

7) Ibid. p.190

8) Ibid. p.198

9) In particular we might mention Herschel's 'On the
Investigation of the Orbits of revolving Double stars,
...' Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society 5
(1833) p.171

10) Novum Organon Renovatum; part of Philosophy of the 
Inductive Sciences (3rd edition; 1858) Vol II, from
which I quote. p.144 (See bibliography)

11) Ibid. p.188

12) Ibid. p.196

13) Ibid. p.200

14) Ibid. p.202

15) Ibid. p.206-7

16) For Herschel's graphical work see note 8 above.
Herschel discussed the method of least squares in
The Edinburgh Review 92 (July 1850) p.1-57

17) The essay was appended to Vol II of Philosophy of 
the Inductive Sciences (3rd edition 1858); see p.223

18) Ibid. p.223
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